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1

INTRODUCTION

In the mid 1960's international liner shipping entered a
new development phase. Technical, political and economic
changes in sea, land and air transport and in the demand
for general and break bulk cargo movements made necessary
a far-reaching restructuring of the liner industry.

Since the mid 19th century liner shipping has domina
ted both deep-sea and short-sea general and break bulk
cargo transports, a result of the Industrial Revolution
which required a system of regular, public transport ser
vices between European countries separated from the main
land by short-seas and between Europe and the overseas
markets. Last century transport costs formed a powerful
trade barrier restricting transocean trade to high-value
commodities and making liner shipping the major form of
deep-sea transports. Political factors, such as the deve
lopment of colonial empires and the settlings of North
America, favored regular movements of passengers and cargo,
which stimulated the growth of the liner industry.

Short-sea liner shipping in the 19th century was well
developed in the Baltic and the North Sea. A system of re
gular and public services between Scandinavia and United
Kingdom on the one hand, and the European mainland on the
other was a sine qua non for the growth of the Scandinavian
industry as well as for the trade between Great Britain and
the Continent. The development of railways had only limited
impact on the modal allocation of general break bulk cargo
flows in the short-sea markets.

The growing demand of the industrialized world for
energy and raw materials at the end of the last and the
beginning of this century formed the base for development
of specialized vessels and increased the need for whole
vessel shipments, creating a division of the seab9rne trade
into several cargo submarkets. Specialization made possi
ble a relative decrease of transport costs, resulting in an
increasing number of low-value commodities entering inter
national trade. The general cargo share in trade declined
as did the liner-tonnage share.
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The development of long-distance road transports in
the interwar and, particularly in the postwar period, had
far-reaching influences on the technique, economy and orga
nization of the short-sea liner services. To meet the new
market conditions, the short-sea operators had to integrate
their services with the land transport system, recognizing
the superiority of the wheel for general cargo movements
in these markets, adopting the technique and organization
of the supplied shipping services accordingly. The new
technique changed the structure of general cargo traffic
from a flow of heterogeneous units to a fairly homogeneous
flow with trucks and containers being the basic units.

The experience of unitized traffic in military and
short-sea transports provided experience for unitization
of deep-sea transports, which allowed mechanization of
general cargo handling and made large vessels economic.
The new technique increased the advantages of liner ship
ping, which in the 1960's and 1970's had to meet growing
competition from special carriers in break bulk cargo trans
ports and from land and air transport in the general cargo
market. A main result of cargo unitization was increased
interdependence between land, port and sea services. Deep
sea and, particularly, short-sea liner shipping has to be
viewed as an integrated element of the total transport
system.

The system approach is a guide-line of this study. It
has a twofold objective: to analyze development tendencies
in the international liner industry and to examine changes
in the demand for the services for this industry, particu
larly the modal and port distribution of flows in Sweden
in the 1960's and 1970's. Chapter 1 is focused on develop
ment tendencies in the liner industry, analyzed in terms
of technical, political, economic and organizational changes

'and their interrelations. The analysis covers the develop
ment of international liner shipping from the 1810's to
the present. Tradition and historical experience play an
important role in technical, economic and organizational
thinking and decision-making in this industry. The study of
organizational changes on the markets is focused on ship
ping between Europe and other continents and on the Baltic
and the North Sea routes. These markets are of primary im
portance from the Swedish and European points of view.

The development of the liner industry has been divided
into three periods, the first two covering the foundation
(1810-1870) and expansion (1870-1965) phases. The third
period, the diversification phase, started in the late
1960's. The analys~s of the first two periods should give
a broad view of the processes which led to the economic
and organizational pattern of the modern liner shipping.
It is based on printed sources. Often definitions of the
industry, markets and ships vary. The lack of standardized
definitions and statistics make international comparisons
about the liner industry difficult. For fleets and firms
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national literature has been used as the main source since
it provides the most detailed data. The discussion of the
shipping policy of individual countries was based on v~ews

expressed by both national and foreign authors.

The analysis of the development tendencies in the
third period is mainly based on international statistics.
Common definitions are used for all countries for vessel
type, forms of aid etc., which allows more precise inter
national comparisons of fleets, policy measures and econom
ic results. National and international laws, agreements
and documents were used for the analysis of the shipping
policy of individual countries. Both data reliability and
international comparability are better for the third period
than for the first and second.

The first chapter leads to the following conclusions:
unitization of general cargo transports caused a rapid pro
ductivity jump, which significantly increased competition
as the number of vessels required stagnated. It stimulated
far-reaching horizontal integration. Several countries
then enforced protectionistic measures and introduced broad
subsidy programs to guarantee the survival of national liner
fleets. The purpose of the subsidies was to reduce capital
costs which had rapidly increased as a result of the tech
nical development. New transport techniques became a major
weapon in international competition. The protectionistic
tendencies were in conflict with the interests of the tradi
tional maritime nations, with the expansion plans of the
East European countries and with the convenience registra
tion of fleets and firms in some developing countries.
Competition from alternative modes in the late 1960's be
came a major element in the development of short-sea ser
vices and also increased in importance for deep-sea lines.
International liner shipping in the 1970's thus came into
a phase of growing diversification as regards transport
techniques, policies and flag distribution of fleets. An
other important tendency was the increased interdependence
between liner shipping and other elements in the system for
general and break bulk cargo transports.

The second part of the study, Chapters 2-4, is focused
on the demand for liner shipping, i.e. on the general and
break bulk cargo trade. In the second chapter two questions
are raised. The first is about elements and interdepences
guiding consignors in their choice of mode and route. The
second is focused on models and methods for the analysis
of the demand for general cargo transports and port services
and the. way the applied techniques influence the validity
and reliability of the results. Four approaches are dis
cussed: time series analyses, market surveys, consignment
studies and multiregional transport methods. Modal and
route allocations of general cargo flows are shown to be
a function of a complex decision process including con
signors, suppliers of transport and terminal services as
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well as other groups with an indirect but strong in
fluence on the transport market. Methods and models
used in the analysis of flow allocation can thus sel
dom be based on a single explaining variable. The ex
perience of earlier studies indicates that market
surveys are useful in short- and medium-term analyses.
They can be used with the market share and causal mo
dels based on time series analyses. Consignment studies
are a valuable complement to the market surveys and time
series in the medium-term analysis but are time-con
suming and therefore seldom used. Multiregional tran
sport models are a powerful method for medium- and
long-term analyses of the demand for individual modes,
particularly when simulation of alternative development
trends' is requested. They are based on a number of
quantified interdependences which makes an in-depth
analysis of the explicit and implicit assumptions a
sine qua non in the evaluation of the results.

In the third chapter the modal and port distri
bution of Sweden's general and break bulk cargo trade
is analyzed for the 1960's and 1970's. The discussion
is focused on three questions: (1) the relationship
between the production pattern and the size and geo
graphy of the flows, (2) the modal allocation of flows
and (3) the role of individual ports in the seaborne
trade with general and break bulk cargo. The analysis
showed (1) a considerable surplus of incoming general
cargo, which means that transport suppliers have to
search for outgoing cargo in the break bulk market,
(2) a rapid growth of road transports which resulted
in an increased concentration of shipping and rail to
the low-value segments, (3) a decline of traffic in
the East Coast ports, and (4) a concentration of break
bulk cargo flows to a limited number of specialized
terminals.

In the fourth chapter a quantitative model is
developed to estimate an optimal modal and port distri
bution of general cargo flows, considering the price,
time and capacity of the individual services. The
model describes in quantitative terms the volume of
demand for general cargo transports, its geographic
location and the system of supplied transport services.
It can be used both for the analysis of the current
situation and to simulate future port and modal allo
cation of flows, considering planned or expected changes
in the geography of demand for general cargo transports
and in the networks of supplied services, their prices
and time performances. The results indicate that land
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transports are the optimal alternative for general
cargo shipments from Sweden to the Continent and United
Kingdom. However, the results have to be carefully
interpreted as they are based on several assumptions
about the consignors' optimizing behavior, the pricing
system, the value of transport time, and the capacity
limits.
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1. LINER SHIPPING:
GENERAL TENDENCIES

The division of international shipping into two lines of
work, liner shipping and tramp shipping, has traditionally
follwed the division of seaborne trade into general and
bulk cargo. l The general cargo trade is regarded as the
market for the transport services of liner shipping and
the bulk cargo flows for that of tramp shipping. Changes
in the organization of supply and demand, in the volume
and structure of the cargo flows and in the transport
techniques mean that the concepts of liner shipping 
tramp shipping and general cargo - bulk cargo vary from
time to time and are seldom unequivocally defined.

An analysis of the development tendencies in liner
shipping requires a definition of the economic, organiza
tional and technical qualities that make it differ from
the other types of sea transports. This analysis is
necessary to delimit the sector of sea transports in which
liner shipping is most competitive and to illustrate
development tendencies in adjacent markets that may form
potential expansion areas for the industry. Technical,
organizational and political changes like the expansion of
road and air freight, the growth of industrial and special
shipping, and a drift to economic autarchy in the long
run may signify important limitations to the development
potentials of liner shipping. Against this background
the answer to two questions are sought in this chapter:

What factors and relations have hitherto governed
the development of international liner shipping?

In what way will these factors influence the develop
ment of the industry in the 1980's and 1990's?

The analysis in this chapter and the following discus
sion on the transport requirements of cargo and on demand
models for transport form the basis for the concluding

1 Hogbom, 1934" p.278; Fisser, 1957, p.8; Encyclopedia Britanica,
vol. 20, p.545.
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chapters on the present and future demand for liner shipp
ing in Sweden, its geography and forms of organization.

DEFINITIONS
Liner shipping differs from other forms of work in sea
transport by offering all potential consignors regular
and scheduled departures on firm routes within a system
of base ports. The production units are the lines, as
distinguished from tramp shipping in which individual
ships form such units. Liner shipping is carried on by
independent companies which makes it differ from industrial
shipping in which shipping companies are either owned by
or by long-term contracts tied up with manufacturing firms.

From the market point of view liner shipping can be di
vided into cabotage, short-sea and transocean connections.
They are noticeably separated from each other as regards
cooperation of shipowners, their collaboration with con
signors, competition from alternative transport modes and
the influence of government, i.e. the degree of market
regulation.

Cabotage or domestic liner shipping is traditionally
reserved for the national flag according to the mare
nostrum doctrine. This holds for all European countries
except Great Britain, Benelux, Norway and, partly, Denmark
and Sweden. The doctrine is put into practice in most non
European countries, especially the United States, South
America, and India. Out of 76 coastal states, 46 applied
flag discrimination in domestic shipping at the beginning
of the 1970's. l In Sweden and most other European coun
tries competition from land transport caused a gradual de
cline of domestic liner shipping in the 1930-1960 period. 2
However, it is still important in several non-European
countries, mostly island countries and the United States.
The shift to ro-ro technique and integration with road haul
age may lead to a renaissance for domestic liner shipping in
European countries with long coastal stretches, like the
Nordic and Mediterranean countries. Present flag discrimi
nation will probably also include this traffic~ This
means that a possible expansion on domestic markets will
influence only the growth possibilities of the national
shipping companies, and will be of little importance for
the development of international liner shipping. Cabotage
is therefore excluded from the analysis.

1 Connnittee of Inquiry 'into Shipping 9 1970. p'P. 41-42.
~2

Thorburn, 1958, p.215.
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Short-sea shipping is here defined as traffic within
Europe, including the Levant and the North Coast of
Africa. Ii is similar to current English and German de
finitions. Short-sea shipping is strongly influenced
by the competition from land transport, which increases
the interest of the shipping industry in innovations in
ships and handling techniques to maintain its competi
tiveness. The competition from land transport makes
it difficult for the shipowners to have a joint control
of prices, capacity, and of the cargoowners' loyalty.
This has created a decentralized market without much cartel
interference. In the analysis the development of shipping
in the Baltic and the North Sea will be studied closely.
This region is of great importance in the transport supply
of Sweden's general and break bulk cargo trade as well as
for the employment of Swedish tonnage in general and break
bulk cargo outside the transocean markets.

All traffic between Europe and other continents except
for North Africa and the Levant is here described as deep
sea liner shipping. The development on this market shows
regional dissimilarities in shipping policy, bargaining
strength of the cargo owners and in the structure of the
general and break bulk cargo flows. These differences
are pointed out to emphasize shifts in environment and
market terms that confront shipowners active on the deep
sea routes.

In some studies ferry shipping is separated from other
liner shipping because of strong relations to land trans
ports and differences in ships and ways of work of the
shipowners. 2 Such differentiation is not made here, as
ferry shipping fulfills all demands of liner shipping as
defined above. Ferries are used for transporting general
and break bulk cargo, i.e. they offer transport services
in the same market sector as other liner shipping.

PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT
The development of international liner shipping in the
past 150 years is here studied in four perspectives:
(1) the adaptation of shipowners to the technical gevelop
ment, primarily in the areas of ships and cargo handling;

1 Short-Sea Trade is used to describe the traffic between Great
Britain and ports in Northern and Western Europe and in the Northern
part of the Mediterranean, Committee of Inquiry, 1970, pp 60-63.
In West Germany three kinds of local shipping are separated:
"Klistenfahrt, K1ein Fahrt und Mitt1ere Fahrt", Schiffsbesetzungs
und Ausbi1dungsordnung vom 1970-08-11, § Fahrtgebiete.

2
Bachman, 1968.
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(2) internal cooperation of shipowners, its forms and
development; (3) cooperation of shipowners with consignors;
and (4) adaption of shipowners to the shipping and economic
policies of various countries and its influence on the
development of national liner fleets and shipping companies.

The following-up by the shipowners of the technical
development - just as in the process industries - led to
increased average size in the production plant, the ship.
This was completed with increased speeds, reduced manning
per transported ton cargo, reduced time in port, and in
creased safety at sea (reduced transport risks). Liner
ships, primarily transocean passenger vessels came to re
present a synthesis of the technical development in the
second half of last century. This positively influenced
creative thinking in the economic and organizational fields
and increased the possibilities to recruit technical and
business talents to the industry. The passenger ships
were the first step towards technical segmentation of the
shipping market, which in the long-run led to the develop
ment of system transports. The introduction of special
ships meant a powerful restriction on the expansion possi
bilities of liner shipping, through a gradual transfer of
more and more goods from general cargo to bulk transports.
This process is particularly noticed in this study.

The demand for speed, safety at sea and technical
modernization put on liner ships by consignors and by
conferences forced the shipping companies to a continuous
tonnage change. This and the extensive administration,
including networks of agents, contributed to high fixed
costs compared to other forms of shipping. l High fixed
costs and the demand for maintenance of regular sailings
irrespective of the access to cargo limited the ship
owners' possibilities of cutting prices. It also created
a need for a close cooperation between shipowners to coun
teract competition by price and capacity regulations. The
liner conference system, established in the 1860-1890
period, formed the basis for cooperation between deep sea
liner companies.

The cooperation between shipowners and consignors was
mainly concentrated on averting market conflicts and there
by preventing the transition of cargo to alternative
transports. The primary interest of the shipowners was to
strengthen the loyalty of the cargo owners to their lines
and thereby to stabilize their cargo basis, a prerequisite
for the existence of international liner services. 2 Rebates
and the shipowner's help in marketing products on the
transocean markets developed into two basic elements in

1
Thorburn, 1960, p. 113.

2
Thorburn, 1960, p.116; Sturmey 1962, p.235.
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the cooperation between shipping. lines and cargo owners.
They were both launched at the end of the 19th century by
the newly formed liner conferences.

The regulatio~ of liner shipping in a national shipping
policy has two main purposes: (1) to promote the develop
ment of the national liner shipping companies and (2) to
guarantee the country a transport supply that is optimal
from its own point of view. The shipping policy is also
influenced by the political and military aims of the
country and is an important element in the economic develop
ment plans. A general tendency in the shipping policy of
newly established shipping nations is to advocate a
stronger regulation of the working terms of international
liner shipping. Countries with large and stable liner
fleets prefer the market forces as the regulating mechanism.
The result is an oscillation of the terms of work of the
shipping companies between the mare Ziberum and mare nost
rum environment, geographically as well as over time. The
internationally successful liner companies are character
ized by high flexibility and good adaptability in the face
of these oscillations.

The development of liner shipping in the past one and
a half century can be divided into:

1. The foundation period - first within a regulated and
then a free market - in the years 1820-1870;

2. The expansion period within a cartelized market about
1870 - mid 1960's;

3. The diversification period from the mid 1960's.

THE FOUNDATION PERIOD 1820-1870
CONDITIONS OF WORK: REGULATED AND FREE MARKET

The foundation period stretches from the beginning of the
1820's to the first years of the 1870's. The basic forms
of work of liner shipping were established in this period. l

They were: (1) a geographically fixed route plan; (2) sche
duled sailings, independent of weather conditions and use
of the loading capacity of the ship; and (3) acceptance of
all consignments without regard to size and consignor.

The development of regular sea transports on the oceans
in the first half of the 19th century should be seen as a
condition to the contemporary industrialization of Europe.
This brought in an increased dependance on intra- and
intercontinental trade. 2 An important condition for the

1 The first transocean line was probably that of the Black Ball Lines
between Liverpool and New York which started in 1816. Str0mme
Svendsen, 1956, p. 292.

2 "The idea of an international economic order was already by 1860
well established"; Youngston, 1966, p.17l.
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industrial breakthrough and progress was the access to
a well functioning transport system for people, cargo,
and information. The railroads were the core of such a
system on land. Liner shipping came to play the same
role at sea.

The routes Great Britain - North America and the
Continent - North America were the most important for
the development of deep-sea liner shipping already in the
first half of the 19th century. The rapid growth of emi
gration followed by an expansion in the demand for European
manufactured products, i.e. highvalue general cargo, created
a need for high quality transports.

Other important routes were Europe - the Levant, Europe 
the Far East, Europe - the West Indies, and Europe - South
America.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

Liner shipping in the first twenty years was based on
sailing ships. The steamer was introduced to the deep sea
services at the end of the 1830's. American "flash packets"
made the New York - Liverpool run in little more than half
of the average time needed by British steam vessels in
those days. However, in the long-run the steamer meant a
technical and organizational break-point in the develop
ment of shipping. l From the point of view of the economics
and organization of transports the steamer gradually came
to mean increased security for passengers and goods, less
dependence on the weather, as a rule shorter transport
time, better regularity, lower costs for manning, and in
creased ship size. The requirement for speed and regulari
ty characteristic for transports of passengers and expen
sive general cargo made liner shipping the leader in the
use of fast ships, i. e. steamers in the past. century and
motor vessels in this century.

In the 1850's and 1860's iron and steel more and more
replaced wood as ship-building material. This further in
creased the durability of ships and made it possible to
build them even larger. The propeller was the third
important technical innovation that from the late 1860's
made the steamers able to offer competitive alternatives
to sail ships on all deep-sea routes.

The steamers were very capital intensive compared to
sail ships. This created a strong financial restriction
and need for a developed marketing organization. The tra
ditional family-owned shipping firms were in many cases too
small to carry on liner business by themselves. This provid
ed zoom for the development of the modern limited liability

1 The first steamers on the North Atlantic were introduced in 1838,
the SS Great Western and the SS Sirius of the British American Steam
Navigation Co.; Bonsor, 1955, p. 5.
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companies. 1 They became strong competitors to the fleets
of merchant houses which dominated the deep sea transport
market before the 1830's. Services supplied by these
fleets were commonly designed to meet the needs of mer
chant houses themselves and not of independent consignors.

SHIPPING POLICY, NATIONAL MERCHANT FLEETS
AND LINER COMPANIES

During the foundation period the development of liner ship
ping was totally dominated by British interests as a conse
quence of the country's position of an industrial and
trading nation, colonial power and leader of the technical
development. Half the world's fleet was in British posses
sion in the mid 1850's (Table 1:1). Through a strongly pro
tectionistic shipping policy the British merchant fleet
had been guaranteed all transports within the Empire for
two centuries until the middle of the 19th century.2 Trans
ports of cargo between Great Britain and other countries,
according to the law, were reserved exclusively for British
ships or ships from the country of origin of the cargo.

In Great Britain the competitiveness of the national
shipping was debated in the 1840's. The debate was influ
enced by the economic liberalism that ruled the industrial
development. The interplay between free trade and free
shipping was emphasized and was considered a necessary con
dition for the continued economic development of the
country. 3 This debate led to an acceptance of a more and
more liberal shipping policy in Great Britain in the 1840's.
The strongly protectionistic regulation from the days of
Cromwell was abolished as well as other flag discrimination.
This applied to transports within the Empire as well as to
third countries.

In order to strengthen the development of private liner
shipping the British government in 1837-1840 had transferred
the right to carry mail from warships to merchant vessels.
This helped Great Britain play a leading role in the founda
tion of deep-sea liner shipping companies.

A geographical division of markets, between the leading
British shipping companies, took place already at the founda
tion stage. To a great extent it was stimulated by the
British government through its allocation of mail subsidies. 4

1 Str~mme Svendsen, 1956, p. 153.
2

Navigation Act 1651-1849.
3 Riccardo, 1847, p.37.

4 For a further discussion of mail subsidies, see pp. 37-39.
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Table 1:1. Strueture of the World Merchant Fleet 1850-1910,
'000 000 tons net

Average
annual
growth

1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1870-1910

Wor1d a Sail 6,9 9,9 12,3 12,9 10,2 8,0 6,0 -1.9
Steam: 0,2 0,7 1,8 4,4 8,6 13~9 21,9 6.5

UK S 3,4 4,2 4,6 3,9 2,9 2,0 1,1 -3.5
St 0,2 0,5 1,1 2,7 5,0 7,2 10,4 5.8

Germany S 0,9 1,0 0,7 0,6 0,5 -1.5
St 0,1 0,2 0,7 1,3 2,4 8.3

Japan S 0,0 0,1 0,3 0,4 7.2
St 0,1 0,5 1,2 13.2

Norway S 0,3 0,6 1,0 1,5 1,5 1,0 0,6 -1.3
St 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,5 0,9 7.6

France S 0,7 0,9 0,9 0,6 0,4 0,5 0,6 -1.0
St 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,5 0,5 0,8 3.5

Russiab S 0,7 0,6 0,6 0,6 °St 0,1 0,2 0,4 0,5 5.5
Italy S 1,0 0,9 0,6 0,6 0,4 -2.3

St 0,0 0,1 0,1 0,4 0,7 6.7
USAc S 1,5 2,4 1,3 1,2 0,7 0,5 0,2 -4.6

St 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,6 2.8
Spain S 0,3 0,2 0,1 0,0 -5.8

St 0,2 0,4 0,7 0,8 4.7
Sweden S 0,4 0,4 0,3 0,2 -2.3

St 0,1 0,1 0,3 0,6 6.1
Denmark S 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,1 --I. 7

St 0,0 0,1 0,1 0,3 0,4 4.7

Holland S 0,3 0,4 0,4 0,3 0,1 0,1 0,0 -6.7
St 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,1 0,3 0,5 5.5

Austria S 0,3 0,3 0,1 0,1 0,0 -4.4

St 0,0 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,5 5.5

Greece S 0,3 0,4 0,2 0,2 0,1 -4.5

St 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,3 8.9

Belgium S 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 °St 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,2 2.3

China S 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 °St 0,0 0,0 0,1

a Excluding U.S.-in1and and coastal fleet
b With Finland
c Overseas fleet only

Source: Kirka1dy, A. W. , 1914, British Shipping, its History, Organiza-
tion and Importance, London. Appendix 12.
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The route to t.he M.editerranean, th.e Leva.nt and the Fa.r
East in 1837 was allocated to the Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Navigation Co., specially establish.ed for this pur
pose. The fight over the mail contract on the leading
liner market Great Britain - North America was won in 1840
by the British and North American Royal Mail Steam Packet
Co., later renamed Cunard Steamship Co. The same year
Royal r-1ail Steam Packet Co. got the mail contract between
Great Britain and the West Indies, South America.

The realization of the free competition doctrine on
the world seas stimulated the growth of non-British merchant
fleets in the l850's and 1860's. The United States and
Norway appeared as important shipping nations and competi
tors of Great Bri tain (Table 1: 1). Makin.g the most of th.eir
comparative advantage - the long shipyard tradition, the
broad sea contact wi th cod fishing, whale !luntill.g a!1d long
distance trade, primarily with South America, California
and China - the American shipping companies continued to
emphasize sail ships through the 1850's.1 Between 1850 and
1860 the United States increased its transocean sail fleet
with 5 % a year, and its share in the sail fleet of the
world increased from 22 to 24 %. The Civil War 1861 - 1865
stopped this development; in the beginning of the 1870's
the Americans had only 11 % of the world sail tonnage.
The American share of the steamers was 13 % in 1870, i.e.
much less than the British (Table 1:1). This was a con-
sequence of the American shipowners' strong belief in the
superiority of the sail ship, especially in tramp shipping,
and the government's limited support of transocean mail
transports with stearners. 2 The American shipping policy
had been liberal already in the first half of the 19th
century. By decision in Congress, the discrimination of
foreign ships in the transport supply of the country had
been abolished. 3 A considerable part of the American
fleet was engaged in "cross trading",4 i.e. D.S. shipping
remained competitive until the Civil War.

1 "Three years ago we directed attention to the great increase of
foreign screw steamers, and showed clearly how they were rapidly
taking away the trade that has formerly been carried by American
ships ... Today nearly all the mail and passenger, besides a great
deal of the goods, traffic, is carried by foreign ships, the great
majority of which are iron screw steamers ..• We have not a single
new Atlantic steamship in the stocks, from one end of the country
to the other, while in Great Britain there are 16 000 tons of new
iron screw steamers built for the American trade." Scientific
American, March 31, lR60.

2 "During the period when the British were building up their first
subsidized st amship lines and services, extending their trade and
Empire, the people of the Congress of the United States were occupi
ed with westward expansions and did not grasp the situation",
Foreign Trade and Shipping, 1945, p.176.

3 Congress Act of May 3, 1815 and Reciprocity Act of 1828.
4 Foreign Trade and Shipping, 1945, pp. 153-165.
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The rapid expansion of the Norwegian fleet between
1850 and 1880 was almost solely concentrated to sail ships:
a result of comparative advantages - traditions in fishing,
whaling and sail shipping, the concentration to tramp ship
ping, and the low cost of labor - as well as the lack of
capital. In 1880 steamers were still a mere 3 % of the
Norwegian merchant fleet (Table 1:1).

Also the British sail tonnage increased' noticeably
until the 1870's. The superiority of steamers over sail
ships was not self-evident even among British shipowners
before the mid 1870's. Technical innovations, the pro
peller in the 1860's and the compound steam engine in the
l870's,1 meant considerable progress in the sea-worthiness
and competitiveness of steamers. The latter innovation
reduced the fuel need of the steamer, i.e. increased its
loading capacity and productivity. The consequence was a
keener competition between steam and sail as well as be
tween the steam ship lines. A violent price war followed,
primarily on the two leading deep-sea routes: (1) Europe 
North America and (2) Europe - India, the Far East,
Australia. The freight rates dropped about 40 % on the
North Atlantic between 1860 and 1870. 2 This cannot be ex
plained solely by lowered transport costs as a result of
the technical development. The price war played an impor
tant role. The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, and the
rapid tonnage growth contributed to the drop by one-fourth
between 1874 and 1878 in the freight rates on the route
Great Britain - the Far East. 3

Considerable capital investments and high operating
costs limited the possibilities of the steamship companies
to engage in a long price war. Their profits decreased
conspicuously in the 1870's, probably due to diminished
freight income. 4 A large number of shipping companies
were for economic reasons forced to close down in these
years. The threat against continued existence made
the companies, operating on the same route, start coopera
ting at the beginning of the 1870's. This cooperation
formed the basis of a new phase in the development of in
ternational liner shipping. The free competition that
characterized the market between 1840 and 1870 was now re
placed by a system of cartels, the liner conferences.

1 "Although success had been obtained with the compound system in
vessels built for the Pacific Steam Navigation Co. as e~r1y as 1856,
it was not until about 1870 that the compound engine came into
general use", Murray, 1960, p.692.

2 Youngston, 1966, p.171
3 Deakin, 1973, p.16-17.
4 Hyde, 1967, p.6.
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THE EXPANSION PERIOD 1870-1948

The expansion period 1870 - mid 1960's could be divided
into three phases, taking into account two break-points
in world history, the First and the Second World Wars.
The first phase, 1870-1914, was characterized by British
dominance and by a liberal shipping policy comprising most
countries. The second, including the two world wars and
the interwar period, saw a breakdown of the British domi
nance as a consequence of increased competition from new
shipping nations. The first two phases are analyzed to
gether in this study.

The third phase, the reconstruction after the Second
World War, was a period of rapid and comparatively even
growth in demand for transocean liner shipping. This phase
ended in the mid 1960's, when new tendencies could be dis
cerned on the international liner shipping market as a re
sult of new transport techniques, the shipping policy of
the underdeveloped countries, and the appearance of liner
shipping companies governed by other than pure business
criteria.

CONDITIONS OF WORK: LINER CONFERENCES

In this section the growth of liner conferences is ana
lyzed by the main liner markets in the 1870-1948 period.
Special emphasis is laid on the differentiation in the
forms of work of the conferences as a consequence of varia
tions in the shipping policy of the governments and the
negotiation strength of the consignors.

Liner conferences, a voluntary association of sh~p

owners operating on one route, were established at the
end of the 19th century.l The purpose of these agreements
was to: (1) regulate the tonnage supply and freight level
on individual routes; (2) limit the competition from non
member companies; and (3) tie the consignors to the con
ference ships through rebates.

The conference system introduced four new elements in
to the working forms of liner shipping. The most important
was tariffs, i.e. pricing through agreements between the
shipowners participating in the conference. Thus, the

1 The first conference was established at the end of the 1860's by
British liner shipping companies in passenger traffic on the North
Atlantic. Both passenger and cargo transports were regulated.
The first conference exclusively for cargo shipping was established
in 1875 on the route Great Britain - Calcutta. Shipowner associa
tions with the purpose of regulating the supply and pricing in
domestic and local liner shipping occurred even earlier. Thorburn,
1958, p.96.
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traditional price ne.gotiations between individual con
signors and shipowners were abolished. The second element
was the geographical division of hinterlands. The member
lines were reserved traffic to and from individual ports.
Home markets were often allotted the national lines. The
pool system was the third important innovation. l Freight
and earning pools were established. The former ment a
common sharing of cargo, the latter a common levying of
traffic revenues. The aim was to prevent price cuts be-
low the tariff and agreed rebates. The fourth element
were the common actions against the competition from non
members. Until 1916 all conferences were organized ac
cording to the same principle of a closed and selfregula
ting association. The antitrust policy of the Uni~ed States
in 1916 forced the creation of a new typ of conference,
open for all lines and for state control.

The India Trade

Already at the turn of the century the conference system
included the most important transocean routes from Europe.
The route to India was leading in the number of conferences
up to the Second World War, about 100 in 1948. 2 Separate
conferences were formed for the sailing between individual
ports in India and European countries. The British traffic
was even divided into coastal areas. This disintegration
gave the consignors a strong position in negotiations with
the conferences. To strengthen it, the tea growers created
the first shippers' associations. 3 These organizations
forced the conferences to introduce in the 1890's the
system of rebates. Their main purpose was to strengthen
the loyalty of the cargo owners to conference lines. Re
bates were offered as "deferred rebates" or "contract
freight rates ll

• The former were popular on routes where
the negotiating strength of the shipowner noticeably domi
nated over that of the cargo owner, while the latter were
introduced on routes with comparatively even competitive
strength.

British companies totally dominated the India conferen
ces up to World War One. In the interwar period German,
Scandinavian, and Dutch companies entered but German,
Belgian and Dutch ports remained open in the India con
ferences, i.e. traffic on these ports was not reserved for
the domestic lines. At this time 25 % of the profits from
the traffic on open ports were divided in a freight pool
between the conference members. Offered tonnage was used
as the division key.

1 Freight pools were introduced in 1884 in the Australian conference
and developed rapidly into practice in most other conferences.

2
Deakin, 1973, p.23.

3 The Indian Tea Association as well as the Calcutta Tea Traders
,Association was formed in 1881.
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The introduction of the freight pool meant further
strengthening of the cooperation among the shipowners,
i.e. rnutual control through a detailed supply regulation
and a division of net profits, based on agreements and
thereby partly independent of carried freights. The
freight pools comprised one or several commodities on
one route. They were formed on routes where the con
ferences could not prevent wars between the lines. l

The Far East Trade

Conferences for the Far East traffic were formed in the
beginning of the 1880's on the initiative of Mr J. Swire. 2

After substantial initial difficulties, which caused their
closedown several times, they grew to comprise all
liner traffic between Europe and China, Japan, and South
East Asia. The competition from tramp shipping and lack
of return cargo to Europe at the turn of the century
necessitated special discounts for traffic via Europe to
the East Coast of North America. The cargo was hauled to
North America at no extra cost. Another innovation was
a system of individual freight rates for whole ship loads,
which strengthened the competitiveness of liners in trans
port of bulk commodities as return cargo. Freight rates were
established individually for each consignment through
direct agreements shipowner-discharger, i.e. the same way
as in tramp shipping. After the turn of the century and
in the interwar period individual freight rates became an
important means of competition for liner shipping on routes
with a strong imbalance in the traffic. 3

The rapid growth of the German liner shipping and the
expansion of the traditional Dutch and French sea connec
tions with the Far East contributed to the sharpening of
the competition for return cargoes on the route. The nego
tiating position of the British shipowners vis-a-vis the
shipowners on the Continent was weaker than in the India
or Australia traffic. The result was that traffic of all
European ports was reserved for national companies in the
Far East conference. Antwerp was the only open base port
in Europe as no Belgian company participated in this con
ference.

Stagnation in the trade between Europe and the Far East,
new shipping companies, primarily from Scandinavia and
Japan, the rapid reconstruction of the German companies
and keen competition from tramp shipping led to a substan
tial tonnage surplus on the route in the 1920's. More and

1 Marx, 1953, p.162.
2 Marriner & Hyde, 1967.
3 Fisser, 1957, p. 29-33.
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more of the shipping companies started offering rebates
below conference agreement. Certain companies applied
lower rates by noting lower weight than the actual. In
order to counteract this practice, the Far East conference
formed a system of "sworn measurers". Their task was to
check the consignment weights at the quay. These measures
were the basis of the freight charging and for fees to the
freight pool founded at the same time.

The Australia Trade

As on the India routes the British shipping companies
dominated the liner services Europe-Australia. Her~ also the
competition from tramp shipping was very noticeable as
regards the return cargo to Europe. It was dominated by
wool and meat, i.e. goods for which special ships and
general tramps could offer a very competitive alternative
to liner shipping. In contrast to the Far East route the
Australian consignors were well organized already in the
interwar period. This considerably increased their nego
tiating strength vis-a-vis the conferences and enabled
common charterings of tramp tonnage. In negotiating with
the conferences the Australian consignors were at an early
stage supported by the federal administration, which in
1906 prohibited conference rebate~ to limit the monopoly
tendencies in liner shipping. l The prohibition was
abolished in the 1920's and was replaced by a negotiating
organization (Australian Overseas Transport Association 
AOTA). The organization included all participants in the
transport market, i.e. consignors, transporters, and
authorities. It became a forum for negotiations on freight
rates and tonnage supply on the route Australia - Europe.
AOTA also became a control institution for freight charg
ing and rebates. In spite of the foundation of AOTA the
Australia traffic in the whole interwar period continued
to show a considerable tonnage surplus on the return trips
as a consequence of imbalance in traffic and competition
from tramp shipping.

The Africa Trade

The liner shipping on Africa up to World War I was mostly
operated by British, French and Portuguese companies. The
drawing up of the lines to a great extent followed the
empires. The shipping on French and Portuguese colonies
was regulated by the governments, which effectively pre
vented competition. The traffic on British colonies was
operated by a number of British companies in keen competi
tion. In order to counteract this, they introduc~d the con-

1 Australian Industries Preservation Act of 1906.
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ference systems in the 1880's and 1890's.1 Local authori
ties, especially in South Africa, in the interwar period,
conducted a very active shipping policy with the purpose
of increasing the competitiveness of the local industry on
the world market through a good and cheap transport supply.
Already in 1911 the mail authorities in South Africa were
prohibited from using lines, whose actions were supposed
to damage the commercial interests of the national industry.2
In the 1930's this policy was continued with selective sub
sidies and government contracts for lines considered to
be favoring local industry. This policy limited the possi
bilities of the South Africa conference to make independent
decisions about freights, discounts and shipping terms.

The South America Trade

In the 1890's liner conferences were introduced on the
route Europe - South America. 3 Until the turn of the cen
tury the British companies were responsible for most of
this traffic. In the first decade of this century the
German companies increased noticeably their traffic as
South America became an open continent where several nations
competed for economic and political influence. Regular sea
connections were very important means to strengthen one's
interests. After the First World War the competition
sharpened even further as Dutch and Scandinavian lines ex
panded. This led to a reorganization of the liner con
ferences with a weakening of the position of the British
companies as a result. Traffic on Continental ports was
reserved for national lines, Belgium and Holland being ex
ceptions. The South American governments tried to increase
their control of the conferences in the o.s. fashion. The
Brazilian government in 1933 prohibited rebates and other
forms of tying customers in shipping. 4 The prohibition was
abolished after five years on the recommendation of the
Sao Paolo Chamber of Commerce. The motive was that a
general system of rebates favored the Brazilian foreign
trade, provided that the rebate period was short, the con
signor had the possibility of choosing a non-conference
ship when lacking conference tonnage without seeming dis
loyal, and that Brazilian ships could be chosen before con
ference ships. This was the beginning of the protectionis
tic measures in the shipping policy of the South American
countries which strongly influenced the policy of other
developing countries in the postwar period.

1 South Africa Conference was formed in 1886 and West Africa Conference
in 1895.

2 Marx, 1953, p.91.

3 North Brazil Conference 1895, River Plate & South Brazil Conference
1896, West Coast of South America Conference 1904.

4 Sanderson, 1938, pp. 118-123.
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The North Atlantic Trade

The cartel-forming tradition in the liner shipping of the
North Atlantic dates back to the l850's. In 1851 the
British Cunard Co., the leading company, agreed with the
newly established US Mail Steamship Co. (Collins Line)
about minimum freight rates. The companies also formed
a freight pool.l When the o.s. Post Office Department in
1858 broke off the subsidies of mail to the Collins Line
its continued existence was rendered impossible. This
was the end of the first attempt to cartelize liner ship
ping on the North Atlantic. The rapidly increasing ton
nage supply on the route in the 1860's and the increase of
the number of shipping companies led to the forming of
the world's first transocean line conference. 2It included
Liverpool companies trafficking North America. In the
1880's the conference was extended to include also German
companies. They later took a leading position in the
North Atlantic traffic (Table 1:2) as a result of success-
ful marketing and government support to limit competition
from foreign ships in domestic ports. This gave the
German companies the greater part of the Central and East
Europe emigrants. The strong position of the German com
panies and the establishment of the American shipping
trust International Mercantile Marine led to a dissolution
of the North Atlantic conference in 1903. An extensive
price war followed. A noticeable decrease in emigrant
traffic, 30 % in 1908 from the year before, led to a stop
of the price war. A new conference was established and
included all passenger lines on the North Atlantic and
most of the goods traffic. In connection with this the
AA-agreement was introduced, whose purpose was to divide
in detail th~ shares of passenger and goods traffic
between the conference members. This regulation was con
trary to the spirit of the o.s. antitrust legislation which
led to an investigation by the House of Representatives
of the activity 9f the conferences and their negative
influence on free competition. 3 The investigation led to
new legislation, the Maritime Act of 1916.

This law became the basis of the American shipping
policy and attitude to shipping conferences. It brought
on federal control of liner shipping on the United States.

1 Minimum price for passenger transports were £ 30 for first and £ 20
for second class passengers and £ 7-7-0 for 1 ton of goods. Hyde,
1975, p.40.

2 "There is, at this moment in Liverpool, what they call a Steam
Conference of all British steamship owners in Liverpool and Glasgow,
whereby all the rates of freight are regulated at the Conference."

~ Proceedings of the Selected Committee on Mail Contracts 1869, § 1457.
3 Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, 1912-1916 (Alexander

Committee).
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It prohibited "deferred rebates", the use of low price
ships for fighting competition, discrimination of dis
loyal dischargers, use of discriminating contracts, and
preventions for entering the conference. The legislation
forced a new type of open line conferences that were sub
ject to public observation. In the 1920's these new con
ferences introduced a system of double freight rates in an
attempt to reinforce the rebate system. They also tried
to develop secondary competitive obstacles for non-member
tonnage, primarily through secret deals with port authori
ties about priority for conference tonnage and differenti
ated range additions for further transports in Europe.
The Merchant Marine Act of 1936 prohibited such practices.

Table 1:2. Westbound North Atlantic Steerage Traffic by
Major Lines 1891

Line

Hamburg-Amerika
Norddeutscher L10yd
White Star
Cunard

Passengers
'000

76
68
36
27

% of Total

17
15

8
6

Source: Aldcroft, D.H., 1968, The Development of British
Industry and Foreign Competition 1895-1914, p. 357.

Conclusions

In conclusion, from 1880 up to the First World War self
regulating, closed conferences developed on all Europe
routes. The self-regulating conference won the greatest
power on routes where consignors were small and scattered
over several countries, e.g. the Far East or West Africa.
On routes, where one country's consignors dominated and
were supported by local governments as part of their ex
port promotion policy, the negotiating strength of the
conference was balanced by shippers' associations and by
the active shipping policy of the governments.

The American shipping policy created new conference
forms with public regulation and better possibilities for
non-members to compete. This policy stimulated the
interest of other governments, primarily in South America,
Australia, New Zeeland and South Africa, to seek greater
control over liner shipping in their own ports in the
1910's and 1920's. In spite of all measures to limit com
petition the conferences seemed to be indispensable
for the existence of liner shipping. They created stabili
ty in the relations between consignors and lines. This
guaranteed the continuity of services and allowed for in
vestments in new tonnage and handling techniques. In the
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long-run these investments should be useful also to the
consignors as the price and time of transport decreased
while the quality increased. However, the conferences
could only partly eliminate competition between the ship
ping companies. Open price-wars were replaced by negotia
tions within the conference where the negotiating strength
of individual companies determined the division of cargo
and level of prices. A close cooperation in the form of
freight-pools became necessary on routes with a permanent
tonnage surplus in order to prevent destructive competi
tion that would in the long-run render line traffic on
the route impossible. To stabilize the demand even more,
the conferences introduced deferred rebates and thereby
strengthened the loyalty of cargo owners.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT AND SPECIALIZATION

The technical development i~ shipping in the period 1870
1948 was characterized by three tendencies: (1) ship
specialization which created segmentation of the markets
and led to the development of transport systems; (2) in
creased ship size; and (3) increased speed and productivity.

Special Ships

The general carrier was the only type of vessel in the deep
sea services up to the middle of the 19th century. She
transported passengers and goods and could be used in var
ious trade relations. The development of special ships
that started in the middle of the 19th century formed the
basis for a technical segmentation of the market. The com
petition between special and universal ships influenced the
development of both liner and tramp shipping in the rest of
the 19th and in the 20th century. The development of the
special ships followed the "trial and error" method; only
a few took the step from invention to innovation. Two fac
tors were decisive for the development of a special ship:
(1) the access to large and permanent trade in one commo
dity, and (2) the possibility of lowering the unit cost for
the transport shortening cargo handling time.

The Passenger Ship

Passenger ships with only marginal loading capacity for
goods were the first type of special ship. They were in
troduced on the North Atlantic in the middle of the 19th
century. Passenger ships representative of the 1850's still
had a high quotient deadweight/displacement compared
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to the ships of the 1880's (Table 1:3). The introduction
of passenger ships created a division of the liner shipp
ing market into two segments: (1) passenger and mail
transports and (2) cargo transports. Nevertheless, a
limited number of combined passenger/cargo vessels con
tinued to link these to market segments also after the
1860's.

The broad introduction of passenger ships on the
North Atlantic in the second half of the 19th century
should be seen against the background of the rapidly in
creasing emigration. Up to the mid 1920's, two passenger
categories, with separate demands for transport services,
could be found on the North Atlantic: cabin passengers and
steerage passengers. The cabin passengers preferred speed
and travel comfort and were prepared to pay for it. They
stimulated the companies to invest in fast ships with
large recreation areas and high travel comfort. Speed and
comfort were means of competition on a market where prices
were regulated by the conference. However, the demand
from cabin passengers was not enough by itself to motivate
large and fast passenger ships before the First World War.
Emigrant transports were therefore decisive for the deve
lopment of passenger traffic on the North Atlantic. The
number of emigrants per decade quituplLcated from
1841-1850 to 1901-1910 (Table 1:4). The rapid and rela
tively even growth of the emigrant flow meant that the
tonnage demand on the North Atlantic increased from rough
ly 40 000 gross tons in 1860 to 115 000 tons in 1880,
245 000 tons at the turn of the century and 500 000 tons
in 1913. 1 Thus employed tonnage increased more rapidly
than the passenger flow, i.e. with increased ship size the
productivity measured per gross ton and year decreased,
which shows that the travel comfort increased.

The fixed costs for steerage passengers were relative
ly small from the shipowner's point of view. They were
near the marginal cost for food, if this was included in
the price. The demand for additional space was limited.
The alternative use of the space occupied by steerage
passengers was transport of cargo. It would increase the
time in port and therefore was less profitable for large
cabin liners. The introduction at the turn of the century
of obligatory meal-including tickets meant that reduction
of the transport time became an important profit factor
also in emigrant transports. Shortened sailing time also
meant an increase in the number of journeys a ship could
perform in a year, i.e. increased productivity and thereby

1 The calculation was based on technical data for an average ship
of the Cunard fleet respective year and a 95 % use of the steerage
places in the Westbound traffic. The time in port was estimated
at two days and nights per port. The following ships were used:
SS Hecla for 1860, SS Cephalonia for 1880, SS Carpathia for 1900,
and SS Andania for 1910.



Table 1:3. Passenger Liners in the North Atlantic Services

1860 1870 1885 1907 1914 1922 1932

Chinaa Oceania Etruria Mauretania Aqvitania Majestic Rex

Gross Tonnage '000 3 4 81 31 46 57 51
Deadweight, '000 1.4 4 12 11 15 8
Displacement, '000 13 42 49 64 45
Length III 115 127 157 238 273 290 267
Total Passengers 275 1 166 970 2 150 3 230 4 000 2 050
First Class J 150

166 250 570 615 1 060 410
Second Class - - 460 615 545 360
Tourist Class - - - - - - 410
Third Class 753 1 000 720 1 120 2 000 2 395 870
Crew 250 850 970 1 100 750
Service Speed, knots 13 14 19 25.5 23 23.5 27
Servi ce HP, '000 4 14 70 56 66 100

---
a Paddle-Steamer

Source: Bonsor, N.R.P., 1955, North Atlantic Seaway, London.
Christie, J.D., 1935, Liner Development During the Past Fifty Years, London.
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Table 1:4. Recorded Immigration to the United States 1819 - 1954 (in millions)

ITota1Period Europe Germany Italy Ireland UK Austria- Russia Scandinavia
Hungary

Total 1819 - 1975 47.1 35.9 6.9 5.3 4.7 ' 4.9 4.3 3.4 2.6

1819 - 1820 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1821 - 1830 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.03
1831 - 1840 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1
1841 - 1850 1.7 1.6 0.4 0.8 0.3
1851 - 1860 2.6 2.5 1.0 0.9 0.4
1861 - 1870 2.3 2.0 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.1 N

1871 - 1880 2.8 2.3 0.7 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0"'1

1881 - 1890 5.2 4.7 1.5 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.7
1891 - 1900 3.7 3.6 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.4
1901 - 1910 8.8 8.1 0.3 2.0 0.3 0.5 2.1 1.6 0.5
1911 - 1920 5.7 4.4 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.2
1921 - 1930 4.1 2.5 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2
1931 - 1940 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0
1941 - 1950 1.0 0.6 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0
1951 - 1960 2.5 1.3 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1
1961 - 1970 3.3 1.1 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0 0 0
1971 - 1975 1.9 0.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0

Source: Taeuber, C. & Taeuber, I., 1958, The Changing Population of the United States, New York, p. 53 - 57.
Statistical Abstract of the the United States, 1976, US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, p. 104.
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decreased need for new ships. From the companies' point
of view the productivity increase of the crews was especial
ly important. Costs for wages and food were fixed, inde
pendent of the work being done. When the number of sail
ings increased, the cost was distributed a larger number
of passengers. Working hours were only partly regulated,
especially those of the dominating hotel and machinery
staff, i.e. regulations did not prevent an increase in the
number of yearly sailings with the same crew.

Higher speed also strengthened the competitiveness
of the companies for the very profitable mail which en
abled mail subsidies. Themail between 1850 and 1890 was
a very important element in the development of the passenger
traffic. l

Until the 1950's the North Atlantic remained the domi
nating route for the employment of passenger ships. There
after the air lines completely eliminated passenger shipping
on the North Atlantic as well as on other routes. This was
pointed out in 1972 by the closing down of the passenger
conference for the North Atlantic.

Combined Passenger-Cargo Ships

The demand for passenger transports on other deep-sea
routes was seldom sufficient to employ passenger ships.
Passengers and high-value goods therefore continued to be
moved by the combined vessels (Table 1:5) until the 1960'8. 2

Such a combination was a condition for the introduction of
large and fast ships outside the North Atlantic. However,
rates were higher on those vessels compared to those
charged by cargo carriers. The demand for high speed and
punctuality led to high capital and operation costs.
Punctuality was imperative for passenger and mail transports
which limited the possibility of additional calls at en
route ports in search for cargo. Prolonged travel time
meant, besides inferior service, increased operation costs
for food and lower hotel productivity of the crew. The
companies tried to reduce time spent in the en-route ports
by passenger-cargo vessels through reservations of quays
and rapid loading and unloading. The latter limited the
market of combined vessels to conunodities for which margin
al time gains meant more than increased transport costs,
i.e. to high-value general cargo and to commodities with
limited durability, such as fruit and meat.

1 For a detailed account of mail subsidies, see p. 38.

2 Combined vessels had a minimum of 13 passenger places, generally over
100. The quota deadweight/displacement was 0.40 or higer. Hardy,
1924, pp.4l-42; Christie, 1935, pp. 273-278 and table 3.



Table 1:5. Combined Passenger Cargo Liners

l'V
00

Trade Europe - South America Europe - Far East Europe - South Africa

Year 1888 1913 1922 1934 1887 1908 1923 1935 1891 1910 1925 1934

Ship A1fonso Victoria F1andern Asturi Britannia' Morea Sarpedon Scharn- Scot Grantu11y Landovery Bloem-
XII Eugenia horst Castle Castle fonten

Gross Tonnage
'000 5 10 10 22 7 11 11 18 8 8 11 10
Deadweigh t, 'OOOt 5 6 7 14 7 11 10 6 9" 9 10
Displacement,
'000 t 9 13 14 32 17 20 24 12 14 16 17
Length, m 146 160 160 155 200 165 200 165 155 165 160
Passengers:
Cabin I 190 350 315 560 310 600 180 155 310 200 220 90
Tourist - - 105 '670 - - - 155 - - 190 -
Third Class I 840 1 720 890 1 230 460 - - 100 200 - -
Crew I 150 250 230 460 200 400 160 265 150 150 230 130
Service Speed 14 16.5 14.5 18 15 18.5 15 21 17.8 12 13.5 16
Service HP '000 4 8 6 17 6 11 8 26 10 3 5.8 7.5

Source: Christie, J.D., 1935, Liner Development during the past fifty years, London,
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The rapidly increasing consumption of meat and fruit in
Great Britain and Western Europe in the gears before the
First World War created a market for combi.ned passenger
cargo vessels on routes to the Far East, Australia and
South America. l The national pattern of the cOITlbined
passenger-cargo lines well reflected the geography of the
empires. The British lines were important on all routes
as the colonies of the country were well distributed among
the continents, South America excluded. The British lines
were especially dominant on the routes to the Far East and
Australia and to Africa, foremost South Africa. Dutch sh~ps

played an important role on the routes to the Netherlands .
East Indies and the Dutch West Indies, while the French
companies were important on the route to West Africa.
These lines supplied the colonial demand for transports of
officials, soldiers, weapons and mail besides the movements
of commercial goods and thus formed politically and econo
mically important link of the colonial systems at the
turn of the century.

In contrast to other continents, South America in the
second half of the 19th century was a politically and
economically open area. Around the turn of the century it
was an important goal for European emigrants,2 which made a
number of European companies establish combined passenger
goods services on this route.

Cargo Vessels: Specialization or Flexibility

Parallel to the development of the passenger ships, a tech
nical specialization began among the cargo vessels in the
second half of the 19th century, which created a further
segmentation of the international sea transport market.
Tankers were the first type of special ships.3 Until the
First World War, oil accounted for only a small part of the
seaborne trade (Table 1:6). Coal, grain and ore were
the dominating commodities.

1 The first combined passenger-cargo ship with a refrigerator plant
was introduced on the route Great Britain - Australia in 1880
(Hardy, p 52). The import of fresh meat from Australia was in
creased tenfold between 1880 and 1885 and again between 1890 and
1895. The latter period the meat quantities corresponded to a
third of the wool, traditionally dominating the route. Deakin,
1973, pp. 16-17.

2
The number of European emigrants to Argentina was 1.8 million in
the period 1901-1910, about 85 % from Italy and Spain. The emigra
tion to Chile rose from 47 000 in 1895 to 78 000 in 1907. Here
also, Spanish and Italian emigrants dominated, 25 and 17 %. Economic
History of the Argentinian Republic, 1970, p.24.

3
Two British fu11rigged iron ships, the "Atlantic" and the "Great
\.-lestern" ~ launched in 1863, are regarded as the first ocean going
vessels, whose total loading capacity was adapted to bulk transport
of oil. The ships were also equipped with their own pumps. Bjaring,
1967, pp. 11-13.
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Table 1:6. Structure of the Seaborne Trade between Continents
('000 000 tons)

1913a 1924a 1929b
1934b

1938
b

Total 300 314 455 380 470

Connnodities

Coal 91 80 93 71
Oil 11 45 65 110
Grains 40 37 47 42
Ores 31 23 30 30
Wood and Products 26 24 20 17
Other 102 105 200 200

Geography

Europe L 221 204 223 178 185
D 202 163 264 232 266

America L 43 71 154 152 159
D 62 109 108 75 100

Asia L 18 22 59 62 84
D 19 22 68 58 68

Africa L 14 12 26 23 28
D la 15 23 19 23

Australia L 4 4 6 6 7
D 6 5 8 6 9

L Loaded
D Discharged

Source: a Der Gtiterverkehr der We1tschiffart in den Jahren 1913,
1924 und 1925. 1928 Virte1jahreshefte zur Statistik des
Deutschen Reichs, Erganzungsheft zu Heft I.

b Morski Rocznik Statystyczny, 1960, Gdynia.

The large volumes of coal and iron ore in sea trans
ports and technical inventions of new loading and discharg
ing techniques (the roll and the scoop) stimulated the de
velopment of special bulk carriers at the turn of the centu
ry. But in contrast to the tankers, they had a relatively
limited share of the world fleet until the second half of
the 1950's. Up to the Second World War they were mostly
small and designed for cabotage and near-sea shipping. 1

1
Special ore vessels were introduced in 1904 by AB Tirfing. Granges-
berg AB in 1907 introduced ore ships with machine room in the stern
and cargo-holds divided with two "longitudinals", i.e. forerunners
of today's bulk carriers. Hardy, 1924, pp. 117-133.
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In deep-sea bulk transports, the general tramps dominated
until the beginning of the 1960's.1 By comparison, the
special carriers offered limited cost and time savings in
the discharging operations. The buckets or clamshells
were used for both types of ships. Thus the times in the
ports of discharge were identical. However, the special
ships made it possible to cut costs and time in the port
of loading. Higher loading productivity and better use
of the capacity were the motives for the introduction of
special sh~ps in coal and iron ore transports on short
routes where the share of port time was high. Even a
marginal shortening of the loading time therefore became
important to the ships' economy. In the deep-sea trans
ports of bulk cargo, port time corresponded to only one
fourth of the total turn-around time. A marginal shorten
ing of the loading time, therefore, was of less interest.
Cost increases for long journeys in ballast were consider
ably higher than savings on shortened port time.

The geographic pattern of trade also favored the use
of tramps rather than special carriers for deep sea bulk
transports. Europe was largely self-supporting in iron
ore up to the Second World War. The United States was also
self-supporting, excluding the import from Chile to Balti
more. The special carriers gained employment on that
route, and in the intra-european ore and coal transports.
A guarantee for long-term employment was already in the
1910's and 1920's regarded as a condition for the introduc
tion of special carriers on a route. 2 Short-term specula
tion in special tonnage was even then considered very risky.

Those conditions made general carriers the leading
vessel type in the world fleet in the first decades of the
20th century (Table 1:7). Their technical construction made
possible alternative uses in both liner and tramp shipping
(Table 1:8). The division of tonnage into liners and tramps
shown in Table 1: 8 was based on operational and not on tech-'
nical differences between the ships.

1 "The First World War and the difficult conditions which followed had
the effect of delaying the development of the ore carrier, for the
general cargo ship which could take cargoes on both legs of the
passage was a more favorab1e economic proposition. The development
of harbours with grab discharging facilities also acted in favour
of the tramp, and against the specialized ore carrier with self
unloading apparatus". Murray, 1960, p.681.

2 " .•. ist Vorbedingung fUr den Bau dieser Schiffe - gemeint Spezia1-
schiffe - dass man dauernd mit derartigen Ladungen meistens nicht
mit wirtschaftlichen Nutzen verwenden 1assen". Laeisz, 1910, p 60.

3 "Although it is doubtless possible to design a type of vessel especial-
ly suited for tramp ship employment, one should keep in mind that
there is no basic difference between a tramp vessel and a liner. Thus
practice has proved that quite a number of vessels can be economically
used in both trades". Fisser, 1957, p.7.
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Table 1:7. Merchant Fleets by Flags and Vessel Employment
('000 000 gross tons)

Country

Great Britain2

3Norway

4Germany

Vessel
employment

Total
Liner
Tramp
Tanker

Tota1a

Liner
Tramp
Tanker

Total
Liner
Tramp
Tanker

Total
Liner
Tramp
Tanker

1914

49
24
23
1.4

10.0
8.4
2.8
o
2.1
0.2
1.9
o
5.0
3.6
1.4
0.2

1920

51

1.6
0.3
1.3
0.1

1930

68
36
22
10

15.1
10.4
3.3
1.3

2.6
0.9
1.2
0.6

1936

64

13.1
8.3
3.7
1.4

1939

69
40.2
16.8
11.6

4.3
1.0
1.4
1.8

3.8
2.7
1.2
0.2

a Foreign-going tonnage only

Sources: 1. Mance, 0., 1945, International Sea Transports, p. 68.
2. Isser1is, I., 1938, Tramp Shipping, Cargoes and Freights,

p. 96.
3. Fisser, F.M., 1957, Trampshiffahrt, Bremen, p. 220.
4. von Thee1, G.A., 1955, Die Deutsche Hande1sf1otte 1914

1955, Gottingen, p. 18.

However,the share of the general carriers in the world
fleet lowered in the period 1900-1948 as a result of the
rapid growth of special ships, mainly tankers. At the
same time there was also a shift in the employment of
general carriers from tramp to liner shipping (Table 1:7).
The demand for tramps decreased in the interwar period as
a result of the dwindling coal consumption. The relatively
slow increase in the demand for deep-sea iron ore and grain
transports could not compensate. At the end of the 1930's
tankers started to compete with the tramps for grain
transports. The decrease in the demand for "heavy bulk
cargo" in the 1930's led the general tramps to increasing
ly seek employment in transports of break bulk and general
cargo.
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Table 1:8. Use of General Carriers mid 1936

All General Liner Services Mixed Tramp-liner
Carriers Services

'000 000 '000 000 '000 000
gross ton«> % _gross tons % gross tons %

United Kingdom 8.6 55 4.6 29 4.0 26
Germany 2.6 79 1.4 43 1.2 36
France 2.1 77 0.8 29 1.3 48
Japan 1.7 48 0.7 20 1.0 28
Netherlands 1.5 77 0.8 40 0.6 33
Italy a 1.5 52 0.5 18 1.0 34
Norway 1.0 28 0.9 25 0.1 3
Sweden 0.7 51 0.6 41 0.1 10
Spain 0.7 62 0.4 35 0.3 27
Denmark 0.4 40 0.1 10 0.3 30
Belgium 0.4 84 0.3 67 0.1 17
Greece 0.2 7 0.1 3 0.1 4

% Percentage of the total merchant fleet
a 1939

Source: Isserlis, L., 1938, Tramp Shipping, Cargoes and Freights.
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Part 1, p, 96.

The demand for those transports grew rapidly as a re
sult of the gradual industrialization in areas outside
Europe and North America. That stimulated competition
between liners and tramps on many routes.

The most obvious technical difference between liner
and tramp tonnage in the 1920's and 1930's was the service
speed on the ships and the gradual change of liners to mo
tor power. Compared with passenger and combined ships,
liner cargo vessels were considerably slower through the
interwar period (Table 1:9). Their service speed rose
from about 9.5 knots at the turn of the century to about
14 knots in the 1930's (Table 1:9), which ceter paribus
allowed for a 40 % increase in productivity per ton of a
ship.

The leading role of liner shipping in the change to
motor ships was a result of the consignors' demand for
speedy services. The strong financial position of liner
companies, in comparison with tramp firms, was also an im
portant factor. Like the previous change to steam in the
period 1840-1870 the switch to motor ships was capital
demanding. Only solid companies could carry out this
change, especially as it came in the shadow of the Great
Depression. The result was a sig~ificant change in the



Table 1:9. Cargo Liners 1870-1949

Year 1871 1887 1900 1911 1922 1927 1940

Data ~ Ship SS Be1endi SS Ben1awers SS Bendengh SS Ben1amond SS Paris Maru MS Chinese Standard
Prince Ship

Gross Tonnage, '000 1 2 4 5 7 7
Deadweight, '000 t 2 3 6 7 10 10 12
Displacement, '000 t 3 5 9 10 15 14 17
Length, m 90 103 120 130 150 150 150
Speed 9.3 10.5 9.5 11 11 14 15
HP, '000 0.9 1.6 1.6 2.4 7 7

Source: Murray, Y.M., 1960, Merchant Ships 1860 - 1960. The Royal Institution of Naval Architects,
Quarterly Transactions, Vol. 102, No. 4.
Hardy, A.C., 1924. Merchant Ship Types, London.

w
~
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competitive position of national fleets on the internation
al liner market. The British shipping companies were out
distanced in the motorization process by Scandinavian and
Dutch companies which in the long-run decreased their com
petitiveness (Table 1:10). Conservatism in the shipyard
industry and among shipowners has been given as the main
cause. l However, it should be pointed out that British
shipping in the late 1920's was in the final phase of the
reconstruction after the war. The financial resources for
new investments were already strained at the same time as
the decrease in demand meant considerably reduced incomes.

Table 1:10. Merchant F1eetsX by Flag and Propulsion 1914-1948
('000 000 gross tons)

F1a~ 1914 1919 1925 1929 1935 1939 1948 Annual
Growth
1919-1939
%

World Total 49 51 65 70 65 69 80 1.5

Sail 3.7 3.0 2.3 1.6 1.2 .8 -6.4

Steam (S) 45 48 58.4 62.1 53.0 53.0 63.3 0.5
Motor (M) 2.6 6.3 11.0 16.6 16.7 14.1

United T 19 17 19 20 17 18 18 0.3

Kingdom S 19 17 18 18 15 13 13 -1.3

M 0.8 1.9 2.9 4.6 5.2 13.3

Connnonwea1th T 2 2 3 3 3 3 3.7 2.1

S 2 2 2.8 2.6 2.6 2.5 3.3 1.1

M 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.4 9.6

United States T 7.9 12.9 17.4 16.1 14.7 14.6 33.2 0.6

Total Fleet S 5.4 10.0 14.5 12.8 11.4 10.8 28.4 0.4

M 0.4 0.5 1.0 1.1 1.2 2.0 5.6

Foreign Traffic T 1.1 6.7 8.2 6.3 4.6 3.3 22.0 -3.5

Japan Ta 1.7 2.3 3.9 4.2 4.1 5.6 1.0 4.6

S 1.7 2.3 3.8 4.0 3.3 4.1 2.9

M 0.1 .2 .8 1.5 21.3

Norway T 2.5 1.9 2.7 3.2 4.0 4.8 4.2 4.7

S 2.0 1.6 2.3 2.2 2.1 1.8 1.7 0.6

M 0.4 1.0 1.9 3.0 2.5 15.5

(continued)

1 "British shipbuilders and shipowners were generally slower than
their Continental rivals to realize the advantages of the diesel
engine". Sturmey, 1962, p.82.
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Table 1: 10. (continued)

Flag

Germany T
S
M

Italy T
S
M

Netherlands T
S
M

France T
S
M

Greece Ta
S
M

Sweden T
S
M

Soviet Union Tb

Denmark T
S
M

Spain T
S
M

1914

5.4
5.1

1.7
1.5

1.5
1.5

2.3
1.9

0.8
0.8

1.1
1.0

0.9

0.8
0.8

0.9
0.9

1919

3.5
3.2

1.4
1.3

1.6
1.6

2.2
2.0

0.3
0.3

1.0
0.9

0.5

0.7
0.6

0.8
0.8

1925

3.0
2.6
0.3

3.0
2.8
0.1

2.6
2.5
0.1

3.5
3.3

0.9
0.9
o
1.3
1.0
0.3

0.3

1.1
0.9
0.2

1.2
1.2

1929

4.1
3.6
0.5

3.2
2.7
0.5

2.9
2.5
0.4

3.4
3.2
0.1

1.2
1.2
o
1.5
1.0
0.4

0.4

1.1
0.8
0.3

1.2
1.1
0.1

1935

3.7
3.1
0.6

2.9
2.3
0.6

2.6
1.8
0.8

3.0
2.8
0.2

1.7
1.7
o
1.6
1.0
0.5

1.1

1.1
0.7
0.4

1.2
1.0
0.2

1939

4.5
3.4
1.1

3.4
2.7
0.7

3.0
1.7
1.3

3.0
2.6
0.4

1.8
1.8
o
1.6
0.9
0.7

1.3

1.2
0.6
0.6

1.0
0.8
0.2

1948 Annual
growth
1919-1939

0.3 1.3
0.2 0.3
0.1 9.7

2.0 4.5
1.7 3.7
0.3 15.0

2.7 3.2
1.6 0.3
1.1 20.1

2.8 1.6
2.3 1.3
0.5 14.9

1.3 9.4
1.3 9.4
o
2.0 2.4
0.8 0
1.2 6.2

2.1 4.8

1.1 2.7
0.5 0
0.6 8.2

1.2 1.1
0.9 0
0.3 7.2

x Only fleets of above 1 000 000 g.t. 1939 are shown

a excluding sail ships
b only total data available

Source: For US - Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1926, 1938, 1940,
1946; US Department of Connnerce, Bureau of Census, Washington DC.
Others - L1oyd's Register of Shipping Statistical Tables 1950, London.

The slow technical restructuring of the British shipping
companies strengthened the market position of the rapidly
growing Japanese, Dutch, and Scandinavian companies, i.e.
contributed to the reshaping of the international liner
business.

The influence GI Lechnical innovations on the develop
nlent of liner shipping i.n the 1870-1948 period can be summed
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up as follows: (1) technical specialization of vessels
resulted in a growing segmentation of the international
sea transport markets, (2) development of special carriers
decreased the demand for general tramps which sought em
ployment on general cargo and break-bulk cargo markets in
keen competition with liners, (3) the continuous increase
in speed and size of liners and shift to diesel motors
strengthened their competitiveness on the general cargo
transport markets, (4) the shift from steam to motor engine
resulted in a decrease of the competitiveness of the British
liner industry while the Japanese and Scandinavian fleets
developed rapidly.

SHIPPING POLICY AND THE GROWTH OF NATIONAL FLEETS

National shipping policy in the rrajority of countries in
the period 1870-1948 was to a large extent directed to prob
lems of liner shipping. Two questions stood in the focus:
(1) the effects of the conferences on the national trans
port supply and export possibilities and (2) the needs of
national liner shipping companies and the way governments
could promote their development. The discussion here is
limited to the latter question. l

Shipping policy at the end of the 19th century was
strongly influenced by economic liberalism. The use of
protectionistic laws, such as flag discrimination and
goods preferences, was limited (Table 1:11). Indirect econo
mic control systems replaced the old forms. Operational
and building subsidies to the shipping companies and
steering of cargo flows to national ports were corner
stones in these systems.

Mail Subsidies

In the period 1860-1910 mail subsidies were the most im
portant form of operational aid to liner shipping. They
were introduced in Great Britain in connection with the
transfer in 1840 of mail transports from warships to mer
chant ships (Table 1:12). The conditions for obtaining mail
transports was that large, safe and fast steam vessels
were used, and that regularity and continuity could be
guaranteed for long periods. 2 Themail subsidies became
an important incitement for the development of express
passenger lines on the North Atlantic and of combined
passenger and express cargo lines on other deep-sea routes.

Up to World War I mail subsidies were given by all
countries to the national lines (Table 1:11). After the war
their importance decreased except for the United States
(Table 1:12).

1 For a discussion on liner conferences, see pp- 16~23

2 Foreign Trade and Shipping, 1945, pp.20-22.
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Table 1:11. Subsidies to Shipping

Countries by Mail Operati.ng Construction Indirect Cargo
fleet size preferences
1939 1914 1919-· 1914 1919- 1914 1919- 1914 1919- 1914 1919-

1939 1939 1939 1939 1939

European
United Kingdom x x x x x
Norway x x x
Germany x x x x x x x
Italy x x x x x x x x
Netherlands x x x x
France x x x x x x x x x x
Greece x x x
Sweden x x x
Denmark x x x x x
Spain x x x x x x x x
Finland x x
Jugoslavia x x x
Poland x x x x
Soviet Union x x x x x x
(Russia)
Non-European
United States x x x x x x x
Japan x x x x x x x
Panama
Brazil x x x x x x x x
Argentina

Source: Sturmey, 1962, British Shipping and World Competition, p. 27
and 101.

Table 1:12. Mail Subsidies to Liner Shipping in '000 000 dollars

Year Great France United
Britain States

1840 1.0 }1845 3.8 14
1850 3.8
1860 4.4 1.1 }1870 4.8 4.4 7
1880 3.4 4.4
1890 4.3 4.6 }1900 3.4 4.8 30
1914
1920 4.4 5
1930 } 155
1939

Source: Meeker, R. , 1905, History of Shipping Subsidies, New York;
Foreign Trade and Shipping, 1945, New York, p. 206.
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In the years before and after the Second World War the
postal subsidies again supported the development of regu
lar lines, but this time in the air.

The winding up of the combined passenger and express
cargo lines on the deep-sea routes in the 1960's and 1970's
resulted in the transfer of surface mail to fast cargo
liners. However, the income from these transports is only
of small importance to modern liner shipping and has no
influence neither on the shipping policy of the nations
nor on the development of the industry.

Operation and Construction Subsidies

In the l880's new forms of subsidies were introduced to
support operations and investments of the national liner
fleets and to contribute to the expansion of the shipyard
industry. France was the first to introduce those forms
of subsidies with the argument that mail subsidies only
favoured certain lines, while others did not obtain any
support (Table 1:13). However, the general form of these
new subsidies negatively influenced the business acumen in
French liner shipping. l While mail subsidies led to compe
tition between shipping compa~ies, i.e. increased the quality
of the transport services, operation and new-building aid
demanded no achievements in return. The result was that
French lines became less competitive on the international
market. The growth rate of the French merchant fleet was
below the world average for the period 1870-1910 (Table
1:11). However, the operation and construction subsidies
corresponded to less than half the mail subsidies paid by
the French government. Therefore, slow growth of French
liner shipping and its poor competitiveness cannot solely
be explained by the negative impact of those subsidies.

Table 1:13. Navigation and Construction Subsidies

Navigation Construction

France
('000 000 $)

1881

0.9

1890

0.6

1900

0.0

1882

1.2

1890

1.6

1900

1.7

Source: See Table 1:12.

1 Meeker, 1905, pp. 58-59.
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Also Italy and Japan used similar subsidies before
the First World War. The rapid development of their steam
boat fleets was associated with their increased role in
world trade, their emigration and successful company
management. Also the Swedish government before vJorld ~Jar I
gave operational subsidies to the national lines (Table 1:14)&
They were especially important for the development of the
Far East and South America services.

Table 1:14. Subsidies to Liner Companies in Sweden,
('000 $) cumulated values

Company

Svenska Amerika-Mexiko1injen

Nordstjernan

Svenska Ostasiatiska Kompaniet

Transatlantic

Source: SOS Sjofart, 1912-1916.

1906-1912

230

486

1913-1915

157

73

236

79

In the interwar period, only Sweden and Denmark gave
up the support for the national shipping lines (Table 1:11).
The Norwegian and Dutch operation subsidies in th~s

period were small, short-lived and applied only occasion
aly.

In contrast to other new shipping nations at the turn
of the century, the German shipping industry developed
with rather limited direct financial support. In spite of
this, Germany's share of the world's merchant fleet in
creased from 7 to 10 % between 1870 and 1910 (Table 1:11).
Liners accounted for roughly two thirds of the German ton
nage in 1914, i.e. less than Great Britain, but consider
ably above the world average (Table 1:7). This was a con
sequence of Germany's rapidly increasing transocean trade.
The indirect support through differentiation of railway
rates for transports to domestic and foreign ports also
played an important role. It steered the German trade away
from Antwerp, Rotterdam and Amsterdam to Hamburg, Bremen
and Emden, the ports reserved by conference agreements for
German lines exclusively. In the emigrant transports across
the North Atlantic, the possibility of using the cholera
stations along the German-Russian border as ticket offices
was an important means of competition. It favored the
German shipping in the competition with the British lines.

Increased competition from German, French, and
Scandinavian shipping lines forced the British government
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to introduce building subsidies in the period 1921-1930. 1
The purpose was to support the reconstruction and moderni
zation of the national liner tonnage and to stimulate the
shift to motor sh.ips. The traditional resistance of the
companies against public interference meant that only a
few made use of this aid. 2 In the 1930's British shipping
subsidies were given mostly to the tramp and passenger
shipping and had no influence on the economy of the liner
industry.

Also in the interwar period, France and Italy were
leaders in supporting national liner companies (Table 1:11).
In France operation subsidies were abolished in 1926. Four
years later building subsidies were also done away witho
Economic aid was again concentrated to mail subsidies and
goods preferences. They put an efficient stop to foreign
competition on routes between France and the colonies.
The main part of the French liners were occupied in this
traffic and therefore worked under protection also in the
interwar period in spite of the formal abolishment of the
support.

The German shipping policy in the 1920's was directed
towards supporting a rapid rebuilding of the merchant
fleet that had been reduced in the war to 65 % of the
19l4-tonnage (Table 1:10). The rebuilding was to a large
extent concentrated to liners. Two forms of support domi
nated. Until 1926 compensation was given for confiscated
tonnage. That year it was replaced by investment loans at
low interest. The rebuilding of the liner shipping companies
was an important part of the country's expansive foreign
trade policy on the transocean markets. Domestic shipping
companies offered the national industry lower freight
rates as well as an extensive network of contacts which
could be used when selling German industrial products.
Already in 1929 Germany resumed its third place among the
world's shipping nations. The economic crisis 1929-1933
strongly influenced the country's shipping. In 1932 more
than one third of the tonnage was laid up. The government
prevented economic insolvency in the two leading shipping
companies, HAPAG and Norddeutscher Lloyd, by cancelling
half of their loans. At the same time it demanded a merger
to strengthen their competitiveness. The change of govern
ment in 1933 meant new expansion possibilities. Liner
shipping beca~me an important part of the general military
and economic rearmament. The government introduced 25-
per cent operation subsidies to the liner companies and
goods reservation clauses. It was a considerable change

1 The Trade Facilities Act and the Irish Loan Guarantee Act, House of
Commons 1921-1926.

2 A total of £ 29 million was granted. Royal Mail used £ 13 million,
Blue Star Line £ 3 million and Bank Line £ 3 million. Sturmey, 1962,
pp. 102-108.
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in the traditionally liberal German shipptng policy.
This led to a rapid modernization of German shipping.
The fleet of motor ships was doubled between 1935 and
1939. At the same time, the steamship tonnage increased
as a consequence of the growth of tramp shipping (Table 1:, la) .
Building and modernization primarily concerned the liner
tonnage, which rendered Germany a second place among the
world's liner fleets in 1936 (Table 1:8). More than 80 %
of the German liner fleet was occupied on deep sea routes,
while the near-sea traffic account?d for the rest. l

Japanese shipping obtained extensive support for its
development already in 1880 (Table 1:11). The rapid economic
growth of the country after the war with Russia 1904-1905
led to an increased foreign dependence with imports of
raw materials and exports of finished articles. '
A national merchant fleet became a "sine qua non" for the
continued economic growth. The economic crisis of the
Th~rties and the preparations for the war in Manchuria
made the Japanese government intensify even further their
direct control of the industry, primarily liner shipping. 2
The mixture of subsidies, direct control from the state,
financial connections with merchant and finance houses,
and opportunities for cheap ship purchases at domestic
shipyards formed the basis for the growth of shipping.
Japan became the third largest shipping nation in the
interwar period with one of the most modern fleets (Table
1:10). The country's motorship fleet had the highest
growth rate in the 1930's. The main part was used in com
bined liner-tramp shipping (Table 1:8).

The interwar shipping policy of the United States was
concentrated on conference regulations 3 and on increased
support of domestic shipping companies and shipyards to
secure the transport supply of the country. The subsidi
zing of wage costs on American ships was to make the
working terms of American shipping companies equal those
of other countries. Until 1936 the mail subsidies were
used for this purpose (Table 1:12). They were replaced by
operation and building supports. The latter was important
to secure the American shipyard industry in spite of its
high costs. Even with this support American liner ship
ping had difficulties in competing, reflected in a low
growth rate for the motor tonnage in the 1930's (Table 1:10).

1
Broers, 1974, p.1l5.

2 The only way of navigating safely through the hazy sea of the economic
and financial difficulties is to steer Japan correctly and firmly
with combined effort of the statesmen and general public. Taji,
1932, p.423.

3 See pp. 21-22.
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The changes in national shipping policies and in the
position by country in world sh~pping in the period 1870
1948 can be surrrrned up as follows: (1) Liberalism in ship
ping policy was the guide line from the middle of the
19th century until the First World War, (2) discrimi
nating legislation of the pre 1841 year was to a large
extent replaced by economic control and support mea
sures, (3) mail subsidies were the leading form of sup
port until the turn of the century, but were then in
creasingly replaced by operation and building aid,
(4) the British dominance started to decrease already
before the First World War as a consequence of the rapid
growth of the German merchant fleet, but more noticeably
after the war when the British liner fleet became less
modern compared with the expanding Dutch and Scandinavian
fleets-~ (5) the renaissance of protectionism in shipping
could be discerned in the second half of the 1930's when
several countries introduced laws to stimulate the growth
of domestic shipping.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF LINER SHIPPING COMPANIES

Mergers

The high rate of new establishments of liner shipping
firms in 1840-1870 caused great competition between lines,
mostly British, on most deep-sea routes. Conferences and
freight pools in the 1870's and 1880's became important
market regulating mechanisms. However, on the whole, the
period was characterized by extensive close-downs, prima
rily among British companies. The close-downs gave rise
to internal measures in the companies and started the pro
cess of concentration in the industry through mergers and
acquisitions.

The mergers were carried out with the purpose of limi
ting competition. Through the merger, most common among
companies operating in the same geographic market, the
business risks were reduced through decreased competition.
At the same time the management and sales resources could
be used to serve a larger number of ships, which gave
lower fixed costs per journey. The intensity of mergers
at the end of the 19th century followed the business cycles.
The slow growth rate in world trade in the 1880's and early
1890's gave rise to the most intensive merger period. The
mergers generally led to a loss of identity for the indi
vidual shipping company.l The merged companies in the
continued operations were totally integrated and the work
was usually carried on under a new or merged name.

Company acquisitions took place as a consequence of a
will to expand in the buying company. It wishes either to

1. 6Sturmey, 19 2, pp. 364-365.
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start business on new markets, to diversify its product
profile or to get rid of a competitor. Better use of
financial resources, power ambition of managers and spread
ing of risks were often quoted as other strategic motives
for acquisitions. 1 While the merger reflects worry for
the future in the merged companies, an acquisition can be
seen as belief in the future in the buying company.

Considerable national differences in the development
strategies of liner shipping companies can be discerned
in the period 1870-1948. Great Britain was characterized
by extensive organizational changes already at the end of
the 19th century. The conference system could not prevent
competition and the demand for transocean cargo transports
increased more slowly in the 1880's than in previous de
cades. The productivity of the ships rose markedly as a
consequence of the technical development. The sharpened
competition on stagnating markets stimulated concentration
tendencies among British shipping companies. Three large
firms, Shaw, Savil, and Albion merged. The mergers domi
nated until the turn of the century on the Australian
route. At the turn of the century the two leading steam
ship companies on the South African route did the same,
the Union and the Castle.

After the turn of the century, company acquisitions
became the dominant fornl of concentration in British ship
ping. Ellerman Line was the first extensive company pur
chaser. The goal was to extend its market to all deep-sea
routes outside the North Atlantic. In the 1910's two of
the original British liner shipping companies, the Royal
Mail Co. operating on South America, and the P & 0 sailing
on the Far East, made extensive purchases of othership~ing

companies operating both in liner and in tramp business
The purpose was the same as for the Ellerman Line, i. e'.
geographic extension of its market and product differentia
tion.

The economic crisis of 1929-1933 put the rapidly ex
panding Royal Mail-group in a vulnerable situation. The
group had in the autumn of 1926, mainly with the help of
borrowed capital, acquired the large White Star Line from
the IMM. As a result of all purchases, the Royal Mail at
the beginning of the 1930's had at its disposal a large
tonnage on a yielding market but the short debts were
much larger than the liquid assets, in spite of extensive
state subsidies (£ 13 million 1924-1930). The result was
that the world's largest shipping group went into liquida
tion in 1934. The individual lines, previously acquired
by the Royal Mail, were taken over by other British ship
ping companies. The P & 0 now became the world's largest
liner shipping group. A slow growth rate, concentration

1 Penrose, 1958, p.68; Devine, et al., 1974, pp. 254-264.
2 Sturmey, 1962, pp. 364
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to cargo traffic, the policy of financing growth primari
ly with its own funds, and fewer new investments in the
years just before the economic crisis, gave the P & 0
group the opportunity to survive the years 1929-1933 and
to continue growing for the rest of the interwar period.

This concentration process resulted in a gradually de
creased competition between the large British shipping
companies. A geographic market division took place between
the lines, wh~ch limited the conflicts of interest inside
as well as outside the conferences. The concentration was
also considered to strengthen the competitiveness of
British lines against the large and stable German shipping
companies and against the rapidly expanding American group,
the International Mercantile Marine (IMM). The ambition
of the British shipowners to control large corporations
and the belief in economies of scale in the liner business
seemed to be other important incitements to concentration.

However, the effects of the concentration process on
the international competitiveness of the British liner
shipping are difficult to evaluate. Its share in the
world fleet decreased from the beginning of this century
and the modernization process went more slowly than in
competing nations. In contrast to the ship for which
economies and diseconomies of scale are relatively easy
to calculate, the corresponding analysis regarding optimal
size of a liner shipping company is considerably more
difficult. An American analysis of the development of the
British liner shipping companies 1917-1957 did not find
any economies of scale. l Since the lines belonging to one
group, but operating independently, were analyzed as
separate units, the results seem not to reflect the reality.
It should be pointed out that a financial and strategic
concentration not necessarily must lead to a corresponding
concentration of the operative side. Many shipping com
panies acquired at the turn of the century still operate
relatively independently. To regard these lines as inde
pendent companies and then conclude that large shipping
groups grow more slowly than smaller companies does not
make sense.

The concentration tendencies at the turn of the cen
tury and between the wars were not limited to British liner
companies. The same tendency could be observed in German,
Italian, and French shipping.

Two companies, Hamburg Amerika Linie (HAPAG) and Nord
deutscher Lloyd in Bremen, dominated German Liner shipping
since the mid 1880's. HAPAG developed rapidly during

the evidence indicates roughly constant return over a substantial
range of firm size, that is, costs per ton of capacity would be
roughly equal for firms with fleets ranging in size from 10 to 40
ships. From 3 to 12 ships costs appear to be roughly constant in
serving a single market", ai, 1961, p.3l0.
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the pre World War I period. The tonnage of the company
grew at 11.5 % per year, or twice the world average. The
company reached 1.4 million gross tons in 1913 and became
the second among European shipowners surpassed by only
Royal Mail. By the number of services (74) HAPAG in 1913
was a world leader among liner companies. This expansion
was a result of both excellent management by A. Ballin1
and of the favorable situation that a large part of the
European continent was its home market. The strategy of
Ballin was to gain full support of the government, a con
tinuous modernization of the fleet and a gradual acquisi-.
tion of other German lines operating on routes where HAPAG
was not active. Also the Norddeutscher Lloyd (N.L.) de
veloped rapidly in 1880-1915. The tonnage increased from
84 000 to 705 000 gross tons in that period. The company
specialized in speedy passenger services over the North
Atlantic and in the combined passenger-cargo express ser
vices on other routes. It had the policy of buying new
tonnage rather than acquiring independent firms.

HAPAG and N.L. started at the beginning of this century
a close cooperation with the American shipowners, specially
with the world leader IMM. The aim was to limit the power
of the British lines. World War I stopped this coopera
tion. After the war an overwhelming part of the German
fleet was confiscated (Table 1:10). Reconstruction of the
shipping business started very early. Already in 1920
HAPAG reestablished services to North America and to La
Plata region. It was made with the support of the American
Harriman group, following the prewar tradition of German
American cooperation against the British domination.

The concentration of ownership in the German shipping
continued in the interwar period. Also the N.L. in those
years started to acquire smaller firms, including some
British, to strengthen its market position (Table 1:15).
The share of HAPAG in the German fleet increased from 5 %
in the 1880's to 48 % in 1913. The corresponding numbers
for N.L. were 7 % and 24 %. Thus, the two firms controlled
three fourths of the national fleet. It was the highest
degree of concentration among all shipping nations in that
period. One of the results of the war was the deconcentra
tion of the German shipping under the pressure of the
British competitors. In 1922 the HAPAG controlled only
24 % and N.L. 4 % of the German fleet. That significantly
reduced the competitiveness of both firms on the inter
national liner market. In the mid 1920's the German lines
regained their prewar membership in the majority of the con
ferences. Simultaneously they resumed the concentration of
ownership. The share of HAPAG had increased to 30 % and of
N.L. to 20 % in 1933 as a result of that policy.

The crisis of 1929-1933 strongly hit both HAPAG and
N.L. To support the companies, the government remitted
all their debts from the reconstruction period and sub
sequently requested a merger between them. Both kept their

1 Managing Director and President of HAPAG in 1880-1920.



Table 1:15. Growth of the Main Liner Groups under British and German Flags, 1875-1938

Deutsche-Austra1 L.
Kosmos Linie
Hugo Stinnes Linie

Horn

/ HAPAdI~ioyd Group\
Stettiner Danny

Acquiring
Groups

Acquired
Companies

Years

1875
1886
1891
1897
1898
1900

1906
1909
1910
1911

1913
1914
1916
1917

1919

1920
1925
1926

1927
1930

1934

The Royal Mail Co.
est. 1840

Shire 50 %
Elder Demster
Pacific S.N.
Shire 50 %
Glen
Union-Castle
Nelson

Bul1ard King

White Star

Liqudation

Penninsu1ar &
Oriental Co.
est. 1837

Blue Anchor

British India
New Zealand Shipping
Union S.S. Co.
Hain S.S. Co.
Nourse S.S. Co.
Orient S.N. Co. 50 %
Khedival Mail Co.
General Steam N. Co.

Moss-Hutchinson Line

HAPAG
est. 1847

Ad1er Line
Sloman-Carr Linie
Hansa
Hamburg-Ka1kultad
Kingfin Linie
Freitas

Norddeutscher L10yd
est. 1857

Scotish Oriental S. Co.
East India Ocean S. Co.

Holland Linie

~

'-.l

Sources: Der Grosse Brockhaus, 1931, Vol. 8 and 13, Leipzig.
Sturmey, S.G., 1962, British Shipping and World Competition, London.
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operational independency but under a common strategic
financial and marketing management. As a result the
merged companies controlled one half of the national fleet
and became the most powerful liner group in the late 1930's
beside the P & O. The rapid growth of the national economy,
increased trade with Japan and South America, and the mili
tary ambitions of the Nazi government were other elem~nts

that made the German liner firms grow fast in the late
1930's.

Joint Sailings

Joint servicesl appeared in the second half of the 19th
century on the deep-sea liner market. Through that form
of cooperation the liner companies tried to increase their
competitiveness on individual routes and reduce their com
mercial risk, i.e. to achieve the advantages of a big firm
without loosing their economic independence. Reduction
of the risk of low utilization was particularly important
for passenger services characterized by high fixed and
operational costs. Therefore, the joint services became
common in the 1870-1910 period among the North Atlantic
passenger lines and among combined passenger-cargo services
on other routes. They became common on the routes where
a conference was not able to keep the competition under
control.

Joint services became particularly popular among the
Scandinavian liner shipowners. Except for the Johnson
Line's service to South America and the Brostrom's New
York passenger traffic all other Swedish deep-sea lines
were organized from the very beginning as joint services
(Table 1: 16). That strategy increased the markef base of
the services from one to all Scandinavian countries. It
widened the contact channels to the consignors and the
negotiating strength within the conferences, that is,
gave ground for the rapid growth of the Scandinavian liner
shipping between the wars.

The forming of joint ventures2 in liner shipping in the
period 1870-1938 was mainly concentrated to passenger
shipping on the North Atlantic and on a small scale to
combined passenger-cargo lines on other routes. Compared
to the joint services alternative the establishment of a
joint venture meant higher initial costs and greater
demand for new administrative routines. By establishing
joint ventures for new and capital-intensive operations,
such as passenger shipping in the period 1850-1950, the
parent company could achieve greater risk spreading and
decrease the financial pressure.

1 Joint service is an operational coop8ration of independent lines.
Vessels keep the identity of individual firms. No separate company
is created.

2 Joint venture is a cooperation of independent firms which includes
establishment of a joint company which operates a service under a

a common signee
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Table 1:16. Swedish Liner Shipping, Major Firms

Number of Sai1ings from Sweden 1912 - 1948Parent
Subsidiary
Trade route

Brostroms
North America and
Mexico Line

Northern Route
Southern Route
North America

Svenska Ostasiatiska
Kompaniet

Far East
India

1913 1920

10(25)ac
3(11)ac

15

1930

38(64)ac
10(21)c
32

16(41)bd
10(20)d

1935

14(37)bd
10(22)d

1939

(47)ac
(12)ac
24

10(31)bd
9(22)d

1948

13(34)bd
22(46)d

Ma1mros

West Africa

Nordstjarnan

South America
East Coast
West Coast and
Caribbean

19 25
11

25
16

11

51
20

35
29

46
34

Svea

South America

Transatlantic

Australia, Java
South Africa
West Africa
Persian Gulf
North America

2 3

a Via subsidiary Svenska Amerika - Mexiko1injen and in cooperation
with AS Norge Mexico Gulf Linien

b With AS 0stasiatiska Kompagni

c With Transatlantic

d With Wi1h. Wi1he1msen's

e With Brostromts

Source: SOS Sjofart 1913-1948.
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The summing .... up reveals that the development of liner
shipping companies in the period 1870-1948 were characte
rized by: (1) a transfer from private firms to limited
liability companies due to the increased need for capital;
(2) an increase in the cooperation between the shipping
companies through joint sailings and joint ventures:, and
(3) in most countries an increased concentration in the
shipping business.

NEAR-SEA SHIPPING: FERRY LINES

The analysis up to this moment has mainly reflected develop
ment tendencies in deep-sea liner shipping. On the regu
lar near-sea liner routes, like the Baltic and the North
Sea, a new form of regular sea transport was introduced at
the turn of the century - ferry shipping.

Ferry shipping was from the beginning an integrated
part of the land transports between insular Scandinavia
and the Continent, as well as between Great Britain and the
Continent and between Ireland and Great Britain. The rout
ing of the ferry lines and the localization of the terminals
was to a large extent a function of the ~conomy of land
transports. The first rule for the establishment of a
ferry line was to minimize the length of sea transports
in the total transport, i.e. to choose the shortest sea
stretch and select ports accordingly. Although land trans
port vehicles are goods carriers also during the ferry
voyage, their productivity is nil in that time which ex
plains the shortest sea connection. The roll-on - roll-off
technique was the basis for the development of ferry ship
ping. It demands limited port equipment for cargo hand
ling but vast port areas. The function of ferry shipping
in the land transport system can be compared to that of
bridges, where the ferry is the bridge span, while the
terminals are the bridge foundations. As other parts of
this system, ferry shipping is open to all vehicles and
passengers, i.e. fulfills the demands put on a common
carrier.

Ferry traffic hanged on to the original liner shipping
principle that passenger and cargo transports form one
market served by one type of a ship. Organizationally,
ferry shipping is like other liner shipping, i.e. services
are suited to the demands of the whole market and not to
those of a particular consignor. Departures take place
regularly according to schedule, often with stated hours,
irrespective of capacity used on the ship. Prices are
based on tariffs. No formal cartel organization exists in
ferry shipping. The lack of a conference system means
that individual lines compete with each other through
price and quality differentiation.

The railway ferries are an exception to the rule of an
unlimited right of establishment on international ferry
markets. Those services are integrated parts of railway
companies, joining them with the transport systems of
other countries.
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Until the l890's all passenger, mail, and goods trans
ports on the Baltic and the North Sea were carried on con
ventional liners. At the end of the 19th century, the
Continental and Scandinavian railway systems of primary
routes were almost completed. l The need for connecting
the Scandinavian system with the Continental grew stronger,
as it would create new expansion possibilities for the
railways. The first national seaferry connections on the
Baltic were opened in the 1870's and 1880's to link the
Danish railway system. 2 Those and the connection Helsingborg
Helsingor in 1892, linked the Swedish-Norwegian railways
with the Continental. In the period 1890-1910 all presently
existing rail ferry connections Scandinavia - the Continent
were established. 3 ,

The ferries meant a new form of competition for the
conventional liner shipping on the Baltic. They came in
a period when the demand for sea transports on this market
was sluggish. In order to counteract a price-war and
create an efficient protection against the powerful rail
way companies operating ferries, the liner shipping com
panies formed the Baltic - White Sea conference which in
cluded roughly 230 British, Scandinavian, German, and
Russian shipping companies. 4

The interwar period presented two patterns in the de
velopment of ferry traffic. While the number of passengers
rose sharply on all routes, the cargo volumes remained fair
ly constant (Table 1:17). The apprehended threat against the
traditional liner shipping did not come true. As a result
the liner conference changed character from a traditional
closed shipowners' group to an international organization
with the purpose of coordinating and cooperation in
shipping between national shipowners' associations and
dischargers' organizations, primarily with shipping docu
ments and information to members about ports.

The Great Depression caused a stagnation in the ear
ly 1930's in the Scandinavian - German ferry traffic
(Table 1:17). However, the volume of intra-Scandinavian
transports rose conspicuously. The lorry became more and
more common for short and medium-sized cargo transports in
Scandinavia and private motoring played a more important
role. Competition from trains and motor vehicles decreased
radically the share of liner shipping in the domestic

1 Aagesen, 1949, p.61; Hecksher, 1907, pp. 133-141.
2 The short route Fredericia - Strib was opened in 1872 and Nyborg -

Korsor in 1883.
3 Ma1mo - Copenhagen 1900, Warnemlinde - Gedser 1903, Tre11eborg -

Sassnitz 1909.

4 The Baltic and White Sea Conference (BIMCO) 1905.



Table 1:17. International Railway Ferry Traffic on the Baltic

Routes Opened 1905 1910 1920 1930 1935 1938 1948

He1singborg - 1892 s 6 7 3a 6 7.5 6
He1singor rp

}406 }402
38 48 85 115

} 1 2651p 225 720 902
c 113 126 65 57 78 46 263

Ma1mo - 1900 s 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2
Copenhagen rp - - 60 73 76 }1p 40 60 64 121 177 184 482

c 73 155 180 212 112 107 198

Gedser - 1903 s 1.2 1.5 1.2 1.8 1.5 2.0 -
Warnemiinde p 87 115 96 168 170 196 -

c 100 148 210 233 150 251 -

Tre11eborg - 1909 s 0.9 1.7 1.5 1.5 2.1 0.3
Sassnitz p 70 97 165 115 176 3

c 73 208 240 213 274 138

lJl
t'V

s = sai1ings; rp = railway passengers '000; 1p
c = cargo in '000 tons.

a 1921.

local passengers '000; p all passengers in '000; and

Sources: DSB, Internal Statistics. Statens Jarnvagar 1920-1948. Jarnvagsstyre1sens Arsberatte1se 1905, 1910.
Danmarks Statistik, Statistiske Medde1e1ser, Danmarks Hande1sf1aade og Skibsfart 1921-1948.
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transport supply.l The competition for passenger and goods
transports across the Baltic was sharpened in the mid 1930's
with the introduction of the first car-ferry services. 2 The
Second World War meant a temporary break in this develop
ment. The postwar period was to be characterized by even
stronger competition from the road transports.

In North Sea shipping the traditional passenger and
cargo vessels handled all transports between Great Britain
and the Continent until 1920. The difference in profile
between British and Continental railway carriages made it
impossible to use the Continental carriages on the British
railway net. The proximity to ports in the widely branched
port system and good contacts between the British industry
and the liner shipping companies contributed to the strong
position of traditional liner shipping on the route Great
Britain - the Continent. Increasing passenger traffic and
demands for greater travelling comforts forced the openin~

of the first railway ferry Great Britain - the Continent.
The ferries on the Channel route were not suited to ro-ro
handling of motor vehicles. Before the Second World War
there were no lorry transports on Great Britain. Cars were
either transported in railway carriages or in conventional
cargo vessels with lift-on-lift-off handling.

In summary: the ferry traffic initially did not much
influence the market of conventional liner shipping,
neither in the Baltic, nor in the North Sea. But it be
came a competitive alternative to conventional passenger
ships. The lorry transports from the end of the interwar
period were the beginning of a new era in ferry shipping.

THE SECOND WORLD WAR

Innovations

From the point of view of liner shipping, the stabiliza
tion years 1946-1948 should be included in the war period;
the industry went on working according to wartime terms.

As sea transports 1939-1948 were organized under state
control, competition between shipping companies ceased and
thus the demand for co-operative regulations, i.e. liner
conferences. The liberalization at the end of the 1940's
meant again increased competition; the liner conferences
were reactivated.

1 "The disastrous decline of cargo liners must be related to the re-
volution in domestic land transports with the coming of the lorries."
Thorburn, 1958, p.2l6 (free translation).

2 Gothenburg - Fredrikshavn 1935 and Fredrikshavn - Narvik 1937 .
.~

Zeebrligge - Harwich was opened in 1924, followed ten years later by
the Dover - ~nkuerque route.
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The special wartime demands for rational, rapid, and
extensive transfers of material gave rise to several tech
nical and organizational innovations in the transport area.
Some of these were to influence the development of liner
shipping after the war: production in series of standardized
ships; application of the ro-rotechnique in deep sea ship
ping; development of transport systems based on operation
analysis (logistic systems); unitization of general cargo
and mechanization of its handling in ports.

Until the Second World War deep-sea liners were pro
duced in short series if not individually. The standardi
zation of the technical equipment of the ship and its navi
gation instruments was low. This resulted in high costs
for new tonnage (short series did not allow for economies
of scale in the yards) and in high operating costs, espe
cially for goods handling. To make loading plans and
organize the work in the hold were complicated, time
consuming and thus expensive operations.

The Second World War was a milestone for standardiza
tion and serial production of ships. The extensive
tonnage demand and rapid deliveries required standard solu
tions that could replace individual constructions. A few
type of ships dominated the war building program,l which
meant poor adaptation to the demands of individual routes.
The standardized multideck ship of wartime, technically
well suited for general cargo, was to be used mainly
as a tramp already in the early 1950's. Thus the competi
tion from tramp shipping increased in break bulk and gene
ral cargo transports immediately after the war. Wartime
mass production greatly influenced building policy after
the war. Standard constructions were introduced more and
more with the argument that construction costs were lowered
and the geographical flexibility of the ship grew which
should increase its second-hand value.

The roll-on - roll-off technique was until the Second
World War limited to a few ferry lines. 2 Extensive troup
and material transports, primarily in connection with the
landing of the Allies in France, demanded a ship well
suited to transport vehicles. Instant loading and dls
charging under primitive port conditions was essential.
However, the wartime ro-ro vessels were poorly suited for
commercial use. But the new cargo handling technique was
to play a decisive role for the technical, economic, and
organizational development of liner shipping after the war,
both on deep- and short-sea routes.

Logistic systems were developed by the Allied forces
in connection with the preparations for the landing on the

1 The dominant dry cargo types were the Liberty and the Victory.

2 See pp. 50-53.
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Continent and the "island jumps" in the Pacific. The pur
pose was to create optimal military transport and distribu
tion solutions. l The organization of the transport process
was logically linked to other functions in the distribution
chain such as stocking, delivery planning, order routines,
and packing selection. After the war the logistic view on
the organization of cargo flows was transferred to the
transport planning of companies. They developed material
planning models to optimize cargo flows including trans
port, stocking and packing functions from the buying of
raw materials and components to the distribution of finish
ed articles. Logistics became together with marketing,
financing and production, one of the four areas comprised
in every producing company's operation. 2 This definition
limits the logistic function to the planning of the materi
al flow. Alternatively production is included in the
logistic process. In this view, logistics together with
control and decision making form the basic components of
the activity of every company.3

The integrated view on the material handling of the
companies stimulated the development of new transport
systems. The purpose was to create optimal transport solu
tions considering the organizational and technical links
between the buying, production, selling, and distribution
functions of a company. After the war the systems strongly
influenced forms of work as well as competition on the in
ternational transport market for break bulk and general
cargo. Transport buyers started to establish their own
transport or signed long-term contracts with companies
offering systems based on special vehicles. Hence, these
flows disappeared from the deep-sea and near-sea liner
markets.

Unitization of general cargo was introduced on a large
scale for military transports in the Second World War.
The basic thought was to technically standardize the hetero
'geneous general cargo to ease the mechanization of loading
and unloading. Thus transport time could be reduced, the
demand for staff in the terminals decreased, as well as

1 The Random House Dictionary of the English Language, 1972, p. 843.
2 "The term 'logistic systems' may be applied to the entire collection

of activities which accomplishes the movement, storage and packing
of goods comensing with the purchase of raw materials and ending with
the ultimate sale and delivery of the finished products." Fair &
Williams, 1975, p.49.

3 "The logistic process is concerned with the conversion and transfer
of resources obtained from the firms' environments (men, materials,
money, information) into products and/or services offered back to
the environment. The logistic process is designed and guided by the
management process." Ansoff, 1969, p.13.
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the risk for damage or theft. The pallet became the
dominant unit load while the container, as defined today,
was more rare. Standardized transports strongly influ
enced the development of transocean liner shipping,
primarily in the 1960's, which created a new era in
this industry.

Economic and Political Consequences

The Second World War led to considerable economic and
political changes which had a strong influence on the
development of international liner shipping. geo~

graphic changes following the war, primarily the breakup
of the empires and the forming of new political and econo
mic blocs, led to long-term restructuring of the world
trade, i.e. of the demand for liner shipping. Furthermore,
a new competitive situation on the supply side was created
through the wish of the centrally planned economies to
lessen their dependence on other countries for the trans
port supply of their foreign trade. These long-term
changes will be discussed further in the next section.

The Second World War had two immediate consequences
on the development of liner shipping: a temporary stagna
tion in the switch to motor ships and considerable changes
in the national distribution of fleets.

In spite of heavy war losses the world merchant fleet
slightly increased, by 6 %, between 1939 and 1946.
The total war losses corresponded to half the 1939 tonnage.
The share of motor ships (18 %) in the dry cargo tonnage
remained unchanged between 1939 and 1948. Already in 1950
it was 21 %, i.e. modernization was taken up again at an
early stage.

War losses and the capture of ships by the Allies meant
that German liner shipping had ceased to exist in 1948
(Table 1:10). The total German merchant fleet that year com
prised 1/15 of the tonnage of 1939. It consisted main-
ly of small vessels for cabotage and near-sea shipping,
while in 1939 half had been occupied in transocean liner
shipping. 1 Also the Italian fleet disappeared as a re
sult of the war. However, the rebuilding program was
started already in 1946 with the help of the Allies. In
1948 the fleet corresponded to 60 % of the 1939 tonnage
(Table 1:10). The share of motor ships was 17 % as
against 25 % in 1939, i.e. rebuilding was not synonymous
with modernization and liner shipping remained less im
portant than in the prewar period.

Japan possessed the second largest merchant fleet in
the world in 1936, of which 1/4 was occupied in liner
traffic and 1/4 in mixed tramp and liner shipping (Table
1:8). In 1946 only 20 % of the tonnage remained, mainly

1 Broers, 1974, p.115.
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small ships in cabotage and short-sea shipping. The start
of the rebuilding program was put off until the beginning
of the 1950's.

The restrictive policy of the Allies 1946-1950 towards
Germany and Japan should among other things be seen against
the background of an expected, by certain economists, down
going trend after the end of the war. A stop for the re
building of the German and Japanese merchant fleets would
lessen the competitive pressure on the Allied fleets. The
lack of a merchant fleet of their own was also considered
a guarantee against any ambitions of the former Axis Powers
for political and military recapturing of their great power
positions.

The detention policy, led primarily by British and
French shipping interests, should also be seen against the
background of the rapid growth of the American merchant
fleet during the war. It had nearly trebled in spite of
heavy war losses (Tables 1:10, 1:18). After the end of the
war a consid~rable amount of the American merchant fleet
was unemployed. Only a small part of the war tonnage was
sold for commercial operation under American flag, in spite
of the priority of domestic shipping companies at sales.
Most of that tonnage, about 13 million gross tons, was
laid up and formed a reserve fleet. l Until the mid 1960's
this remained a latent competitive threat to international
tramp shipping and partly also to liner shipping. That
free capacity could at short notice be used in periods
when lack of tonnage made the freight rates higher. In
spite of the possibility for the American shipping compa
nies to renew their fleets on favorable terms they showed
little interest in operating ships under their national
flag. The postwar period opened a new possibility for
their international activity: the flag of convenience.

The British had more extensive tonnage losses than
other warring nations (Table 1:18). They amounted to 1/3
of all ship losses during the war and to 2/3 of the
British tonnage of 1939. In spite of an expansive new
building program, the British merchant fleet in 1946
amounted to only 2/3 of the prewar size. The capture of
German tonnage and purchases from the United States, about
1.6 million gross tons, facilitated a rapid return to the
past dominance in world shipping. The fleet reached its
prewar size already in 1948, the year when most war-regu
lations in international shipping were abolished and the
industry returned to normal. The share of motor ships in
the British merchant fleet went up from 26 to 30 % between
1939 and 1948. However, it remained less motorized than
the Scandinavian and Dutch fleets (Table 1:10). The exten
sive war losses did not substantially influence the econo-
mic position of the liner shipping companies, but the war

1 Merchant Shipping, Sales Act of 1946.
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Table 1:18. Losses of Merchant Ships in the World Wars I and 11

Country World War I World War 11

no gross tons % of no gross tons % of
'000 '000 000 1914 '000 '000 000 1939

tonnage tonnage

Total 8.5a l2.9a 29 6.9 33.9 49

UK 5.3 7.6 40 2.1 11.7 65

Japan 1.2 5.3 95

USA 0.3 0.3 7 0.6 3.9 34

Germany 0.7 3.2 71

Italy 0.5 0.9 53 0.5 2.1 62

Norway 0.5 2.0 42

Greece 0.2 0.9 55

France 0.6 0.9 39 0.2 0.9 30

Sweden 0.2 0.5 31

Other 0.5 2.4

a = excluding the Axes Powers

Source: Encyclopedia Britanica, vol. 20, p. 557.

boom did not mean any excessive profits. l The solid
economic position contributed to the investment will of
the British shipping companies in the first postwar years.

The French merchant fleet showed, besides the British
and Greek, relatively the greatest war losses. The tonnage
in 1946 only accounted for 44 % of the fleet of 1939. A
rapid reconstruction was started in 1946, based partly on
confiscated German and Italian tonnage and partly on pur~·

chases from the United States. The share of motor sh~ps

rose from 13 to 18 % between 1939 and 1948, which indi
cates that the rebuilding was combined with technical
modernization, primarily of the liner tonnage (Table 1:10).
This was an important element in the attempts to maintain
colonial status quo after the war. Without regular ship
ping connections the risk would increase that the economic,
political and military ties between the metropolis and the
colonies would be weakened.

1 "Only in 1943 did dividends as a percentage of disclosed capital
exceed their 1938 level and through the war they were lower than
the annual averages for the periods 1909-1913, 1914-1918 and 1919
1930. On basis of these calculations it does not appear that the
liner companies made exorbitant gains during the war." Sturmey,
1962, p.147.



war: '000 million Nkr
Freight income 2.2
War bonus 1.4
Total revenues 3:6
Total expenses 1.4
Remains 2Y
Keilhau, 1948, pp. 84-85.

Sturmey, 1962, pp. 153-154.
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Among the smaller fle.ets the Greek had severe losses
(Table 1:18). The rebuilding was slow. Already in 1945
Greek shipping companies started to register ships under
flags of convenience. The political situation in the
country was considered too risky by some shipping tycoons.
The Greek shipowners continued to conce.ntrate on tankers
and tramp shipping even after the war. Their importance
in international liner shipping remained limited.

Among the Scandinavian fleets the Norwegian suffered
the most from the war (Table 1:18). During the war the
control of the Norwegian merchant fleet in "exile" was
transferred to a government authority (NORTRASHIP) situ
ated in London. l Transport services were mainly sold to
British and American government agencies. Half the freight
income was used to finance the war engagement of the
Norwegian London-government. The other half covered
current expenses and formed an investment fund. NORTRASHIP
after the war presented a good financial result as the
consignors besides freights also were charged a special
war bonus. 2 After the end of the war the Norwegian govern
ment payed compensation to the shipping companies according
to the freight level for "bare-boat charter". The govern
ment compensated the shipowners for tonnaje losses. The
compensation was 7-8 % above the British. All payments
were made in 1946, which gave the shipping companies con
siderable capital additions at a time when decisions on
new investments should be made. Until the spring of 1946
most Norwegian tonnag~ was occupied with transports accord
ing to war contracts. This allowed the necessary time
for the transfer of private shipping companies to comnler
cial work and the revival of customer contacts. The "soft"
transfer and the good liquidity were favorable for a rapid

1 The Norwegian Trade and Shipping Mission (NORTRASHIP) was formed in
1940, including 806 ships of 4 million gross tons.

2 The financial results of NORTRASHIP for the operations during the

3

4 NORTRASHIP signed a contract with the United Maritime Authority
(UMA) until March, 1946; Norsk Skipsfart i vart arhundre, 1961,
pp. 49-50.
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rebuilding of the Norwegian shipping industry. In 1946
the tonnage increased with 30 %, through purchases in the
United States (0.8 million gross tons 1946-1950) and orders
to Swedish and domestic shipyards. The Swedish orders
were placed at favorable prices. They were signed during
the war at a time when the Swedish shipyard industry was
looking for contracts to protect themselves against the
downward trend predicted by certain economists to come
after the war. The favorable expansion situation was some
what weakened after 1948 when extensive currency restric
tions were introduced in Norway which lessened the possi
bilities for ship orders abroad. l

The neutrality of Sweden and Spain stimulated the growth
of their merchant fleets (Table 1:10). Swedish shipping
in particular developed rapidly. It supplied the transport
needs of the country and executed transport services for
the Allies and the Axis powers. However, due to the German
West Barriers after May 1940, no less than 25 % of the
Swedish tonnage was laid up. Hardly 10 % was occupied in
domestic traffic. Transports Sweden - abroad occupied 50 %
of the Swedish tonnage while 15 % were used for cross trad
ing outside the Barrier. Liner traffic between Sweden and
countries outside the Baltic was after long negotiations
with the two warring parties replaced by safe-conduct
traffic (lejdtrafik), which meant a quantitative limita
tion of the number of allowed departures to 60-80 per year.

In spite of heavy war losses the Swedish merchant fleet
maintained its prewar size, i.e. a noticeable rejuvenation
was made (Tables 1:10, 1:18). This was a competitive advan
tage at the postwar transfer to commercial shipping, espe
cially for liners. Even financially and from the market
point of view, the Swedish shipping companies had improved
their position. Annual freight revenues per occupied gross
ton during the war was 20-50 % above the 1938 level (Table
1:19). Profits increased less, as costs for bunker, wages,
wages, and insurance had risen. The annual ship investments
of the companies nearly trebled between 1939 and 1944, which
implies a good economic position, rendering possible compen
sation for lost tonnage. The Swedish shipping companies,
in contrast to their competitors, could to a great extent
maintain customer contacts during the war. At the same
time new routes based on foreign ports, cross-trading
lines, were established primarily in South and North
America. This strengthened the competitiveness of Swedish
shipping companies even further in the first postwar years.

1 Se1and, 1962, p.13.
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Table 1:19. Swedish Shipping 1939-1948

1939 1942 1944 1946 1948

Tonnage 000 gross tons 1 620 1 397 1 557 1 734 2 046

Average size gross tons 722 668 744 836 941

Age structure % 100 100 100 100 100

- 4 years 26 35 45 52 32

5 - 9 20

9 - 19 32 21 15 11 12

Value of tonnage:

total, '000 000 Skr 729 982 1 259 1 545 2 005

per gross ton~ Skr 450 703 809 891 975

Investments:

total, 000 000 Skr 69 80 172 218 255

per gross tons, Skr 654 793 1 078 1 146 1 349

Revenues: (000 000 Skr)

- freights total 417 447 362 886 894

- cargo freights total 390 437 348 830 832

- cargo freights cross trading 110 139 104 308 351

- time charter 23 92 95 45 107

Use of the fleet (000 gross tons):

domestic 98 113 115 90 88

Sweden - foreign countries 1 312 715 674 1 388 4 573

cross trading 182 319 332 212 345

laid up 10 217 355 22 14

Crews total, l.n '000 22.5 16.5 15.9 21.3 24.2

- per vessel 10.0 7.9 7.6 10.3 13.4

- per '000 gro~s tons. 13.9 11.8 10.2 12.3 12.0

Source: SOS Sjofart 1939 - 1948.
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Already in 1946 the Swedish shipping companies revived
most of their prewar lines (Tablel:16). Many of the cross
trading lines established during the war were retained.
This implies that even after the transfer of international
shipping to commercial terms, Swedish liner shipping com
panies could maintain their competitiveness in cross
trading lines in spite of high cost and of the rebuilding
of the other fleets.

As a conclusion can be noted that the short term in
fluence of the Second World War on international liner
shipping primarily meant national redistribution of the
world fleet, the disappearance of East Europe and China
as markets generating and attracting general cargo, the
arrival of a latent threat of tonnage surplus which had a
dampening effect on freights (primarily in tramp shipping)
and the emergence of flags of convenience.

THE EXPANSION PERIOD FROM 1948
UNTIL THE MID 1960's
The transition to peacetime conditions on the international
shipping1market was accomplished at the turn of the year
1948/49. The military control of the distribution of
cargo flows on modes, routes and shipping companies was then
abolished as well as the price regulation. The result was
increased competition between companies operating in trans
ocean liner shipping and between those and tramp and in
dustrial shipping. Technically, economically, organiza
tionally, and politically transocean liner shipping until
the mid 1960's developed along the same lines as in the
periods 1870-1914 and 1919-1939. Technical innovations
were mainly imporvements and not originative, i.e. the
rates of productivity increases and cost decreases per ton
deadweight was comparable with those of the previous periods.

Deep- sea liner shipping ma,intained its traditional
organization until the mid 1960·s. After the Second World
War, conferences again became the ma.in forum for internal
cooperation of the shipping companies and for the nego
tiations with consignors. The conference system was sup
ported by the dominating European and Japanese liner com
panies. Their strong negotiating position on the market
and the generally liberal trade policy of the 1950's and
1960's made the liberal doctrines guide international
shipping policy until the mid 1960's.

1 Sturmey, 1960, p. 155.
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However, in this period a radical structural change
was begun in the short-sea liner shipping of the Baltic
and the North Sea. This was a consequence of the expan
sion of motorism in long distance passenger and goods
transports. It demanded a new technique and organization
of shipping in which the main principles were: minimized
journey at sea, traffic between two ports and a renais
sance of the double transport function of the ship (passen
gers and goods). In the 1960's ferry shipping became the
dominant form of liner traffic between Scandinavia and the
Continent and between Great Britain and the rest of Europe.

THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

The technical development influences the competitive situa
tion of liner shipping in three ways, as previously men
tioned: (1) through innovations that increase productivity
and decrease labor input in liner shipping and general
cargo handling; (2) through special ships for goods pre
viously carried in liners; and (3) through alternative
modes of transport(s).

General Carriers

The technical development in the period was mainly concent
rated to a continued switch from steamships to motor ships,
an increase in the speed and size of ships, larger loading
space, and a modernization of hatches and loading equip
ment on board ..

The share of motor ships in the world fleet of general
carriers rose from 17 to 56 % between 1948 and 1965
(Table 1:20). Since the interwar period Swedish shipping
companies led this process. The Brostrom group, the largest
Swedish liner company, had only three cargo steamers in the
beginning of 1950 and none in 1955, while Transatlantic,
the other large shipping compani' had switched completely
to motor ships already in 1940. The change was much slower
among British liner shipping companies, which still domina
ted the world market completely. As late as in 195~, steam
ers added up to 46 % of the British liner tonnage. The
conservatism of the company owners, lower wages, and the
favorable market situation throughout the 1950's were the
main causes. 3

1 Two small steamships that were included in the Transatlantic fleet
between 1951-1954 were an exception.

2 Fisser, 1957, p. 221.
3 Sturmey, 1960, pp. 83, 182.
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Table 1:20. The World Dry Cargo Fleet by Propulsion 1939-1977
(bulk carriers excluded; '000 000 tons gross)

1939 1948 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977

Total 57 63 66 72 85 87 95 102 107 112

Motor 10 11 14 20 35 49 69 86 92 97
ships

Steam- 47 52 52 52 50 38 26 16 15 15
ships

of which 7 10 13 16 14 14 19 15 14 14
Turbine

Sources: L1oyd's Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1963-1977.
Swihen, W., 1963, Strukturwande1 in der We1tankerf1otte und
seine Ursachen, Bergen. Morski Rocznik Statystyczny 1960-
1975, Warszawa. Shipping Statistics 1966-1977, Bremen.

In difference to previous periods, the size of the
general carriers remained fairly constant in the 1950's.
A slight decrease could be noted in the period 1946-1955
(Figure 1:1). Thereafter the size of the ships again
started to increase slowly. The tonnage development of
the two leading Swedish liner companies show a similar
pattern. At the end of the 1950's, general carriers over
10 000 tons deadweight gained ground more and more. They
accounted for 41 % of the newly ordered liner tonnage
in 1958 (Table 1:22). Orders for general carriers
over 15 000 tons deadweight were still rare at this point,
about 1 %.

The average speed of the general carriers increased
rather slowly in the period 1948-1965. There is no detailed
world statistics available. The analysis is based on data
from the two previously mentioned Swedish liner companies,
AB Transatlantic and the Brostrom group. In addition, data
on the average speed of all liner ships ordered per January
1st, 1958 was used. A grouping of the liner tonnage of the
two companies by year of delivery and size shows that the
speed was almost constant in the 1950 1 s, about 16-17 knots
for ships between 6 and 10 thousand tons deadweight, and
roughly 18-19 knots for larger tonnage (Table 1:21) The

1 Fisser, 1957, p. 221.
2 Sturmey, 1960, pp. 83, 182.
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Table 1:21. Average Size and Speed of Liners of AB Transatlantic and
Brostroms,a

Size groups Years of building

(' 000 dwt.) 46/47 48/49 50/51 52/53 54/55 56/57 58/59 60/61 62/63 64/65

1-4.99 average 3.3 3.4 3.9 3.2
size

average 16.0 12.3 11.9 12.0
speed

5-9.99 average 8.7 8.2 7.9 8.1 8.8 8.4 8.9 8.1
size

average 16.8 18.3 16.8 17.1 16.3 16.3 17.0 16.2
speed

10-15 average 10.2 10.5 12.1 11.3 11.5 10.8
size

average 19.5 17.7 17.5 17.5 17.8 17.5
speed

a Vessels of AB Svenska Amerika1injen and AB Svenska Ostasiatiska Kompaniet

Sources: L1oyd's Register of Shipping, 1955-1956 and 1965-1966, Appendix.
Annual Reports of AB Transatlantic, 1945-1965. Annual Reports
of Tirfing, 1945-1965.

Table 1:22. Liners on Order 1958

Size group ALL Speed (knots)
(' 000 dwt.)

14 14-18 18 Unknown

Total no 518 38 293 53 134

'000 dwt. 4 759 226 2 876 506 1 109

average 9 187 5 947 9 816 9 547 8 276

1-5 no 87 21 28 11 28
'000 dwt. 360 88 112 43 116

5-10 no 277 6 148 22 91
'000 dwt. 2 422 50 1 372 201 798

10-15 no 151 11 106 19 15
'000 dwt. 1 912 129 1 342 246 195

15-20 no 3 2 1
'000 dwt. 48 32 16

Source: Morski Rocznik Statystyczny, 1960, Gdansk
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interval 14-18 knots dominated the world orders for liner
ships in the beginning of 1958 (Table 1:22). It is probable
that the relative stability of the speed of the Swedish
liner tonnage was also valid internationally. The lack of
technical innovations that radically could shorten the load
ing and discharging time seems to have been the main cause.
Time in port was 40-50 % of the total travelling time on
most of the transocean routes in the mid 1960's 1 i.e.
nearly unchanged since the turn of the century.~ Ten %
increase in the ships' speed would have given a mximum
of 5 % productivity increase. At the same time, the
machine cost would have increased with 20-25 % and the
fuel cost with 10-15 % for a ship of 12 000 tons dead
weight. 3 These cost increases could partly have been
neutralized by increasing the ship's size. But this
would mean increased port time, as the loading and dis
charging time increased in proportion to the goods volume. 4
Changes in the speed of the liner ships to a great extent
were influenced by the judgements of the shipowners as re
gards the demanded departure frequency. When the depar
ture frequency was established and the techniques of load
ing and discharging given, then the speed of the ships was
also given.

The strong relations between departure frequency, ship
size and speed on the one hand and time in port on the other
led to considerable technical experiments in new cargo
handling methods in the 1950's. These included improve
ments of ship hatches and lifting equipment and the intro
duction of standard units in general cargo shipments.
Traditionally the ship hatches consisted of fore and after
wooden boards and tarpaulins. The taking off and putting
on these hatches was very time-consuming. The costs for
those operations were onerous for the shipping companies,
especially after World War 11, when more and more ports
demanded that they should be done by stevedores instead of
the crew. This stimulated the development of patent hatches
on the main deck and of steel flush hatches on the lower
decks. The result was, strongly shortened time for opera
tion of hatches and an increased possibility for the crew to
do it. The time for loading and discharging could also be
shortened as the flush hatches could quickly be covered and
opened, which increased the mobility on the lower decks. At
the same time it was attempted to make the ships as open as

1 Getz, et al. 1968, p. 6.
2

Steneroth, 1971, p. 271.
3 Getz, et al. 1968, p. 6-16.

4 Committee of Inquiry into Shipping, 1970, p. 104.
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possible to increase the manoeuvering space for the crane lin the hold, i.e. limit the need for manual stowing work.

In order to make loading and discharging even more
efficient, the traditional fixed derricks were to a great
extent replaced by deck cranes at the end of the 1950's.
These were more flexible when it came to placing the cargo
in the hold and demanded less deck space, i.e. allowed
making general carriers more 'open'.

General cargo shipments by tradition were heterogeneous
in weight, volume, and shape. Until the mid 1950's every
unit was stowed by hand in the hold. Units were hoisted on
board or enclosed in rope nets. The process was labor in
tensive; 15-20 men served

2
each crane. Productivity was low,

10-15 tons per gang-hour. The loading of 3 000 tons of
general cargo with three gangs thus required 100 worki~g

hours. The gross working-hours at this time accounted for
50 % of the total time in port of the general carriers;
i.e. the total time in port in the example was eight days.

The slow cargo handling in the 1950's thus formed a
powerful obstacle for developing competitive liner ships
to meet the increased competition from special ships and
from air and land freight. This led to extensive research
and experiments to standardize general cargo consignments,
i.e. decrease the time and costs of loading and discharging.

The preslung unit was the first step toward unitization
of general cargo, put into practice in the deep sea shipping
in the 1950's. Individual units were tied together and the
sling followed the cargo from door to door. This resulted
in less time for stowing and more rapid goods sorting in
the hold and on the quay. The preslung unit became the
leading form for unitizing of break bulk cargo, i.e. pulp,
rolls of paper and steel and iron products. Shipments of
these commodities are relatively homogeneous as regards
size and shape. Through preslinging large units could be
formed. They required more lift and transport capacity by
cranes and trucks, but in return productivity increased
considerably per gang hour, i.e. reduced time in port for
the ship.

1
The increased "openness" of the break bulk cargo carriers can be
illustrated with data from the tonnage of the AB Transatlantic.

Year of building

1945-1946
1950
1962

Ton deadweight

9 270
10 220

9 055

Hatches

Number

5
6
7

Dimension in metres of
the largest

9.8 x 5.5
9.8 x 6.4

12.2 x 6.4

2 "I kHo c e, 1953, p. 170-173
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Preslinging was less suitable for unitizing of general
cargo shipments which considerably vary in form and weight.
The pallet was the real start of unitizing general cargo
in shipping as well as in land transports. l It was intro
duced in deep-sea liner sh~pping in the second half of the
1950's as a result of favorable experiences from military
transports in World War II and the Korean War. A prerequi
site for the use of the pallet in shipping was that ports
invested in the new handling equipment, the fork truck.
The main advantage of the pallet was that it offered a
standardized through-cargo-carrier for transports from
shipper to receiver. In combination with fork trucks, the
pallet allowed a rapid mechanization of general cargo hand
ling in ports and in the inland terminals and warehouses.
This resulted in decreased labor requirements and increased
productivity. For deep-sea liners it was calculated to 20
30 % compared to traditional cargo handling methods. 2

The pallet was suitable for transports in conventional
general carriers and in most of the land modes, which con
tributed to its rapid expansion. In order to increase pro
ductivity even further, special pallet ships were intro
duced in the late 1950's. They had side gates and lifts
for rapid loading and unloading with the help of forks.
The space on lower decks was adapted to the height of the
loaded pallets which made possible maximum use of the load
ing capacity of the ship. The loading/discharging time for
a pallet ship of about 11 000 tons deadweight was calculated
at one-third of the time required for a conventional gene
ral cargo carrier. 3 The pallet ships were introduced pri
marily by Norwegian liner companies with the Fred Glsen
Lines at the head. This company thought in the mid 1960's
that pallet transport with special ships was the cheapest
alternative for port-to-port as well as door-to-door trans
port of general cargo on deep-sea routes. The estimates
of the company for a 7 000 nautical mile journey (Europe 
East Coast of North America) was a total cost for -the door
to-door alternative with a pallet ship 50 % below that of
a conventional ship (Table 1:23). The considerably re
duced handling costs and time motivated the introduction
of faster and larger ships, i.e. lower capital cost per
ton transported cargo. In spite of this and similar esti
mates, the number of transocean pallet ships remained small.

1 Several types of pallets were introduced in the 1950's and 1960's.
In international transports the Europe-pallet was the most common.
It was built of wood, in size 800 x 1200 mm, with a maximum load of
two tons and an average load of rought1y one ton.

2 Burg, 1969, p. 25; The change into pallet handling of goods in bags
increased the productivity from 17 to 27 tons per gang-hour in
Manchester at the beginning of the 1960's. Corresponding increases

~_ were attained in several European ports. At the same time the size
of the stevedore gangs was decreased, in Stockholm from 13 to 7 men
(Steneroth, 1971, p. 2715).

3 UNCTAD, 1970, p. 23.
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Table 1;23. Cost Structure of Liner Services - Quay to Quay
(Total capacity 800 000 cu. ft., 7 000 miles round trip)

Characteristics Services

Conventional Pallet Container

Port-Port Door-Door Port-Port Door-Door

No. of vessels 8 4 4 3 3

Speed (knots) 11 15 15 19 19

No. of ports 6 6 6 2 2

Cost per ton 27.1 15.8 12.6 23.6 17.1
cargo (US $)
of which: Percentages
capital costs
of ships 10 16 20 11 15

Fuel 1 3 4 3 5

Running 13 15 19 8 11

Port expenses 2 5 6 1 1

Cargo handling 73 58 48 22 28

42 a -

Equipment - 1 1 12 39

a Stuffing, receiving and delivery of goods.

Source: Getz, J.R., Ericksen, S., Heirung, E., 1968, Design of a
Cargo Liner in the Light of the Development of General Cargo
Transportation, The Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers, New York, Paper No. 6, June.

The parallel development of the container system played a
decisive part in this.

The discussion about the advantages and disadvantages
of the container, based on experiences from military trans
ports in World War II and the Korean War, started in the
latter part of the 1950 1 s. The first container lines were
established at this time on domestic routes in the United
States. l In the beginning of the 1960's containers were
introduced in deep-sea transports. 2

1 Pan American Steamship Co., renamed Sea-Land Service in 1960 and owned
by the McLean Industries, in April 1956 opened the first sea-container
trade between New York and Houston, in the same year extended to Puerto
Rico. The containers were loaded on conventional general cargo carriers.
Special container ships were introduced on the route in 1962. Matson
Navigation Co. in August 1958 opened a container line between San
Francisco and Honolulu. Container ships were introduced on this route

2 in 1960.
See footnote on next page.
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However it was not until the mid 1960's that the con
tainer systems turned from the experimental to the commer
cial stage and extensively influenced operations in liner
shipping. This was the beginning of a new era for the
liner industry. Therefore, the econornic consequences of
this innovation are discussed in the section on the develop
ment of liner shipping after the mid 1960's.

Special Ships

The specialization of ships, which began at the turn of
the century, increasingly influenced -the development of
liner shipping in the period 1948-1965. Special ships
took over cargo that had previously been carried in liners,
primarily refrigerated goods, wood and wood products, and
cars. This increased competitive pressure on the general
tramp ships. Hence, this tonnage more and more sought em
ployment in the market of liner shipping. l

The switch of general cargo to special shipping meant
that the basis for some lines was reduced. The cause was
the same as for the change to tank and dry bulk carriers
in the previous periods, i.e. an extensive and stable trade
in a commodity with special requirements for mode of trans
port and technical innovations in the cargo handling that
reduced the port costs more than the costs increased for
ballast voyages. Also the growth of the multinational
companies in the food, car, and wood industries after
World War 11, stimulated the development of transport
systems based on special ships. The transport needs of
these companies were big enough to justify a switch from
buying transport services in the liner or tramp markets to
the establishment of their own transport systems based on
long-term charters or purchases of modes and terminals.

Beside the general tramp ships, the refrigerated
vessels from the 1930's were the most severe competitors
of the conventional liners. The demand for deep sea trans
ports of refrigerated cargo was to a great extent generated
by multinational corporations, i.e. the market was rela
tively stable and guaranteed a continuous employment for
the special ships. The leading conunodities were meat and
fruit, especially bananas and oranges (Table 1:24). High
capital and running costs for the refrigerator equipment
and the sensitivity of the commodity to long transports
motivated high speeds and a limited number of stops en route.

2 (foocnote from foregoing page)
In 1960 the American President Lines opened the first transocean
container line between the West Coast of the United States and the
Far East.

Fisser, 1957, p. 23.
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Table 1:24. International Meat and Fruit Trade (tooo 000 tons)

Cargo (SITC)

Regions

Meat

Total

Exporters

Europe
Oceania
Latin America
North America

Importers

Europe
North America
Japan

Bananas

Total

Exporters

Latin America
Asia
Africa

Importers

Europe
North America
Japan

Oranges

Total

Exporters

Europe
Africa
Asia
USA

Importers

Europe
Canada

1.2

0.2
0.5
0.4
0.1

1.0
0.0
0.0

2.3

1.9
0.0
0.2

0.6
1.4

1.6

0.7
0.4
0.2
0.2

1.3
0.2

1956

1.8

0.4
0.6
0.5
0.1

1.4
0.1
0.0

3.0

2.4
0.1
0.4

1.2
1.7
0.0

2.0

0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4

1.8
0.2

1960

2.3

0.7
0.7
0.5
0.2

1.8
0.3
0.0

4.0

3.3
0.1
0.4

1.6
2.1
0.0

3.0

1.2
0.9
0.5
0.2

2.5
0.2

1965

3.5

1.3
1.0
0.7
0.3

2.5
0.3
0.1

4.8

3.7
0.4
0.4

2.2
1.7
0.4

3.7

1.5
0.9
0.7
0.2

3.0
0.2

Annual Growth
1950-1965

%

7.7

15.2
4.2
4.0
8.3

6.3
14.0
48.4

4.9

4.6
20.0
0.0

8.6

38.6

5.4

4.9
5.8
9.1

5.5

a average 1948-1952

Source: FAO, Trade Yearbook, 1950-1967, Rome.
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It created the characteristic combination of refrigerated
and passenger transports in the same vessel. They re
mained competitive on most transocean routes until the
early 1950's. The rapid technical development and lower
ed prices of air transports, the labor intensity of ship
ping and the change in the structure of transocean pas
senger traffic, from emigrant and "grand tour" tourist
to short-time tourist and business trips, i.e. the in
creased maginal value of travelling time meant that ship
ping became less competitive on this market. The number
of combined passenger-refrigerated vessels in the world
fleet decreased from 76 to 45 between 1951 and 1965 at
the same time as their transport capacity was reduced by
half (Figure 1:1). These ships were replaced by '"pure"'
refrigerated vessels ('reefers') which increasingly com
peted with conventional general carriers having refrige
rated holds and with air transports. The lorry became the
chief competitor on the inter-European routes. The very
even growth rate of the world fleet of refrigerated vessels
was more rapid than that of general carriers, roughly 5 %
a year in the period 1950-1965 (Figure 1:2). Already in
1965 "pure reefers" supplied almost half of the total re
frigerated capacity in the world fleet (Table 1:25). These
ships were registered and few flags with Great Britain,
West Germany and Sweden at the top, i.e. they were opera
ted by high wages and well-established-on-the market
firms.

The rapid increase in the demand for seaborne refri
gerated transports 1950-1965 was mainly a consequence of
the growing meat imports of Japan and the United States
(Table 1:24). This heavy demand resulted in a high growth
of the medium-sized "reefer" tonnage on the routes
Australia - Japan and Argentina - North America. The
growth rate for large refrigerator vessels, on the other
hand, was slow, which resulted in a decreased average
vessel size (Figure 1:1). However, the speed rose from
about 15 knots to roughly 18. 1 The low degree of mecha
nization in the port handling of refrigerator products
limited the economies of size in the reefer fleets.

The expanding intercontinental trade in cars, prima
rily from Europe to North America, and later also from
Japan to North America, formed a very important cargo
basis for a number of lines in the period 1950-1965 (Table
1:26). These flows consisted mainly of assembled cars,
in contrast to the period between the wars when the car
trade was strongly dominated by parts and components from
American mother companies to assembly plants in most
European countries and elsewhere.

1 Svensk Sjofartsgidning; September 1, 1960.
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Table 1:25. World Fleet of Reefers and General Carriers with Refridge-
rated Cargo Spaee

Flag 1959 1963 1965

World

Total b 2 965 3 113no 24l.0
bmill. tons gross 16.1 19.7 20.2

mill. eu. ft. a l79.2b 213.8 241.8

Pure Reefer no 3llb 410 546
m.t.g. 1.3b 1.6 2.1
m.e.f. 57.7b 75.2 104

UK

Total no 333 565 566
m.t·g· a

3.9 5.1 4.9
m.e.f. 85.0 88.3 90.7

Pure Reefer no 53 59
m.t.g. 0.4 0.4
m.e.f. 17.8 18.7

w. Germany

Total no 62 211 206
m.t·g· a 0.2 1.1 1.2
m.e.f. 8.7 15.5 18.4

Pure Reefer no 65 72
m.t.g. 0.2 0.2
m.e.f. 10.8 13.7

Sweden

Total no 107 178 172
m.t·g· a

0.5 1.0 0.9
m.e.f. 10.3 15.7 17.9

Pure Reefer no 35 37
m. t. g. 0.2 0.2
m.c.f. 8.0 9.9

USSR

Total no 27 47
m.t·g· a 0.1 0.1
m.. c. f. 2.5 4.4 16.0

Pure Reefer no 10 38
m. t. g. 0.0 0.2
m.c.f. 1.3 9.3

a
b
Total

refrigerator space only
1957
Pure Reefers and other vessels with refrigerated cargo space

Sources: Shipping Statistics, Yearbook 1966, Bremen, Shipping
Statistics, Monthly Statistics, 1958:4, 1959:7, 1963:11,
1966:10.
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Table 1:26. International Car Trade (tOOo. units)

1950 1955 1960 1965

Total 674 1 160 2 450 3 598

Europe - North America 40 609 600
Japan - North America 27
Japan - Europe 14
Intra-European 300 681 1 411

Exporters

Germany 67 356 886 1 516
UK 343 322 538 627
France 88 136 492 486
Benelux 7 28 102 360
Italy 18 61 192 157
Japan 118
USA 127 219 128 112
Sweden 1 3 51 94
Canada 24 12 78

Importers

Western Europe 172 412 718 1 712
USA 58 471 596
Africa 23 110 154 241
Canada 82 49 171 136
Asia 3 49 86 120
Oceania 3 49 38 96
Latin America 17 39 63 89

Sources: Statistisches Jahrbuch fur die Bundesrepub1ik Deutsch1and,
1952-1967, Wiesbaden; Trade by Commodities, Series C,
1960-1966.

The structural change in the postwar trade was caused by
increased scale economies in the assembly of cars and de
creased transport costs for ready made units. It made the
European industry concentrate the assembly to a few plants,
primarily in the mother-country. The American cars with
their large size and high fuel consumption had a limited
market in Europe, while European cars started finding a
market in America. The increased volume of sea-transported
cars, the possibility of stowing more units by introducing
several decks adjusted to the height of the car and the
concentration of the demand to a few companies, primarily
Volkswagen AG, favored the development of special ships
for car transports in the second half of the 1950's. They
were mostly rebuilt bulk carriers and tankers. Loading
and discharging was conventional, by the "lift-on - lift
off" method, i.e. costs and time in port increased in pro
portion to the size of the ship. In spite of that, larger
ships were introduced to meet the needs of the rapidly
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growing trade. The changes in average size of ships ac
quired by AB Wallenius, one of the leading shipping com
panies in the car trade, show the trend clearly. The size
of purchased car carriers increased from 2 800 deadweight
tons in 1955 to 6 900 tons in 1959 and to 25 000 dead
weight tons in 1963. The speed of these vessels was some
what below that of liners of corresponding size, some 12-14
knots. The slow loading and discharging technique, the
origin of the ships as bulk carriers, and the strong inte
gration of the whole distribution system in a logistics
chain were the main causes.

Since loading and unloading were bottlenecks in car
transports, great efforts were made in the late 1950's
and early 1960's to replace the conventional crane with
a new technique. The "roll-on - roll-off" principle gave
the best results and was introduced in inter~European

connections in the early 1960's.1 The method was based
on experiences from military vehicle transports and from
the rapidly expanding ferry shipping. Loading and un
loading costs were reduced by 50-60 %, and the produc
tivity of tonnage increased rapidly. The "ro-ro" tech
nique also brought on a considerable reduction of
cargo damages previously incurred when loading and un
loading by crane. The positive experiences of the "ro-ro"
technique on inter-European routes stimulated the intro
duction of the same ship types in deep sea relations in
the mid 1960's.2 The analysis of their economic consequen
ces for transocean liner shipping is therefore made in the
section on the post-1965 period.

Sea transports of wood and wood products has tradi
tionally been dominated by intracontinental trade. Inter
European and inter-American trade amounted to roughly 75 %
of the world trade in these commodities in 1959 (Table
1:27). This share decreased steadily in the 1950's as
a consequence of the rapidly expanding export from Africa.
In the 1960's the Soviet wood export to Western Europe and
Japan increased rapidly. This meant a rising share of
inter-European flows on the world market for wood and wood
products.

Liner and tramp shipping competed for the inter
European transports of wood and wood products. The large
number of relatively small production plants with coastal
location, characteristic of the Nordic timber industry
in the 1950's,3 meant that tramp shipping with small ships

1 AB Wa11enius in 1963 introduced the first MS Aniara, 1 059 dwt. in
inter-European transports of Vo1kswagen cars.

2 The first transocean "ro-ro"-car carrier was the MS Dyvi Atlantic ..
put in traffic in 1966 with a capacity of 1 400 cars.

3 A1exandersson, 1967, p. 112.
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Table 1:27. International Trade in Forest Products

Commodity (SITC) 1950 1955 1960 1965 Annual
Growth
1950-1965

%

Wood (mill. m3)

Total 38.5 56.5 73.0 101.0
N. America - Europe 1.1 1.7 0.6 3.4
Asia - Europe 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.9
Africa - Europe 0.7 2.0 3.4 5.2
Latin America - Europe O.l

b
0 0.1 0.5

Inter-European 16.7 12.7 14.5 37.0
USA - Canada 13.0 7.2 5.8 16.1

Pulp (mill. tons)

Total 5.7 7.8 9.7 12.5
N. America - Europe 0.1 0.7 1.0 1.2
Europe - N. America 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3
USA - Canada 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.6
Inter-European 2.9 3.7 4.8 6.1

Paper (mill. tons)

Total 5.5 7.7 8.4 8.9
N. America - Europe 0 0.4 0.4 0.4
Europe - N. America 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2
Europe - Latin America 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2
Europe - Asia 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
USA - Canada 4.4 4.7 4.8 5.5
Inter-European 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.9

Plywood~ Fiberboard (th.t.)

Total 0.6 1.2 1.9 2.9
N. America - Europe 0 0 0.1 0.2
Europe - N. America 0 0.1 0.1 0.2
USA - Canada 0 0 0 0
Inter-European 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.1

a Wood = Logs, pulpwood, pitprops, lumber
b excluding trade between East European countries

Sources: FAO, Yearbook of Forest Products Statistics, 1950-1966, Rome.

was competitive. Relatively irregula,r deliveries and the
customer habit of building large stocks increased the
advantages of tramp shipping even further. Also the low
ton-value which made wood and wood products more sensitive
than other break bulk cargo to high transport costs favored
the use of tramps. Intra-European liner shipping could
compete in wood transports only from production plants
situated in large general cargo ports or their primary
hinterland. For most lines to "Norden" , wood and wood
products formed the most important return or filling cargo'
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in the 1950 l s and early 1960's. Certain lines based their
whole traffic on wood transports. The risk for competi
tion from tramp shipping was reduced through long-term
contracts, including shipm,ents from the forest industry
and in-transports of chemicals used by the pulp industry.

The deep-sea transports of wood and wood products out
side the North Atlantic were dominated by th.e imports of
Tropical hardwoods to Europe and North America and the ex
ports of forest products, primarily paper, in the opposite
direction. Consignments were relatively small, which made
liner shipping the most competitive alternative.

In loading and unloading of wood and wood products
cranes were used. In the 1950's the preslung unit was
widely introduced in these transports, which enabled a
considerable productivity increase in the stowage work.
Packaged timber was suitable for transporting on weather
deck. This stimulated the development of special ships
with higher freeboards, primarily for shorter routes, like
Norden - the Continent. As the lift-on-lift-off method
was used, the special ships could only achieve limited
cost or time advantages in port operations. The distribu
tion of the demand on many transport buyers kept back the
technical specialization in wood transports, both as regards
ship types and handling methods. However, organizational
specialization was pronounced. Several small sh~pping com
panies sought to stabilize their operation through long
term contracts with the wood industry. The structural
changes in the 1960's in the Nordic wood industry resulted
in a considerable concentration of production plants, mer
gers and acquisitions of companies and increased interna
tionalization through localization of production units
abroad. The customer demand for more frequent and safer
deliveries also helped form the basis of new transport sys
tems.

The discussion about new transport systems for the
wood industry started in the mid 1960's. The take-off was
not until the late 1960's and early 1970's. Therefore, the
analysis of the consequences for liner shipping follows
under the post-1965 period.

Alternative Modes

The technical development in the modes alternative to liner
shipping resulted in increased competition from lorries in
the inter-European general cargo transports and in the loss
to airlines of passenger traffic on deep-sea routes where
it had been an important complement to the transports of
high-value and fragile general cargo.

The technical development of increased size and speed
of the lorries meant competition in long-distance trans
ports. The organizational structure of the road transports
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with a strong dominance of small firms with one or a few
lorriesl was an important obstacle for operation on th.e
international transport market. The market organization
was too weak for the procuring of return cargoes and
caused high costs. In order to strengthen their competi
tiveness in long-distance transports, the small lorry
firms formed joint companies with the purpose of organizing
marketing, sales, routes designing and running of terminals
for long-distance traffic. These companies also work as
consultants to their members in matters of economy and ve
hicle investments, i.e. to strengthen their power as re
gards purchases of lorries and decrease the load of admin
istrative work. A condition for the development of lorry
transports in the relations Norden - the rest of Europe and
Great Britain - the rest of Europe was a broad introduction
to ferries. Ferry shipping developed very rapidly on these
routes and in the 1950's and 1960's gradually replaced tra
ditional liner shipping. 2

The most important elements in the technical develop
ment of air transports was the introduction of larger and
quicker planes and of special air freighters. The intro
duction of the jet motor in the 1950's meant a doubling of
speed and a considerable increase of range (Table 1:28).
At the same time the loading capacity of the planes in
creased tenfold. This created a surplus capacity on the
market, since the demand had a much slower increase (Table
1:29). The consequence was a considerable reduction of
the price calculated per capacity unit. The technical de
velopment allowed for a considerable lowering of costs,
which enabled the companies to continually invest in new
types of planes in the whole period. From the end of the
1950's the companies started a more offensive marketing of
their freight services. The basis was an assumption that
air transport decreased the total distribution costs of
the consignor allowing reduction of buffer-stocks and more
rapid turnover of the goods. 3 However, until the mid
1960's the volume of air transported cargo remained small,
i.e. high-value goods to a large extent left liner shipping.

1 As late as in the mid 1960's, lorry firms wfth up to five lorries were
responsible for 95 per cent of the lorry stock in Norway, and between
60 and 70 per cent in West Germany, Denmark and Sweden; Kritz, 1976,
p. 179.

2 See pp. 116-124.
3 Sletmo, 1972, p. 39.
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Table 1: 28. Technical Progress in Air Cargo Carriers

Cargo Year Payload Speed Product.ivity Utilization
Carrier tons km/h ton-km/hours hours/day

flown

C-46 1946 5.6 300 1 680 5.6

L-10 49C 1953 14.1 395 5 570 5.3

DC-7B 1955 16.2 434 7 031 4.9

DC-8F 1963 35.1 796 27 940 6.8

DC-8 - 63F 1968 50 800 39 800 6.8

Source: Sletmo, G., 1972, Demand for Air Cargo, Bergen.

Table 1:29. Utilization, Rates and Costs in Air Transports by rCAD

Years Weight Rates a Costsb

Load
Factor
% US cents US cents

1948 33.6 30.7

1950 53 23.2 25.0

1955 44 25.6 23.7

1960 39 22.9 22.9

1965 18.2 17.5

1968 16.8 15.6

a per tonki1ometer air freight
b per available tonki1ometer, passenger and freight services

Source: See Table 1:28.

Conclusions

The influence of the technical development on the opera
tion of international liner shipping in the period 1948
1965 can be sUITmarized as follows: (1) the speed and size
of liner ships increased rather slowly; (2) the share of
loading-unloading operations in the total voyage time re
mained almost unchanged, since the increased productivity
in cargo handling reached by the introduction o~ the pre
slung unit and pallet was absorbed by the increase in ship
size; (3) pallet was developed as a first profitable form
of unitization of general cargo while the "ro - ro " technique
was tried as an alternative to the conventional "1ift-on 
lift-off" method for the loading and unloading of general
cargo; (4) special shipping developed rapidly, primarily
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reefer vessels and car carriers, as a consequence of
lower transport costs and the consignors' interest in
closer control over their flows, which in turn reduced
the cargo basis for several deep-sea lines; (5) increased
size and speed of lorries and new company forms made road
haulage a strong competitor to traditional liner shipping
in Europe and stimulated the growth of ferry shipping;
(6) airlines developed into the leading mode of intercon
tinental passenger transports, which considerably reduced
the operational basis for combined passenger - cargo
liners, at the same time as the new freight planes meant
increased competition for high-value general cargo which
used to be the cream of the cargo flow on most transocean
routes.

MARKET ORGANIZATION AND COOPERATION FORMS

The liner conferences in the late 1970's reestablished
their role as the main form of cooperation between liner
operators as well as between lines and consignors. To
counterbalance the growing power of the conferences, the
consignors in most European and Overseas countries in the
early 1960's started to organize themselves in national
and international shippers' councils which covered a much
wider part of the market than the branch associations of
earlier periods.

Conferences

The organization of the liner conferences, their methods
of work, control and pricing remained largely unchanged
in the first two postwar decades. There was no internal
pressure for changes as the technology and economy of
liner shipping were very much the same as before. On the
other hand, many externalities were changing as a result
of the decolonization process, the ambition of new coun
tries to increase their economic independence by acquiring
their own fleets and regulating shipping practises, and
the negative attitude of the Soviet Union to the confe
rence system.

The number of liner conferences increased from about
250 in the late 1940's to about 360 in the mid 1960's.1
New markets were opened which had been closed for inter
national services by colonial regulations and competition
for general cargo increased from vessels operated as in
dustrial carriers or tramps. The conference system gave
liner operators a strong weapon with which to meet this
competition.

1 Croner, 1965.
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The India Trade

The independence of India, Ceylon and Pakistan 1947-1950
created new operating conditions for the hundred port
based conferences active in the Indian trade in the late
1940's. The governments of the new countries from the
very beginning put strong pressure on the conferences to
accept the national lines as full members. The political
division of the subcontinent created a new port distribu
tion of flows and required reorganization of the confe
rences, from a dispersed system based on ports towards a
more concentrated one with· the whole subcontinent as the
base of operation.

From early days the government of India treated the
regulation of the conference system as a vital part of
its shipping policy, aiming at a powerful national mer
chant fleet to promote exports and strengthen economic
independence. Three methods were used to influence the
activities of the conferences: (1) the establishment of
state~owned lines who from the inside could influence the
work of the conference; (2) the introduction of laws and
regulation of conference practises; and (3) flag discrimi
nation in the general cargo trade. T£e state-owned lines
were established in the early 1950's, and enrolled in the
conferences under government pressure. The government
also gave strong financial and political support to the
private Indian line operators 2 in membership negotiations
with the conferences.

The support included subsidies for tonnage invest
ments 3 and far-reaching tax and depreciation allowances. 4
As a result, both the private and the state-owned fleets
of India grew rapidly during the 1950's and early 1960's.
The growth rate was twice the world average (Table 1:30).
In the mid 1960's about half the fleet was used in liner
services. Government pressure and rapid tonnage growth
forced the conferences to accept Indian operators as full
members on the trade Europe - India. 5 However, the con-

1 The Eastern Shipping Co., established in 1960 as a line operator,
was merged in 1961 with the Western Shipping Co., created in 1956
for tramp shipping. They formed the Shipping Corporation of India.

2
Scindia Steam Navigation Co. and India Steam Ship Co.

3
Private shipping companies were allowed to accumulate up to 40 % of
the new-building value in tax free funds during a period of 7 years,
Glersen, 1967, p. 74.

4
The Shipping Development Fund created in 1951 granted loans up to
95 % of the new-building value, at 3 % annual rate and with a 16-18
year depreciation period, ibid., p. 72.

5
Scindia was a conference member since the mid 1930's, but only with
one vessel.
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Table 1:30. Indian Shipping 1948-1965 ('000 gross tons)

1950 1955 1960 1965

Private 356 436 695 1 202

State-owned 16 44 162 335

Total 372 480 857 1 537

of which

Foreign going 167 255 577 1 122

Liners 700

Sources: UNCTAD, 1967, Liner Shipping in India's Overseas Trade,
Geneva, p. 135. Sl~ersen, E., 1967, Skipsfart i India,
Skipsfart~konomisk institutt, Bergen, p. 64. Shipping
Statistics, Yearbook 1966, Bremen.

ferences did not accept the new members as participants in
the "way-port" agreements, i.e. excluded them from cross
trading en route. This was motivated by the risk for
tonnage surplus and lack of business tradition. To
strengthen the position of the national lines, the Indian
government in the late 1950's introduced laws discrimina
ting foreign flags in the movement of government cargo.

The Freight Investigation Bureau (FIB) was created
to control conference pricing and coordinate cooperation
between consignors and liner operators. Parallel to the
FIB, a special committee was established to negotiate with
conferences about freight rates and conditions for govern
ment cargo.

The result of this policy was decreasing capacity
utilization among non-Indian members of the India/Pakistan
conferences. The slow growth of the foreign trade of India
and Pakistan in the late 1950's and early 1960's aggravated
the situation. The conferences in 1960/1961 decided to
change the organization of the trade. The port-based con
ferences were brought together into four geographic ranges,
liner operators formed national groups and a revenue pool
was established. The Indian lines obtained 40 % of the
traffic and they were supposed to achieve 50 % in 10 years.
Rate differentiation between base ports was abandoned and
unit prices were introduced for ports on the East and the
West Coasts of the subcontinent. Hence, the political
division no longer influenced the pricing of services.

The reorganization of the conference system strength
ened the power of the foreign operators. In 1962 they
required a rate increase by 12-15 %. It was refused by
the Indian government. A new negotiation practice or dis
cussions formula was established. Every price rise had to
be discussed with consignors and accepted by the government.
Price rises could not be more frequent than once every
second year.
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The policy of the Indian government toward liner con
ferences in the late 1950's and early 1960's was not un
like those of interwar Australia and South Africa, i.e.
the interests of national operators and shippers were
given increasing support, the difference being that India
also chose the policy of active participation in business.
This formed the basis for a world-wide discussion about
the organization of liner services in the ensuing period.

The Far East Trade

After World War 11 the external conditions of work of the
Far East Conference changed more dramatically than those
of any other market. The new regime in China introduced
a policy of economic autarky, which resulted in a slower
growth of its foreign trade, and a shift towards the
European centrally planned economies (Table 1:31). These
countries established their own services in close coopera
tion with the Chinese government. Third flag vessels were
gradually excluded from this traffic. Like other centrally
planned economies China adopted the policy of "cif exports"
and "fob imports", i.e. to keep total control over the
transport choices for its foreign trade. It gave a strong
bargaining position in the negotiations with the conferen
ces, even for flows between China and Western Europe. The
Far East Conference in the mid and late 1950's was forced
to accept far-reaching rebates without any loyalty agree
ments in return. Expectation of better conditions and pro
fitable traffic in the future was the main motive for the
conference to continue its services during the 1950's and
1960's. 1

Table 1:31. The Foreign Trade of Japan and the P.R. of China (mill. $)

Japan P.R. of China

1955 1960 1965 1950 1960 1965

Total Trade 4 180 8 546 16 622 1 210 3 990 3 880

Western Europe 355 835 2 160 118 634 690

Soviet Union 4 130 431 431 2 582 415

Eastern Europe 12 11 40 12 758 349

Sources: UN, Yearbook of International Trade Statistics, 1966, New
York. de Vy1der, S., 1974, Foreign Trade and Se1fre1iance
in China, the Economic Research Institute at the Stockholm
School of Economics, Stockholm.

1 .". Deak1n, 1973, p. 51.
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In its relations with consignors from market economy
countries, the Far East Conference maintained a strong
bargaining position, characteristic of the previous periods.
The governments of the Far East countries, except Japan and
the Philippines, during the 1950's and early 1960's applied
a passiv conference policy. They neither established
state-owned liner fleets, nor passed laws restricting con
ference practices. This policy and the large number of
relatively small general cargo consignors, divided among
several countries, made shipper cooperation in the Far East
region difficult. It strengthened the position of the con
ference. The Korea and Indochina Wars caused rapid growth
in the demand for general cargo transports to the Far East
and created significant tonnage shortages on the route.
Weak external pressures and substantial growth of demand
allowed the Far East Conference to maintain in the 1950's
and early 1960's its relatively loose organizational form.
Until the mid 1960's there was no revenue pool on the route.
Traffic was allocated through regulations on ports of call,
amount of cargo and number of sailings.

As mentioned before, Japan and the Philippines in the
late 1940's adopted more restrictive policies towards the
shipping conferences. Under the influence of US legisla
tion, price control was introduced, rebates below 10 %
were prohibited as well as deferred rebates. The confe
rence agreements were put under the control of government
authorities. 1 It caused a withdrawal of the Japan services
from the general agreements of the Far East Conference and
the creation of special subconferences, The Japan Homeward
Freight Conference and the Japan Outward Freight Conference.

The Japanese conference policy changed in the late
1950's under the pressure of the rapidly growing national
lines. 2 The injunction against deferred rebates and fight
ing ships were abolished in 1959. Two years later, con
ferences were given the right to refuse new memberships,
providing they would create risk for substantial tonnage
surplus. Their status was shifted from an open to a
closed conference. These changes were supported by the
Japanese Ministry of Transport, which took the views of
the national shipowners. The Fair Trade Commission,
appointed by the government to control conference pricing
and practices, was in favor of a more restrictive policy,
protecting the interest of national shippers.

In the early 1960's the Japanese traders increased
fob-sales and cif-purchases. They could thus avoid using
conference tonnage for move~ents of cargo which could be
shipped cheaper by other vessels without loosing deferred
rebates for the trade carried by conference ships. The
conferences tried to strengthen the shippers' loyalty by

1 Law no. 54 of April 14, 1947, Tokyo.
2 Frihagen, 1963, p. 366.
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introducing an extra disount payable as long as they re
frained from using the fob-clause and by threatening that
they might loose their deferred rebates. l The Fair Trade
Commission forced the conferences to drop these practices.

The general tendency in Japan's conference policy of
the late 1950's and early 1960's was a declining state
interference under the general assumption that a system
of self-regulating conferences provides a useful framwork
for the development of the national liner industry without
harming the interests of shippers.

The Australia Trade

During the 1950's the position of the United Kingdom as
the leading trade partner of Australia was weakened, that
of the other European countries also decreased in exports
but slightly increased in imports (Table 1:32). It had a
strong impact on the activities of the Australia conferen
ces. Meat, wool and butter dominated the westbound general
cargo traffic, which in 1960 had three times the tonnage of
eastbound ships. It made the Australian trade very attrac
tive for specialized and general tramps which strongly in
fluenced the pricing policy and conditions offered by the
conference.

Table 1:32. Foreign Trade of Australia and New Zealand with Europe
1953-1965

Trading Imports Exports
Area

1953 1955 1960 1965 1953 1955 1960 1965
% % % % % % % %

U.K. 50 46 35 28 50 41 33 25

Other Europe 9 12 14 14 24 19 19 18

World Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

'000 000 $ 1 831 2 260 3 020 4 030 2 638 2 640 2 790 3 910

Source: Yearbook of International Trade Statistics, 1955, 1967. D.N.,
New York.

In the early 1950's the meat trade to the U.K. was
based on government agreements. The British Food Ministry
organized transports and, in cooperation with AOTA,2 negoti
ated prices and conditions with the conference. The AOTA's
role was to control that the Ministry did not agree on
rates higher than those agreed by AOTA for other trades.

1 Deakin, 1973, p. 51.
2 See p. 19.
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The government m,eat trade terminated in 1954, which re
sulted in a decline of meat shipments from Australia to
Europe. The development of synthetic fibers and Japan's
growing demand for wool resulted in declining wool flows
to Europe in the same year. The conference tried to com
pensate the drop in the demand by increased rates, but
the AOTA refused and asked the Australian government to
intervene. The government allowed a small rate rise but
introduced a negotiation formula according to which opera
tional accounts of all voyages had to be delivered to in
dependent accountants by all conference members. Ships
doing en route calls were excluded. In spite of this cost
control, including both fixed and variable costs, the
rates in the Australian trade increased at the same speed
as those of the Far East Conference, i.e. government in
terference seemed to have little influence on the develop
ment of conference prices. l

The Africa Trade

The West African shipping scene in the late 1950's and
early 1960's changed from a colonial to an open market,
when 14 countries along the West Coast of Africa gained
political independence. This strongly influenced the ex
ternal conditions of work of the operators. However, the
geography of African trade in the mid 1960's was still
strongly influenced by links with their former mother coun
tries. About half the general and break bulk exports of
the former French colonies were destinated to France
(Table 1:33). The East African and particularly the South
African submarkets were much less influenced by the deco
Ionization process.

Table 1:33. Europe - West Africa: General and Break Bulk Cargo Trade
('000 tons 1965)

Trading Northbound Southbound
Areas

.u .u
:>-. 00 :>-. 00
~ Cl) ~ ~ Cl) ~eu ::?= eu eu ::?= eu

Cl) e Cl) Cl) e Cl)
CJ H 0.. l""'""'l CJ H 0.. l""'""'l
~ Cl)

~
Cl) 0 eu ~ Cl) Cl) 0 eu

eu 0 ..c H .u eu 0 ~ ..c H .u
1-1 .u ~ 0 H .u ~ 0
~ ::?= ::::> O~ H ~ ::?= ::::> O~ H

French 1 624 1 022 229 873 3 748 546
speaking

English 184 543 1 090 633 2 450 242
speaking

Portuguese 29 48 27 77 181

Total 1 837 1 613 1 346 1 583 6 379 809 209 433 734 2 185

Source: UNCTAD, 1967, The West African Shipping Range. New York.

1 .
Deak1n, 1973. p. 104-123.
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The relations between the United Kingdom and her for
mer colonies showed similar proportions. They were even
higher for imports, i.e. the former metropolises played a
major role supplying the West African countries with in
vestment and consumption goods, which strongly influenced
the organization of the liner services between Europe and
West Africa. British lines, which traditionally were
leaders on this market, were organized in the West African
Lines Conference (WAL~ON), while the French had a separate
conference (COLINAV). Traffic with the Portuguese colo
nies was organized in a third conference. Unlike other
deep-sea conferences, the West African covered both legs
of the traffic. It strengthened their bargaining posi
tion in negotiations both with Trading Houses, which had a
strong influence on the West African trade even in the
postcolonial period, and with the governments. In the
struggle with the conferences some Trading Houses estab
lished their own fleets. 2

In the early 1950's both English and French conferen
ces faced increasing competition from the Scandinavian
lines, which traditionally used the policy of joint sail
ings 3. and tonnage specialization4 as their main modes of
competition. The Scandinavians substantially cut the
rates and after a short price-war were accepted as confe
rence members. 5

The independence of West Africa brought four new ele
ments to the work conditions of the conferences: (1) in
creased pressure to include at least one base port in each
country on the sailing lists, (2) the establishment of
national liner fleets, (3) the creation of Produce Marketing
Boards, which organized trade and shipments of agricultural
products, and (4) the development of East European lines.

1 Conference des Lignes de Navigation servant la cote ouest Africaine

2 The United Africa Co. - established in 1910, a unit of the Unilever
Group - since 1929 has been the major British trader in the area.
J. Halt of Liverpool since the early 1930's has operated its. own
fleet of general carriers. Unlike the British, the French Trading
Houses did not establish their own fleets but had close cooperation
agreements with the French lines, often under the supervision of
the government.

3 The Scandinavian West Africa Line was established in 1945 by the
Norwegian Bergen Steamship Co., Fearnly & Egers of Oslo, and the
Swedish Transatlantic AB.

4 The H~egh Lines of Oslo used reefers and specialized vessels for log
transports.

5 The H~egh Lines left the WALCON conference in 1963 but remained in
the COLONAV.
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The pressure for calls at several ports and the
shortage of southbound cargo made services betweenlNorthern Europe and West Africa rather uneconomic. The
establishment of national fleets,2 which in 1964 moved
about 10 % of the cargo on these routes, and the develop
ment of East European services,3 which in 1965 supplied
5 % of the total capacity, focused attention on the over
capacity problem and resulted in a sharp profit decline
for the traditional operators. The development of na
tional fleets led to growing requests for cargo sharing
from West African countries - a major political issue in
liner shipping in the late 1960's and early 1970's.

The decolonization process had less influence on the
organization of the East African shipping range. The
route East Africa - Europe was traditionally dominated by
the British operators who often organized services to
East Africa as a part of their services to South Africa4
or to India and the Far East. 5

In the late 1940's and early 1950's the American
lines had high market shares on these routes. 6 To counter
balance this, the British operators established joint ven
tures that strengthened the power of the conferences. 7 The
conference organizing traffic from East Africa to Europe
also included the ports of the Red Sea as there was a tra
ditional shortage of northbound cargo on this route.

1
UNCTAD, 1967, p. 75.

2 The Black Star Line of Ghana, established in 1957 as a joint venture
between the government and the Israeli Zim Line with capital shares
60 and 40 % and management contract held by the Israelis was the
first national operator of West Africa. The Nigerian National Ship
ping Line was established in 1959 as a joint venture between the
government and the two big lines on the route, the Elder Dempster
and the Palm Lines. The equity division was 51, 33 and 16 %.

3 The Polish Steam Ship Co. in 1958 established a regular line to West
Africa. In 1961 the Deutsche Seerederei of Rostock started regular
services. In the same year the two companies created a joint ser
vice "Uniafrica", the first in a long series of close cooperation
agreements between East European operators.

4 The Union Castle Line, the main operator in the South African trade
was also the leader in the East African traffic round the Cape Horn.

5 The British India Steam Navigation Co. and the P & o.
6 The Farrel1 Line, leader among the American operators, in the late

1940's annually carried about 1 million tons in the South and East
African trade, while the British lines carried about 200 000
(Krzyzanowski, M., 1967, p. 151).

7 The Europe and South and South East Africa Conference, the East
Africa Homeward Conference and the East Africa Outward Conference.
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The two coastal countries of East Africa, unlike the
many countries of West Africa, chose to integrate their
planning and investments in transports and ports. 1 Hence,
there was no pressure on the conferences to increase the
number of base ports after the decolonization of Kenya
and Tanzania. The other important difference between the
development of the East African and the West African ship
ping ranges was the decision of the East African countries
not to develop their own liner fleets. The conferences could
operate rather freely. The establishment of East European
lines until the early 1970's had little influence on competi
tion, particularly as they decided to join the conferences
after only a short period of outside operations.

The South African government in the 1948-1965 period
continued its prewar shipping policy of close control of
the pricing and practices of the conferences. It tried to
extend this control in the mid 1950's, but both shipowners
and consignors opposed and the government withdrew its
draft. In return the conferences 2 agreed to keep low
freights and abandon deferred rebates. In consequence the
operation conditions on the South African route more and
more became like those on the North Atlantic, but the con
ferences succeeded in keeping their closed status, i.e.
they could rather easily refuse applications for new member
ship.

The South America Trade

Growing government interference and a changing flag struc
ture were the two main postwar tendencies on the route
between Europe and South America. The South American
governments continued their prewar policy of public control
of conferences and introduced the element of flag discrimi
nation. Colombia, Ecuador and Argentina were the first to
follow the example of the United States and in the late
1940's introduced flag discrimination in shipments of
government cargo. According to these laws, 50 % of cargo
purchased by a government authority or through government
credits had to be carried by the national flag and the
other 50 % was reserved for the flag of the selling country.
Chile and Brazil passed similar laws in the late 1950's and
the rest of South America in the early 1960's. These regu
lations made a strong impact on the work of the conferences
as general cargo accounted for a major part of government
purchases which amounted to about one-fourth of the imports.

1 The East Africa Common Service Organization, established in 1961,
was the main coordination authority.

2 The South Africa - Europe Conference and the Europe - South and South-
east Africa Conference.
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To strengthen the position of their national liner
fleets on the open market the South American governments
in the late 1950's and early 1960's developed a system
of direct and indirect shipping subsidies, including tax
reductions, lower port dues and charges and reductions of
customs and consular fees for shipments in national vessels.
The export credit policy also promoted the use of national
ships.

In the early 1960's the Latin American countries began
to develop a common shipping policy within the Latin
American Free Trade Association (LAFTA). The first steps
were total cargo reservation for national carriers in
intra-Latin-American trade and creation of a common ship
owners association (ALAMAR) to strengthen the national
lines in conference negotiations.

A new element after World War 11 was the rapid develop
ment of state-owned liner fleets. In Brazil the, leading
maritime nation, more than four-fifths of the tonnage was
state-owned in the mid 1960's.1 More than half was used
for general cargo movements. (Brazil was the only country
to have established a state-owned liner company prior to
World War 11. 2 ) Also in Mexico and Peru about four-fifths
of the merchant tonnage was owned by the state, while in
Argentina the government controlled 60 % of the tonnage.

Four main motives can be discerned behind the postwar
shipping policy of the South American countries: (1) the
tonnage shortage during World War 11 hampered the develop
ment of their foreign trade and resource supply, (2) the
pressure of domestic industries on governments to increase
their control of the prices and conditions of liner ser
vices, (3) the need for improved balances of payments,
freight expenditures amounting to 13-15 % of the fob-value
o~ ex~orts, and (4) the lack of private initiative in ship
plng.

The creation of state fleets and the increasing gov
ernment interference resulted in a new flag distribution
on the route between Europe and South America. The develop
ment of the Europe - La Plata Conference well illustrates
this tendency. In the early 1950's all services were run
by European operators with the Dutch line as leader, taking
over the prewar position of Germany (Table 1:34). Pressure
from the Argentinian state line,4 supported by the govern-

1 Harff, 1970.
2 Lloyd Brazileiro was established as government company already in

1910, but its substantial growth occurred in the interwar period.
3 Tresselt, D., 1967, pp. 3-10; Brown, R., 1966, pp. 94-107.
4 Empresa Lineas Maritimas Argentinas started deep sea liner operations

to Europe in late 1947, Fairp1ay, 1973.02.08.



Table 1:34. Major Latin American Fleets, Structure and Ownership (000 Dwt.)

1958 1965

Total Passenger General Reefers Total Passenger General Reefers State owned
cargo carriers cargo carriers % of total

Brazil 1 070 110 678 0 1 575 76 800 7 80

Argentina 1 161 120 550 18 1 457 92 522 18 59

Mexico 218 0 17 0 364 0 81 0 81

Venezuela 351 0 69 0 370 0 80 0 20

Chile 267 14 171 0 370 27 149 0 13

Colombia 122 0 108 158 0 154 0 18

Peru 125 0 98 0 187 7 140 0 78

Uruguay 91 4 44 0 162 10 88 0 60

Sources: Maritime Administration, Department of Commerce, New York.
Harff, P., 1970, Der Beitrag nationa1er Handelsf10tten zur wirtschaff1ichen Ent
wichlung der 1ateinamerikanischen Lander, Gottingen.

'"w
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Table 1:35~ Flag Distribution of Europe - La P1ata Conference Traffic

Flag 1939 1953 1965
North- South-
bound bound

British 8 13 0 0

German 35 18 19 17

Belgian 16 8 6 6

Dutch 25 51 27 31

French 15 9 9 7

Swedish 0 9

Argentine 30 40

Source: Fairp1ay, No. 4668, 802, 1973, p. 37.

ment, resulted in a bilateral shipping agreement, .which
divided on a 50/50 basis all traffic between la Plata
and France. This gave the Argentinian company about one
third of the conference traffic to the Continent. Other
conferences on routes Europe - Latin America faced simi
lar pressures. It was particularly strong in Brazil and
provided for a total reorganization of the conference
system on this route in the late 1960's.

In general, the shipping policy of the 1950's and
early 1960's in the Latin American countries was a corner
stone for the new maritime policy of the developing coun
ties in the following period.

The North Atlantic Trade

The North Atlantic routes in the postwar period continued
to be the main submarket of international liner shipping.
About 100 operators supplied services in the early 1950's.
Their working conditions did not change much compared to
the interwar period. About 80 % of the services were orga
nized in conferences of which there were 15 in the West
bound traffic and 15 in the Eastbound. l The D.S. govern
ment continued its prewar policy of close control of con
ference pricing and practices based on the 1914 and 1936
shipping acts which only allowed open conferences. As a
result, the North Atlantic liner market was characterized
by poor loyalty from the consignors, which provided for
high mobility of cargo as regards its port allocation.
This in turn resulted in a strong competition between
ports of different conferences. The lack of a powerful
shipowner cartel gave much wider opportunities for tramp

1 Marx, D., 1953, pp. 168-186.
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operators to act on the general cargo market to find addi
tional return loads. It also allowed non-conference lines
to operate more freely in their relations with consignors.

To counteract competition, the conferences tried to
coordinate their practices through inter-conference and
port associations. The Trans-Atlantic Associated Freight
Conferences became the most important forum for conference
cooperation on the North Atlantic. It covered traffic from
the northern part of the U.S. East Coast to Europe and in
cluded 8 member conferences1 anq had indirect cooperation
agreements with two conferences. 2 A personal union was
established between members, the chairman of the associa
tion was also appointed chairman of all member conferences.
Also the conferences on the Gulf - Europe route joined
a 4 member association. Traffic from the southern part of
the O.S. East Coast and from the West Coast to Europe was
relatively small. Therefore only one conference operated
on each of these routes.

Services from Europe to North America were organized
in 15 conferences, but only two of them joined the Trans
Atlantic Association. The rest operated on an independent
basis. The difference between the organization of the
eastbound and the westbound services was a result of U.S.
shipping policy. It gave American shippers a strong bar
gaining position and allowed for a rather free change of
transport supplier without taking much risk for higher
transport costs. The European shippers had much less sup
port from their national legislations. Therefore, their
bargaining position against conferences was much weaker,
i.e. westbound conferences had no need to organize a for
mal cooperation.

Under the influence of independent operators, the O.S.
government in the late 1950's made an attempt to extend
its control over the conferences and to repeal the system
of dual rates under the patronage contracts. 3 They gave
shippers 10-20 % immediate discount for loyalty to the con
ference tonnage. Under pressure from the American ship-

L The Trans-Atlantic Freight Conference (New York, 47 members), the
North Atlantic - Mediterranean Freight Conference (29 members), the
North Atlantic - Baltic Freight Conference (17 members), the North
Atlantic - U.K. Freight Conference (13 members), the North Atlantic 
Continental Conference (11 members), the North Atlantic - French
Atlantic Coast Freight Conference (7 members), the North Atlantic 
Red Sea and Gulf of Aden Conference (7 members).

2 The North Atlantic Spanish Conference (3 members) and the North
Atlantic Portuguese Freight Conference (15 members).

3 Federal Maritime Board, v. Isbrandtsen: 356. U.S. 481.
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owners who argued that a system of dual rates was neces
sary for their survival in international competition, the
Senate gave its support to the dual rate system following
the argument that benefits of an administrated price sys
tem would accrue largely to foreign lines, while its costs
would be borne largely by American exporters. l

After World War 11 the U.S. government and affiliated
organizations became one of the most important general and
break bulk cargo consignors both on the North Atlantic and
on other routes. Aid shipments dominated eastbound flows
on the North Atlantic until the mid 1950's. Military
shipments dominated the westbound U.S. government cargo
and after the mid 1950's also the eastbound general and
break bulk flows. All these transports were subject to
the cargo preference laws,2 which aimed to assure at least
50 % of the cargo for U.S. commercial vessels. As a result,
these vessels in 1955 carried about two-thirds of the
government cargo and this proportion remained rather stable
throughout the first two postwar decades. 3 The share of
the U.S. liners in these shipments amounted to about 40 %
during that period, much above the rate in commercial trade
which decreased from 37 % in 1938 to 28 % in 1962. On the
North Atlantic route it was even lower, 20 % in 1963. 4
Most significant for this development was the rapidly in
creasing contribution of preference cargo in the total ton
nage handled by U.S. liners, both on the North Atlantic and
on other deep-sea routes. In the mid 1950's it was about
30 % and ten years later it had risen to 60 %, i.e. American
lines to a high degree used government cargo in addition to
direct subsidies to strengthen their competitiveness on in
ternational liner markets.

To counterbalance the favorable position of U.S. ope
rators and the American interference with European opera
tors on the North Atlantic, the Committee of European Ship
owners was created in 1958. It was outside the conference
system which also included U.S. lines. The Committee exa
mined the influence of U.S. legislation on the conference
activities and represented the views of the European ope
rators in negotiations with U.S. government authorities,
particularly the Federal Maritime Commission.

In the mid 1960's two new elements started to influ
ence the organization of the liner market on the North
Atlantic. These were the increasing competition from East
European countries, particularly the Soviet Union and

1 Lawrence, 1966, p. 201.
2 The Military Transportation Act, 56th Congress, April 28, 1904;

Public Law 664-83rd Congress, August 26, 1954.

3 Lawrence, 1966, p. 360.

4 Ibid4
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Poland, and the containerization. However, the effects
of these "processes became significant only in the late
1960's and particularly in the 1970's, i.e. during the
following period.

The National Shippers' Councils

In the late 1950 l s the first national shippers councils
were organized in Europe. Their aim was to coordinate on
a national basis the interests of general and break bulk
cargo consignors and support them in negotiations with
liner conferences. Unlike previous shippers organizations,
which were organized on a product or branch basis, the na
tional shippers councils included all consignors who pur
chased liner services.

Since conferences are organized as international
bodies and most ranges include several countries, the na
tional shippers councils rather soon after their estab
lishment faced a need for closer cooperation on a conti
nental level. A European association of national shippers
councils was established in 1963 to coordinate the activi
ties on the national councils and supply them with infor
mation on conference pricing and practices gathered by the
documentation centre of the association. The association
supports the national councils in negotiations and dis
putes with conferences according to an agreement reached
between the European conference lines and the National
Shippers councils,l which establishes a machinery suitable
for the maintenance of fair practices and forms for the
discussion of matters of mutual interest. Regular negoti
ations should be carried on between shippers councils and
shipowners on broad issues of common interest, but the day
to-day disputes should be solved through direct negotia
tions between individual consignors and conferences. The
councils were to intervene only in cases when the disputes
could not be settled through direct negotiations. Until
the mid 1960's the influence of the national shippers coun
cils and their European association on the working condi
tions of European conferences was rather limited. However,
the creation of these organizations was one of the marks of
a new period in the organization of the international liner
industry.

Conclusions

Liner conferences continued to dominate all deep sea routes
to and from Europe also in the postwar period. However,
their external work conditions changed compared with the
prewar period as a result of increasing state interference,
particularly from developing countries, and of the growing
cooperation between consignors who created national associ
ations to counterbalance the power of the conferences. The.

1 Note of Understanding, 1963.
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negative attitude of the U.S. government to the closed con
ferences gradually spread among developing countries, spe
cially in South America. Several developing countries saw
the establishment of state-owned liner shipping as the main
target of their shipping policy and a precondition for eco
nomic growth. They forced the conferences to accept natio
nal lines as members on favorable conditions.

NATIONAL LINER FLEETS AND FIRMS

The development of lines and liner fleets will be analyzed
here for the main European and overseas maritime nations
against the background of the national shipping policy.
The negotiations fall into five groups: (1) liberal coun
tries in Western Europe which follow a policy of limited
interference in international shipping, (2) industrial
countries, the United States, Canada, Australia, Japan, and
South Africa which put the interests of the domestic ship
pers in the focus of their maritime policy and protect na
tional shipowners from foreign competition, (3) socialist
countries which develop state-owned liner fleets under non
market conditions, (4) developing countries which try to
limit the laissez-faire conditions on the liner market by
laws on cargo protection and flag preferences favoring the
development of national, commonly state-owned fleets, (5)
flags of convenience, including Liberia, Panama, Honduras,
and Lebanon which allow foreign shipowners to use their
flags which for a company means favorable taxes and limi
ted control of firm and vessel.

As mentioned, it was difficult until the late 1960's
to technically separate liners from general carriers used
in tramping or industrial services. l Therefore, data on
general carriers are used for the analysis. Whenever possi
ble, they were broken down by type of employment.

The world fleet of general cargo carriers for deep-sea
traffic (vessels above 1 000 tons gross) increased annually
by 2.6 % between 1948 and 1959, but stagnated afterwards
(Figure 1:2). The growing fleet of specialized bulk carriers
after the mid 1950's mad~ general carriers less and less
competitive in tramping. Their employment was increasing
ly concentrated to movements of general and break bulk car
go, i.e. to the liner and semi-liner markets. However,
only multi-deck vessels could successfully compete on these
markets. In the mid 1960's about half the world fleet of
general carriers was employed in liner services, 20 per
centage units below the 1939 level (Table, 1:7 and 1:36).
Also the flag distribution changed in that period.

1 See pp. 63-71.
2 Fisser, 1957, pp. 52-62.
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Table 1:36. General Carriers. hy Flag and Employment

1958 1965

Total % Total % Liners % Average Average
size age
th.g.t. years

-

World a 11 027 la 959 5 439
b 57 964 100 60 899 100 31 931 100 5.8 13

OEeD a 5 361 4 844 3 493
Europe b 25 195 43 25 141 41 21 056 66 6.0

U.K. a 1 347 1 049 903
b 7 883 13 6 671 11 7 376 23 8.2 13

Netherlands a 363 318 357
b 2 047 4 2 055 3 2 232 7 6.3 9

France a 340 266 324
b 1 552 3 1 349 2 1 755 6 5.4 10

W. Germany a 700 639 489
b 2 571 4 2 782 5 1 733 5 3.5 9

Norway a 695 623 263
b 3 160 5 3 403 6 1 455 5 5.5 9

Sweden a 388 259 229
b 1 308 2 1 267 2 1 139 4 5.0 la

Italy a 440 263 131
b 2 250 4 1 310 2 1 033 3 7.9 16

Denmark a 240 228 210
b 1 060 2 1 107 2

I
984 3 4.7 7

Non-European a 175 182
ind. countries b 675 1 714 1

Japan a 660 826 '340
b 3 550 6 4 315 7 2 475 8 7.3 8

U.S. private a 450 567 481
b 3 231 6 4 817 8 4 149 13 8.6 15

Developing a 832 980
countries b 3 276 6 6 359 10

India a 103 169 III
b 527 1 1 040 2 697 3 I 6.3 10

Flags of a 831 977
convenience b 5 380 9 5 667 9

Socialist a 827 1 215 556
countries b 2 558 4 5 342 9 2 552 8 4.6

USSR a 546 709 262
b 1 767 3 2 874 5 1 168 4 4.5 14

a = nurrilier, b = thousand gross tons.

Sources: U.S. Maritime Administration Shipping Statistics, Yearbook 1966.
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The Liberalists

The European OEeD countries saw their share in the world
fleet of general carriers decrease slightly between 1958
and 1965, but were still the leading group. Over 80 % of
the West European general carriers in 1965 were employed
in liner operations, while the world average was about 45
50 %.1

The British fleet kept its prewar position as leader
of the world liner industry with 22 % of the tonnaqe both in
1939 and in 1965 (Tables 1:7 and 1:35), but its growth was
very slow in the 1950's (zero 1950-1954 and 1.6 % a year
1955-1960). Between 1960 and 1965 the British fleet rapid
ly declined from 8.6 to 7.4 million gross tons. 2 Profita
bility of the industry which in the 1950's remained rather
constant at about 14-16 % profit before taxes on employed
capital decreased sharply in the early 1960's. Of the six
years in the 1960-1965 period, the industry showed losses
in four, equalling 1-2 % of the employed capital. 3 Also in
ternationally the results of the British liner industry
were rather poor (Table 1:37). Only the leading and rapid
ly growing Peninsular and Oriental Group showed economic
results comparable with those of the major European liner
firms. It was one of three among the top eight British
lines that showed substantial tonnage growth in the early
1960's (Table 1:38). Poor results, fear of growing inter
national competition and the lack of managerial dynamics
probably were main reasons for the decline of the British
liner industry, which in the mid 1960's operated the oldest
tonnage in Europe beside Italy (Table 1:36).

The same reasons caused a slowdown in the concentra
tion process of the liner industry. Acquisitions among
British lines traditionally were the sign of optimism and
growth strategy. During the 1950's only three acquisitions
occurred among large British lines. 4 The corresponding

1
Tonnage data on general carriers in Table 1:36 include vessels above
1 000 gross tons, while the estimation of the employment in liner
services includes all vessels above 500 gross tons. Thus, the ton
nage of the liner fleet may in some cases exceed the tonnage of gene
ral carriers registered under individual flags.

2
Shipping Statistics, Yearbook 1966.

3
Sturmey, 1962, p. 182 and Committee of Inquiry into Shipping, 1970,
pp. 462-467.

4
The main acquisitions in the 1950's were: 1952 Henderson by Ocean Steam
and Shipping (now Ocean Transport & Trading), 1956 Union- Castle by
British & Commonwelth, and 1960 Bruce by Ellerman Lines; Committee of
Inquiry into Shipping, 1970, pp. 430-436.



Table 1:37. Operating Results of Main European Lines 1958-1961 (annual average)

tvesse1s

U.S. $ million

Lines

No. Th.g.t.

Net Book
value of
fleet

Vessel
operating
profit

+ Other - Interest
income and

taxes

Cash - Depreci
flow ation

Net
earnings

Vessel
Ope profit/
th.g.t.

$

Net
earnings/
th.g.t.

$

Compagnie Genera1el 80
Transat1antique

409 53

137 11

98 12

54 7

57 9

24 6

20

4 7

l---J
o
l---J

2.7

5.5

1.6

5.1

0.7

0.7

6.0

2.2

27

25

12

14

26

30

26

38

1.4

1.5

4.3

0.2

0.2

1.4

1.2

10.9

11

13 12

13 9

5 5

8 8

8 7

14 13

12

50 39

21

1 0.0

2 1

1 2

1 2

2 0

0.5 6

1393520

300

230

530

2 000 I
I

947

840

270

84

80

50

45

35

67

290

Hansa

Cunard

Nordd L10yd

Holland America

Wi1he1m Wi1he1m
sena

Peninsular &
Orient

Furness

Transatlantic

Brostromsb
39

55

190

327

9

26

6

10

1

4

1

2

6

12

6

6

0.3

6.6

32

31

0.2

2.0

a Average for years 1962-1965, including results from liner and tanker shipping operating profits from liner services
were $ 12 million.

b AB Svenska Orient Linien, AB Svenska Amerika Linien, AB Svenska Ostasiatiska Kompaniet.

Sources: Lawrence, S., 1966, United States Merchant Shipping Policies and Politics, p. 368.
Tirfing AB, Annual Reports 1958-1962.
Transatlantic, Annual Reports 1958-1961.
W. Wilhe1msen, Annual Report 1965.
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Table 1:38. Tonnage of the Main British and German Liner Companies

1960 1965

000 Bross tons 000 gross tons

U.K. 8 600 7 376

P & 0 2 007 2 262
Furness 1 300 953
Ocean Transport & Trading 971 949

(Blue Funnel)
Cunard 947 820
British & Connnonwea1th 769 845
E11erman 631 544
The Vesty Group (Blue Star Line) 466 338
The Inverforth Group (Bank Line) 366 462

Germany 1 927 2 127

Hamburg Amerika 288
Norddeutscher L10yd 297
Hamburg Slid 273
DDG Hansa 271

Sources: Broers, P., 1974, Die Strukturwand1ungen in der Deutschen
Seeshiffahrt, Berlin. Chrzanowski, I:, 1975, Concentration
and Centralization of Capital in Shipping, Prescot.
Statistik der Schiffahrt, Yearbook 1966; 1968. Sturmey, G.,
1962, British Shipping and World Competition, London, p. 360.

number was nine in the 19l0's and seven in the 1920's.1
The high degree of concentration that characterized the
industry in the late 1940's, and the absence of technical
innovations that would have required new investment capital
probably were other important reasons for the slowdown.
Although the industry declined, the British government con
tinued its laissez-faire policy. The only aid were loans
for new buildings in domestic shipyards (Table 1:39). On
the other hand, depreciation rules were less favorable in
Britain than in Scandinavia, the Netherlands or France. 2

The fleets of general carriers under other West European
flags stagnated in the late 1950's and early 1960's (Table
1:36). The only exception was West Germany which recovered
rapidly after the early postwar confiscations. By 1965 it
was second in Western Europe. About 40 % of the West German

1 Sturmey, 1962, pp. 365-382; Connnittee of Inquiry into Shipping, 1970,
pp. 410-436.

2 Maritime subsidies, 1971.



Table 1:39. Government Interference in Liner Shipping 1950-1965

Country Preferences Subsidies

Coastal Deep-sea Bilateral Exchange Tax, port Operating Construction Indirect State
trade cargo agreements control concessions ownership

Norway
U.K. X
Netherlands X
Sweden X
Denmark X
West Germany X X X
Italy X X X X X X
France X X X X X X X X
Japan X X X X X
USA X X X X X
India X X X X X X
USSR X X X X X X X X X

Sources: Maritime Subsidies, 1971, Maritime Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington DC.
Sturmey, 1962, British Shipping and World Competition, London, pp. 189-194.

I---J
o
w
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general carriers were employed in liner services. l The
average size of German liners was much below that of
other flags, but increased significantly.2 German liners
were to a la~ge extent employed in short-sea services. After
World War 11 industry was deconcentrated. The two leaders
HAPAG and Norddeutscher Lloyd regained operational indepen
dence. In the early 1960's the four major groups controlled
58 % of the liner tonnage (Table 1:38). Twelve of 25 liner
firms operated ten vessels or less (Table 1:40). Only Italy
and France among the leading maritime nations had a higher
share of small firms in the liner business. However, it
should be stressed that four major Italian firms, although
operationally independent, were owned by a state holding
company which allowed close coordination of strategies and
long term investments. In practice Italian shipping was
highly concentrated, but this did not stop the downward
trend. The fleet decreased by 40 % between 1958 and 1965
(Table 1: 36) .

Table 1:40. Size of Liner Companies in 1957

Flag Number of vessels Number of

1-10 11-30 31-60 61- firms

U.K. 25 29 10 1 65

West Germany 12 9 4 0 25

U.S.A .. 8 13 3 0 24

Norway 6 11 3 0 20

Italy 13 5 1 0 19

France 9 6 2 1 18

Sweden 5 7 4 0 16

Japan 6 9 0 0 15

Netherlands 2 5 6 0 13

Source: Str~mme Svendsen, A., 1978, The Concentration of Capital
in Shipping and the Optimum Size of Shipping Companies,
Geojournal 2.2, p. 166.

Also the French fleet of general carriers showed a
substantial decline in that period. To counterbalance,
France strengthened its policy of state interference in

1 The liner fleet of West Germany, vessels over 100 gross tons, in-
creased from 274 vessels of 0.9 million gross tons in 1955 to 491
vessels of 1.9 million gross tons in 1960 and 485 vessels of 2.2
million gross tons in 1965. Broers, 1974, p. 225.

2 The average size of West German liners increased from 2.2 thousand
gross tons in 1955 to 4.4 thousand in 1965.
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the shipping industry. The monopoly of national lines in
coastal trade and ~n the services to overseas territor~es

was maintained in the postwar period. France was first
among the GEeD countries to sign bilateral preferential
agreements with developing countries and those of
Eastern Europe. These agreements gave only minor, if any,
trade to third nations. Beside preferential treatment,
French shipping firms obtained substantial direct subsidies
for investments in new tonnage. According to the general
industrial policy that the state should control major firms
in industries of national importance, the two major liner
companies were put under such control. l The decline of the
French fleet in spite of t.his aid policy was commonly ex
plained by high wages. 2 According to French estimates wage
costs, including social charges, for a crew on a Liberty
type vessel under French flag in 1958 were 25 % above the
costs for similar vessels under British or Italian flags
and 42-46 % above the costs in Norway and West Germany
(Table 1:41). The aid was not sufficient to counterbalance
these differences.

The Interventionists

The fleet of general carriers under o.s. flag was the second
largest in 1965 (Table 1:36).2 It increased by 50 % between
1958 and 1965. Most was used in liner services. Both ave
rage size and age of U.S. liners were much above the corre
sponding numbers in other fleets, i.e. the technical struc
ture of the D.S. and British liner fleets were rather simi
lar. However, the operation conditions differed. The o.s.
flag was protected from foreign competition in the home
trade, but this volume declined rapidly in the 1950's and
early lj60's, as a result of growing competition from
trucks. The o.s. lines thus increasingly became dependent
on deep-sea services. The U.S. foreign' trade in general
cargo increased from 26 million tons in 1938 to about 50
million in the mid 1960's, i.e. more slowly than the ton
nage of general carriers. 4 To protect the national flag
facing high labor costs, the U.S. government reinforced
several laws giving cargo preferences to the U.S. fleet and
increased direct and indirect subsidies to the shipping in
dustry. Including social obligations, vacation grants and

1 The state controlled 63 % of the shares in the leading line, Compagnie
Generale Transatlantique.

2 The data exclude the D.S. reserve fleet which was seldom used for
liner operations.

3 In 1938, 400 dry cargo vessels were operated in D.S. coastal trade,
the number for 1950 was 150, and in 1963 it had decreased to 50.
Lawrence, 1966, p. 85.

4 Ibid., p. 87.



Table 1:41. Size of Crews and Annual Labor cost on "Liberty-type" Vessels (1958; U.S.$)

France Italy U.K. Germany Norway

Crew size 39 30 42 34 40
officers 10 11 13 8 10
deck 14 9 14 12 13
engine 9 7 8 8 11
catering 6 3 7 6 6

Average wage 1 800 2 320 1 730 1 530 1 400

Average costs 2 000 1 460 880 830 730

Total 1abor cost I---J
0

per vessel 148 200 113 300 109 635 80 240 85 200 0'1

a 1949 data

Sources: Statistik der Schiffahrt, 1960:B, p. 21.
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other fringe benefits, the difference in labor costs be
tween the United States and the main European flags in
creased from about 50 % in 1939 to about 500 % in the early
1960's. l As labor costs in the late 1950's were about one
third of the total operating costs of a liner,2 the U.S.
fleet could not compete in the open market. Increasingly,
it relied on market segments closed to foreign competitors
by cargo preference laws. 3

While cargo preferences were of a general character,
i.e. gave equal employment opportunities to all vessels
flying the D.S. flag, the operating subsidies were concen
trated to a limited number of lines. The prewar policy,
stating that only one line on each route essential to the
U.S. trade could obtain an operational subsidy, was aban
doned. According to the new policy, subsidies could be
granted to several lines on each route, providing they were
necessary to maintain adequate participation of the U.S.
flag. 4 In spite of this change, the number of lines which
obtained subsidies did not increase substantially: 12
in the early 1950's and 15 in the mid 1960's.5 On the other
hand, the lines became increasingly dependent on this aid.
In the early 1950's operational subsidies amounted to 14 %
of the revenues from shipping operations of the subsidized
lines. In 1960 this share had increased to 26 %, while in
1965 it was 32 %, i.e. the competitiveness of the subsi
dized lines gradually declined. Measured per ton of carried
cargo, the operational subsidies increased from 5 dollars in
1955 to 16 dollars in 1965 (Table 1:42).

While operating subsidies were given to a limited num
ber of lines, construction subsidies were open to all ship
owners flying the U.S. flag. Although their main purpose
was to support the national shipyard industry, they also
gave advantages to the shipowners by lowering the amount
of capital required for new investments. The value of
these subsidies increased rapidly between 1955 and 1962,
when they reached a peak of 142 million dollars. Subse
quently, they stabilized at the level of 80 million dollars
a year. The value of all subsidies to general carriers
flying the U.S. flag, thus, increased from 22 dollars per
gross ton in 1955 to 50 dollars in 1965 (Table 1:42). In
other words, the increase in the U.S. general carrier fleet
in the late 1950's and early 1960's was the result of grow
ing subsidies and cargo preferences rather than growing com
petitiveness of this fleet on the international market.

1 Lawrence, 1966, p. 91.
2

Str~mme Svendsen, 1958.
3 See pp. 94-97.
4 Lawrence, 1966, p. 132.
5 Ibid., p. 133 and Ki1gour, 1975, p. 79.
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Table 1:42. U.S. Maritime Subsidies to Liner Shipping

1955

Operational $ million 115
subsidies

Construction $ million 5
subsidies

Cargo carried million tons 19.4
by U.S. liners

thereof
preference cargo % 42

Private general million gross 5.4
carriersa tons

1960 1965

153 213

74 88

17.0 13.4

56 63

5.3 6.0

a Including combined passenger-cargo ships

Sources: Kilgour, J., 1970, The D.S. Merchant Marine, New York.
Lawrence, S., 1966, United States Merchant Shipping Policies
and Politics, Washington DC. The U.S. Merchant Marine Today,
1970, The Labor-Management Maritime Committee, Washington DC.

The Japanese general carrier fleet was second in size among
the developed countries exercising a policy of state inter
ference in shipping industry (Table 1:36). Its postwar re
construction was rapid. By 1955 the fleet reached 3.5 mil
lion gross tons, twice its prewar size (Table 1:8 and 1:36).
By the mid 1960's it was 4.3 million gross tons occupying
the third position in the world. Nearly 60 % of the gene
ral carriers were employed in liner operations. The average
age of liners was among the lowest in the world, wh~le the
size was above most averages (Table 1:36). The high share
of large liners was a function of the geography of the
Japanese general cargo trade, strongly oriented towards
North America and Europe. Out of 100 trips made by Japanese
liners in January 1965, 40 were on the North America route,
which gave them 40 % of the market. The share in the Europe
traffic was much lower, 22 %. The weak position of Japanese
lines was one of the main motives for the government to put
strong pressure on the Far East Conference to create better
shipping conditions for the Japanese shippers and support
the interests of the national lines in conference negotia
tions, resulting in the creation of special subconferences
for the Europe-Japan services. l To strengthen the position
of the national lines, the government in 1963/1964 pushed
through a reorganization program, but without introducing
state ownership. In the late 1950's no Japanese line ope-

1 See pp. 85-87.
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rated more than 30 vessels (Table 1:40), i.e. the liner
business was run by small and medium-size firms. Through
the reorganization, most of the liner tonnage was concen
trated in six companies. l The aim was not only to streng
then the national lines in the competition for cargo between
Japan and other countries but also to promote their export
potentials. In the mid 1960's only 5 % of all voyages by
liners of the six leaders were cross trading. 2 It made
the government introduce cross trading subsidies. 3

To stimulate the concentration process, the goverment
created favorable investment loans for the merged compa
nies. 4 Special scrapping and modernization subsidies were
introduced in the early 1960's. Their aim was to stimulate
the demand for ships, i.e. to support the growth of the do
mestic shipyards and to modernize the Japanese merchant
marine.

The result of this policy was a growing concentration
and continuous modernization of the liner industry. The
strong home cargo base and the close cooperation with the
shipyard industry and trading houses provided the Japanese
lines with room for expansion in the following period.

Among other industrialized countries with a policy of
state-interference in shipping, only Israel developed a
liner fleet of importance. 5 Its geopolitical and military
situation made a strong national fleet a precondition for
national survival. The liner industry was given high prio
rity as general cargo weighed heavily in exports and imports.
One company dominated the industry.6 To support its growth

1 Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Nippon Yusen Kaiska, Kawasaki Kisen Kaiska,
Japan Line, Yamashita Shimnihon Steamship, Shewa Kaisun.

2 Shipping Statistics, Yearbook 1968, p. 11/69.

3 The subsidies were as follow: 3 % of cross trade freight revenue
during the initial two years of service, 2 % in the third year and
1 % in the fourth and fifth year; Maritime Subsidies, 1971, pp. 85-88.

4 Low interest governmental loans covered 65 % of costs of new liners
ordered by merged companies, while the grants for non-merged lines
were only 35 %; Ibid.

5 The Israelian fleet of deep-sea general carriers increased from 130
thousand gross tons to 288 thousand between 1955 and 1965. Over
95 % were employed in the liner industry.

6 Zim Navigation Co. was created by the state which controlled 30 %
of the stock. Jews abroad owned 50 %, the trade unions 10 % and
the Jewish Agency 10 %.
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the government introduced operational and construction sub
sidies as well as strong control to prevent the chartering
of foreign vessels by Israeli shipowners. The aim of this
policy was to develop a modern and competitive national
fleet, which also played an important role in the creation
of economic and political links with the developing coun
tries. The-Israeli company participated in the establish
ment of national fleets in several developing countries,
particularly in Africa. l

No other developed country described here as interven
tionist showed up a liner fleet of significant size. They
relied on foreign lines for their transport supply. How
ever, all exercised strong pressure on conferences and in
dependent shipowners to promote the interests of national
shippers and to assure them a satisfactory level of trans
port services. 2

The East European Fleets

Autarky until the mid 1950's was a recurring theme in the
economic policy of the Centrally Planned Economies of
Eastern Europe. This and a lack of maritime tradition li
mited their interest in shipping. The change in economic
policy about 1955 had a strong impact on the industry. The
USSR, Poland and East Germany started ambitious programs
of maritime investments based on economic, political and
military reasons. The volume of trade with countries of
the West and the developing world started to increase, re
sulting in a substantial growth of the demand for sea trans
ports. Lack of hard-currency called for substitution of
foreign carriers for national fleets. In the longer per
spective they were also supposed to become an export indus
try providing hard currency.

The growing aid to developing countries, mainly in
Africa, the Middle East and South East Asia, was the other
stimulator of the demand for sea transports. The policy of
both parties was to reduce the share of third flags in their
mutual trade. The East European countries followed a gene
ral transport policy, requiring cif exports and fob im
ports, which allowed the saving of hard-currency expendi
tures for services which could be organized by domestic
firms. This provided national fleets with a growing cargo
base for their expansion. The deep-sea liner market and
the short-sea transports were given highest priority.

The deep-sea lines more than tramping promote national
exports to overseas countries, which in most cases were new
markets for the East European countries. An important by-

1 See pp. 90~91.

2 See pp. 97-98.
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product of the liner industry was the network of agents
through which continuous trade contacts could be kept with
foreign markets.

Politically the liner services expressed the interest
of the East European countries in establishing more perma
nent links with overseas countries. It strengthened their
influence on the political development in these areas.
Services to West Africa, Tanzania, Indonesia and Cuba were
of that character. Also from the operational point of view,
liner business was superior to deep-sea tramping for the
East European flags. Planned route systems allowed for the
creation of their own bunker and food stations en route, i.e.
reduced the hard-currency expenses for vessel operation.
Also organizationally the liner market was better suited
for the "planned economy" than tramping. The tonnage need
as well as costs and prices were well known in advance, i.e.
the business risk was lower than in tramping.

The Soviet lines from the beginning chose to operate
outside the conference system, treating it as a monopoly
of private interests directed against the interests of ship
pers, particularly in countries of the developing world and
Eastern Europe. l The Polish and East German lines already
at an early stage accepted the conference system as an in
dispensable element of the international liner market. They
put in applications and became full or associate me:mbers
of all conferences on their routes.

The Soviet fleet of general carriers increased from 1.0
to 1.5 million gross tons between 1950 and 1955, to 2.6 mil
lion tons in 1960 2 and to 4.0 million tons in 1965, an annu
al growth rate of 5 % in the early 1950's and 9 % in the
early 1960's. However, the share of deep-sea vessels in
the general carrier fleet declined from 88 % to 72 % between
1958 and 1965, i.e. short-sea shipping in the early 1960's
was given higher priority than deep~sea services. About
40 % of the deep-sea general carriers were employed in liner
operations in 1965. Their average size was much below the
averages of other flags (Table 1:36), which stresses the
importance of short sea routes among Soviet lines. The con
centration of investments on small tonnage resulted in a
high average age of the Soviet deep-sea liners (Table 1:36),
which, combined with a lack of maritime experience and tra
dition in contacts with consignors in foreign markets, was
a heavy drawback that limited the attractiveness of low
priced Soviet services competing for cross trade between
developed and developing countries. Therefore, until the
mid 1960's the Soviet deep-sea lines in reality were a mi
nor competitor in the international market. The 1955-1965

1 Morskoj Transport, 1960.
2 Statistik der Schiffahrt, 1961:8, p. 19.
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period can be described as the learning years in the deve
lopment of the Soviet liner industry. This period was of
a similar character in the development of the other East
European liner fleets.

The Polish and East German fleets of general carriers
also started to increase rapidly in the mid 1950's.1 Over
70 % of this tonnage was employed in liner services. 2 The
average size of the East German liners in 1965 was 3.2
thousand gross tons, i.e. similar to that in the West German
fleet, which means that both fleets to a high extent were
oriented towards the short-sea markets. The average size
of the Polish liners in 1965 was 5.3 thousand gross tons,
i.e. deep-sea services were given high priority. Substan
tial new investments made both fleets technically modern
in the mid 1960's, but the size of crews was much above ave
rage for West European vessels. It was partly a result
of lower productivity but also expressed the need for train
ing of seamen for the rapidly growing fleets.

The Soviet liner fleet was run by several companies
divided geographically, each having responsibility for the
ports in its area. The Polish and East German fleets were
highly concentrated, which was seen as necessary to streng
then their position in negotiations with conferences. It
also gave a wider range of shipping knowledge to managers
and administrative staff who in most cases lacked previous
experience in the shipping industry.

The Developing Countries

The decolonization process in Asia in the early 1950's, and
in Africa in the late 1950's and early 1960's created a new
goups of flags. The base for their shipping policy was a
strong political wish to become less dependent on foreign
flags. It was considered an important step toward general
independency. Thus, their maritime policy included: (1)
state interference in conference practices, (2) subsidy
programs to stimulate the development of national fleets,
often with considerable state ownership, (3) protection of
national lines against foreign competitors and (4) priori
ty to liner shipping in the development of a national ship
ping industry. As the countries of South America applied
similar policy, they can be included into the group of de
veloping maritime nations. While policy issues were simi
lar, experience in shipping and financial resources varied
considerably from country to country. South Aw.erican ship-

1 Annual growth rates in % were as follows:

Poland
East Germany

1950-1955
11.9

1956-1960
14.7
70.1

1961-1965
8.7

23.8
2 Majczyno, 1970, p. 246.
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owners opera.ted relatively large. li.ne.r fleets a.lready prior
to World War II, wh~le the new countries in Asia and Africa
had limited knowledge and weak financial resources.

Among general carrier fleets in Latin America of more
than 100 thousand gross tons those of Brazil, Colombia,
Cuba, and Peru increased in the late 1950's and early
1960's.1 The Brazilian fleet went up from 453 thousand to
549 thousand gross tons between 1958 and 1965 which placed
it first in Latin America. The Argentinian fleet in the
same period declined from 476 thousand to 377 thousand tons,
but was still the largest in liner shipping. The average
size of the Argentinian liners was 7.1 thousand gross tons
indicating that the fleet was highly concentrated i·n deep
sea shipping. The Brazilian liners were much smaller, 4.2
thousand tons on the average, which points towards specia
lization in short-sea operations. Booth fleets were very
old, the average being 20 years, one of the highest in the
world. The stagnation in Latin America's deep-sea trade
in general and break bulk cargo put the national lines in
a weak market position. The Latin American governments in
that situation interfered and following the United States'
example introduced preferences and operational and construc
tion subsidies. Like the East European countries they sign
ed bilateral shipping agreements with each other and with
other developing countries. They also put strong political
pressure on the conferences to back up their national lines,2
and especially in the 1950's increased state ownership.3

The shipping policy of Latin America should be seen
against the large transport deficits of these countries
(Table 1:43). In 1960 freight and insurance payments were
10 % of the export value. The transport deficit was one
and a half time the trade surplus. The operation of a do
mestic fleets draws foreign currency costs, but these are
seldom more than 30-40 % of the freight receipts. 3 Inclu
ding the foreign currency contribution of foreign vessels
through payments to the national ports and cross trading
revenues of the national fleet, the net contribution of
shipping to the balance of payments of Latin America was
30-35 % of the gross freight payments. 4

Among developing countries in Asia, India, the
Philippines, Pakistan and Indonesia in the late 1950's and
early 1960's showed a substantial increase in their general

1 All data are based on L1oyd's Register, Statistical Tables 1950-65.

2 See pp. 91-94.
3 Brown, 1966, p. 99-100.
4 Ibid., p. 101.
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carrier fleets (Table 1:36). The Indian and Pakistan
governments put the development of the liner industry in
the focus of their maritime plans. More than 60 % of the
Indian deep-sea general carriers were employed in liner
services. The average vessel size was 6.4 thousand gross
tons indicating an orientation towards the deep-sea mar
ket. l The average vessel age was rather low, ten years,
which made this fleet technically competitive. The coun
try had access to a large number of experienced seamen
at low wage levels, which gave the Indian fleet economic
strength. The high degree of concentration and substantial
state ownership were the other elements that consolidated
the position of the Indian lines on the international market.
Three major companies, one of them a government corporation,
operated the liner tonnage under Indian flag. 2

Table 1:43. Deep-Sea Trade, Receipts and Payments on Account of
Freight and Insurance of the Developing Countries in 1960
(US $ '000 million)

Exports
Imports

Freight and
insurance:

Receipts
Payments

Latin America

8.60
8.24

0.13
0.79

Africa

4.35
5.26

0.10
0.53

Middle East

5.22
4.39

0.02
0.25

Asia

7.50
9.83

0.11
9.64

Sources: Babassa, B., 19£4, Trade Prospects for the Developing Countries.
UN, Statistical Yearbook, 1962.

While strong government support, high technical stan
dard and cheap labor were comparative advantages of the
Indian fleets, its drawback was the lack of tradition in
the contacts with foreign consignors. Bilateral trade
agreements were a way of overcoming this. The development
of other Asian liner fleets to a large extent followed the
organizational and economic pattern of the Indian fleet.
However, the interference of the government was less pro-
nounced and the concentration slightly lower.

In the mid 1960's the African continent was still go
ing through the decolonization process. Only two countries,

1 Employment of the Indian liners in the mid 1960's was as follows:
India-Western Europe 46 %, India-United States 31 %, and India
Eastern Europe 14 %. Gl~ersen, 1967, p. 49.

2 The tonnage distribution of the Indian liner fleet in 1965 was as
follows: Scindia Co. 42 %, Shipping Corporation of India (state
owned) 37 %, and India Steamship Co. 21 %. Gl~ersen, 1967, p. 49.
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Ghana and Nigeria, started to develop national liner fleets,
organized as joint ventures 'between the state and foreign
shipowners. l The Ghanian fleet increased rapidly and by
1965 was the largest in Africa. It was heavily subsidized
by the government. Until the change of regime in 1966, a
strong 'protectionistic policy favored the national line.
Consignors using Ghanian vessels were given priority in
export-import licences and credits.

The development of the Nigerian fleet politically and
economically differed from the Ghanian model. The state
was the initiator and kept 51 % of the stock of the company,
while the rest was shared by the main lines operating on the
route,2 i.e. Nigeria chose cooperation instead of confronta
tion with traditional operators. No special prefeiences
were given to the national line. Its operation was based
on equal competition with foreign lines. The two countries
exemplified the two approaches to the development of nation
al lines that characterized the developing countries in the
early 1960's: Ghana, the agressive type of policy in which
state interference is the major element, and Nigeria, a more
passive type in which the role of the state is limited to
aid in the initial phase.

The Flags of Convenience

Flags of convenience became a major political issue in the
development of postwar shipping. The size of general car
rier fleets under these flags increased rapidly in the ear
ly 1950's.3 Subsequently, they stabilized at 5.5 million
gross tons. The highest average of vessels in the world
was recorded for one of those flags, Panama, in 1965.
Carriers under Liberian flags were slightly newer and
larger. They were owned mainly by the U.S. shipowners
who tried to escape the high labor costs under the home
flag and by Greek shipowners who feared the political
instability at home. No data are available to indicate
what share of this tonnage was used in liner operations.
It was probably rather low .. The lack of a home cargo
base, required by most conference agreem,ents, the relati
vely high degree of government supervision of interna
tional liner services and the high price stability of the
market made flags of convenience much less attractive for
liner shipping than for tramping and industrial shipping.

1 See pp. 90-91.
2 See p. 90.

3 General carriers under flags of convenience; (thousand gross tons):

Liberia
Panama

1952
---gO
1 750

1958
3 719
1 633

1965
3 296
1 568
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Conclusions

The analysis of the development of general carrier fleets
and of liner firms in the 1948-1965 period leads to the
following conculsions: (1) the slow growth of the world qene
ral carrier fleet, particularly after 1958, was a result-of
increasing vessel productivity and growing competition from
special carriers in break bulk transports, (2) the flag re
distribution of fleets between five groups of countries in
dicate that state interference was a successful way of sti
mulating the development of national fleets, (3) the deve
lopment of new shipping countries caused significant changes
in the balance on the international liner market and, poli
tically, a move from laissez-faire toward protectionism,
and (4) the concentration paradigm was accepted by new mari
time nations in the organization of their liner industry.
It was assumed to give the firms a stronger market and finan
cial position, allow for better coordination of investments,
give a wider range of experience to managers, and enable
better utilization of the agent networks.

THE SHORT-SEA MARKET

The introduction in the late 1930's of car ferries, a wide
experience of the ro-ro technique during World War 11 and
the development of specialized carriers for break bulk
transports were main technical elements influencing the
postwar development in the short-sea liner market of the
Baltic and the North Sea. The growth of the small vessel
fleets under East European flags was another important ele
ment.

Traditional Lines

In 1950 the number of international ferry connections on
the Baltic was the same as in l 1939. During the 1950's
eleven new lines were opened, and on the North Sea only
three. The traditional liner services remained most im
portant for general and break bulk cargo movements on these
short-sea routes. To meet the rapidly growing labor costs
and increasing competition from ferry lines, operators of
short-sea lines used two methods: technical innovations and
reorganization of service.

One of the main goals of the technical development was
to increase the carrying capacity of vessels without chang
ing their gross tonnage, the latter being the base of man
ning rules in most Baltic and North Sea countries. In
Scandinavia vessels below 500 gross tons could use two
watches, i.e. the crew was 8-11 people, while vessels over
500 gross tons had to apply a three-watch system (Table 1:44).

1 Bachnlan, l06~ 28 37:;I u, pp. , •
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Table 1 :44·. Manning Rules and Short-Sea Fleets. of Dry Carriers

Country Vessel Mini- Tonnage Vessels Average
class, mum '000 g.t. no. age
gross tons crew 1958 1965 1958 1965 1958 1965

U.K. 100- 499 412 320 1 582 1 310 21 12
500- 999} 12a 527 408 750 606 12 15

1000-1999 615 535 429 375 12 10
2000-4000 19 862 637 301 214 11 12
L: 2 416 1 900 3 062 2 505

West Germany 1 lOb 328 397 1 139 1 250 8 9
2 14c , 243 238 340 322 6 9
3 17

c
377 312 250 211 8 10

4 19c 709 806 251 277 8 9
L: 1 657 1 753 1 980 2 060

Norway 1 lId 258 262 1 154 1 139 16 16
2 16e

116 101 165 147 10 14
3 17

e
278 235 182 152 12 12

4 20 546 458 193 157 8 9
L: 1 198 1 056 1 694 1 595

Netherlands 1 f 349 351 1 098 1 044 8 9...
2 ... 137 149 248 279 5 7
3 ... 92 79 60 51 10 9
4 ... 245 200 87 67 11 12
L: 823 779 1 493 1 441

Sweden 1 9 120 130 505 519 20 10
2 16 32 19 42 33 24 4
3 17 241 108 155 70 16 12
4 20 456 295 157 100 13 10
L: 849 552 859 722

Denmark 1 8 70 110 307 458 22 8
2 13g 38 35 55 53 14 8
3 18g 140 130 91 89 20 8
4 21 300 317 101 105 10 9
L: 548 592 554 705

Finland 1 h 22 39 93 137 26 17...
2 ... 11 13 16 15 26 20
3 ... 160 159 102 100 27 9
4 ... 209 238 79 87 27 16
L: 402 449 290 339

(continued)
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Table 1:44. (continued)

Country Vessel Mini- Tonnage, Vessels Average
class, mum '000 g.t. no. age
gross tons crew

1958 1965 1958 1965 1958 1965
i

USSR 1 i 61 20 222 62 27 12...
2 ... 249 153 367 231 20 9
3 ... 317 360 210 246 27 8
4 ... 890 1 835 311 589 27 6
E 1 517 2 368 1 110 1 128

Poland 1
i

19 26 16 105 20 8...
2 ... 20 57 29 81 5 7
3 ... 38 55 24 40 25 7
4 ... 80 187 29 63 7 5
E 158 325 159 289

Total, market
economy countries

Grand Total

7 893 7 081 9 932 9 367

9 567 9 774 11 201 10 784

a 700-500 gross tons, only deck and engine staff
b Two-watch system
c Three-watch system
d North Sea routes
e 500-1200 and 1200-2000 gross tons
f size of crew determined by the length of vessel and

power of engines
g 500-1400 and 1400-1999 gross tons
h No law on minimum crews
i Data not available

Sources: Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1958,
1965, London
Kustsjofart, 1974, Chalmers Tekniska Hogsko1a, Goteborg
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In West Germany the engine power also influenced the crew
size. In the Netherlands the vessel length and engine
power were determinants, while in the United Kingdom the
tonnage of the vessel and its area of operation were main
criteria for manning regulations. This lack of interna
tional unity provided for significant variations among
Baltic and North Sea countries in the structure of their
short-sea fleets. Shipowners of each country invested in
tonnage that gave optimal manning costs.

Consequently, the tonnage distribution between size
classes was even in the United Kingdom, while in Scandinavia
and West Germany the class below 500 gross tons was much
larger than the class 500-1000. Also the system of port
and canal charges and register fees promoted investment in
vessels with large deadweight capacity and low gross ton
nage. One result was the development of general carriers
with shelter deck and, in Germany, of "free-deck" vessels.
In Scandinavia the "paragraph" vessel became very common in
the 1950's. Its gross tonnage was slightly below 500 tons,
i.e. it could sail with two watches, while carrying capa
city could reach 1200-1300 deadweight tons. l

In spite of these innovations, the short sea fleets of
most Baltic and North Sea countries showed a significant
decline in the late 1950's and early 1960's (Table 1:44),
most pronounced in the United Kingdom and Sweden. The
Norwegian and Dutch fleets showed a slight decline, while
those of Denmark and Finland stagnated. The West German
and the East European fleets increased substantially. West
German operators on coastal routes could use a two-watch
system on vessels up to 1000 gross tons, giving them signi
ficant economic advantages and resulting in an even class
distribution of the tonnage. The strong and rapidly grow
ing home cargo base was another element that stimulated the
expansion of the West German short-sea fleet. As in other
countries it was traditionally a small-firm industry.
Marketing of services was based on personal relations be
tween shipowners and consignors rather than agent contacts.
Therefore, a strong home-cargo base was one of the most im
portant conditions for the development of national short
sea fleets.

Ferry Lines

The development of ferry shipping in the postwar period was
a function of the rapidly growing long distance road move
ments of passengers and cargo. Increasing demand for holiday~_

trips between the Continent, Scandinavia and United Kingdom
and the structural and geographic changes in the location,
production and distribution systems of the manufacturing

1 In extreme cases a 300 gross tons general carrier under Norwegian
flag could reach a carrying capacity of 1100 tons, Den mindre skepps
farten 11, 1975, p. 11.
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industries formed the base for the rapid growth of car
ferry shipping. It started in the early 1950's, but the
real "take off" began in the early 1960's. Twenty-one new
car ferry lines were opened on the Baltic between 1960 and
1965. The corresponding number on the North Sea was six. l
By the mid 1960's these services were one of the major
elements of the transport system in these areas.

In most cases car ferry lines were established by the
change of tonnage on existing passenger lines. The geo
graphy of the latter was commonly based on the principle
of the shortest sea transport, as already in the interwar
period land transports were superior to shipping in terms
of travel time. Both elements of demand for ferry shipping,
passengers and general cargo, showed high time elasticity.
Passengers were used to find certain connections at certain
ports. A shift of traffic to a new port required an inten
sive information campaign causing additional costs and in
creasing the risk for lower capacity utilization in the ini
tial period. Therefore, operators establishing new services
also tended to locate them on traditional passenger routes.

Operationally, the fer~y services on the Baltic and the
North Sea can be grouped into five submarkets: the Gulf of
Bothnia, the Aland Sea, the South Baltic, the Baltic
Approaches and the North Sea (Table 1:45).

The Baltic Submarkets

The Baltic Approaches were by far the most important sub
market. The annual growth rate in the 1950's· was 21 % for
passenger traffic and 25 % for truck cargo. For railway
cargo it was only 1 %. Three short sea routes traditional
ly dominated the traffic: Helsingborg-Helsingor, Copenhagen
Malmo and Rodby-Puttgarden. 2 They were the major road and
railway links between Scandinavia and the Continent. Until
World War II the railway companies dominated the ferry
traffic. The postwar development of car ferry services
brought strong competition among a number of independent
operators, who introduced new elements into the geography
of ferry shipping: longer sea routes and calls at ports en
route.

The rapid development of ferry traffic in the Baltic
Approaches to a large extent was the result of an explosion
in the number of shopping trips between Sweden and Denmark
and between Denmark and West Germany. Longer holiday and
business trips were only a minor part of the demand, but
also this category showed a substantial growth. The num
ber of passenger cars on ferries in the Baltic Approaches
increased by 18 % annually in that period. However, most

1

2
Bachman, 1968, pp. 28-37.

van Schirach-Szmigie1, 1973, pp. 85-90. The last route had a pre
decessor in the 1950's.
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Table 1:45. International Ferry Shipping on the Baltic and the North
Sea

Submarkets Year Round trips Passenger Road Railway Cars Trucks Average
Cargo Cargo truck load

no. the the th.ft. th.ft. the the tons

Gulf of 1950a

Bothnia 1960 0.3 40 0 0 5 0 0
1965 0.3 110 2 0 13 0.2 10.0

A.land Sea 1950 177 0 0 2 0
1960 1.7 560 2 0 41 0.3 6.7
1965 3.6 1 737 170 0 119 16.0 10.6

Southb
1950 1.5 5 0 242 0 0 0

Baltic 1960 2.0 330 2 861 20 0.3 6.7
1965 3.7 421 19 1 470 58 1.8 10.5

Baltic 1950 12.5 2 431 43 1 129 128 7.1 6.0
Approaches 1960 74.1 17 141 416 1 254 640 60.6 6.9

1965 106.3 24 310 2 618 3 102 1 495 248.6 10.5

U.K. - 1951 2 282 0 417 65 0.1 1.8
Continent 1960 4 766 39 502 333 2.9 13.4

1965 6 600 220c 851 711 14.1
c

15.6

a Only passenger ships
b To the line Tre11eborg-Sassnitz
c 1972:5, Copenhagen

Sources: DS: Statistiske Medde1e1ser 4:147,3; 1962:2;
HMSO: Annual Abstract of Statistics 1965, 1966, London.
SOS: Sveriges Jarnvagar 1950, 1960, 1965, Stockholm
SOS: Sjofart 1950, 1960, 1965, Stockholm
D.N. : Annual Bulletin of Transport Statistics of Europe,
1953, 1965, New York

striking was the growth of truck cargo reporting a ten
fold volume increase during the 1950's. It went up by
600 % between 1960 and 1965 (Table 1:45). The number of
trucks carried by ferries increased at a slower rate, par
ticularly during the early 1960's, a result of the in
creased carrying capacity of the trucks. Their average
load increased from 6.7 tons in 1960 to 10.5 tons in 1965.
This in turn registered the introduction of large ferries,
particularly on longer routes. The average size of ferries
built in the 1950's for this submarket varied between 1500
and 2000 gross tons. 1 In the mid 1960's it reached 2000
3000 gross tons.

1 . 8Ml1chert, 1970, pp. 1 -20.
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Measured in tons of shipped cargo, the South Baltic was
second among the five ferry submarkets in Northern Europe
(Table 1:45). Railway cargo strongly dominated, while
road transports developed very slowly. Traffic growth in
this submarket was much slower than on other routes, a re
sult of the political division of Europe and of the slow
growth of road transports in Eastern Europe. To avoid
time-consuITLing border checks truck transports between
Sweden and the Continent were routed through Denmark or
via direct services Sweden-West Germany rather than through
the Trelleborg-Sassnitz route, although this often was
shorter. Sassnitz lost its prewar position as the main
Swedish "bridgehead" on the Continent. In the early 1960's,
-the establishment of direct ferry services between South
Sweden and West Germany caused a significant decline in the
traffic on the Trelleborg-Sassnitz route. As in previous
periods the national railway companies of Sweden and East
Germany operated this service jointly, which gave them a
monopoly position on this submarket. The situation changed
in the mid 1960's when a ferry service was established be
tween Sweden and Poland by a private operator. After two
years it was taken over by a Polish state shipping company.
It represented a new trend in the shipping policy of Poland,
giving priority to the development of a ferry fleet for the
Baltic and the North Sea services.

The ferry services on the Aland Sea and the Gulf of
Bothnia increased rapidly after 1960. The character of the
Aland Sea traffic was similar to that in the Baltic Ap
proaches. Daily shopping and leisure trips between Stockholm
and the Aland Islands dominated. Migration from Finland to
Sweden and tourism by car were two other important elements
of the passenger demand. In the late 1950's and early
1960's, new tonnage was introduced on the routes, opening
them for trucks. They also provided a new choice for road
transports between Finland and Western Europe, breaking the
monopoly of the traditional lines. l Until the early 1960's,
the Swedish and Finnish operators worked in close coopera
tion on this submarket. 2 In the early 1960's, a new Finnish
company entered the market, introducing modern tonnage and
a low price policy.3 To fight the competitor, the two tra
ditional operators formed a joint venture and lowered their
prices. Consequently, the ferry services between the
Stockholm Region and the Aland Islands became the cheapest
in Northern Europe. Revenues from tax-free sales of alco
holic beverages and tobacco became an important element in
the economy of these lines.

1 The He1sinki-Copenhagen-Traverntinde ferry line, opened in 1954,
until the mid 1960's carried only passengers and passenger cars.

2 The Svea Line and the Bore Line.

3 The Viking Line.
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The North Sea Submarket

The development of ferry services on the North Sea was
slower than on the Baltic Sea (Table 1:45). Railway ferry
services were created much later in this area than in the
Baltic. l The lift-on-lift-off method was used until World
War 11 for handling passenger cars on the United Kingdom
Continent routes. A strong market position of the tradi
tional lines, a well developed system of ports, relatively
poor road standards and the left-hand traffic in the United
Kingdom were main obstacles against the development of road
transports between the United Kingdom and the Continent.
The ferry connections on these routes were traditionally
monopolized by national railway companies, which was an
additional reason for" the slow growth of road transports.

In the late 1940's the first ro-~o ferry lines were
opened, using war-time tank~landing ships. In 1950 only
100 trucks carrying 200 tons of cargo were moved between
the United Kingdom and the Continent, an average load of
2 tons compared to 6.2 tons for the Baltic Approaches. The
first ro-ro terminal for North Sea traffic was opened as
late as 1953 at Dover. l In the late 1950's, ro-ro termi
nals were built in most traditional passenger-ferry ports
on both sides of the North Sea and the Channel, but the
road cargo increased slowly. In 1960, only 40 000 tons of
cargo were moved by trucks over these connections, one tenth
of the traffic over the Baltic Approaches. In 1965, some
220 000 tons were trucked between the United Kingdom and
the Continent, about 1 % of the British general cargo trade
on short-sea routes. 2 The domination of state-owned opera
tors remained unchanged in the 1950's and 1960's, which was
very different from the Baltic. Ten of 16 North Sea ferry
services were controlled by state-owned companies in 1965. 3
Four of the remaining six lines were operated by either
Scandinavian shipowners or managers from Scandinavia. 4 All

1 Bachman, 1968, p. 34.
2

Committee of Inquiry into Shipping, 1970, p. 63.
3 Leading operator was the state-owned Atlantic Steam Navigation Co.,

the pioneer in ro-ro technique on the North Sea. The company ope
rated following servic~s in the 1965: Felixstowe-Rotterdam, Felixstowe
Antwerpen, Tilbury-Rotterdam and Tilbury-Antwerpen. The British
railways ran the services Harwich-Zeebrligge and Dover-Boulogne and
in cooperation with the French railways (S.N.C.F) the Dover-Dunkerque
and the Newhaven-Dieppe lines. The French railways operated the
Dover-Calais line and the Belgian railways the Dover-Ostende service.
Shipping Statistics, Yearbook 1966, p. 74.

4
The Swedish Tor Line operated the Immingham-Amsterdam service and the
Swedish Lion Ferry the Parkestone-Bremerhaven service. The U.K. re
gistrated Thoresen Car Ferries Ltd., run by Norwegian managers, opera
ted the Southampton-Cherbourg and the Southampton-Le Havre lines.
Ibid"
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ferry lines between the United Kingdom and Scandinavia
were operated by Scandinavian shipowners.

The lack of interest in the ro-ro technique among
private short sea operators in Britain is difficult to ex
plain, but the dominating position of the British Railways
could be one explanation. However, the rapidly growing in
ternational road transports in Europe should have indicated
to British shipowners that the car ferry market on the North
Sea had substantial growth potentials, which was utilized
by the Scandinavians. Lack of management dynamics and tra
ditionalism were often used to explain the poor development
of the British deep-sea liner industry in the postwar period.
Similar explanations seem to have been valid also for the
postwar development strategy of the private short-sea opera
tors in Britain ..

Conclusions

The development of car ferry lines, particularly after 1960,
had a strong impact on the economy, geography and organiza
tion of short-sea general cargo transports. Traditional
liners had to search for employment either in break bulk
cargo-movements on the Baltic and the North Sea or in tech
nically less developed markets outside Northern Europe.
The role of many small ports decreased as ferry lines tend
to concentrate to a few ports. The organization of the
ferry market followed the tradition of free competition
characteristic of the traditional short-sea liner shipping.
However, the strong position of nationalized industries,
growing competition from large deep-sea operators seeing
the growth potentials of the ferry market, and high invest
ment and crew costs made it difficult for short~sea opera
tors, who traditionally were small, to enter the ferry market.

THE DIVERSIFICATION PERIOD
AFTER THE MID 1960's
The mid and late 1960's saw a break in the development
trends of international liner shipping, which became much
more diversified in techniques, organization and policy.
Also the flag distribution of the world liner fleet changed.
Tradition which until the mid 1960's was a useful variable
to explain interdependences and trends in the industry lost
much of its value. Technical development and flag redis
tribution resulted in growing competition within the liner
industry and from other forms of shipping and transport
modes. At the same time investment needs increased rapid
ly. Consequently, the business risk increased and to coun
terbalance this, the industry introduced farreaching organi
zational changes, in many cases supported by the policy of
the home country, but discouraged by those of other nations.
Thus, the liner market after the mid 1960's became a forum
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for rapidly growing business and political conflicts follow
in"g geo-political and economic changes on the world map.

THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

After the mid 1960's: unitization became one of the major
elements determining the economy and organization of the
liner industry, directly through new vessels and cargo hand
ling systems, and indirectly because it changed the indus
try's competitiveness towards other modes.

Unitization

Unitization has a long history in the liner industry. Con
tainerization is" part of this process, having much wider
technical and economic consequences than any previous inno
vation in this area.

The basic idea of containerization was to homogenize
general cargo flows, allowing mechanization of traditional
ly labor-intensive cargo-handling operations in terminals.
It also opened liner shipping to economies of scale in
vessels and ports, the ideal system being a door-to-door
transport of loaded containers on a balanced route.

The first step was to determine an optimal size of
units. They had to satisfy the requirements of both con
signors and transport suppliers. The former commonly wanted
small but frequent shipments, while the latter tended to
increase the size of units to reach economies of scale. In
the initial period several container types were introduced
in international shipping. In the long-run this plurality
would result in low flexibility of the system, cause under
utilization of its capital-intensive transport and handling
equipment, and consequently ruin its economic advantages.
Therefore, the standardization of containers was a sine qua
non for the creation of a world wide container system.
After initial experiments in the mid and late 1960'si two
types of deep-sea containers became widely accepted.

The experience of the initial period showed that the
door-to-door concept, although most economic in theory,

1
The ISO standard containers are defined as follows: A freight con-
tainer is an article of transport equipment of a permanent charac
ter and accordingly strong enough to be suitable for repeated use_ It
is: (1) specially designed to facilitate the carriage of goods by one
or more modes of transport without intermediate reloading; (2) fitted
with devices permitting its ready handling, particularly its transfer
from one mode of transport to another; (3) so designed as to be easy
to fill and empty; (4) having an internal volume of 1 m3 or more.
The term freight container inc.ludes neither vehicle nor conventional
packing: (ISO-Recommendations R-668). The size of the two most common
deep-sea containers are 8 X 8 X 20 and 8 X 8 x 40 ft.
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was difficult to apply in practice. A vast number of gene
ral cargo consignors were unable to fill whole containers
in each shipment, unless rare deliveries could be accepted.
Few consignors were willing to accept infrequent shipments,
which would significantly increase the total distribution
cost, as much capital would be tied in commodities. A
collecting-distributing container terminal had to be intro
duced into the system. Its function was to collect and
consolidate small export consignments into large units, and
to break large units into individual parcels for local dis
tribution. As the economy of container transport was based
on the movements of standard units, the primary location
criterion of container terminals was proximity to origins
and destinations of small consignments. In most cases,
this meant an inland location. Thus, the collecting, dis
tributing, warehousing and cargo control functions, tradi
tionally located at sea ports, were moved to inland termi
nals.

High costs of vehicles and handling equipment and high
ton-value of cargo made short turnover-time in container
transports, a basic condition to realise the economy of the
system. This in turn required close coordination of the
whole process and stimulated far-reaching horizontal and
vertical integration of sea and land transports. Joint
ventures among lines and upstream and downstream expansion
of their activities to terminal operations and landtrans
ports became frequent. The other element was a concentra
tion of flows to fewer ports.

Joint ventures were a prerequisite for survival on a
market characterized by a decrease in the number of vessels
required, as a result of the productivity jump, and by rapid
ly increasing capital intensity. In the late 1960's, the
building costs of a first-generation container vessel, in
cluding necessary containers,l were three times those of a
conventional liner (Table 1:46). On the other hand, the
carrying capacity of the container vessel was more than
three times that of a conventional vessel. On a 10 000
mile route, four container vessels could replace seven con
ventional liners, keeping weekly services and doubling the
carrying capacity of the line (Table 1:46). Assuming that
each shipowner participated with one conventional vessel
in that traffic, containerization of the route would re
quire either a withdrawal by three operators or joint owner
ship of vessels. Considering the high costs of new tonnage
and the risk for low utilization - doubling of the carrying
capacity could seldom be matched by an equal growth of de
mand - the creation of a horizontal joint venture was the

1 First generation container vessels had a carrying capacity of 700
1000 twenty-feet containers (TEU) and each vessel required 2.5
sets of containers in normal operations.
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only way for the lines to stay in the market. Horizontal
ventures in the 1970's became the le?ding form of opera
tion on most deep-sea liner markets. 1

Table 1:46. Economics of Unitized Transports

Items Vessel Types

Conventional Container

Deadweight, •000 tons
3Bale Capacity, '000 m

Speed, knots

Crew

Building costs a ,$ '000 000

Port time per round voyage,
days

Sailing time, 10 000 n.m.
round voyage, days

. . f
Yearly carry~ng capac~ty

of a vessel, '000 m3

Number of ships required
for weekly service

Capacity of the line,
'000 m3

Capital costs per freight g

ton of 1 m3 , $

Operational costs ~er

freight ton of 1 m , $

Total costs per freight
ton of 1 m3 , $

11

10.3

16.0

36

3.0

23
d

26

146

7

1 030

2.3

3.81

6.11

15

20.4

22.0

30

9.l
b

ge

19

510

4

2 040

2.5

2.47

4.97

Barge Carrier

43

33.0

16.5

30

18.lc

6e

22

825

4

3 300

2.48

1.61

4.09

a Prices estimated at 1968 level
b Including 2.5 sets of containers, 1750 units
c Including 2 sets of barges, 146 units
cl 6 ports
e 4 ports
f Weekly sailings, vessels operated 50 weeks per year
g Vessels - 16 years depreciation at 8 % rate of interests; con

tainers, barges 10 years depreciation at 10 %

Source: UNCTAD, 1970, Unitization of cargo, pp. 21-25.

1 See pp. 148-151.
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Close coordination of termi.nal and transport functions
in deep-sea container movements could be achieved by either
vertical integration or long-term agreements between inde
pendent lines, terminal operators and land transport sup
pliers. The first strategy was more rare. It required
much capital and large organizations. Only a few large
liner companies can successfully manage integrated container
system,s.

The ongoing horizontal integration should be seen
against continuously increasing size of container vessels
between 1968 and 1978 (Table 1:47). Vessels of th.e first
gene2ation, up to 20 000 deadweight tons carrying 700-1000
TEll, strongly dominated in 1970 (Table 1:48). In 1974 the
second generation of cellular vessels with a capacity of
about 1500 TEU became the main group. About that time
vessels of the third generation with a carrying capacity
of 2500-3000 TEU were introduced.

The development of very large container vessels was
much slower than expected. In 1978 th.e share of medium
sized vessels had increased while that of large carriers
had decreased (Table 1:48). This tendency was even more
pronounced in the order stock. Only four vessels, i.e. 9 %
of ordered tonnage, were above 40 000 gross tons (Table
1:47). In other words, the economies of scale of deep-sea
cellular vessels seem to have reached a maximum in the class
between 20 000 and 30 000 gross tons. Although containeri
zation resulted in almost 2000 % productivity jump in cargo
handling compared to the conventional method,3 there was
only a limited increase in the productivity of these o~era

tions between medium-sized and large cellular vessels.

Manpower Shift length Production Productivity
(hours) (tons) (tons/m. h.)

Conventional 90 8 1 200 1.7
Pallets 50 8 1 800 4.5
Containers 20 10 6 000 30.0

Source: National Ports Council, Port Progress Report, p. 79.

3
The following productivity data were
Council:
Technique

1
Sea-Land Line, one of the pioneers of containerization, and the lead-
ing liner company under the D.S. flag, consistently follows the stra
tegy of integrated ownership of container systems.

2
TED - Twenty-feet container equivalents is a common measure of the
carrying capacity of the cellular vessels.

collected by the British Port

4
Typical gross handling rates are as follows:
Vessel size TED No. of lifts per day
2 500 500
1 250 370

200 265
Laing, 1975, p.57.



Table 1:47. World Fleet for General Cargo Transports

1966 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 On order
1978

Number of vessels

General carriers
a

11 807 11 868 11 875 11 950 12 007 12 062 395
Containerb 20 75 167 312 412 443 531 374
Barge carriers 0 0 3 18 24 ·28 29 2
Ro-roc 0 6 17 27 35 42 72 68

Tonnage, '000 000 gross tons

General carriersa 69.5 70.4 68.6 66.7 71.6 4.1
Containerb 0.2 1.9 4.3 6.3 6.7 8.7 3.0
Barge carriers 0 0 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.1
Ro-ro 0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.0

......
t'V

Carrying eapaeity \.0

General carriers, '000 000 dwt. a 90.5 91.0 91.2 92.0 93.7 95.3
Container, '000 TEUb 1.2 17 72 218 308 406 510 220
Barge carriers, '000 000 dwt. 0 0 0.1 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.1
RO""".'roc 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.3 1.5

Average size, '000 gross tons

General carriersa 7.7 7.8 7.7 7.7 7.8 7.9
Containerb 1.2 4.5 8.6 13.9 14.9 18.3 19.2 11.9
Barge carriers 0 0 33.3 33.3 33.3 35.7 34.5 44.0
Ro-roc 0 16.7 17.6 18.5 17.1 19.0 18.1 22.1

a Vessels above 1000 gross tons
b Only new built fully container vessels
c Deep-sea ro~ro carriers, excluding car carriers

Sources: Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables, 1966-1978, London.
Shipping Statistics, Yearbooks 1968-1977, Bremen.
U.S. Maritime Administration, A Statistical Analysis of the World's Merchant Fleets,
Biennial, 1966-1976, Washington, DC.
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Table 1:48. Generations of Deep-Sea Cellular Carriers

Generation Tonnage Averages Share of world fleet
classes,
'000 gross Capacity Length Speed 1970 1974 1978 On orde
tons TED ID knots 1978

First la - 19 800 170 18 68 22 20 39

Second 20 - 40 1 500 220 21 32 42 48 55

Third 40 - 2 800 270 22 0 36 32 7

r

Sources: Containerization International, Yearbook 1976, 1978
Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1974, 1978,
London.

The traditional linear relationship between port time and
vessel size that made the introduction of large vessels in
the conventional liner trade uneconomic is also valid for
the container traffic and forms an important restriction
on the growth of cellular vessels. Other important ele
ments that restricted this growth were: (1) the slow in
crease in demand, which did not correspond to the rapid
growth in supply caused by the productivity jump, (2) the
consignors' preferences about the frequency of service,
and (3) the cost of feeder transports and the risk for con
gestion in central container ports. l

Further increase in the size of liner vessels would
require larger cargo units and new cargo handling tech
niques, which would increase the productivity of the load
ing and discharging operations and would make vessels more
flexible as regards types of carried cargo, i.e. open new
n1arket segments.

The development of cellular carriers followed the
principle of close vessel adaptation to the transport
needs of an individual cargo group. On the one hand, it
provided lower cost and shorter time of cargo handling as
well as higher utilization of the vessel's carrying capa
city, but on the other, it limited the cargo base of the
vessel.

Barge carriers and ro-ro techniques introduced to
deep-sea shipping in the early 1970's aimed at increasing
the productivity of the handling operations without limit
ing the vessel's cargo base, i.e. expressed the philosophy
of higher flexibility at the expense of lower utilization
(Figure 1:3).

1 Johnson & Garnet, 1972, pp. 35-60.
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Table 1:49. Speed and S.ize of Container and Ra-Ro Deep-Sea Carriers.a

on Order, August 1978

29

18

13

6

3

Number of vessels

Cellular Ro-ro

3 9

27 26

49 33

2 1

81 62

Speed,

knots

15 - 17

18 - 20

21 - 23

24 - 26

Total

Size,

'000 dwt.

10 - 14.9

15 - 19.9

20 - 24.9

25 - 29.9

30 - 34.9

35 - 39.9

13

35

15

14

11

7

40 - 44.9 1

45 - 49.9 3

Total 99 69

a Vessels above 10 000 tons deadweight

Source: Fairp1ay, August 17, 1978.

The basic principles of the barge system are: large
cargo units, flexibility of carrying several types of
cargo, independence of ports, and utilization of inland
waterways for distribution in the hinterlands. Two paral
lel barge systems. have been developed: the LASH-system,
based on 400-ton and 30-40 thousand deadweight ton "rnother"
carriers which can carry 61 or 73-83 barges, and the SEABEE
system. The latter is based on 900-ton barges and 30 000
deadweight ton "rnother"-carriers. Barges are either floated
or lifted aboard the "mother"-ship. In 1975 ten of 27 ves
sels were barge carriers proper, the rest were combined
barge-container carriers.

In the mid 1970's about two-thirds of this tonnage
was employed in traffic between the United States and de
veloping countries (Table 1:50). The rest was used on
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Table 1:50. Employment of the Barge Fleet, 1975

Market Operator Introd.
year

No. of
vessels

Dwt.
'000

Capacity Vessel
in barges type
'000 tons

North America/ Central Gulf 1969 2 43 27 Ba
West Europe Lykes Br. 1971 3 27 32 BCb

Combi Line 1972 2 43 30 Ba

North America/ Prudential 1970 5 30 22 BCa

Mediterranean Groue Liner

North America/ Waterman 1974 3 39 27 BCa

Red Sea, St. Co.
Indian Ocean

D.S. West Coast/ Pacific Far 1971 4 30/22 23 BCa

Far East East Line

D.S. East Coast/ Central Gulf 1974 3 43 27 Ba
Far East

D.S. Gulf/ Delta Lines 1974 3 39 27 BCa

East Coast
South America

D.S. West Coast/ Farrel1 Line 1973 2 30 23 BCa

Australia

B Cargo carrier
BC Combined cargo/container carrier
a LASH-system
b SEABEE-system

Sources: Laing, E.T. , 1975, Containers and their Competitors,
Liverpool.
Hil1ing, D. , 1977, Barge Carrier Systems, London.
DNCTAD, 1976, Technological change in shipping and its
effects on ports, Geneva.

routes between the United States and developed countries.
As in the introduction of containers, U.S. operators were
also pioneers in the development of the barge system. In
the mid 1970's only one operator was non-Arnericanl (Table
1:48). High investment costs and the rapid growth of the
carrying capacity created by the massive introduction of
barge carriers without corresponding growth of demand,
made this technique very risky. Also, the large capacity
made the barge system more suitable for break bulk markets
based on long-term government or industrial contracts
rather than for traditional liner services. The American
operators could find a stable market for a limited number

1 Combi Line was a J01nt venture created by the German Hapag-Lloyd
and the Dutch Holland America Line.
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of barge carriers in aid shipments and in the transport
needs of large processing industries. l Another important
element that stimulated the development of these vessels
under the U.S. flag was a 44 % construction subsidy to the
operators. The barge system was given high priority in the
national plans for the development of a modern merchant
fleet. 2

Unlike cellular or ro-ro fleets the world tonnage of
barge carriers stagnated after 1975 (Table 1:47). The sys
tem seems to have two important disadvantages: large size
of units and technically difficult feeder transports. Should
the system be operated according to the door-to-door prin
ciple, whole barge loads must be supplied by individual con
signors and sent either directly to the destination point
or to a proxy barge terminal. The capacity of the barge is
much above the average size of general cargo consignments,
which means that shippers have to accept either less fre
quent services or consolidation of cargo in en route termi
nals, i.e. longer transport time, higher pilferage or damage
risk and additional cost for loading and discharging at
the terminals. The feeder transport of barges is limited
to waterways, the nets of which are even less dense than
those of railways, not to mention roads. For open-sea traf
fic special vessels are required. 3 Towing along inland
waterways is technically hazardous, because even a small im
pairment of a barge makes it impossible to load it on the
"mother" ship.

The majority of barge carriers are of combined type,
i.e. operators anticipate a mixed container-break-bulk cargo
base for their services. However, the two types of cargo
are different as regards the role of transport time on the
service. In addition, the break bulk transports are more
and more organized as systems adjusted to the needs of in
dividual consignors. The mixed container-barge transports
can only with difficulty meet the requirements of both ge
neral and break bulk cargo consignors and therefore should
be less competitive than specialized carriers. The econo
mies of scale of the two cargo units, barge and container,
seem to be too different to allow a competitive system mix
ing the two. In the long run break bulk and bulk markets
seem to be the major fields of employment of barge carriers.

1 Hi11ing, 1977, pp. 45-55.

2 Merchant Marine Act of 1970.

3 The BACAT carrier was the first experiment in feeder barge carriers.
A catamaran was used to carry 10 small barges and 3 LASH barges in
North Sea traffic. Several other systems were developed with a ge
neral tendency to increase the size of feeder carriers. Hil1ing,
1977, pp. 68-78 and Moncke, 1975, pp. 16-18.
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They should be particularly competitive on routes where
sea or inland waterway feeder is superior to land trans
ports, e.g. for handling wood and wood products whose plants
are commonly located along the coast or in river mouths. The
market for that type of deep~sea transports was limited in
the 1970's, the main reason for the relatively slow growth
of the world barge fleet.

The ro-ro technique was well developed in short-sea
transports when introduced into the deep-sea markets in the
late 1960's. In addition, five years experience was accu- lmulated from the deep sea operation of ro-ro car-carriers.
The basic ideas of the ro-ro technique were the elimination
of time-consuming and costly lift-on-lift-off operations and
increased vessel flexibility. Compared to cellular car
riers, the ro-ro vessels have a much wider cargo base, in
cluding containers, pallets, individual items of general
cargo as well as unitized and non-unitized break bulk cargo.
The ro-ro technique does not require concentration of con
signments to large units. The size of individual shipments
may be well below a container load or outside its standards,
which makes ro-ro vessels the most flexible general cargo
carriers. The advantages of flexibility and short loading
and discharging time to some extent are reduced by the cost
of lower utilization of the vessel's carrying capacity.

One of the consequences of the ro-ro technique is the
redistribution of investments between liner operators and
ports. Investments in a ro-ro terminal in 1975 were about
25 % below the construction and equiment cost of a terminal
for handling cellular vessels (Table 1:51).2 In ro-ro trans
ports investments in gantry cranes can be avoided. When a
third-generation ro-ro carrier is employed, the ports can
even avoid the investment in the ramp, which is carried by
the vessel. The ro-ro technique should gain support from
port authorities, particularly in developing countries
facing congestion in general cargo areas and being short
on investment funds.

In the late 1970's a system of multi-container units
was developed, the LUF-system. 3 It increased the produc
tivity of loading and discharging, i.e. shortened port time
of the vessel and allowed for higher utilization of cargo
handling equipment (tugmasters, forklift trucks). The sys
tem is based on the pallet concept. Four or six containers
are asserr~led on a metal frame with a large number of small

2

3

Atlantic Container Line (ACL) , the pioneer in deep-sea ro-ro traffic,
was a joint venture between six shipowners. One of them was the
Wallenius Line, a leader in deep-sea car transports.

The costs of land were not included as they considerably vary between
locations. Measured per ton of handled cargo, the surface require
ments of conventional berth are slightly above ro-ro and 10-10 berths.

Lift Unit Frame system (LUF), introduced in 1977 in Gothenburg,
Fairplay, 78-12-21, p. 37.



Table 1:51. Capital Costs of a General Cargo Terminal in Developing Countries, 1975

--Berth type Conventional La-la Ro-ro

Physical Total Physical Total Physical Total
requirements cost, requirements cost, requirements cost,

Items $ 000 $ 000 $ 000

Annual throughput, 120 840 840
'000 tons

Quay, ID 175 2 100 250 3 000 250 3 000

Surfacing, '000 m2 21 735 120 4 200 120 4 200

Shed, '000 m2 la 960 3 240 4 320

Total infrastructure 3 795 7 440 7 520

Cranes: conventional 4 800 0
gantry 0 2 4 000 0
mobile; light 1 62 0 0
5/10 tons

Ramps 0 0 la 300

Forklift trucl:<s:
light 3-5 -tons 12 300 2 280 3 420
heavy 25 tons

Straddle carriersb 0 12 2 160 12 2 160

Tugmasters 0 8 296 12 444

Tractors 4 68

Trailers 12 66 36 198 54 297

Weighing bridge 1 50 2 100 2 100

Total cargo handling 1 346 7 034 3 721
equipment

Grand total 5 141 14 474 11 241

a Introduction of vessels with their own ramps would reduce this cost.
b The LUF-system, which was not in operation in 1975, decreases the number of required straddle carriers.

Source: UNCTAD, 1976, Technological change in shipping and its effects on ports.
Internal material of the Swedish Port Group, Stockholm.
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wheels wh~ch Ls towed aboard the ro-ro vessel. It allows
large ro-ro vessels on routes with sufficient cargo base,
as the. time of cargo handling is lowered without influencing
the size of indiv'idual consignments. The LUF-system does
not force consignors to change the~r distribution system.
The main disadvantages are: need for plane surfaces in the
ports, higher costs of ramps which have to carry much
heavier units than in conventional loading and discharging
of ro-ro vessels and a 3-5 % reduction of the carrying capa
city of the vessels. Reconstruction of terminals is often
needed as, in most cases, rails separate the quays from the
cargo storage depoes. Introduction of larger vessels is
stimulated which may counterbalance capacity losses.

According to British estimates, the transport cost per
ton containerized cargo in a ro-ro vessel in 1971 were be
tween two percentage units (North Atlantic) and ten per
centage units (Australian route) above the cost for move
ments in a fully cellular vessel of corresponding size
(Table 1:52). These differences were much lower in 1975,
i.e. the ro-ro vessels achieved further savings with the
development of the technique. The multi-container handling
method was not considered in these estimates. Expectation
of further cost decreases and increased economies of scale
in ro-ro vessels following the higher productivity in load
ing and discharging, possibility of carrying different cargo,
port congestion in many developing countries, which also in
fluenced container services, and the cost savings in port in
vestments favored the introduction of the: ro-ro technique in
deep-sea shipping and formed the base for the rapid growth
of the world deep-sea ro-ro fleet after the mid 1970's.

In the 1968-1974 period the number of ro-ro vessels on
deep-sea routes increased from the initial 6 to 35. The
carrying capacity grew from 100 000 to 600 000 deadweight
tons (Table 1:47). The average vessel size increased rather
slowly and was below the average for cellular carriers. Be
tween 1975 and 1978 the deadweight tonnage of ro-~o ves
sels had an annual increase of 21 %, while the rate for
cellular vessels was 13 %, and for conventional deep-sea ge
neral carriers only 1 %.

By 1978 the carrying capacity of the world ro-ro fleet
was 10 % of the cellular fleet, but 34 % as regards the
order stock that year (Table 1:49). This means that the
position of the ro-ro carriers in the liner shipping of the
world will significantly increase in the early 1980's. The
average size will considerably increase (from 18 000 to
19 000 deadweight tons in 1978/1979 to 22 000 - 23 000 dead
weight tons in the early 1980's (Table 1:47). The speed of
21-23 knots dominated both among cellular and ro-ro vessels
on order in 1978, but oil price increases form a barrier
to further speed growth.

Competition between ro-ro and cellular vessels in the
late 1970 1 S became the major technical issue in the inter-



Table 1:52. Costs per Ton for Dock-Gate to Dock-Gate Transports

IRoutes from Europe to:Type of
Vessel

United Japan Australia South South India West East
States via Panama via Cape Africa America Africa Africa
1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

Conventional 28.6 41.9 22.7 42.7 24.2 46.1 38.2 62.2 17.0 28.4 18.0 31.8 19.5 36.3 15.4 24.7 19.3 33.0
12 500 dwt.

Container

750 TEU 15.1 24.1 21.3 42.8 23.2 47.2 25.5 48.3 16.2 29.0 18.9 34.9 21.6 42.0 14.1 23.8 18.5 34.4 I--J

1 250 TEU 15.3 23.7 20.1 37.9 21.5 41.5 24.2 43.7 16.0 27.4 18.3 32.2 20.6 37.8 14.2 23.1 17.9 31. 7 ~

2 000 TEU 15.6 24.9 19.5 39.0 20.9 42.5 23.7 44.6 16.1 28.5 18.2 33.3 20.1 38.9 14.5 24.3 17.8 32.8

3 000 TEU 15.8 24.7 18.9 36.6 20.0 39.6 22.8 41.9 15.9 27.6 17.8 31.8 19.5 36.6 14.5 23.9 17.4 31.3

LASH, 123.4 34.0 20.7 39.5 22.4 43.2 33.6 55.6 15.2 25.3 16.4 29.0 18.1 34.0 13.4 21.3 17.7 30.2
67 barges

Ro-ro

10 000 dwt. 16.2 24.5 23.7 43.6 25.9 48.1 28.0 49.4 17.6 29.6 20.7 35.6 24.0 42.9 15.1 24.3 20.2 35.1

20 000 dwt. 16.1 24.8 21.3 39.2 22.9 42.9 26.7 45.4 17.0 28.7 19.5 33.6 21.9 39.4 15.0 24.4 19.0 33.2

Source: Laing, E.T., 1975, Containers and their Competitors, Liverpool.
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national liner industry. The views followed clear nation
al lines. l

Special Deep-Sea Break-Bulk Carriers

The development of special car carriers in the mid 1960's
was a new element in the competition between liners and
specialized carriers.

The world fleet of deep-sea car carriers increased
rapidly in the 1970's. Vessels were of two types: pure car
carriers and car-bulk carriers (Table 1:53). The former
are based on the ro-ro technique, while most of the latter
use the 10-10 system for loading and discharging cars. 2 The
pure car carriers are comparatively small, the average size
in the mid 1970's being only slightly above the average for
conventional deep-sea general carriers (Table 1:47 and 1:53).
Frequent and regular shipments are of greater importance in
car transports than the economies of scale of the vessels.
Car-bulk carriers were much larger than pure carriers mea
sured in deadweight tons, but this was a function of their
carrying capacity for bulk cargo. The car capacity was simi
lar to that of pure carriers. Most of the car transports in
the 1970's were organized through special systems. Vessels
were either owned by the consignors3 , or the transports were
based on long~term contracts. One of the main problems was

.~ the unbalanced geography of flows which stimulated the use
of combined car-bulk carriers. Unlike the majority of car
bulk carriers, which were elderly converted bulk vessels,
the combined car-bulk carriers were specially designed to
solve the problem of unbalanced traffic. 4

The development of pure car carriers resulted in a par
tial separation of car transports from the general cargo
market. The development of car-bulk carriers linked car
movements to the bulk market. These tendencies were an im
portant threat to several lines, who either based much of
their services on car transports or treated this market as
an area of high potential growth (Table 1:54). The introduc
tion of ro-ro liners gave the liner industry an opportuni
ty to regain their former position in car transports. Also

1 See pp. 160-172.

2 Drewery, 1972, p. 2.
3 Vo1kswagen in the late 1960's established its own transport company,

the Wobtrans.
4

MS Aida and MS Ote110 introduced in 1974 by Wa11enius for round-the-
world routes including movement of cars from Japan to Europe and from
Europe to North America and of phosphate or iron ore from South
America to Japan. A similar system was developed by the Johnson Line
on the route Europe- North America; wood products were used as return
cargo for car carriers.
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Table 1:-53. World Fleet of Break-Bulk Carriers

Reefer fleet

Total refridgerated
space in world fleet,
'000 000 cu. ft.

Deep-sea reefers
(above 150 000 cu.ft.)

carrying capacity,
'000 000 cu. ft.

average size,
'000 000 cu. ft.

Car carriers_
Pure car carriersa

no.

carrying capacity,
'000 SVE

average size,
'000 dwt.

Car-bulk carriers

no.

carrying capacity,
'000 000 dwt.

average size,
'000 dwt.

1966

245

288

68

0.23

o
o

87

2.1

24.1

1970

282

361

98

0.27

la
27

la

158

4.0

25.3

1974

295

435

127

0.29

36

104

11

254

6.8

26.7

1978

326

75

236

12

a Only deep-sea vessels, carrying 1000 or more passenger cars.
b 1976.
Sources: SVE-Standard Vehicle Equivalent.

Drewery, 1977, The Growth of the Car-Carrying Fleet.
Statistik der Schiffahrt, 1966-1978, monthly publications,
Brernen.

the geography of the ro-ro lines, commonly based on calls
at four or six ports should make them an attractive alter
native to car-bulk transports. The opportunities of the
liner industry in this market became a question of market
ing efforts rather than of cost and technical disadvan
tages against specialized vessels.

The reefer fleet traditionally was a major competitor
of liner shipping. l The containerization strongly influen
ced this situation. Closed systems for movements of free zed
cargo were established, which decreased the perishability

1
See pp. 71-75.
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Table 1:54. Deep-Sea Trade with Cars

Routes Passenger cars, '000 units

1966 1970 1974 1976

Europe - N. America 968 1 017

Japan - N. America 22 324 683 1 573

Japan - Europe 0 114 344 483

Sources: The Bank of Japan, Economic Statistic Annual, 1978, Tokyo.
Drewery, R.P., 1977, The Growth of the Car-Carrying Fleet,
London.
Japan Statistical Yearbook, 1970-197~, Tokyo.

risk. In the mid 1970's about 15 % of the total reefer ca
pacity were supplied by reefer containers. The total ree
fer capacity of the world fleet increased by 15 % between
1966 and 1970, but stagnated afterwards (Table 1:53). The
introduction of reefer containers caused the decline of
reefer capacity in traditional liners. The world fleet of
pure reefers nearly doubled between 1966 and 1974. The con
tainerization and specialization resulted in a doubling of
the productivity of one cubic feet of reefer space in the
world fleet, but did not create unbalances on the market.
The rapidly growing deep-sea trade in meat and fruit filled
this jump in supply.

The average size of deep-sea reefers increased in the
late 1960's, but stagnated in the 1970's. Apparently, they
reached an optimal size when the advantages of larger ves
sels were balanced by the disadvantages of the longer port
time. The increasing competition between pure reefers and
container transports made the question of unbalanced trade
patterns a major issue on the reefer market. The rapidly
growing demand for shipment of passenger cars created new
potentials for reefers to find return cargo. This meant
increased competition with liner shipping for which cars
were an important cargo. One of the main difficulties in
merging reefer and car transports was the different organi
zation of the markets. Meat and fruit required regular and
scheduled services to keep the delivery times and avoid
building large stocks, and cars required a high geographic
flexibility of the tonnage. The introduction of ro-ro
liners on the routes where reefers compete for car trans
ports should increase the competitiveness of liner shipping
for this type of cargo.
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Alternativ Modes

Until the late 1960's shipping was the only mode for gene
ral cargo movements in intercontinental trade. Th~s has
changed in the 1970's. Containerization recreated continen
tal railway bridges. Port congestion and the growing role
of trucks in intra-continental transports formed the base
for their introduction on intercontinental routes. The de
velopment of special cargo aircrafts, specially the jumbo
type, opened new perspectives for air cargo movements.

Two railway connections are of particular importance
in competition with the deep-sea general cargo routes: the
Transsiberian Railway and the U.S. "mini-bridge". The
Transsiberian route was opened for scheduled container traf
fic in 1970. The average number of containers carried
monthly on this route increased from about 1 000 to 4 000
between 1970 and 1976, i.e. 20 % of the sea-borne container
traffic on the route Europe-Far East. l The freight rates
in 1974 were about 30 % below the shipping rates Europe
Japan and the transport time 15 days shorter. The pricing
policy of the Transsiberian Railway is a question of inter
nal priorities for the Soviet authorities. This railway
competes not only with foreign shipping lines, but also
with the rapidly growing cross trade of the Soviet deep-sea
services. Selling rail transports should be superior to
the selling of liner services for hard-currency-earnings.
No hard-currency expenditures are required by the rail ser
vices. On'the other hand, the development of Siberia re
quires large transport efforts. The Transsiberian Railway
is often the bottleneck in these plans. 2 The extent to
which it can be used for the transit of foreign cargo be
tween Europe and the Far East becomes a matter of national
priorities, the need for hard-currency-earnings against the
development of new industrial regions in Siberia.

The "mini-bridge" across the United States shortened
transports between Europe and Japan by seven days compared
with the route via the Panama Canal. It also created an
alternative to the Panama route for general cargo from the
U.S. East Coast to the Far East and from the D.S. West Coast
to Europe. The development of the "mini-bridge" was strong
ly opposed by port authorities, particularly those of the
East Coast, and by liner operators. The introduction of ro
ro liners and increasing fuel costs may increase the compe
titiveness of the bridge. The Panama Canal restricts the
size of cellular and ro-ro carriers to 40 000 dwt. The
introduction of larger carriers on the North Atlantic and
Pacific routes should give combined ro-ro and rail trans
ports new opportunities. The D.S. transport policy, parti
cularly stimulation of railway investments and close coordi
nation of services will determine the competitiveness of

1 Maritime Transports, 1977, pp. 12-14.
2 Schabad & Mole, 1977, p. 65.
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the "mini-bridge". A renaissance of the combined rail
shipping companies may be a necessary condition to meet
the organizational needs of the combined ro-ro and rail
services.

The rapid growth of the intercontinental road trans
ports in the 1970's was mainly concentrated to the Europe
Middle East route, a result of the growth of demand for
general carto in the Middle East, which created heavy port
congestion.

Direct road transports and ro-ro services were the
alternatives to reach acceptable delivery times. Road
transports not only guaranteed shorter transport time but
also increased the certainty of delivery and decreased the
risk of pilferage and damage to cargo. However, direct
trucking from Europe to the Middle East cannot compete with
ro-ro services in the long-run. In the future this market
will probably follow the pattern of the North Sea and the
Baltic markets, i.e. ferry shipping and ro-ro lines will
become the major modes.

The technical development of air cargo transports in
the 1965-1978 period was concentrated to larger and more
efficient air crafts and to further progress in unitiza
tion. The introduction of "jumbo-carriers" in the early
1970's (Table 1:55) was an important step towards increased
economies of scale in air cargo transports. It also in
creased the cargo base. Parallel with this development,
the airlines introduced the concept of total distribution
costs (TDC) in their marketing. The aim was to show that
air transports, although expensive, are competitive when
all distribution costs are considered by the consignor. The
lines asked potential consignors to make a comparative ana
lysis of total transport costs for alternative modes includ
ing prices, time, costs of keeping stock, risks for damage
or pilferage, and delay.

These technical and marketing innovations had a strong
impact on the growth of air cargo transports. The average
annual growth rate in the mid and late 1970's reached 10 %
for volume of carried cargo and 12 % for transport work
(Table 1:56), which means that long movements expand most
rapidly. The growth rate for the North Atlantic was less
than half that for the Europe - Far East route (Table 1:56).

The share of pure cargo lines in the total air cargo
transports remained rather constant during the 1970's,
i.e. the introduction of large cargo aircrafts did not

1 Waiting time in Middle East ports in the mid 1970's reached 200
days for conventional general carriers.
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Table 1:55. Technical Progress in Air Cargo Carriers

Aircraft Year of Payload, Speed, Produc- Utilization,
introduc- tons km/h tivity, hours/day
tion ton-km/

hour flown,
'000

DC-8-63F 1968 50 800 39 6.8

B-747F 1972 125 800 99 6.8

DC-6B 181 800 145 6.8

Source: See Table 1:28

Table 1:56. International Air Cargo Traffic

AZl International Traffic

Million tons a

Th. million ton-km:
combined services
cargo services

Load factor, %

Freight operating
revenuesb
V.S. cents per ton-km

North Atlantic
Million tons
Th. million ton-km:

combined services
cargo services

Load factor, %

Europe - Far East

Th. million ton-km:
combined services
cargo services

Load factor, %

1970

2.5

5.7
2.2

51

16.5

0.4

2.5
1.2

53

0.7
0.1

54

1974

2.7

10.0
4.0

55

19.2

0.6

3.2
1.4

55

1.6
0.4

58

1977

3.4

12.8
5.4

56

22.2

0.7

3.8
1.6

58

2.3
0.8

58

Annual growth
rates
1970-1977

4

12
14

8

6
4

19
35

a Only scheduled services b Domestic and international services

Source: lATA, World Air Transport Statistics 1966-1977, Geneva.
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change the structure of the market. Compared with the
liner, the carrying capacity of the aircraft is small,
which excludes the use of standard containers in combined
air-land systems. l The unitization in the air cargo trans
ports, which until the mid 1970's developed independently
of the surface systems, will continue to do so in the fu
ture, as economic links between the two systems are missing.

In spite of technical developments, the market profile
of air cargo remained fairly constant in the 1968-1977 pe
riod. No world data are available on tonnage and value of
intercontinental trade with break-down by transport mode,
but an analysis of Sweden's foreign trade can be used to
exemplify the trends. The ton-value index of air imports
and exports of Sweden did not change much between 1967 and
1975. Air transport grew with the demand within its tra
ditional market segment rather than expand into new seg
ments. The increasing role of intraregional trade is an
important trend that may limit the growth potential of air
cargo transports. On the other hand, the rapid growth of
technology-intensive industries, e.g. micro-electronics,
biotechnics-should increase the demand for high-speed
transports.

Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The technical developments in liner shipping of the 1965
1978 period - revolutionary changes in cargo handling 
allowed a 40-60 % decrease in the vessel's port time. The
container was by far the most important element. Experiments
in larger units, although promising as to the economies of
scale in vessel operations, seem to be rather unacceptable
as regards the needs and preferences of the consignors.
Mixing break bulk and container loads in the same vessel
is difficult from the market point of view. The two cargo
types have different transport requirements.

The first step towards containerization was the intro
duction of cellular carriers based on the lift-on-lift-off
technique. It meant a farreaching specialization of the
liner fleet, which limited its cargo base. The increased
productivity in loading and discharging allowed the intro
duction of larger vessels than conventional liners. How
ever, the productivity jump was a single phenomenon. The
linear relationship between vessel-size and port time was
also characteristic for cellular carriers.

The ro-ro carriers, on the other hand, were a step
toward increased flexibility of liners, increasing their
cargo base and further decreasing port time. But they im
plied partial transfer of cost for cargo handling. equipment
from ports to ship-operators, which made this technique
particularly attractive for port authorities.

1 Large cargo aircrafts can carry up to six standard containers. The
loss of carrying capacity is 30 %. Burg, 1Y75, pp. 190-192.
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Unitization led to radical changes in the cost struc
ture of liners. Compared with conventional carriers, the
share of loading and discharging costs on cellular or ro
ro vessels declined by 15-30 percentage units (Table 1:57).
On the other hand, the share of capital costs, including
containers, increased by 10-20 percentage units. The crew
costs declined by 2 to 5 percentage units and became one
of the minor items but still with influence on the competi
tion between individual lines. The difference in cost
structure between cellular and ro-ro carriers of the same
size is minor.

The cost analysis of the current fleet provides
guide-lines for the discussion about future innovation
efforts in liner shipping. Capital and port costs, includ
ing cargo handling, are by far the most important items,
the third being fuel costs. Consequently, the greatest
efforts in the technical development of liners should be
to get cheaper vessels. This cost structure also explains
why credit terms became the most important competitive
weapon among shipyards. These terms strongly influence
the economy of the shipping enterprises, although being
macro-economic transfers of resources rather than techni
cal progress lowering the cost of transports. Research to
build cheaper vessels with acceptable standards should be
the major effort for shipyards and the shipping industry.
Innovations decreasing the crew-size may be of smaller im
portance considering the low share of this item in the to
tal vessel cost. The unmanned vessel may be sience fic
tion more than economic priority.

Port costs and the loading and discharging costs
were the other important items, particularly the costs
of transport packings, including the containers. Hand-
ling costs can be slightly lowered by the use of larger
units, e.g. a shift from 20 to 40 feet containers. l How
ever, this does not often agree with the requirements of
the consignors and results in fewer door-to-door trans
ports. Therefore, and considering the negative experience
of very large units (barges), it seems reasonable to anti
cipate that the size of containers in the 1980's will not
change much from the standards of today.

The ro-ro technique eliminated the traditional lift
on-lift-off method and introduced the idea of wheels in
shipping. Today it is difficult to point out any forth
coming invention that would lower loading and discharging
costs in liner shipping to the same degree as the container
and ro-ro techniques, and have the same revolutionary
impact on the organization and economy of the industry.
Productivity, costs and technology in liner shipping will
in the 1980's remain similar to the present situation.

1 Laing, 1975, pp. 14-15.



Table 1:57. Cost Structure of Liners in 1975. (Per ton carried cargo, in percentage)

Cost items Vessel type

Conven- Cellular LASH Ro-ro
tional TEU barges dwt.
12 500 dwt. 750 1750 2500 67 10 000 20 000

A B· A B A B" A B A B- A' B A B

Capital (ship) 16 34 24 29 25 29 25 28 12 29 25 33 29 36

Capital (units) 0 0 10 12 12 14 14 15 4 9 10 12 12 14

Crew 4 8 4 5 2 2 2 2 1 3 4 6 3 3

Provisions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M + R 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 '! 3

Insurance 2 4 .3 4 3 4 3 4 2 4 3 4 4 5

Residual 1 .3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 4 5 1
(\

1

Fuel 6 20 15 32 13 30 12 30 7 23 10 22 8 20

Port charges 4 2 14 5 14 6 14 6 5 2 14 5 14 6

Cargo handling 65 26 28 11 28 12 27 13 68 25 28 11 27 12

Total 100 100 100 100 100- 100- 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

A U.K. - U.S.
B U.K. - Japan

Source: Laing, E.T., 1975, Containers and their Competitors, Liverpool.

I---J
.+:::0.
-J
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in the 1980's. The main issues will be changes of market
and political conditions which will influence the posi
tion of flags as well as firms.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MARKETS

The technical development and new trends in the maritime
policy of several nations in the late 1960's and 1970's 
have required reorganization of the liner markets to
strengthen the position of the liner industry in negotia
tions with consignors and governments and to avoid the de
velopment of overcapacity.

Joint Operations

As mentioned before, the introduction of containers and ro
ro techniques caused a rapid increase of the carrying capa
city of the liners, and forced the companies to large in
vestments, often beyond their financial capability, making
risk reduction one of the major issues in the strategy of
the liner industry.l Horizontal integration, often inclu
ding vessel sharing, was the major form of organizational
restructuring of the liner industry in the late 1960's and
early 1970's. The creation of joint operations closely
followed the geographic diffusion of containerization. The
pattern was parallel to the restructuring of the liner in
dustry in the 1870-1890 period. In that case also the
rapid expansion of capacity, following the introduction of
new technology - large steamers with triple-expansion en
gines - led to large investment needs and created the risk
for overcapacity, pushing the development of the conference
system.

In the 1960's, this system seemed too weak to meet the
need for market stability and increased bargaining power,
necessary for an industry facing new technology and a
changed political environment. Joint operations developed
as the next step in the monopolization of international
liner shipping.

Four main types of joint operations can be distin
guished among container lines: cartels, syndicates, con
sortia and joint concerns (Table 1:58). In cartels all
operational activities in sea transports are performed
jointly, while marketing, inland operations, investments
and ownership are separate. Slot charter agreements form
the organizational base for cartel operation. Tlley assign
the space reserved for each operator in every vessel. The
tonnage to be supplied by each operator is determined
either on the basis of past performance or according to
the home market. Joint operations require a fairly homo
geneous fleet as regards technical standards and economies

1 The Future of Liner Shipping, 1976, pp. 263-266.
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Table 1:58. Cooperation Forms of Container Lines

Cooperation Cartel
Areas

Syndicate Consortium Joint
Venture

Service common
scheduling

Operation of:
vessels common,
terminals common

common

common
connnon

common

common
common

common

common
common

Tariffs common common common common

Revenues common common common common

Name common common common common

Marketing individual

Inland individual
container
operations

common

common

common

common

common

common

Management

Investment
plans

Ownership:
vessels
terminals

individual

individual

individual
individual

partly common

partly common

individual
individual

common

corrnnon

individual
common

cormnon

common

common
common

Overseas
Container
Ltd. (OCL)

Dart Container
Line

Scan-Dutch

South Africa
Group

Atlantic
Container

Asia Container Australia/Europe
Europe (ACE) Container Service Line (ACL)

Scan Australia (AECS) Associated Con
tainer Trans-
portation (ACT)

Trio Group

Caribbean
Overseas Line
(CAROL)

Examples of
joint opera
tions

Atlantica Sp. A.

of operation, ipso facto a close coordination of invest
ments although not formally included in the cartel agree
ments. Container cartels became most common on routes
where conferences traditionally had t strong position,
e.g. the Far East and the Caribbean, indicating that the

1 The largest cartels, the Trio Group and the Asia Container Europe
~ Group (ACE) operate on the Far Eastern route, while the Caribbean

Overseas Line (CAROL) operates on the route to the Caribbean.
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maLn reason for cartels was to dimLnish financial and over
capacity risks rather than fear of competition from other
lines and political pressure of consignors and governments.

The container syndicate, unlike the cartel, also in
cludes marketing and hinterland operations, i.e~ elements of
both horizontal and vertical integration (Table 1:58), and
a closer financial coordination of new investments. Some
vessels may be jointly owned by the syndicate members. Con
sequently, a syndicate has stronger managerial cooperation
than a cartel. The development of syndicates was a ques
tion not only of limiting financial risks but also of di
minishing competition on the container market. Common mar
keting and inland operations gave better control over the
total market, which strengthened the position of the syndi
cate against other lines and prevented the development of
internal competition. The syndicates were established on
markets characterized by a strong bargaining position of
consignors, e.g. Australia l or South Africa,2 or on markets
in which the syndicate members were not in a leader posi
tion, e.g. the Scan-Dutch Syndicate in the Far East traffic
which was dominated by the Trio cartel.

The consortium is the third type of joint operation in
the container market. Unlike the two previous types, which
are not separate enterprise units, the consortia are busi
ness firms which cover all transport operations and act as
independent units in the financial market. Type and size
of vessels is determined by the consortium, but the fleet
is owned separately by the members. The consortium became
common on routes characterized by weak conferences and
keen competition, e.g. the North Atlantic. 3 It also appears
as an alternative to the syndicate on routes characterized
by competition between large groups and a strong position
of consignors, e.g. the Australia trade. 4

The joint concern represents the closest form of joint
operation between independent lines. Besides common man
agement of operations, it also has common vessels and fi
nancial policy (Table 1:58). While the activities of the
first three types are commonly limited to one market, a
joint concern may act on a world-wide basis. It can even
become a partner in other joint operations, e.g. Overseas
Container Ltd., a joint concern of five major British
lines is a member of the Trio cartel and of the AECS
syndicate. Joint concerns represent the highest possible
degree of cooperation without loss of independence. The
next step would be a merger. The choice between coopera-

1 Scan Austral
2

Slidafrika Gruppe

3 Atlantic Container Line and Dart Line
Lf Australia Europe Container Services (AECS)
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tion in a joint concern and a merger seems to be a ques
tion of partner size, extension of other activities than
those included in the joint operations, the general finan
cial situation of the firms and the fear of diseconomy of
scale arising from the merging of large lines with busi
ness distributed in several areas. The development of
joint concerns is often seen as the most efficient mean
for rationalization of a national liner industry, adopting
new, capital-intensive techniques. l

Maritime Policy and the Liner Markets

As mentioned earlier, changes in maritime policy and tech
nical innovations were the two moving forces in the reorga
nization of liner shipping after the mid 1960's. Political
changes influenced both the organization of the liner mar
ket and the development of the national liner fleets. The
latter issue is analyzed in the next section of this chap
ter. The maritime policies of the developing countries,
the United States and the Soviet Union in the late 1960's
and 1970's were corner stones in the reshaping of the poli
tical conditions regulating the international liner markets.

The deveZoping countries after the mid 1960's increased
their political pressure on the international liner industry.
They required government control of the liner industry and
a changed market organization. According to them the tra
ditional dominance of private agreements as regulatory
mechanisms of the liner markets was disadvantageous for the
consignors and should be replaced by bilateral and multi
lateral government agreements. The most important inter
national manifestation of this political change was the con
vention on a code of conduct for liner conferences adopted
by UNCTAD in 1974. This convention was a logical conse
quence of UNCTAD's work in the field of shipping since the
mid 1960's. 2 From the very beginning regulation of liner
markets had been in the focus of the work of UNCTAD's Ship
ping Committee. Its first document was heavily concentra
ted on this issue. 3 It was followed by an intense debate
between developed, developing and centrally planned econo
mies. The main question was the optimal organization of
the liner markets and the role of the conferences. 4 Several
studies about conference practices, pricing and systems had

1 Committee of Inquiry into Shipping, 1970, p. 316; The Future of Liner
Shipping, 1976, p.22.

2
Sturmey, 1974, p. 5.

3 Common Measures of Understanding In Shipping, 1964.
4 UNCTAD, 1972.
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been carried out by UNCTAD i.n th.e late 1960's and early
1970's.1 In 1972 the Shipping Committee of UNCTAD had
presented a preliminary draft of a code wh~ch aimed at
forming the base for international regulation of the liner
industry. 2

To counterbalance the political pressure of the deve
loping countries, the Committee of European and Japanese
Shipowners' Associations (CENSA) had in cooperation with
the European Shippers' Council (ESC) prepared an alterna
tive code on conference practices. In addition to this
code, a number of joint recommendations had been issued by
these organizations,3 aiming at a voluntary regulation of
the cooperation between shipowners and consignors and there
by avoiding a politicalization of the question. The deve
loping countries had rejected the CENSA code, arguing that
it was worked out without their participation and that the
principle of selfregulation of markets, which formed the
base of the CENSA code, did not protect the consignor's in
terests. 4 The developing countries had decided to formu
late their own code which, together with the recownenda
tions of the UNCTAD working group, formed the base for dis
cussion in 1972-1974. The convention on a code of conduct
for liner conferences adopted in 1974 was a compromise be
tween the interests of developing and developed countries.
Its basic objectives were: (1) to remove the arbitrary
power of conferences as regards decisions about who can
operate on liner markets, (2) to introduce bilateral cargo
sharing agreements, (3) to increase public control over
pricing in liner shipping and (4) to create a law which would
form a base for settling disputes between governments and
consignors on one side and the lines on the other. Accord
ing to the code, all conferences should be of the open type.
The flags of exporting and importing countries should each
be guaranteed 40 % of the mutual trade, while the remaining
20 % should be left to competing third flags. In the case
when one of the trading nations is not operating on the
route, his share of the trade should be distributed among
the lines in proportion to their share of the total trade.
The national shares can also be passed on to other flags
through bilateral or multilateral agreements. The code
accepts the system of loyalty agreements between consignors

1 UNCTAD, 1969, UNCTAD, 1970.
2

UNCTAD, 1972.

3 Until the mid 1978, 19 reconnnendations were issued. They covered
the following matters: port congestion, surcharges, availability of
conference. They and t~e CENSA code were accepted by all conferen
ces on routes between Europe and other continents, ESC, 1978, pp.7-9.

4 Sturmey, 1974, p. 8.
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and li.nes whi.ch. mak.es, the. code differ from u. s. mari time
legislation. According to the code, tariffs and conference
agreements should be easily available to consignors and
government authorities. The conferences should produce
annual reports commenting on changes in tariffs and condi
tions. According to the code, consultation between lines
and consignors should regulate tariffs, surcharges, port
classification and other conditions of trade. The national
authorities should be given the right to participate in
these consultations. Rates and tariffs should equally con
sider the interests of consignors and lines. Rate in
creases should be based on mutual agreements between lines
and consignors and should not be changed more frequently
than every ten months.

The code will enter into force six months after the
date on which at least 24 states with a combined tonnage
of general cargo carriers, corresponding to 25 % of the
world tonnage, have ratified the documents. The base for
the estimation of the tonnage was to be Lloyds' data on
general carriers, container vessels and passenger-cargo
carriers. The tonnage on which ratification conditions
are based, thus is much larger than the actual liner fleet
of the world as Lloyds' data include all types of general
carriers irrespective of their employment in liner shipping
or other forms of shipping. The question whether tgis
might influence the acceptance of the code requires a de
tailed analysis by flag of the employment structure of the
general carrier fleet.l Until mid 1978 the code was signed
by 28 contracting parties which had 5.7 % of the world ge
neral carrier fleet. None of the major maritime powers had
reached final decision about the code by the end of 1978.

In addition to this multilateral approach to the re
organization of the liner markets, many developing countries
tried to increase their influence in these markets by estab
lishing their own lines and entering into bilateral agree
ments which often included cargo-sharing clauses. In some
cases the ambition was to completely exclude third flags
from the trade, assuming that this would create a base for
the expansion of the national lines. Beside national pro
tectionism also the maritime agreements within economic
blocs are important regulators of the liner markets. They
should find strong support not only among national lines,
but also among consignors who may consider cooperation with
these lines an important marketing channel to overseas mar
kets. Also the macro-economic balance-of-payments and em
ployment aspects, and, in some countries, support of the
national shipyard industry through orders placed by nation
al lines are other elements which in the 1980's may make
bilateral bloc-agreements the main regulatory mechanism in
the deep-sea liner markets.

1 For this analysis, see pp. 160-180.
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The positi,on of the EEC toward the U.N 0 code has not
been defLned as yet, because of a conflict of interest be
tween Britain opposing the idea of the code, and Germany
and France, which believe the strong home-cargo base of
the Conununi ty should favor their liner indu_stry under the
rules of the code.

The main argument of the British lines against the
code is based on the economy of scale in the liner services.
This is particularly valid in container transports which
require a concentration of cargo to a few ports. This
makes a 40-40-20-sharing of cargo difficult unless the
ownership of each vessel is distributed &~ong several coun
tries in which case it would not be easy to establish a
clear relation between the flag of the vessel and its share
of the national trade. The other alternatives are regional
agreements or pooling of national shares. In the late
1970 l s pooling became one of the major issues in the ship
ping policy of the economic blocs, not only in the EEC but
also in developing countries.

The United States continued in the 1965-1978 period
its traditional policy of close control of the conferences.
However, the maritime legislation of 1970 was mainly con
centrated on subsidies. l It had only indirect influence on
the organization of liner markets, but increased the compe
titiveness of American lines. Parallel with the discussion
about the development of national lines, pressure was built
up in the United States for further regulation of conference
practices. In 1977 a detailed government study was pub
lished in this area. 2 It argued that conferences are dis
criminating monopolies which exert a restricting influence
on trade and cause a waste of resources, forcing consignors
to pay higher rates than motivated by costs; the low elas
ticity of demand for general cargo transports, particularly
of high-value commodities, strengthens the bargaining posi
tion of the lines and gives the conferences a broad margin
for price increases above those motivated by costs. 3 The
report points out that interconference agreements, common
in the North Atlantic trade, represent an increasing mono
polization of the markets. It also argues that containeri
zation has resulted in a decline of tramp competition in
general cargo movements, has increased the cost of entry
into the industry, and additionally strengthened the posi
tion of existing lines. The tradition of long-term con
tacts with the market is a major element in the "know-how"
of liner shipping. Competition is very costly to new
comers as it is very time-consuming to become established
on the market. The report underlines that the growing num
ber of joint operations have increased the monopoly-power
of existing lines and conferences as it is easier to effec-

1 Navigation Act of 1970.
2

D.S. Department of Justice, 1977.
3 Ibid., pp. 214-233.
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tively cartelize a small number of large multinational
firms than a large number of smaller national lines. l
In its recommendations to the U.S. Congress, the report
concludes that a competitive liner market would be more
effective, guarantee stability of prices and services
equally well as a conference system, but decrease the
risk of monopoly pricing and favor the interests of con
signors. 2 European and Japanese shipowners feared that
these recommendations might be accepted by the D.S. Con
gress and result in far-reaching restructuring of the
liner routes to and from North America. The Council of
European and Japanese National Shipowners' Association
(CENSA) asked one of the European maritime research in
stitutes to examine the U.S. study and leave its own re
commendations about the organization of the liner markets.
The CENSA study 3 concluded that indivisible costs cover a
large share of total costs in liner shipping, making it
different from other shipping and requiring some form of
market agreement to stabilize prices and organize appro
priate services. 4 This stability is beneficial to con
signors. 5

The report argues that the competition from outsiders
and the low costs of entry into the liner business create
necessary competition to prevent conferences from monopoly
pricing. In its recoromendations the CENSA-study rejects
the idea of unilateral regulatory systems of the liner
markets. It recommends strengthening of the conference
system., including clauses on limited membership, dual rates
and increased penetration into the organization of trans
ports in hinterlands. 6

This strong reaction of the European and Japanese
shipowners against the o.s. report resulted not only from
fear of changed market conditions on the North Atlantic,
but also from the fear that the U.S. analysis of the confe
rence system would stimulate other political forces at
tempting to reorganize the liner markets in the 1980's,
especially as it was in line with the earlier critiques
delivered by the developing countries and by the Soviet
Union. The recommendations of the D.S. report reached
,far beyond the suggestions of the D.N. Code of Conduct,

1 Ibid., p. 215.
2 Ibid., p. 237.
3 Liner Shipping in the D.S. trade, 1978.
4 Ibid., p. 150.
5 Conferences are not endowed with any degree of monopoly power and

they charge rates that reflect real costs of supplying shipping on
a long-term basis. Ibid., p. 150-151.

6
Ibid., p. 153.
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the main proposal being the liquidation of the conference
system and free competition on the liner market. The
latter is against the idea of cargo sharing through a bi
lateral agreement which creates a conflict between the
American view and that of the developing countries. This
conflict will strongly influence the organizational chan
ges in the liner industry in the 1980's. The Soviet view
may become a keystone in the resolution of this conflict.

The Soviet lines, in the 1965-1978 period, continued
to operate mainly outside the conference system, which
was considered a monopoly organization in conflict with
the interests of consignors and developing countries.
Soviet membership in some conferences is merely a matter of
temporary pragmatism, not long-term changes of policy.
The benefits of cross-trading can only be reached by Soviet
lines with cheaper services outside the conference system,
unless these lines achieve such bargaining power within
the conference system that they can claim cargo shares
corresponding to their developm.ent ambitions. The nega
tive attitude of the Soviet Union, although often hidden
behind positive comments at conferences, is clearly de
monstrated by a decreasing share of conference operations
in the total employment of the liner fleet. From 38 % in
1970 it fell to 20 %in 1977 (Table 1:59).

Four of the 14 deep-sea services in 1970 were opera
ted within conferences. The proportion in 1977 was 9 out
of 35. The Soviet Union thus in practice demonstrated
its negative attitude towards the conference system by
increasing its outsider operations.

The policy of Poland and East Germany was different.
The share of conference-operated tonnage increased rapid
ly in both fleets (Table 1:59). This difference in con
ference policy among the Socialist countries is probably
a matter of different home cargo bases and management
traditions. The Soviet Union seemed to be unwilling to
accept the conference system which restrains its ambition
to be a great power also in the economic field. The two
smaller countries seemed to accept that they must adopt
themselves to international rules.

The negative attitude to conferences formed a base
for mutual understanding between U.S. antitrust legisla
tors and Soviet shipping-policy makers. However, the
Soviet policy of bilateral agreements is in conflict with
the American ideas about free competition in the market.
It is difficult to see how these two nations could act
jointly in the field of international shipping policy.
In the long-run, the UNCTAD policy of bilateralism hamper
the development of Soviet liner shipping, limiting its
cross-trade opportunities. To counterbalance such a threat,
the East European countries seem to use two strategies:
(1) bilateral maritime agreements with developing coun
tries lacking domestic lines which transfer the role of
national carrier to the East European fleet; (2) creation



Table 1:59. Participation of East European Lines in Conference Traffic

No. of Total no. Tonnage in Percentage Cargo Percentage
conference of deep-sea conference of total carried by of total
services services traffic, deep-sea conference cargo carried

'000 dwt. liner tonnage, tonnage, by deep-sea
'000 dwt. '000 dwt. liners,

'000 dwt.

East Gennany 1970 2 11 71 14 377 12
1977 8 10 706 81 1 175 82 I---J

U1
Poland 1970 4 13 301 37 840 32 -.l

1977 8 12 684 83 2 298 86

Soviet Union 1970 4 13 255 36 603 26
1977 9 35 482 20 1 132 12

Source: TGM, 1978:10, pp. 588-591.
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of joint services between East European lines with lines
of developing countries and with lines of developed na
tions. In the short-run, these operations also increase
the bargaining power in conferences of the East European
lines.

Bilateral regulation of shipping, according to the
Soviet Union, should create greater stability on markets,
i.e. make the foreign operations of the East European
fleets more adaptable to the planned economy. It should
also give the East European countries a better market po
sition. They can merge shipping proposals in bilateral
negotiations with other matters considering trade and in
dustrial cooperation. A similar merging of interests is
more difficult to reach for the market economies as govern
ment and business are independent systems, and government
negotiators cannot reach agreements with purchase- or
delivery-obligations for private industry.

The development of joint operations among East European
lines started in the mid 1960's. The chief reasons were:
to increase the bargaining power in conferences, to create
a larger cargo base, and to utilize marketing and adminis
tration better. The number of joint operations increased
rapidly in the late 1960's but stagnated afterwards (Table
1:60). About one quarter of the total deep-sea liner ton
nage of the East European lines was employed in joint
services. Roughly one-tenth of the tonnage was used in
joint operations with developing countries and 2-3 % in
joint services with lines of developed market economies.
The latter share in the volume of cargo was 7-8 %, i.e.
the tonnage productivity in these services was eight times
that of services run jointly with developing countries,
and four times that for the joint services between the
East European lines. For the East European liner industry,
close cooperation with lines from the industrialized
countries gives better tonnage utilization than other types
of joint services. This experience may cause a partial
change in the maritime policy of Soviet Union in the 1980's,
making it more inclined for closer cooperation with estab
lished lines and the conference system. However, a change
of maritime policy would have far-reaching repercussions on
the general and military policy of the Soviet Union in its
relations with the Third World.

Conclusions and the Future

The technical and political developments in the late 1960's
and early 1970's formed the base for far-reaching organiza
tional changes of the international liner markets. Main
elements were: (1) an increasing role of joint operations,
(2) growing bilateralism limiting the cross-trade market,
(3) political pressure to restrict the power of conferen
ces, and (4) growing influence of the Soviet lines on the
organization of the international liner markets. These



Table 1:60. Joint Operations of the East European Lines

Type of No. of Total liner Tonnage % of total Cargo % of total
cooperation joint services services employed in liner carried in liner cargo

joint services, tonnage joint services,
'000 dwt. '000 tons

\<li th other 1970 13 93 608 24 3 577 22 I---J

East European 1977 9 141 1 164 22 4 595 20
U1
'-0

countries

With deve1op- 1970 5 93 262 10 1 581 10
ing countries 1977 9 141 625 12 1 398 6

With developed 1970 10 93 66 3 1 245 8
countries 1977 14 141 91 2 1 587 7

Sources: TGM, 1975:10, pp. 584-586 and 1978:10, pp. 590-591.
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tendencies at many points are in conflict, e.g. the o.s.
policy of increasing competition versus bilateralism, or
the Soviet expansion in cross-trading versus the Code of
Conduct, etc. These conflicts will probably continue to
exist in the 1980's. Negotiations at government or re
gional-bloc level will probably to a large extent replace
the role of conferences as the major regulatory mechanism
in liner shipping. On the other hand, the role of joint
operations should increase as regards operational and tac
tical decisions, e.g. choice of tonnage, design of ser
vices, etc. Pricing and conditions of shipments will in
creasingly become a subject for direct negotiations be
tween consignors and lines. Consequently, the role of con
ferences should decline in comparison with previous peri
ods.

NATIONAL LINER FLEETS AND FIRMS

After the mid 1960's the division of international ship
ping into five political blocs, increasingly influenced
competition in the liner markets and ipso facto the devel
opment opportunities of national fleets and firms. The
technical development in the late 1960's and 1970's caused
a diversification of the previously fairly homogeneous ge
neral carrier fleet. Four main vessel types could be dis
tinguished: conventional carriers, cellular vessels, ro-ro
vessels and ferries.

Conventional carriers were still the dominating vessel
type in deep-sea liner shipping in the late 1970's. As
these vessels can be used alternatively in liner, tramp or
industrial services, it is not possible to state precisely
the size of the world liner fleet. Also national maritime
statistics are unprecise as regards vessel classification
by employment. They may be misleading in international
comparisons. The division of conventional carriers into
singledeck and rnultideck vessels introduced in Lloyd's sta
tistics in 1977 helps to outline more exactly the size of
liner fleets after that year. However, even these data are
an approximation. Multideck carriers may be employed in
other than liner services. They accounted for 67 % of the
world general carrier tonnage in 1978, but there is no evi
dence that this proportion was the same in earlier periods.
No attempt has been made to break down the available data
for earlier periods into multideck and singledeck tonnage.
The following analysis is approximate as regards size and
structure of the liner fleets. The share and employment
of multideck vessels may vary considerably between flags.
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Liberalists

In the mid 1960's about 40 % of the world's general carrier
fleet was operating under the flags of the European OECD
countries (Table 1:35). In 1978 the share of the West
European flags had declined to 32 % which was one of the
basic reasons for the gradual changes in the political
conditions on the liner market.

The decline of the West European general carrier fleet
was a result of the rapid decrease in the tonnage of con
ventional carriers (Table 1:60). The container and ro-ro
fleets under these flags showed slower growth than 'the
world averages, which further weakened their position in
the international liner market. The position of individual
flags in the OECD bloc changed significantly between 1965
and 1978 (Table 1:35 and 1:60). National assistance pro
grams, cost differences, size and structure of the home
cargo base and managerial abilities in individual firms
were the main elements that caused these changes. As pre
viously shown for the 1970's, capital, cargo handling, and
fuel were the main cost components in the operation of
liners. l The share of crew costs decreased with growing
capital intensity of the industry. Of these components the
capital and crew costs vary between flags, while the others
are highly flag independent. The costs of Gapital may be
influenced by three factors: (1) investment financing assist
ance, i.e. low interest loans, loan and interest subsidies
and loan guarantees; (2) tax allowances, i.e. depreciation
allowances, tax free reserves, and tax exemptions; and (3)
direct subsidies, i.e. operational and construction aid to
the lines.

The British flag showed the largest decline in the ge
neral carrier fleet among all OEeD countries (Table 1:60).
Its innovation efforts were concentrated to cellular vessels.
Financial assistance per ton of British shipping was slight
ly below that for the other major European fleets in the
early 1970's, Norway being the exception (Table 1:61).
Modernization of the fleet was stimulated through decreased
capital costs, direct subsidies being the main form. They
took the form of cash investment grants, which in the 1965
1970 period covered one-fifth of the costs for ships pur
chased for registration under the British flag. l In the
1970-1975 period the average yearly value of these grants
reached U.8.$ 190 million or $ 53 per gross ton of new
buildings, which resulted in a rapid modernization of the
British conventional general carrier fleet. In 1978 it
reached an age structure equal to that of several other
OECD fleets, i.e. the situation had changed significantly
compared with that in 1965 (Tables 1:35 and 1:60). The

1 The Maritime Aids, 1977, p. 111-16.
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Table 1:61. General Carrier Fleet (million gross tons)

Conventional

rFlag 1970 1974 1978 Average Annual On orde
age growth 1.1.79

Total of which % yeClrs rate mdwt.
a m-deck b

b

World 72.4 68.7 78.0 60.4 100 14 1.0 10.1

DECD Europe 28.9 24.8 24.4 21.3 35 -2.0 3.4

Greece 4.5 6.4 9.4 8.1 13 18 9.6 0.8
U.K. 7.5 5.0 3.8 3.1 5 12 -8.1 0.4
w. Germany 4.1 2.7 2.7 2.4 4 9 -5.1 0.5
Norway 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.2 2 12 -6.2 0.5
France 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.4 2 12 0.9 0
Italy 1.5 1.1 1.1 0.9 1 20 -3.8 0.2
Netherlands 2.4 1.9 1.6 1.3 2 12 -4.9 0.3
Denmark 1.2 1.1 1.1 0.9 1 8 - 2. 2 0.3
Sweden

I
1.3 1.1 0.9 0.7 1 11 -4.5 0.1

Developing 9.5 12.2 15.0 14.0 23 5.9 3.0

India 1.2 1.3 1.8 1.6 3 14 5.2 0.4
Brazil 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.0 2 13 5.2 0.5

Socialist 9.5 10.6 14.3 8.8 15 5.3 1.6

USSR 5.9 6.9 7.5 4.9 8 12 3.0 0.7
Poland 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.2 2 11 3.3 0.2
China 0.7 1.3 2.8 2.6 4 21 18.9 0.3
Yougos1avia 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.1 2 15 3.7 0.1

Convenience 6.2 10.7 15.6 10.8 18 12.2 1.3

Panama 1.6 3.7 7.6 4.6 8 15 21.5 0.3
Liberia 3.4 3.4 3.8 2.7 5 12 1.4 1.0
Singapore 0.3 1.3 2.2 1.8 3 16 28.3 0.1
Cyprus 0.9 2.3 2.0 1.7 3 21 10.5 0

Non-European 18.3 10.4 8.7 5.5 9 -8.9 0.7
Developed

Japan 7.4 5.4 4.3 1.6 3 9 -6.6 0.6
U.S. 9.9 3.9 3.5 3.3 5 16 -12.5 0.0

(continued)
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Flag 1970 1974 1978 Annual On order
growth 1.1.79

% rate mdwt.

World 1.9 6.3 8.7 100 21.0 2.8

OEeD Europe 0.8 2.9 4.1 47 18.4 0.8

Greece 0 0 0 0 0 0
U.K. 0.4 1.4 1.8 20 19.8 0.1
w. Germany 0.2 0.6 0.9 10 20.7 0.1
Norway 0.1 0.1 0.1 1 0 0
France 0 0.1 0.3 3 20.0 0.2
Italy 0 0.1 0.2 2 0.1
Netherlands 0 0.2 0.2 2 25.7 0.1
Denmark 0.1 0.2 0.5 6 0 0.1
Sweden 0.1 0.2 0.1 1 0 0

Developing 0 0.1 0.6 7 0.7

India 0 0 0.0 0 0
Brazil 0 0 0.0 0 0

Socialist 0 0 0.2 2 0.2

USSR 0 0 0.2 2 0.2
Poland 0 0 0 0 0
China 0 0 0 0 0
Yougoslavia 0 0 0 0 0

Convenience 0 0.2 0.7 8 0.3

Panama 0 0 0.2 2 0.1
Liberia 0 0.2 0.3 3 0.2
Singapore 0 0.1 0.2 2 0.2
Cyprus 0 0 0 0 0

Non-European 1.2 3.1 3.3 38 0.8
Developed

Japan 0.2 1.0 1.3 15 26.4 0.0
D.S. 0.9 1.9 1.7 20 8.3 0.8

(continued)
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Flag 1976 1978 On order Cellular and
1.1.79 ro-ro vessels

% share of general
carrier tonnage

World 1.3 2.0 100 2.1 15

OECD Europe 0.7 1.1 55 0.9 20

Greece 0 0 0 0 0
U.K. 0.2 0.3 15 0.1 40
w. Germany 0.1 0.1 5 0.1 30
Norway 0.1 0.1 5 0.3 14
France 0.1 0.2 10 0.1 26
Italy 0.1 0.1 5 0.1 25
Netherlands 0 0 0 0.0 13
Denmark 0 0 0 0.0 36
Sweden 0.1 0.2 10 0.3 30

Developing 0.1 0.2 10 0.1 5

India 0 0 0 0 0
Brazil 0 0 0 0.0 0

Socialist 0.1 0.1 5 0.9 3

USSR 0.1 0.1 5 0.2 6
Poland 0 0 0 0.4 0
China 0 0 0 0 0
Yougoslavia 0 0 0 0.0 0

Convenience 0 0 0 0.1 6

Panama 0 0 0 0.1 4
Liberia 0 0 0 0.0 10
Singapore 0 0 0 10
Cyprus 0 0 0 0 0

Non-European 0.3 0.5 25 0.1 41
Developed

Japan 0 0.1 5 0.0 47
U.S. 0 0.3 15 0.1 38

a Million dwt.
b Including specialized break bulk cargo carriers e.g. reefers, car

carriers etc.
c Deep sea and short sea carriers
d 1976 averages
e Conventional multideck vessels, cellular and ro-ro carriers

Sources: L1oyd's Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1970-78,
London. Statistics of Shipping, Yearbook 1977 and No. 09,
1978, Bremen. Fairplay 16.2.1979, U.S. Maritime Administration.



Table 1:62. Assistance Programs to Major Fleets 1971-1975

Items U.K. Norway Japan Sweden France W. Germany

Investment
Financing
Assistance

Yearly average, million $
Range, million $
Average per gross ton, $
Trend
Forecast

28
24-38
0.9
increase
increase

a 101
90-106
2.8
level

increase decrease

4
3-4
0.7
increase
increase

64
64-64
7.6
level
decrease

2
2-3
0.2
increase
increase

Tax
Allowances

Direct
subsidies

Total

Yearly average, million $
Range, million $
Average per gross ton, $
Trend
Forecast

Yearly average, million $
Range, million $
Average per gross ton, $
Trend
Forecast

Yearly average, million $
Range, million $
Average per gross ton, $
Trend
Forecast

101
73-120
3.3
variable
decrease

191
94-254
6.3 (530)b
decrease
decrease

320
234-381
10.6
variable
decrease

269
198-333
9.0
variable
decrease

o

269
198-333
9.0
variable
decrease

83
0-167
2.3
variable
decrease

o

208
104-357
5.8
variable
decrease

125
35-296
20.8
variable
decrease

o

128
39-300
21.3
variable
decrease

36
35-37
4.3
level
decrease

21
6-42
2.5 (20)b
increase
increase

121
107-142
14.4
increase
increase

32
32-32
3.9
level
decrease

64
22-110
7.7 (64)b
variable
decrease

99
56-145
11.9
variable
decrease

J---I
0"
U1

a Introduced in 1976
b Per gross ton of newbuildings

Source: The Maritime Aids of the Six Major Maritime Nations, 1977, U.S. Dep. of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
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policy of the British government was to replace direct sub
sidies by tax allowances and investment financing assis
tance. These two forms were more in agreement with the
laissez-faire ideology of the British maritime policy. The
average tax allowances per gross ton of the British fleet
in the 1970-1975 period were lower than in other DECD
countries. The main form was a free depreciation schedule,
but capital gains were taxed as in all other industries,
i.e. shipowners were forced to reinvest the same year they
sold a vessel, which limited their opportunities to specu
late in best new ordering times. Tax allowances are a
significant financial assistance only to an industry that
shows profit. Major British lines had low profitability
in the early 1970's,1 which meant that tax allowances could
not be fully used. Therefore, the government in 1972 in
troduced the investment financing assistance to the ship
ping industry in the form of government loan guarantees for
newbuildings. By 1976 the government's risk exposer through
these guarantees reached U.8.$ 1 800 million, i.e. $ 500
per gross ton newbuilt vessels. By the mid 1970's the pro
fitability of the major British lines had reached the inter
national level (Table 1:62). The government then started
to reduce the investment financing assistance to the indus
try as similar results could be reached through tax allow
ances.

Beside financial assistance the British lines enjoyed
the advantage of low labor costs, both for administration
and crews. International comparative data are not avail
able on administration costs in the liner industry. Propor
tion between office and aboard employed vary between lines.
On average it can be estimated at 1:3. Assuming that wages
for office staff are slightly above those for aboard employed
and considering other office costs, the total administration
costs in liner shipping can be estimated at 5-10 % of the
total operation costs of a container line. Office wages in
the late 1970's were generally lower in Britain than in most
DECD countries. It is reasonable to assume that this was
the case also in the liner industry. International diffe
rences in crew costs were better known than administration
costs'. British costs were considerably below the Scandina
vian and West German levels and for ro-ro carriers even be
low the standards determined by the International Transport
Federation (Table 1:63)

Growing capital needs and overcapacity risk stimulated
British lines toward increased cooperation either through
joint operations or mergers. As a result, the largest
British lines in the mid 1970's operated 70 or more general
carriers, much above the levels of the 1950's and 1960's
(Tables 1: 40 and 1: 62.) .

The future development of the British liner industry
will primarily depend on its technical progress, cost ad
vantages, market position and organizational flexibility.

1 Committee of Inquiry into Shipping, 1970, p. 114.



Table 1:63. Operating Results of Main European Lines, 1975-1976 (million dollars)

Line All Vessels General Carriers

No. '000 No. '000 Gross Opera- Other Depre- Taxes Net Opera- Depre- Net
gross gross revenue ting gains/ cia- earn- ting cia- earn-
tons tons profit losses tion ings profit tion ings/

1000 g.t. 1000 g.t. 1000 g.t.

P & 0 1974 148 2 498 91 1 050 1 085 157 17 59 14 101 63 24 40
1975 145 2 438 99 1 180 1 620 134 -40 73 20 1 55 30 0.4
1976 132 2 299 1 254 154 -38 59 19 38 67 26 17

Ocean 1974 124 1 456 80 862 678 81 23 38 36 30 55 26 21
Transport 1975 104 1 263 75 750 634 63 20 32 21 30 50 25 24
of Trading 1976 99 1 211 72 731 647 67 20 30 34 24 56 25 20

Brit. 1974 41 600 31 278 45 7 21 16 15 75 35 25
Connn. 1975 34 531 27 224 300 38 12 22 7 21 72 42 40
Shipping 1976 30 474 22 201 369 41 12 22 10 21 87 47 45

HAPAG- 1974 56 808 60 900a 733 76 0 48 18 10 95 60 12
L10yd 1975 59 900 691 67 0 46 15 6 74 51 7

1976 57 1 084 793 87 0 57 20 10 81 53 9

Netherlands 1974 146 2 239a 939 184 -13 81 30 63 82 36 28
Scheepvaart 1975 139 2 638a 110 1 457 821 118 5 73 9 41 45 28 16
Unie 1976 130 2 653a 103 1 391 955 140 7 85 16 46 53 32 17

L..-..y---J

Wi1he1m 1974 61 2 245a 313 57 40 4 9 25 17 4
Wi1he1msen 1975 62 2 247 a 33 477 a 329 60 41 4 3 27 18 1

1976 62 2 359a 31 456 a 346 65 47 2 2 27 20 1

Brostroms 1974 67 1 501 39 403 a 313 86 -54 38 0 -6 57 25 -4
1975 61 1 365 40 448 a 406 37 18 55 2 -2 27 40 -1
1976

Trans- 1974 22 277a 23 250a 91 21 -4 17 0 1 75 60 4
at1antic 1975" 24 423a 21 251a 98 15 3 12 0 0 35 29 0

1976 20 419a 17 221a 127 15 3 16 1 1 36 38 2

a Deadweight tons.

Sources: Annual Reports of the Companies' World Shipping Yearbook, 1975-76, 1977; The Financial Times, London.
Fairp1ay World Shipping Yearbook 1978, A Financial Times Publication, London.
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Table 1:64. Crew Size and Costs, 1977

Flag Crew Coefficientsa Costs per month, U.S. $ 000

Officers Seamen Conventionalb Cellular Ro-ro

Cellular Ro-ro Cellular Ro-ro

Sweden 2.1 2.0 1.7 1.8 76 84 43

Netherlands 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.6 .. 64 63

West Germany 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 .. 65 49

United Kingdom .. .. .. .. 46 .. 33

ITF 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 33 65 43

a Crew coefficients show how many people are required for each position on board,
including stand-by men.

b 1976.

Sources: SOU 1976:44, Sjofart och Flagg,
Sjofartspolitiska Utredningen, Promemoria 1979-01-30

~
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Hitherto the modernization of the tonnage has been highly
concentrated to cellular vessels. However, in the late
1970's the ro-ro tonnage increased considerably. In 1979
the ro-ro tonnage ordered by British lines equalled their
orders for cellular vessels (Table 1:60). It indicates
an increased diversification of the British liner fleet in
the coming years, which should strengthen its international
competitiveness. It is difficult to foresee changes in
government financial assistance and in the wage policy.
The tendency of substituting tax allowances for subsidies
and financial guarantees might result in increased capital
costs and provide lower profitability, which in turn might
slow the modernization process. On the other hand, aid to
the national shipbuilding industry may be more restricted
to primarily favor the orders of the domestic shipowners,
which would decrease the capital costs of British lines.
The market position of the British lines in the 1980's
should not be weakened, provided a political agreement can
be reached within the EEC, recognizing the special role of
United Kingdom as the main supplier of shipping services
to the whole Community. This may prove difficult, consid
ering the growth ambitions of other Community flags. The
attitudes of West Germany and France will be the key ele
ments in designing the EEC shipping policy.

Liner shipping traditionally was an important element
in the export expansion of the German industry. It played
that role prior to both the First and the Second World War.
After a rapid expansion in the 1950's and 1960's,1 the
German general carrier fleet in the 1970's showed a signi
ficant decline in the tonnage of conventional carriers,
like the rest of the OECD flags (Table 1:60). The devel
opment of the container fleet was slower than the British
but more rapid than other West European fleets. In 1974
cellular vessels corresponded to 22 % of the German con
ventional tonnage. The same number for Great Britain
was 28 %. It varied between 10 and 18 % for other OECD
countries (Table 1:60). This rapid modernization of the
German liner fleet was supported by the government through
direct subsidies, tax allowances and, to a minor extent,
by investment financing assistance. Construction and in
terest subsidies for new tonnage were by far the most im
portant aid forms (Table 1:61). In the early 1970's they
reached up to 10 % of the total costs of new vessels regis
tered under West German flag. After 1975 their share in
creased to 17 % of the new-building price. l

The German new-building subsidies were small compared
with the British, about U.S.$ 64 per gross ton, only one
tenth of the British aid. Favorable depreciation rules,
40 % of a vessel's value could be written-off in the first

1 Maritime Aids, 1977, p. VI-13.
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year, and deferred taxes on capital gains when vessels were
sold, were other important aids. Measured per gross ton
they equalled the British levels. As in Great Britain,
investment financing assistance was the smallest but an
increasing aid to shipping. It was the most acceptable
form of aid, consistent with the general liberalism of the
West German trade and maritime policy. It was also easier
to merge with the aid to the shipbuilding industry. The
total financial aid of West German shipping was slightly
above the British and Norwegian levels but below those of
France and Sweden. It seemed to have, as regards technical
standards, positive effects on the German general carrier
fleet, as it was one of the youngest in Europe in the late
1970's. Cellular and ro-ro vessels in 1978 made up 30 %
of the general carrier tonnage, one of the highest percen
tages in Western Europe (Table 1:60).

Deep-sea liner shipping in Germany has traditionally
been concentrated to few firms with HAPAG and Norddeutscher
Lloyd as the two leaders. Their interwar merger was partly
unmade after World War 11, but increasing international
competition called for its renaissance in 1970. This brought
together about one-third of the West German general carrier
tonnage (Tables 1:60 and 1:62). The new group applied the
policy of extremely high depreciations to create resources
for a continuous fleet modernization.

The increasing capital costs could partly be counter
balanced by government assistance, but the German lines in
the 1970's also faced a growing labor-cost problem, which
partly was eased by rather liberal rules about the size of
the stand-by crew (Table 1:63), but they did not help much
against the growth of administration costs.

The future of the West German liner fleet will depend
on government policy within the EEC and international
regulations of cargo preference practices. Growing capital
costs can be counterbalanced by financial assistance from
the government, but the continuous revaluation of the Mark
and increasing labor costs, particularly on the administra
tion side, are serious threats. However, they can be
counterbalanced by cargo preferences provided German lines
can prove that they are important marketing channels for
the national exports.

Scandinavian and Dutch flags form the third important
group in the bloc of OECD countries. The fleets under
these flags are strongly export oriented. As in Britain,
Liberalism is the guide line of the maritime policy of
these nations. The conventional general carrier tonnage
showed a rapid decline both in Scandinavia and the Nether
lands (Table 1:60). Cellular vessels dominated in the
modernization of the Dutch and Danish fleets. Norway and
Sweden chose the ro-ro technique. This difference in the
modernization strategy is difficult to explain, particularly
among Scandinavian lines who have a long tradition of joint
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services on the same routes where they have had similar
experiences. l Growing capital intensity of the liner in
dustry and increasing competition on the markets forced
the Scandinavian lines to increase cooperation. They
formed cartels (Scan Austral), syndicates (Scan Dutch),
and consortia (HCL).

High labor costs in the late 1960's and particularly
in the 1970's became the main economic drawback of the
Scandinavian and Dutch lines. Crew size required by legis
lation and by trade union agreements was higher than in
West Germany or in ITF regulations (Table 1:63). The high
income level made Sweden the leader of the crew cost sta
tistics. Even more pronounced were the administration
costs, as the seaman tax was much lower than average in
come tax in the country. To counterbalance the high wages
and salaries, these countries applied favorable rules for
tax allowances (Table 1:61). Their fleets were modern with
ro-ro and cellular carriers in 1978 accounting for 36 % of
the Danish and 30 % of the Swedish general carrier tonnage
(Table 1:60).

The Danish, Swedish and Dutch liner industries were
highly concentrated. In the Netherlands NSU, the leading
group, controlled about 70 % of the national general
carrier tonnage (Tables 1:60 and 1:62). In Denmark the
two leading lines, AP M~ller and East Asiatic Co., control
led 60 %.2 The situation was similar in Sweden (Tables
1:60 and 1:62). The high degree of concentration promoted
international cooperation of these lines and gave them a
stronger cargo base in their home markets.

The future development of the Scandinavian and Dutch
lines will depend on their ability to meet increasing capi
tal and labor costs and to secure a sufficient cargo base.
Tax allowances traditionally have been the main aid for
capital accumulation. Declining profitability limits the
power of this assistance. Other forms of financial aid
must then be increased to equal the conditions of other
flags as regards costs of capital. To secure a sufficient
cargo base, the Norwegian and Swedish lines will probably
have to ask for government assistance in the EEC negotia
tions. The Dutch and Danish lines will probably follow the
policy of the British, i.e. try to strengthen their posi
tion as transport suppliers to the whole Community.
Rotterdam's and Amsterdam's role as major European liner
ports may give some strength to the Dutch requirements in
that context.

A second method to secure a greater cargo base is a
further increase of joint operations with foreign lines,
particularly in the developing countries. The aim should

1 See pp. 48-49.
2

S~fart Foreningen, 1975, p. 11.
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be to get the status of national carrier in those coun
tries. Government assistance will be necessary in such
negotiations to meet similar efforts from other "cross
trading" flags, particularly those of Eastern Europe.

The third method is a closer vertical integration
between lines and export-import companies, i.e. the mer
chant house model. Scandinavian lines should have strong
marketing potentials in the export promotion of small and
medium sized industries, giving them a stronger position
in their home market. Two large Scandinavian lines are
operated as integrated parts of merchant houses, which
seems to give them several advantages. l

Interventionists

The maritime policy of non-European developed countries in
the late 1960's and 1970's was characterized by various
forms and degrees of state interference. The aim was not
only to protect the interests of national consignors
through the regulation of liner markets but also to support
the development of national lines.

The Japanese interference was mostly indirect and much
less pronounced than that of other countries in this bloc.
The Japanese fleet of general carr~ers in the 1970's was
strongly dominated by single deck vessels, i.e. considera
bly differed from the structure of other "developed flags"
(Table 1:60). Much of the Japanese general carrier ton
nage thus was employed outside the liner market. In 1978
Japan was third with her cellular fleet, while her deep-sea
ro-ro tonnage was very limited. Japan was the only devel
oped maritime country that in 1979 showed no orders for
this tonnage. The Japanese liner industry seems to be
strongly convinced of the economic superiority of the cel
lular technique in deep-sea shipping, in spite of the rapid
ly growing role of the ro-ro technique in the coastal ship
ping of the country.2

The decrease of the Japanese conventional carrier
fleet was not only a question of modernization but also of
a policy to adopt the rapidly increasing costs of opera
tions under the Japanese flag. After 1972-1973 Japanese
operators have increasingly used chartered vessels. Their
proportion in 1976 reached 45 % of the total operated ton
nage and 31 % as regards liner services. 3

To meet the growing competition from cheap flags of
South East Asia, the Japanese firms have applied the poli
cy of a continuous modernization of their tonnage. The

1 Norwegian Shipping News, 1978.
2 Mayer, 1978, pp. 39-42.
3 Shipping Statistics, Yearbook 1977, p. 130.
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concentration of the industry into six major consortia,
the result of a reorganization in the early 1960's,1
formed a powerful financial and organizational base for
the modernization process. The Japanese cellular fleet
registered the highest growth rate in the world (Table
1:60). The six operators were given strong investment
financing assistance through loans covering all new-build
ing costs at rates 50 % below the prime rate of the coun
try.2 Under international pressure the Japanese govern
ment in 1970 increased the level of self-financing re
quired from shipowners, but in the mid 1970's it was still
no more than 10 % of the total new-building costs of a
conventional carrier and 5 % for container and ro-ro ves
sels. Tax allowances were other important forms of finan
cial assistance to shipping (Table 1:61). However, mea
sured per gross ton they were much lower than for other
major DECD fleets. The level of the total financial aid
to the Japanese shipping industry was below the European
averages measured per gross ton of the operated fleet
(Table 1:61), but it was to some extent compensated by in
direct narketing aid. Although no formal flag discrimina
tion exists in Japan, the government encourages national
consignors to export cif and import fob. Close organiza
tional links between the lines and the merchant houses
that dominate Japanese imports and exports, and the govern
ment's control of the conference practices3 form this addi
tional and indirect marketing aid, which supports the
national liner industry. Its future development will
strongly depend on Japan's foreign trade with general cargo.
World pressure on Japan to reduce export surpluses is a
threat to the industry as it would reduce its cargo base.
Growing competition from cheap flags and the difficulties
of the national shipbuilding industry will probably result
in increased financial aid to shipping, maybe through di
rect subsidies, which until now have not been used. The
degree of self-financing is already low and a further de
cline would not be of much help. The profitability of the
industry is decreasing and the low price for second-hand
tonnage limit the advantages of tax allowances.

The U.S. fleet of conventional carriers showed a rapid
decline in the late 1960's and early 1970's, a result of
massive scrapping of the war-built tonnage that had been
kept in mothballs. In 1978 about 50 % of the U.S. regis
tered conventional general carriers were inactive,4 i.e.
formed a military reserve The active fleet of U.S. regis
tered general carriers in the late 1970's was technically

1 See pp. 108-110.
2 Maritime Aids, 1977, p. 11-15.
3

See pp. 86-87.
4 Shipping Statistics, 1978:1, p. 33.
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the most advanced among all flags; cellular carriers ac
counted for 50 % and the deep-sea ro-ro vessels for 9 %
(Table 1:60). This high technical standard was based on
substantial operational and construction subsidies to o.s.
shipowners (Table 1:64). The subsidies were concentrated
to a limited number of lines, 12-13, which in 1970 operated
247 liner vessels. The non-subsidized lines operated 110
liners in the same year. l Among the latter was Sea-Land,
the major operator of container tonnage under the D.S. flag.
Out of 97 o.s. registered cellular carriers in 1978, 45
were operated by Sea-Land. 2 It shows that D.S. lines can
be competitive even without subsidies. They could also
use tax allowances to create special funds for fleet moder
nization. The Maritime Act of 1970 to some extent limited
the subsidies, but extended the system of tax-exempt reserv
funds available for liner operators.

Table 1:65. Financial Aid to D.S. Shipping

Differential
Subsidies

Operating

Construction

Cumulated Total
1965-1970,
million $

1 174

531

Yearly Average
per dwt. ,
$

15.6a

870.5b

a Per dwt. of the privately owned fleet
b Per dwt. of newbuildings

Source: Kilgour, J.G., 1975, The D.S. Merchant Marine, New York, p. 88.
Jantscher, G.R., 1975, Bread upon the Waters, Washington D.C.,
pp. 17-68.

The capital costs are high not only because of the in
creasing capital intensity of the industry, but also as a
result of the requirements to build in U.S. yards which
have 40-50 % higher costs than those in other developed
countries. 3 The disadvantage of high labor costs have been
the main reason for the operation subsidies under the O.S.
flag. Able seaman wages in 1970 were nearly two and a half
times the level in Norway, five times that of Greece and
seven times the Hong Kong level. 4 Therefore, a vast number
of D.S. shipowners operated under foreign flags, particular
ly under flags of convenience. Until the late 1960 1 s, it was

1 Ki1gour, 1975, pp. 71-81.
2

Fairplay Shipping Yearbook 1978, p. 190.
3 Ki1gour, 1975, pp. 197-199.
4 Ibid., p. 10.
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mainly the tanker and dry bulk tonnage, but during the
1970's their share in the world general carrier fleet in
creased rapidly, strongly concentrated to the flag of
Panama (Table 1:60). U.S. operators dominated in these
registrations.

The future of the 0.5. registered general carrier
fleet to a large extent will depend on the aid to the in
dustry and on protectionistic tendencies in world shipping.
Political status quo in maritime transports will probably
result in increased operations of D.S. lines under flags of
convenience. The liberal maritime policy of the u.s. govern
ment strongly supports this situation as it rejects any
form of link between home cargo base and the flag of a
vessel, both as regards conference agreements and govern
ment regulations. Increased protectionism would force u.s.
operators to register vessels under the home flag, i.e.
substantially increase their cost, but on the other hand,
it would guarantee them a big share of the seaborne g~neral

cargo trade of the world. .

The East European Fleets

The East European general carrier fleets developed rapidly
in the late 1960's and 1970's (Table 1:60). Until the mid
1970's, there was no cellular ro-ro tonnage in these fleets,
i.e. their technical standard was considerably below the
requirements of consignors from most developed countries.
However, in the mid 1970's the situation changed. Both the
Soviet Union and Poland realized the advantages of the ro
ro technique and started to rapidly modernize their fleets.
In 1979 Poland was the leader as regards the size of ordered
ro-ro tonnage (Table 1:60). In other words, the technical
disadvantage of the East European lines which strongly has
limited their competitiveness, particularly in the early
and mid 1970's, when low prices no longer could totally
counterbalance the consignors' requirements for certain
technical standards, will start to disappear. The other
element that has increased the competitiveness of these
fleets is a growing know-how about liner business, much of
which is time-consuming market contacts. The 1960's and
early 1970's can be described as the introduction and learn
ing period of the East European lines. Since the mid 1970's
their market knowledge seems to be sufficient to compete
for cargo on all deep-sea routes.

No data are available about the volume of cargo carried
by these lines on individual markets, but GEeD estimates in
dicate a particularly rapid growth of traffic to developing
countries lacking domestic fleets, e.g. East Africa, and on
the North Atlantic where the antitrust 0.5. legislation gives
great expansion opportunities for low-pricing Soviet lines
(Table 1:65). The total cargo volume carried by the Soviet
lines more than doubled between 1970 and 1977, while the
movements of the Polish and East German lines remained



Table 1:66, Tne COMECON Deep Sea Liner Industry

COMECON USSR Poland East Germany

1970 1977 1970 1977 1970 1977 1970 1977

Fleet

Vessel, no. 426 695 132 349 150 156 89 115
Capacity, '000 dwt. 2 523 5 322 870 2 955 854 978 525 903

Deep Sea Liner Services

Number of services 44 64 13 35 13 12 11 10
Capacity, '000 dwt. 2 228 4 540 705 2 463 810 817 507 8i8
of which

Container services
Vessel no. 0 26 0 21 0 5 0 0
Capacity, '000 dwt. 0 308 0 260 0 48 0 0

Ro-ro services ~

'-J
Vessel, no. 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0'\

Capacity, '000 dwt. 0 25 0 25 0 0 0 0

Performance of the Deep Sea
Lines

All markets, the tons 10 541 14 678 4 121 9 166 3 123 2 665 2 590 1 426
North Atlantic, the tons 0 402a

% of total traffic 0 4.4a

Trans-Pacific, the tons 153 410a

% of total traffic 2.9 7.0a

Europe-East Africa
% of total, southbound 16a

% of total, eastbound Ba
Europe-Far East
% of total
Transsiberian Railway 8a

Sea Lanes 2a

a January-June, 1977.

Sources: Maritime Transport, 1977, OECD, TGM, 1975:10, 1978:10.
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fairly constant unt~l 1976. 1 They declined substantially
in 1977 (Table 1:65}.

The competitiveness of the East European lines was
traditionally based on (1) a strong home cargo base through
a trade reservation system (cif-exports and fob-imports),
(2) low capital costs as most of the liners were supplied
by either domestic shipyards at costs determined by politi
cal priorities rather than by world prices, or by foreign
yards at favorable agreements based on government-to-govern
ment long-term credits, (3) low fuel costs and (4) low labor
costs both for crews and admin~stration. All these elements,
except for the favorable government-to-government credits,
will remain unchanged in the 1980's, i.e. the competitive
ness of the East European lines should increase. Increasing
foreign currency in debtedness of the East European coun
tries required intensified exports. Shipping seemed to be
among the industries which may successfully compete in the
world markets. The development of domestic lines means de
creased foreign currency expenditures and could create new
marketing opportunities for export industries through the
networks of overseas agents. The lines politically form an
important link in the relations with the developing coun
tries. The ro-ro technique makes the fleets particularly
useful for military planning, probably an important reason
for the rapid growth in the late 1970's.

In the earlier section of this chapter it was pointed
out that the development of the East European lines in
cross trading is in conflict not only with the interests
of other lines but also with the protectionistic tendencies
of the developing countries and that the latter conflict
might be solved through bilateral maritime agreements.
Therefore, the future growth of these lines will be a ques
tion not only of their comparative advantages but also of
the ability to reach agreements with governments in the
developing countries. To ensure the development of their
lines, the East European countries will have to convince
the developing countries about the economic superiority of
their services over the alternatives, e.g. the creation by
the developing countries of national liner fleets or long
term contracts with shipowners operating under flags of
convenience.

The Developing Countries

As shown in earlier sections of this chapter, developing
countries in the late 1960's and early 1970's tried to in
crease their control over the organization of the interna
tional liner markets. One reason was to protect or develop
national fleets, which increased rapidly in that period,
particularly in Asia and Latin America. In 1978 about one-

1 TGM 1975:10, pp. 583-589 and 1978:10, pp. 580-591.
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fourth of the conventional general-carrier tonnage in the
world was operated under the flags of the developing coun
tries (Table 1:60). Their share in the deep sea cellular
and ro-ro fleets was 10 %, i.e. the technical standard was
below world average. The growing capital intensity of the
liner industry puts a limit to the ambitions of these coun
tries to establish national fleets. The relative decline
of crew costs and the opportunities supplied by flags of
convenience make developing countries less attractive to
West European, o.s. and Japanese lines for registration of
modern vessels. Therefore, protectionism for many of these
countries seems to be the only way of controlling their
transport supply. However, protectionism can be applied
without creating capital-intensive national fleets through
long-term government agreements with foreign lines, giving
them the privileges of national carriers. That way the
government can control the market without spending resour
ces on a capital-intensive but labor-extensive industry.
The alternative is to decrease the capital intensity by
using conventional vessels. This argument is often used
by the lines of the developing countries when they advocate
the use of conventional carriers in deep sea services. l
However, no country has yet been able to prove that the
establishment of a liner fleet promotes the exports to such
an extent that it could motivate the allocation of scarce
national resources to the shipping industry. In that per
spective, the development of liner shipping under flags of
convenience may be positive from the developing countries'
point of view. Provided they succeed in their protection
istic efforts, they may find lines operating under flags of
convenience better partners for long-term agreements than
East European or GECD lines.

"Lines of convenience" should be able to supply
cheaper services than the GECD lines and create lower risk
for political dependence than the East European lines.
They can also be incorporated into the economy of the de
veloping countries through various joint company agree
ments, not being limited by national rules on foreign in
vestments or by trade union agreements. Therefore, the
negative attitude of the developing countries towards flags
of convenience,2 which has been characteristic, seems base
less from the economic point of view, unless the develop
ing countries deliberately choose to invest in this capital
intensive industry.

It seems reasonable to anticipate that the developing
countries will change their attitude towards the flags of
convenience and increase their cooperation with those lines.

1 This view was presented by, among others, the Indonesian line P.T.
Djakarta Lloyds at the Europoort 1976 Conference in Amsterdam,
TGM:1978:12, p. 763.

2 UNCTAD's meeting on flags of convenience, 1978-02-06-10.
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This would result Ln a slower growth for the general
carrier tonnage of the developing countries except for
those countries in Asia and Latin America which for poli
tical rather than economic reasons promote the growth of
their national shipping industries.

The Flags of Convenience

General carrier fleets under flags of convenience in the
1970's showed the highest growth rates among all blocs
as regards conventional vessels (Table 1:60). It was par
ticularly high for Singapore which served as a flag of
convenience for Japanese operators and for Panama which
played a similar role for o.s. operators. As the share of
crew costs is much higher on 1:hese vessels than on cellular
or ro-ro carriers (Table 1:57) their registration under
flags of convenience became attractive for OECD operators
already in the early 1970's. Crew costs could be less than
half those under, for instance, the Swedish flag (Table
1:65). After the mid 1970's also modern cellular and ro
ro tonnage was registered under flags of convenience. The
decreasing relative importance of crew costs should limit
the advantages of these registrations, particularly as they
exclude access to national financial aid. However, the
situation changes if the company is also registered and
operated from a "country of convenience", which might de
crease taxes on profits. This is the main reason for the
registration of large container joint-ventures in the
"areas of convenience".l Registration of lines and loca
tion of head offices in "areas of convenience" may become
an important competitive element in international liner
shipping. Through a policy of keeping n?ti9nal flags,
but moving head offices to such areas, the companies avoid
conflicts with both the conference - they can point to a
home market - and the seamen's union.

The development of liner shipping under flags of con
venience may in the long run be a threat to the competi
tiveness of the East European fleets in cross trading.
Consequently, the East European countries support the nega
tive attitude of developing countries toward the flags of
convenience. 2 This policy is understandable, considering
that these flags in the long run not only limit the profit
margins of the East European lines, but also may become
politically acceptable partners of the developing countries.

1 The ACL and Dart Line are registered in Bermudas.
2

UNCTAD's meeting, 1978-02-06-10.
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The future growth of liner shipping under flags of
convenience will thus be a political question, dependent
particularly on the maritime policies of the United States
and the developing countries. Another important factor is
union policy of OECD countries, generally negative to that
type of vessel registration. l However, none of these ele
ments will limit the registration of international liner
consortia in "areas of convenience". Therefore, this trend
is likely to continue stronger than the registration of
liner vessels under flags of convenience.

Conclusions and the Future

The productivity growth caused by the container and ro-ro
technique, which resulted in a rapid decline of the conven
tional general carrier fleets, will result in a further de
cline of these fleets in the 1980's. One consequence will
be increased competition in the market. As a counterbal
ance, the OECD lines will seek to increase horizontal and
vertical integration. The latter may cause an increased
range of activities of the lines and include the functions
of merchant houses.

The growth of the East European fleets to a large ex
tent will depend on the protectionism of developing coun
tries and the liberalism of the United States. These
fleets are even more sensitive to protectionism than those
of the OECD flags. Also the growth of lines under flags
of convenience will depend on the maritime policies of the
United States and developing countries. However, increased
protectionism does not necessarily mean decline of these
lines.

SHORT-SEA MARKETS

The development of short sea liner services in the Baltic
and the North Sea in the 1965-1978 period followed the
trends of the two first postwar decades. 2 The main elements
were (1) the rapidly declining role of conventional general
carriers, (2) the further development of the ro-ro technique,
and (3) growing competition between firms and flags.

Conventional Fleets

All Baltic and North Sea countries, except the Soviet Union,
Denmark and the Netherlands, showed a substantial decline
of their short sea tonnages of general carriers (Table 1:66).
It was most pronounced in the tonnage class 2 - 4 thousand

1 SOU 1976:44, pp. 99-100.
2 See pp. 116-124.
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Table 1:67. Short-Sea General Carrier Fleets of the Baltic and the
North Sea Countries (thousand gross tons)

Country Year Tonnage classes in g.t.

United 1970
Kingdom 1978
Change, %

West 1970
Germany 1978
Change, %

Norway 1970
1978

Change, %

Nether- 1970
lands 1978
Change, %

Denmark 1970
1978

Change, %

Sweden 1970
1978

Change, %

Finland 1970
1978

Change, %

USSR 1970
1978

Change, %

Poland 1970
1978

Change, %

East 1970
Germany 1978
Change, fi

1-499

168
216

29

443
267
-40

216
293

36

239
63

-74

171
172

o
99
61

-39

39
26

-33

187
182
-3

23
22
-5

25
25
o

500-999

309
209
-32

216
265

23

59
66
12

119
III
-7

37
46
24

12
10

-17

15
7

-53

130
189

45

9
19

III

26
20

-23

1000-1999

485
533

10

313
223
-29

185
187

1

119
339
180

81
173
113

62
51

-18

87
50

-43

430
592

38

44
53
20

97
22

-77

2000-4000

439
370
-16

760
192
-75

328
195
-40

136
102
-25

241
151
-38

172
139
-19

216
120
-45

1 632
2 070

27

218
189
-15

123
80

-35

1 401
1 328

-5

1 732
947

45

1 238
741
-40

613
615

o
530
542

2

345
261
-24

357
203
-43

2 379
3 033

27

294
283
-4

271
147
-46

Source: L1oyd's Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1970, 1978,
London.

gross tons, i.e. among vessels traditionally used in short
sea liner shipping. West Germany, Finland, the Netherlands
and Sweden showed a decline in the tonnage class 100-150
gross tons. The technical innovations in vessel construc
tion which in the 1950's resulted in the development of
competitive paragraph vessels,l in the 1970's no longer

1 See pp. 116-119.
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were sufficient to keep them competitive against rapidly
growing ferry and ro-ro services. Norway and the United
Kingdom were the only countries that showed an increase
for that tonnage category, probably a result of the grow
ing demand for medium-sized supply vessels for the off
shore industry.

The stable Danish and Dutch short-sea fleets (Table
1:66) had a rapid growth of tonnage in the 1 - 2 thousand
gross ton class. There is no simple explanation of this
development but a strong home market, favorable deprecia
tion rules and lower seamen wages l were important elements.

The Soviet short-sea fleet of conventional general
carriers was the only one in the area showing a substan
tial growth in the 1970-1978 period. The data covers all
vessels under the Soviet flag. An analysis of Soviet par
ticipation in the short-sea traffic of Swedish ports indi
cates a stable pattern (Table 1:67). It can be assumed
that the situation was similar in other Baltic and North
Sea ports. It might be concluded that the rapid develop
ment of the Soviet short-sea fleet did not cause the de
cline of the corresponding tonnage under other flags in
the Baltic-North Sea area.

Table 1:68. Flag Distribution of Small General Carriers. Calling
at Swedi~ch Ports (100 - 4 000 gross tons; percentages)

Flags 1971 1976

All (gross tons) 20 382 21 188

Swedish 19 20
West German 26 23
Finnish 5
Danish 8 9
Soviet 17 15
British 4
Norwegian 7 8
Dutch 5

Source: SOS Sjofart, 1971, 1976.

The company structure of conventional short sea ship
ping in Scandinavia, West Germany, Benelux and United 2
Kingdom has traditionally been dominated by small firms.

1
Mindre Skeppsfarten i Norden, 1978, p. 11-2 and Kustsjofart, 1974,
p. 155.

2
A1exandersson, 1978, p. 97-105, Grindhaug & Hannevok, 1977, pp. 4-45.
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In Scandinavia "shipping partnerships" have been a
common form. Owners have often been working on board.
The small size of these companies limited their possibili
ties of raising capital necessary for investments in modern
ro-ro tonnage. Consequently, the decline of the conven
tional tonnage was followed by a rapid decrease in the
number of small independent shipping firms in the Baltic
and North Sea countries, i.e. the situation was analogous
to the interwar period when a great number of shipping
companies operating coastal lines disappeared. l The de
cline of conventional tramping also had a strong effect on
the traffic in a number of small ports along the Baltic
and the North Sea coasts. Their traditional role of local
export-import terminals for break bulk cargo disappeared.
Some of them specialized in handling one commodity and be
came industrial terminals, but most showed a continuous
traffic decline2 as the ferry traffic was concentrated to
a few terminals. 3

Ferry and Ra-Ra Services

The role of road transports in the foreign trade of the
Nordic countries and United Kingdom increased rapidly in
the 1970's (Table 1:68). It was made possible by the steep
increase of ferry and ro-ro services on the Baltic and the
North Sea. The 1965-1978 period was characterized by a
continuous growth of the ferry ships, increased service
distances, the introduction of third ports into the tradi
tional port-to-port pattern and the increasing role of ro
ro services for cargo.

The average size of ferry ships increased rapidly on
all routes (Table 1:69). The carrying capacity of these
vessels increased more slowly, particularly as regards
passengers, which reflects the changing structure of the
demand for short sea transports. Movements of passengers
with cars increased much more rapidly than movements of
passengers using ferries as part of the public transport
network. The growing size of the ferries was used to in
crease the standards of passenger decks and to supply more
space for car, bus and truck transports. Increased car
space and passenger standards were the main means of com
petition between the ferry lines. Price wars would create
great economic risks, considering the high capital and crew
costs of the industry.

1 Thorburn, 1958, pp. 221-223.
2

For the analysis of the situation in Sweden, see chapter 3, also
Handbuch der Europ~ischen Seeh~fen, 1967-1974.

3 von Schirach-Szmigie1, 1973, p. 83.
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Table 1:69. General and Break Bulk Cargo Imports and Exports by Truck

1970 1976

'000 tons % of all '000 tons % of all
modes modes

United imports 1 532 5 5 361 14
Kingdom exports 1 187 7 4 915 22

Swedena imports 1 713 19 2 898 24
exports 2 001 13 2 849 17

Finland imports 247 5 660 10
exports 118 1 289 3

a Excluding trade Sweden-Norway

Sources: Annual Bulletin of Transport Statistics, 1971, 1976, U.N.
Unpublished Transport Statistics for Sweden, 1970, 1976, SCB.

Table 1:70. Average Size of Ferries and Passenger Vessels by Route
Type

Route type 1964 1970 1976 On order
1979

Thousand net tons

Short

Helsingborg-Helsingor 0.2 0.4 0.5
Copenhagen-Limhamn 0.2 0.6 0.8

MiddZe

Finland-Stockholm 1.3 1.8 2.9
Travemlinde-Trel1eborg 1.5 1.8 6.6

Long

Gothenburg-Great Britain 3.3 6.6
Gothenburg-Amsterdam 3.2 7.7

Source: SOS Sjofart 1964, 1970, 1977.

Until the late 1960's ferries were the only type of
vessels that could carry trucks. In the late 1960's short
sea cargo-carriers of ro-ro type were introduced in the
Baltic and North Sea markets. This introduction was a re
sult of the rapidly growing costs of ferry services and
the risk for huge losses if the demand for truck transports
should determine the size of ferry services also in out
of-peak periods for passenger transports. By the develop
ment of ro-ro carriers, the lines could diversify the
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structure of supplied services and keep a frequency of
sailings required for truck transports. This vessel type
in the mid 1970's became common in most Baltic and North
Sea fleets (Tables 1:70 and 1:71). It was employed on
longer routes than ferries as the time element was not as
important as in ferry services. Most ro-ro lines were
based on three ports, which was necessary considering the
larger carrying capacity of the carriers (Table 1:69 and
1: 72) .

Table 1:71. Ferry and Ro-ro Fleets of the Baltic Countries

Flag Ferriesa Short-sea Ro-ro

No. '000 g.t. No. '000 g.t.

Sweden 1972 88 193
1976 90 254 18 51
1978 88 250 28 104

On order 1979 20 80
Change, % 1972-78 29

Denmark 1972 94 203
1976 92 236
1978 82 230

On order 1979 20 30
Change, % 1972-78 13

Finland 1972 40 115
1976 41 161 19 71
1978 39 134 18 71

On order 1979 17 0
Change, % 1972-78

USSR 1972 153 253b

1976 188 284b 15 54
1978 196 358 26 77

On order 1979 170 20
Change, % 1972-78 42

Poland 1972 5 11
1976 13 16
1978 24 27

On order 1979 40 10
Change, % 1972-78 145

East Germany 1972 10 29
1976 13 28
1978 14 32 2 9

On order 1979 0 0
Change, % 1972-78 10

a Including short-sea passenger vessels
b Only passenger vessels

Sources: Fairp1ay, Ships on order 1979: L1oyd's Statistical Tables
1972, 1976, 1978, London.
Shipping Statistics, Yearbook 1977 and No. 1978:7, 1978:9.
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Table 1:72. Ferry and Ro-ro Fleet of Selected North Sea Countries

Flag Ferries Short Sea Ro-ro

No. '000 g.t. No. '000 g.t.

U.K. 1972 141 304
1976 150 321 59 165
1978 151 286 63 184

On order 1979 0 20
Change, % 1972-78 -6

Norway 1972 284 212
1976 317 218 19 27
1978 325 175 19 32

On order 1979 20 38
Change, % 1972-78 -18

West Germany 1972 85 85
1976 92 115 37
1978 97 83 54

On order 1979 40 11
Change, % 1972-78 -2

Netherlands 1972 15 39
1976 20 67
1978 17 61

On order 1979 0
Change, % 1972-78 56

SOlirces: See Table 1:70.

The flag distribution of ferries and ro-ro carriers
among the Baltic and North Sea countries was different
from that of conventional cargo carriers (Tables 1:66,
1:70 and 1:71). United Kingdom was the leader in both
cases, while West Germany played a minor role in the ferry.
and ro-ro markets. The Nordic countries, particularly
Sweden, occupied a strong position. A long tradition,
rapidly growing transports - which provided the Nordic
lines with a strong domestic market base - and favorable
depreciation rules - which favored capital-intensive in
vestments - gave these lines comparative advantages in
ferry and ro-ro cargo shipping. However, the high propor
tion of crew costs in ferry shipping (Table 1:73) is an
important comparative disadvantage of the Nordic lines,
making them sensitive to competition from low-wage flags.
As the crew-cost share can be partly decreased by increased
size of ferries, Scandinavian operators continuously buy
larger vessels and intensify the development of ro-ro cargo
carriers for which the crew-cost share is much lower.
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Table 1:73. Ro-ro Lines on the Baltic and the North Sea

Route No. of Tonnage Average Vessel Type: no. Average no.
lines employed size, speed, of trucks of ports

'000 g.t. '000 g.t. knots per line

Short

200-500 11 42 2.4 18 100 3
miles

Middle

500-900 15 44 2.7 17 170 3
miles

Long

900- 5 34 3.4 18 200 3
miles

Sources: Containerization International Yearbook 1976, London.
Svensk Sjofarts Tidning 1976:8.

Conclusions and the Future

The development of the short sea liner services on the
Baltic and the North Sea in the 1965-1978 period followed
the trends of the two first postwar decades. The conven
tional carrier fleets declined as a result of growing com
petition from ro-ro transports. The increased size of
ferries and the introduction of ro-ro carriers allowed for
rapid development of international road transports between
the United Kingdom and the Continent and between Scandinavia
and the Continent. The ro-ro carriers also increased the
competitiveness of containers as an alternative to road
transports.

The development on these markets in the 1980's will
probably be characterized by further growth of the cargo
fleet, while the ferry tonnage is likely to stagnate, at
least for the West European flags, as a result of the grow
ing competition from ro-ro carriers.

The large orders for ferries placed by operators of
East European flags in the late 1970's, particularly the
Soviet Union and Poland (Table 1:70), indicate an increased
competition in these markets. Low wage-costs should give
these flags comparative advantages which may be difficult
for Nordic operators to counterbalance even with favorable
depreciation rules. A growing role of the East European
lines can thus be foreseen as regards ferry services on
the Baltic and the North Sea. They can supply cross ser
vices without loosing their home base by including two
foreign and one home port into their services.
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Table 1:74. Costs in Ferry Shippinga

Nrt., '000

Dwt., '000

Length, m

Passengers, '000

Port calls per day

Sea-time, hours

Speed, knots

Engine, hp. '000

Price, 1976 level, U.S.$ million

Capital

Crew

Fuel

Administration

Port costs

Maintenance

Insurance

Type of Vessel

A B C

3 4 6

1.5 2 2.5

130 150 180

1 1.2 1.6

2 2 2

8 8 8

15 18 21

6.6 13.5 24.5

12 19 30

Cost Structure, %

33 37 40

34 26 20

13 19 24

9 7 5

6 5 5

3 4 4

2 2 2

a Based on data from Swedish and Finnish operators.

Source: von Schirach-Szmigiel, Ch. & Woysman, J., 1977, Utbuds- och
Kostnadsstrukturen for Farjetrafik, Stockholm.

The comparative advantage of the East European flag
is considerably lower in ro-ro cargo services where crew
costs are proportionally much lower. These services also
require a longer tradition of contacts with the market,
which favors national operators. However, the success of
the Soviet deep-sea lines in establishing necessary market
contacts may be reproduced in the short sea markets. Con
sidering the greater growth potential of the cargo services
and their comparative advantages in these services, it may
be assumed that the expansion of the Nordic, West German,
British and Benelux short-sea fleets in the 1980's will
primarily be concentrated to ro-ro vessels, which would in
crease the competition on this market. Increased coopera
tion among the lines, similar to that in the deep-sea con
tainer services, may prove necessary in such a situation.
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2. DEMAND FOR GENERAL
CARGO TRANSPORTS:

\

VARIABLES AND MODELS

The first chapter was focused on the competitive position
of liner shipping in an era of vast technical, organiza
tional and political changes. The strong influence of
shifts in the demand on the development of the liner indus
try was underlined. The following chapters deal with the
demand for international transport of general and break
bulk cargo with two questions being asked here: (1) What
elements and interrelations determine the modal and route
distribution of cargo flows? (2) What methods and models
can be used to estimate the demand for individual trans
port modes and ports?

DEMAND FOR CARGO TRANSPORT
- BASIC FEATURES
The demand for cargo transports is derived. The movement
of goods is not demanded for its own sake but because it
enables the commodities to allow direct demands to be satis
fied. l The function of cargo transports can be defined as
an economic activity which opens places for trade interac
tion by surmounting the "obstacle of distance". In that
role transport cannot be substituted for by any other eco
nomic activity, i.e. the elasticity of demand for trans
port is low until the comparative advantages of moving a
product from A to B (for sale, processing or warehousing)
are larger than the disadvantages caused by distance. The
only substitute for transport would be a relocation of de
mand and supply of commodities to increase regional autar
chy. But such reallocation is of academic interest only in
modern society. Such location pattern of supply and demand
can never be obtained, that no international transport of
commodities would be needed. On the contrary, the economic
development requires new industries, i.e. increased demand
for transports, at'least measured in tons.

1 GW1'1~J.'~...·am q M k· 1'975 56et .. ~c ~e, ~ .. ) p. .
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This non-substitutability has in many cases given
the transport industry a monopolistic position in relation
to its customers. But as demand is derived, competition
in transport becomes sharp when more than one trans-
port alternative is available, i.e. the cross elasticity
of the transport demand is high. This includes both com
petition between modes and between terminals and firms
operating in the same modal system.

Two other elements sharpen competition: (1) the
low alternative value of the transport facilities in other
activities and (2) the necessity for a close timing of the
transport supply with the needs of the consignors.

The tendency toward technical specialization in sea
transports and its impact on the market segmentation was
discussed in the previous chapter. The conclusion was
that growing specialization resulted in increased segmen
tal competition as the specialized transport facilities
are uncompetitive outside their segment. This particular
ly holds for terminals and networks which are geographical
ly geared to the demand of the surrounding area (hinter
land), while the carriers can search for employment in
other geographic markets.

The use of transport facilities outside the transport
market is even more common. For carriers the only alterna
tive occupation is in the warehousing of commodities.
Terminal facilities can be reshaped, e.g. for use as in
dustrial plants, but there is no alternative use for the
network facilities outside the transport market. As a
result, operators of carriers and terminals are keen to
strengthen the competitiveness of their facilities by
investments and organizational changes. A switch from
transport to other industries is costly, time consuming,
and demands a lot of new knowledge.

Transport services as such cannot be stockpiled.
Hence, the time element has a strong influence on the
economic value of supplied services. The only time adjust
ment of supply to demand in the transport market is between
transport and warehousing. The increasing cross substitu
tion in the transport market and the tendency to lower the
size of the buffer stocks strengthen the influende of the
time element on the consignors· choice of transport.

The result of these tendencies is a continuous shift
in the last twenty years in the "balance of power" on the
international transport market in favor of the consignors.
This strongly influences the character of the needed studies
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on the demand for international cargo transports. The tra
ditional focus on the geographic commodity flows based on
foreign trade data is no longer sufficient for the estima
tion of the demand for liner shipping by port. It must be
complemented with detailed studies of the transport choice.
Among questions to be raised in such studies, the following
are of particular importance: (1) What alternatives are
available on the market? (2) Who are the decision makers
on the transport market and in what way do they influence
the modal, terminal, and company distribution of cargo
flows? (3) What variables and interdependences influence
the consignors' short- and long-term transport decisions?
(4) How can these variables and interdependences be measured?

TRANSPORT MARKETS AND DECISION MAKERS

The concepts of an overall demand for transports and of a
total international transport market represent highly
aggregate levels of economic analysis. They provide an
outline of the need for international services but no basis
for a detailed analysis of the shipping markets. Such
analysis requires a break-down of the total demand on more
homogeneous units, i.e. distinction of market segments
based on similarities and transport characteristics of
commodities and consignors. Such demand-oriented segmenta
tion of the market should better reflect its competitive
conditions than the division by modes of transport. As
for the transport characteristics of commodities and con
signors, three major market segments can be distinguished
bulk, break bulk and general cargo transports - and several
subsegments.

The main characteristics of the demand for general
cargo transports are: high ton-value, small consignments,
relatively high perishability, need for protective and
unitizing transport packing, vastly spread origin and
destination patterns, and a large number of consignors
(Table 2:1). Bulk cargo is very different in its trans
port needs. It is easy to draw the line between these two
segments of the international transport market.

Definition of the break bulk segment is more diffi
cult as it covers commodities and consignors with trans
port needs partly like the ones of bulk cargo and partly
the ones of general cargo. Therefore, all types of ship
ping and land modes search for additional cargo in this
market segment.

For bulk transports an analysis of the global demand
is a meaningfull first step. Bulk carriers can be employed
world-wide as technical and organizational restrictions
are few. The situation is different in the markets of
general and break bulk cargo. Vessels are often specia
lized to suit the port and route conditions of individual
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Table 2:1. Cargo Grouping for Transports

Variables Bulk cargo Break bulk cargo General cargo

Density Varying Varying Varying

Ton-value Low Medium High

Average size Large Large Small
of consignment

Perishability Low Medium Medium/high

Function of None Standardizing Protective,
transport standardizing
packing

Transport In bulk Packaged or Palletized,
techniques separate units containerized,

or separate units

Handling Dumping/ Lifting/rolling Lifting/rolling
techniques pumping

trades, i.e. they are geographically more adapted than
bulk carriers. The cartelization of the liner services
means that changes in the demand in one area have a limi
ted impact on other geographic markets. Therefore, the
global analysis of the demand for general cargo transports
is useful only as a basis for comparison of changes in the
development of geographic markets and for the analysis of
liners price changes.

The geographic. design of markets in international
general cargo transport is a function of (1) the pattern
of liner services, (2) the competitiveness of ports and
(3) the transport policy of the origin, destination and
transit countries. According to the pattern of liner ser
vices three types of general cargo transport markets can
be distinguished: coastal, short~sea, and deep-sea. l The
previous chapter showed the historical process that created
the current pattern of general cargo transports through
changes in supply. The demand for those transports can be
obtained from foreign trade data. Demand for coastal
traffic requires trade data by province.

However, this macro-approach does not explain the
distribution of flows among modes, terminals, and suppliers
of transport services. Until the mid 19th century multi
purpose ships were the exclusive mode of international sea
transports. Poor land connections limited inter-port com
petition. The hinterland of each port formed a rather
closed market, shaped by the geography of its river system,
and sometimes modified by political boundaries. Port

1 See 7 8p. -.
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competition to some extent existed between large ports,
regarding their transit function. However, the most pro
nounced competition in that period was the one between
shipowners. Prior to the Steam Age, deep-sea services
were strongly dominated by merchant houses which often had
monopoly on the foreign trade of their home country in a
given geographic market, i.e. the competition on the ship
ping market was often a matter of national interest.

The railways brought modal and route competition to
international cargo transports. Medium-sized ports started
to compete for cargo from the same area when the restraints
of poor land transports gradually were removed. The deve
lopment of road transports in the interwar period c,reated
total accessibility for all places and resulted in an in
creased competition in the general cargo market. It was
further strengthened by the introduction of air cargo ser
vices in the late 1950's. Hence, the distribution of inter
national general cargo flows between competing modes, ter
minals and transport suppliers became the function of com
plex decisions.

Eight main groups of decision makers can be dis
tinguished in the general cargo market. Four operate
directly in the market while the other four have a strong
but indirect influence. The first four are: (1) consignors,
i.e. buyers and sellers of commodities, (2) operators of
short and long distance transport fleets, (3) terminal
operators, including suppliers of cargo handling services
and (4) agents representing either the interests of the
consignors, forwarding agents, or the transport suppliers,
carrier agents, (Figure 2:1). Decision makers with an
indirect influence on the transport market are: (1) the
control groups, i.e. government agencies designing the
transport policy of countries or supranational communities,
(2) financial groups supplying resources to the transport
business, (3) professional associations, including trade
unions, guiding labor supply and policy in the transport
business, and (4) research and development institutes which
advance technical, economic and organizational development
of the transport industry. The latter four groups prima
rily influence medium- and long-term developments on the
transport market, while the decisions of the first four
make an impact on all types of developments.

General cargo consignors, at least in theory, face
three main alternatives when organizing their transport
supply: (1) create their own transport fleet, (2) develop
a specialized transport system jointly with an independent
transport supplier or (3) buy services in the transport
market through an independent forwarding agent or-their own
forwarding office.
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When the consignor establishes his own transport
fleet of land or sea carriers, he moves into a new field
of business, i.e. transport, with a long-term impact up
on his tactical and operational decisions in the field
of logistics. For the transport industry, this decision
of the consignor has two important consequences: (1) it
decreases the volurne of demand for services supplied in
the transport market, and (2) it creates a potential risk
for, competition since th~ new services can be introduced
in the o,pen market ,after, the ,~n{tial period.

The consignors who"ar'e most' "likely to establish their
own fleets for ~n£ernatidn~l transports are characterized
by having a strategy for ~nternational growth and indus
trial.diversification, large' volumes of homogeneous cargo,
stable origin and destination'patterns, significant eco
nomic benefits through" the use of specialized carriers
and terminals; experience of operating their own fleet
for local transports" 'and a general feEFling that their
own fleet will be superior to long-term, contracts with
independent transport suppliers'. '

, '

It is under,standable that the oil industry was first
to establish its own transport fleet. A question of in-
'terest for this study is whether general cargo and break
bulk cargo consignors will follow the transport strategy
of the bulk producing industries and establish their own
.fleets.

As shown in chapter one the 1950's and 1960's saw a
considerable vessel specialization for break bulk cargo,
e.g. cars and wood products, which resulted in a 'partial
shift of these commodities from general cargo to a bulk
type of transports. Some firms in these industries de
cided to introduce their own fleets as an alternative or
supplement to long-term contracts with independent ship
owners. l The strategy of establishing fleets by the
"break bulk" producing industries should be seen against
their technical and organizational restructuring in the
1960's. The multinationals have always dominated the car
industry, but the economy of scale in production stimu
lated international plant specialization. The high costs
of retooling a car factory became an acute problem
with the more frequent shifts in models. This in turn
increased the demand for interplant movements of parts

1 Volkswagen AG in the late 1960's established a fleet of car carriers
operated by the company's own transport subsidiary. A similar
strategy was adopted by the leader in the Swedish wood industry,
Svenska Cellulosa AB (SeA). ,The company developed its own trans
port system based on three vessels and two terminals in Sweden and
three at the market. The reason was a technical rationalization of
the transports and a more effective distribution to the customers.
SeA, Annual Report, 1967/68.
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and components. It encouraged consignors to closer mana
gerial control over supplied transports. The shift to com
pany vessels remained limited to a few large firms in the
break bulk industries. The middle-sized firms chose to
develop specialized transport systems through long-term
contracts with independent shipowners. l These contracts
gave the consignor all technical advantages of specialized
transports, stability in supply and prices without in
creasing the demand for capital and management-resources
of the firm.

The other long-term threat to the common carriers is
the establishment by general cargo consignors of long dis
tance truck fleets. Investment in and operation of a truck
fleet is less demanding as regards both capital and manage
ment. Trucks can be used for a much wider range of trans
ports than ships. Therefore, even middle-sized firms can
establish their own truck fleet. Speed of delivery, cer
tainty of timing and lower costs are main reasons for the
use of company trucks rather than common carriers. 2

However, the ownership of a truck fleet does not re
strain general cargo consignors from using common carriers.
This particularly holds for large firms which have a wide
range of transport requirements, but it differs signifi
cantly among industries. Companies producing high-value
or perishable goods tend to use their own trucks more
frequently than others. 3 Nevertheless, the share of com
pany trucks in long-distance transports remained small in
Europe in the 1960's and 1970's because of difficulties in
obtainin4 return cargo, particularly in international
traffic. The vast majority of general cargo consignors
use common carriers as the main source of supply for their
transport needs, i.e. the modal, route and supplier distri
bution of general cargo flows is a question of both opera
tional decisions of cargo owners or their forwarding agents
and of tactical and operational decisions of transport

1 Most of the Japanese car manufacturers in the 1960's signed long
term contracts with independent Scandinavian and Japanese ship
owners creating specialized systems for shipments of their products
to Europe. Similar contracts were signed in the late 1960's and
1970's between Scandinavian and North American wood industries and
independent European and North American shipowners.

2
Gwil1iam & Mackie, 1975, 59.p.

3
Bay1iss & Edwards, 1970, 61-63.pp.

4
Kritz, 1976, 128-130.pp.
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suppliers as regards the patterns of supplied transport
services (Figure 2:1). For consignors the choice of mode
and supplier, in most cases, is the primary issue. It
determines the route and terminal distribution of flows in
the short-term. However, in the long-run the price and
service policy of terminals have a strong impact upon the
geography of general cargo flows.

THE TRANSPORT CHOICE

Variables that influence the consignor's choice in the
transport market can be grouped under four headings:
consignor, consignment, mode differences and behavioral
elements (Figure 2:2). The first includes variables that
describe the consignor's long-term logistic strategy ex
pressed in the decisions about the structure and pattern
of the distribution system, the size of inventories and
the ownership of transport facilities and equipment. They
provide the framework for the consignors· operational
choice in the transport market. However, the main source
of explanation of that choice is the analysis of the trans
port characteristics of consignments, of objective mode
differences and of the behavioral elements.

Three elements are of importance as regards the trans
port characteristics of consignments: the commodity struc
ture, the geography of shipments and the quality require
ments. The relationship between commodity structure and
required transport was discussed in connection with the
division of commodities into cargo groups. The basic geo
graphic elements that influence the choice of transports
are the location of the origin and destination points in
relation to transport networks and terminals, the length
of the route and the place of the commodity in the logis
tic chain, i.e. whether the demand for movement is part of
the raw material assembling, of manufacturing or of the
final product distribution. In most cases the assembling
transports are in low need for speed as the stocks of raw
materials are built up at the plants. Interplant move
ments of semimanufactured goods have significantly changed
character in the latest two decades as a result of increased
international plant specialization and the tendency to keep
low in-production stocks. This increased the demand for
speed frequency and punctuality of services. Similar
'changes have also been characteristic in the demand for
transports of final products, i.e. quality elements have
become more decisive in the transport choice while the im
portance of costs has decreased as their share in the total
cost of manufacturing has diminished in all industries
during the latest hundred years.
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Regularity of shipments, urgency and the need for ancillary
services are other quality variables that have a strong
impact upon the choice of transports. The consignment
variables and the ones describing the consignors jointly
form the transport preference vectors which characterize
the demand in individual submarkets. Thus, the transport
choice can be described as matching these vectors with the
ones that describe price, physical pattern and qualities
of supplied transports. Models and methods that can be
used to predict the results of these matchings, i.e. to
estimate the pattern of the transport demand and its modal,
route and terminal distributions are discussed in the
second part of this chapter.

STUDIES ON MODAL AND ROUTE CHOICE
Competition between deep-sea lines and land and air trans
ports is a recent phenomenon. Most earlier studies on the
demand for international liner services were based on the
analysis of foreign trade data without much attention to
modal competition. However, several studies are available
on the modal choice for long distance general cargo trans
ports at the national level. In spite of their national
character, they are of methodological interest for the analy
sis of the demand for international liner shipping.

Considering the methods of analysis and of data collec
tion, studies on interregional cargo flows and their modal
distribution can be divided into four main groups:l
(1) multiregional transport models, (2) consignment studies,
(3) market survey studies, and (4) time series analyses.

MULTIREGIONAL TRANSPORT MODELS

Multiregional transport models were developed after 1960
with a quantitative system analysis as the methodological
starting point. The purpose was to estimate volume and
structure of interregional cargo flows and their modal
distribution under the assumption of a general equilibrium
in the regional and national economies.

Multiregional transport models commonly include four
steps (Figure 2:3): (1) the estimation of demand and supply
of commodities by sectors of the national economy; (2) the
sectorial data distributed by regions; (3) the calculation
of the geographic pattern of the interregional flows; and
(4) their modal and route allocation.

"'"--"'"'-

1 Bay1iss, 1973, pp. 19-22.
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Fig. 2. Multiregional Transport Models
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National Demand and Supply

The structure of commodity supply and demand is estimated
by sectors of the national economy through the input-out
put method, which allows alternative prognoses based on
various assumptions about consumption, production and
foreign trade.

The first attempt to use this method in a multiregional
transport model was made in 1960 in a study on interregional
flows of commodities in the United States. 1 It was followed
by a number of studies both in the United States and in
Europe. 2 The total picture of demand and supply of commodi
ties in a national economy is estimated, considering the
capacity restrictions in the production of individual manu
facturing branches, in the transport sector and in the
labor market. The input data also include information
about public and private consumption and foreign trade. 3
These data are gathered in an input-output matrix with
technical coefficients stating the volume of inputs required
per output unit in each branch.

An essential question in transport models is the
degree of aggregation of the manufacturing branch in the
input-output matrix, as the commodity flows should be cal
culated in physical terms and not by value. Theoretically,
the best solution is obtained when every manufacturing
branch accounts for one homogeneous product. However, it
is unrealistic, especially for general and break bulk cargo.
The Standard International Trade Classification system
(SITe) has 1 312 commodity posts, 625 commodity sub groups
and 177 commodity groups. Most of them are general cargo.
The number of TIlanufacturing branches in the input-output
analysis of the multiregional transport models has varied
between 10 and 30, i.e. the technical coefficients express
only the average values for large industry groups which
makes it difficult to express them in physical terms.

An implicit assumption in the input-output analysis
is a linear relation between the volume of inputs and the
number of produced units, i.e. the economy of scale is
neglected as regards use of raw materials and components
in the production process.

1 Moses, 1960.
2 Meyer, et al., 1972; Bronzini, et al., 1974; Mortensen 1974;

DSB 1975.
3 Moses, 1960, p. 374.
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Regional Dernand and Supply

Estimation of the volume and structure of the cargo flows
generated by individual regions is carried out in the
second step of the models. It is based on the results of
the national input-output analyses which are transformed
with the help of population and employment data to the
regional level. This method assumes that the technical
coefficients in the national input-output tables reflect
the production technique in all regions, i.e. a regional
equality in the technical development is implied. The
technical innovation process, in other words, is seen as
a momentaneOllS phenomenon without a spatial dimension.
The calculations of the regional consumption is also made
from national data with the same assumption about regional
equality.

The breakdown of national input-output tables to a
regional level demands information regarding the input
needs of the transport sector. They should be in propor
tion to the performed intra- and interregional transport
work and divided by industries and distances. l

It means that the results from the third step of the
model, i.e. estimations of the geographic distribution of
the cargo flows, should be brought back as input informa
tion into the second step before the next optimizing attempt
(Figure 2:3) .This feedback allows for calculation of the
technical coefficients considering regional differences
in input prices according to transport costs. 2

The division into regions is another important problem
in the dimensioning of the input-output analyses in the
multiregional transport models. As the regional distribu
tion of national input-output data is carried out with the
help of indirect variables, population and employment, the
regions should be similar to the national economy as regards
consumption pattern and industrial structure, i.e. they
should be few. However, this opposes the purpose of multi
regional transport models. Few regions mean that many long
distance transports will be excluded from the analysis, as
they become intraregional flows.

The regional division in the transport model is strong
ly influenced by the access to employment and population
data. The administrative division of the country thereby
forms an important restriction in the models, as it is
commonly the basis for the preparation and reporting of the
employment and population data. In most studies the number
of regions was small and varied between 9 and 15. 3 Foreign

1 Moses, 1960, p. 375.
2 Bronzini, 1974, p. 47.
3 See footnote 2 on p. 201.
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countries were regarded either as one or two regions or
they were excluded, i.e. the national economy was treated
as a closed system.

The Geography of Flows

The estimation of the geogra,ph.i,cal pattern of the cargo
flows are covered in the third step of the models. It is
based on an assumption that every industry seeks the
lowest production costs by a continuous search for the most
profitable purchases of input goods and that the regions
are homogeneous regarding the supply and demand structure
within individual branches of industry. Gravity models,
linear programming and simulation techniques are used in
these estimations to find the optimal patterns of flows.

They are computed as the products of the cargo pre
ference and network performance vectors. l The first refers
to the average transport preferences of each cargo group,
expressed by the cost of underway and terminal time, the
cost of delay and the ton value of the commodity. The net
work vector is used to estimate the cost of cargo hazards
(damage, pilferage or loss) during transport. The network
performance vector shows the price and quality of transport
and terminal services supplied on each route. It includes
freight rates, total transport time, including waiting time
in transit terminals, and the probability for delay,
damage and loss of cargo characteristic of each route.
These values represent averages and allow for the construc
tion of an abstract mode.

The basic idea behind the abstract mode approach is
that transport services should be defined in terms of
qualities and not in the commercial manner of train, lorry,
etc. 2 An advantage of this approach is that it allows a
forecast of the effects of the introduction of a new mode
upon the total geographic flow pattern. With the help of
this method the theoretic economic distance between each
pair of regions can be estimated. An alternative method
is to use the physical distance as an approximation of
total transport costs.

The choice between linear programming and the gravity
model depends on the needs of the user and on the restric
tions put on the model. If the purpose is to estimate a
potential pattern of flows based on the criteria of mini
mizing the total cost of commodity production and trans
port, and to meet current capacity restrictions within the
transport system, linear programming offers a suitable
technique. 3 The method is strongly deterministic; the

1 Meyer, et al., 1972, p. 49.
2

Bay1iss, 1973, p. 35.
3 Moses, 1960, pp. 373, 374.
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estimated pattern of flows is the only possible solution
in view of assumed restrictions.

A probabilistic estimation of the flows is obtained
through the gravity approach. It has an implicit assump
tion that no capacity restrictions exist in interregional
transports. In the gravity model the flows are estimated
separately for every pair of regions without taking into
account the total flow pattern or the total transport
costs. It assumes that the cargo flow between two regions
is a function of their consumption needs and production
potentials and of the distance between them. Differences
in prices between the potential regions of supply are not
taken into account in the gravity models. A change in
price structure thus has no effect on the geographic dis
tribution of the cargo flows. l

Modal and Route Distribution

An analysis of the modal and route distribution of cargo
flows is the fourth and last step in the transport models.
The costs for the transport alternatives are compared with
the demand preferences of the consignors of individual
cargo groups. Each transport alternative supplied on a
route is described in terms of total costs and qualities,
i.e. the same variables are used as for the characteris
tics of the abstract mode in step three.

Through a comparative analysis of the performances of
individual modes and of the transport preferences of various
groups of consignors, the share of each transport alterna
tive is computed. The estimations are based on relative
differences in price, time and service quality. Considera
tion is also given to capacit~ restrictions that characte
rize each transport solution.

1 Heggie, 1969, p. 100.

2 This can be expressed by the following function:
aL a2. a3 a4

Pk(xcij ) = F (Ck Tk Fk ~) where Pk(xcij ) = the share of

estimated flows of cargo group C between the regions i and j that
will be transported by mode k.

And the following constraints
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As in the third step of the model, a linear relation
between the volume of transported goods and the cost of
transport services is implied. That is, price and time
are independent of the size of the consignment within a
given cargo group and transport market. This assumption
can be modified by dividing the price and time data into
classes by size of consignment.

Calibrating Parameters

Beside the cost and time data the consignor~ confidence in
a certain mode can be included into the analysis. This
confidence can be expressed as the probability that addi
tional traffic shall be sent by the mode that was previous
ly chosen. l

That probability expresses the degree of mode loyalty
of the consignor. The "loyalty factor" can be used to
modify the results of the optimizations which are exclusive
ly based on the analysis of cost and time data. This modi
fication can make the estimated modal and route distribu
tion of the flows better fit the actual results of the be
havior of the consignors. They do not always look for
optimal choices. Transport costs and time are seldom the
only criteria in their decisions.

The "loyalty factor" belongs to the family of cali
brating parameters which are used in all steps of the
multiregional transport models. These parameters express
the influence of the unpredictable variables and their
values are based on empirical observations. They create
significant restrictions when functions computed on the
historical data are used for forecasting the future pattern
of commodity flows and their modal and route distribution.

Applicability

The multiregional transport models are theoretically the
most advanced method for the analysis and forecast of the
demand on the transport market. The high computation
capacity and flexibility which characterize these models
make them a powerful tool of analysis, provided that exten
sive and detailed economic and technical data from all
commodity producing industries are available. Furthermore,
a thorough investigation of existing transport patterns is
necessary, including restrictions regarding capacity,
economy, and organization.

The starting point for using transport models in fore
casts of the demand on the transport market are assumptions
regarding the constancy of technical production coefficients
over time and space and for all companies in the same
industry. Furthermore, the geographic pattern of the cargo
flows is estimated as a function of optimal action of the
buyers, who base their choice solely on cost minimizing.

1 Asp, 1975, p. 245.
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Hence, the value of the prognosis based on a transport
model to a large extent is influenced by the range and up
to-dateness of available input data. To be useful, they
should be gathered regularly, divided into groups of indus
try, and reflect the present technical level in the manufac
turing and transport industries. The access to such input
data is currently limited in most countries of Western
Europe. l

The lack of international input-output data means that
transport models only with difficulty can be used to esti
mate the demand for intra-European transports. In the
transport models the impact of the location of the whole
sale warehouses on the geography of flows is left out. It
might be acceptable for the analysis of export flows, as
shipments are commonly made directly from the factory or a
nearby distribunal. However, the geography of import flows,
particularly those of general cargo, is strongly influenced
by the location of the wholesale warehouses. Therefore,
the regional input-output data used in the transport models
should include detailed information about wholesale trade.

Lack of data, high cost of model development,2 exten
sive programming work and high demands on computer time
are probably the main obstacles that until now have re
stricted the use of transport models in the analyses of the
demand for interregional and international transports.
However, the increasing availability of international in
put-output statistics, particularly within the European
Community, should allow for a wider use of transport models
in the future. 3

CONSIGNMENT STUDIES

In the consignment studies the structure and pattern of the
total cargo flows and the elements and interdependences
that rule their geographical and modal distribution are
estimated on the basis of a sample of consignments. They
can be divided into two groups, one focused on the proper
ties of the consignments (size, value per ton, type of

1 An input-output matrix for 1968 has been published in Sweden. In
Denmark the published input-output data refers to the technical
status of 1966. Leading countries as regards publishing current
input-output data are the Netherlands and France. See UN, ECE, 1975;
SOU 76:51; DSB 1975.

2 The Netherland Economic Institute has recently been instructed by
the EEC commission to carry out a study of the demand for transport
services, based on an input-output analysis including 100 regions in
the membership countries. FLEUR Project - see Molle, 1975, p. 8.

3 The cost for the transport models previously referred to, developed
within the DSB, was 1.5 million DKr. After the end of the trial
period, De Danske Statsbaner decided not to use the model on the
grounds that the observed transport quantities corresponded very
little to the calculated quantities.
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commodity and transport packing, distance and the demand
for special transport service) and the other on the con
signor's behavior on the transport market.

Studies focused on consignment data only represent
the traditional method, applied in several investigations
on the demand for individual modes and in the analysis of
port-hinterland relations. The method includes three
steps: sampling and collecting of consignment data, analy
sis of regional interactions that explain the pattern of
commodity flows, and analysis of modal and route distribu
tion of flows-.

Consignment Data

Consignment data include origin and destination of ship
ments, weight, value per ton, mode of transport and possi
bly length of route, and number and locations of transit
terminals. l It may be completed with information on the
shippers' and receivers' access to alternative modes of
transport 2 and with cost data. 3

Consignment data can be collected from three sources:
from the transport firms, by the analysis of loads; from
the transport vehicles, by the census of their employment;
and from the consignors by the examination of outgoing and
incoming shipments. The choice of source is commonly
determined by the access to data and by the aim of the
study. If the subject is an analysis of transport needs
for general cargo trade between several regions, it is
usually necessary to limit the collection of data to a few
samples. In such cases the sampling should cover either
the majority of transport firms active on the market, or
it should be based on the census of vehicle employment.
However costly, those methods are less demanding than the
sampling of data from a large number of general cargo con
signors. The latter approach is more appropriate for the
analysis of the transport needs of the break bulk trades
in which the number of consignors as well as the range of
modes and routes is commonly smaller. In many cases the
transports are organized by the consignors themselves,
often through long-time charters of specialized systems.
Therefore, gathering of consignment data from transport
firms may then give a biased picture.

Seasonal variations in the commodity trade may strong
ly influence the results of a consignment study. This is
particularly important as regards interregional or inter
national general cargo trade which often includes several
agricultural products, characterized by strong seasonal

1 Chisho1m & O'Su11ivan, 1973~

2
Norstroffi, 1973.

3 C1evensjo & Wi11iamson, 1972.
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variations in supply and demand. The pattern of seasonal
variations should therefore be examined before the sampling
of consignment data. The sanlple periods should either
represent a yearly average of general cargo flows or the
maximum and minimum values.

Regional Interactions

The pattern of interregional trade is estimated in the
second step of the consignment studies. Data about the
economic structure of the regions are the main input.
They include population, structure of employment, value
added, production of individual industries and their needs
for raw materials and components. The data are gathered
empirically which allows testing the hypothesis about
the relation between interregional cargo flows and the
economic structure of the regions. The results of those
tests not only form the base for the third step of the
consignment studies - modal distribution - but might also
be used to measure the validity of the transport models
in which national input-output data are regionalized with

.the help of population and employment data. l

In Table 2:2 afew results from three consignment
studies are given. Population seems to give a better ex
planation of the pattern of cargo flows than employment
data. The English study was limited to domestic flows,
while the Swedish surveys were focused on the foreign
trade with break bulk and general cargo. 2

As a complementing variable to population and employ
ment the turnover of wholesale trade was used in the English
survey to estimate the regional need for transport services.
The explanatory value of this variable was considerably
below that of the others (R2 = 0.65), but a strong correla
tion could be proved between the number of employed and the
turnover of the wholesale trade (r 0.94) and between the
wholesale trade turnover and the population (r 0.92).3 The
explanatory value of employment data as a measure of the
regional exports potential and imports need was especially
high for goods here defined as general and break bulk cargo.
The correlation between the number of employed by region
and the volume of generated and attracted bulk cargo was
low. This is explained by a strong concentration of bulk
cargo flows to a few origin and destination regions.

The Swedish studies used three measures: weight, value
and number of consignments; the English used only weight.

1 See pp. 201-203.
2 Chis.ho1m & O'Sullivan, 1973; Norstrom 1973 and 1977.
3 Chisholm & O'Sul1ivan, 1973, p. 47.
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Table 2: 2. Population and Employment as Determina.nts. of the Demand
for Long Distance lnterregional Transports

Independent Dependent va.riable
variable

Number of consignments (R2) Weight (R2)

Imports Exports Total Imports Exports Total
trade trade

1. Number of
employed in
industry

Swedenx 1965
Counties (24) .85 .85 .89 .85 .57
B-regions (138) .80 .85 .61 .76

Swedenx 1973
Counties (24) .85 .86 .91
A-regions (70) .52 .63 .79

2. Number
employed

United KingdomXX

Transport 0.70 .66
zones (78)

3. Population

U.K.
Transport 0.79 0.74
zones (78)

x Sweden - Foreign trade
xx U.K. - Domestic interregional trade

Sources: Chisholm, M., & O'Sullivan, P., 1973, Freight Flows and the
Spatial Aspects of the British Economy, p. 42.
Norstrom, G., 1973, Transportgeografiska studier i svensk
utrikeshandel, pp. 338-343.
Norstrom, G., 1977, A Gravity Model of the Regional Distribu
tion of Sweden's Foreign Trade, pp. 12-14.

The best correlation between cargo flows and regional eco
nomy was reached for the number of consignments to and from
a region and the number of employed in the manufacturing
industry. The consignments concerned general and break
bulk cargo in Swedish foreign trade, which justified the
use of the employment in wholesale trade as an additional
explanatory variable. The foreign trade in general and
break bulk cargo was assumed to be concentrated to a few
wholesale regions. The hypothesis was confirmed for
county Zan level, but not for smaller regions. However,
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it is necessary to underline the high correlation between
wholesale and industry employment existing at the county
level, i.e. the adding of wholesale does not much improve
the explanatory power of the dependent variable. l

The consignment studies use gravity models and linear
programming to estimate the geographic pattern and intensi
ty of cargo flows. In the British study 2 both methods were
used, which allowed a comparison of the results. The gravi
ty model was traditional. The flows between pairs of
regions were estimated by the demand for imports and the
potential for exports per region. The distance between
the regions was corrected by an empirical parameter, vary
ing between 0.8 and 0.6 for the cargo groups, and between
1.3 and 4.8 for the total regional trade. 3 It was not
possible to establish any systematic difference between
these parameters for general and bulk cargo. The hypothe
sis that the bulk t~ade decreases more rapidly than the
general cargo trade with increasing distance could not be
confirmed. On the other hand, the hypothesis that the re
lative location of the region influences the intensity of
its participation in interregional trade could be proved.
The distance parameters for the peripheral regions were
nearly twice those of the average.

The possibility of a discriminating influence of dis
tance on the regional foreign imports and eXiorts was also
examined in the Swedish consignment studies. A positive
correlation was established, i.e. Northern regions showed
less propensity for exports and imports than those of
Southern Sweden, assuming that the distance to the Ruhr
Region can be accepted as an average for the markets of
the Swedish foreign trade.

The linear programming model of the British study
estimated the geographical pattern from the following
assumptions: the decisions of the transport buyers were
rational and based on minimizing costs; supply and demand
for goods in regions were not price elastic; and the
transport cost was a linear function of distance and con
signment size. 5

1 Norstrom, 1973, p. 341
2 Chisholm & O'Sullivan, 1973, pp. 66-100.

3 The formula was: Tij = kOi Dj dij-b , where

Tij - flows from region in toj

°i

Dj

dij

k,b

4 Norstrom, 1973, 1977.
5 Chisholm & O'Sullivan, 1973 pp. 76-81.
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The estimated pattern showed a great similarity to
the empirically mapped one (Table 2:3). Exceptions were
the commodity groups "Other cargo" and "Coal and coke".

The comparison between linear programming and gravity
models is given in Table 2:3. The results of the British
study suggest that gravity models in general perform less
well than linear programming in describing the intensity
and geographic pattern of commodity flows.. The determina
tion coefficients for the estimated flows compared to the
actual ones were usually below 0.5, i.e. much lower than
the corresponding values for the linear programming approach.

Table 2:3. Gravity Models and Linear Prograrrnning as Tools for
Designing the Flow Pattern of the British Domestic Trade

Commodity groups Gravity models Linear prograrrnning

R2 R2 Percentage of cells
occupied in the matrix

Oil .37 .69 20

Coal and coke .49 .39 18

Scrap .28 .87 9

Steel .24 .89 37

Building materials .60 .81 41

Chemicals .31 .51 33

Other crude materials .45 .82 35

Transport goods I .41 .79 40

Food .62 .82 40
I

Other manufactures I .43 .57 61

Other cargo I .51 .28 41

Total flows I .50

Sources: Chisholm, M. & O'Sullivan, M., 1973, Freight Flows and Spatial
Aspects of the British Economy, London, pp. 75-78.

Modal Split

An analysis of the modal and route distribution of flows is
the third and last step of the consignrnent studies.. Since
transport cost data usually is not collected in those
studies, the transport distribution of cargo flows is ana
lyzed on the basis of hypotheses about a close interrela
tion between distance and mode of transport, and between
type of commodity and mode of transport.
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The British study proved that the type of commodity
influenced the choice of transport mode, even with~n the
same cargo group, but no clear relation could be estab
lished between mode and distance.

The Swedish study, focused on foreign trade, showed
that with increased distance the probability increased that
sea and air transports were chosen before land transports.
It also showed that consignment size, commodity value and
regional accessibility to alternative modes were important
explanatory variables when analyzing the modal distribution
of general and break bulk carg·o flows. 1

Consignors

In the consignment studies, including the analysis of the
consignors, the modal distribution of the cargo flows is
in the focus while the structure and geograph~c pattern of
the flows are given less attention.

The consignor data is qollected through interviews.
They include information on the general business strategy
of a consignor, his production and markets, annual volume
of shipped and received cargo, total costs of transports
and access to alternative transports, e.g. ownership of
lorries and ships; the long-term transport contracts;
access to side tracks at the factory or warehouse. The
collected information might also include "soft data" de
scribing what consignors think about the competitiveness
of alternative transports. These data are commonly collec
ted ex post and include the consignors' ideas about prices,
times, and the damage or delay hazards. They are compared
with similar information from the bill of lading on actual
performances. Thus, it is possible to examine to what extent
consignors behave rationally in their choice of transports.

In a British study shipments of 1 013 industrial com
panies were studied during one week. 2 The sampling of con
signors was made according to location and branch criteria.
Half of the surveyed companies were sampled geographically
in the metropolitan regions of London, Liverpool, Glasgow,
and Newcastle, and with the help of a grid technique in the
sparsely populated areas of south-eastern England. The
other half consisted of a national sample, covering five
branches: food, chemicals, iron and steel, electronics,
and the paper industry.

An analysis of the modal choice among the surveyed
companies was carried out with the help of probability
calculations and cross tabulations. The probability figures
used in the calculation were obtained from a multiple re
gression analysis. Th~s comprised 24 variables in three

1 Norstroffi, 1973, pp. 354-357.
2 Bay1iss & Edwards, 1970.
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groups: consignment data, transport buyer data, and the
transport buyers' subjective views on alternative trans
ports. Probability numbers were used to estimate the pro
bability of a certain consignment from a given company
type taking place with a given transport mode. l

The result showed that: the probability of transport
services being bought increased with the distance, when
the alternative was to use the firm's own transports;
distance was of limited importance in the choice between
road and rail transport; a larger consignment increased the
probability that rail was chosen instead of road transport;
larger consignment size increased the probability that the
firm's own mode of transport was being chosen; the price
elasticity was low in the choice between transport alterna
tives; time of transport was not significant for the modal
distribution of cargo flows according to ex post measure
ments, although three-fourths of the interviewed firms con
sidered speed the most important criterion; the commodity
combination only to a limited extent influenced the choice
of transport mode; quality, transport packing, and damage
or loss hazards had a relatively small influence on the
choice of transport solution.

These results were based on the estimated probability
calculations and were verified by the cross tabulations.
The findings stand in sharp contrast to the transport
buyers' subjective views on factors and relations ruling
their choice of transports as shown by market survey
studies.

A Dutch consignment study2 including consignment and
consignor data, resembling the British as regards choice of
variables and calculation methods, reported the following
results: proximity and access to quay-berth, yearly cargo
volume and price determine the choice between inland water
ways and land transports in the bulk cargo trade; time of
transport, and to a certain extent, consignment weight and
price, guide the choice between inland waterways and road
haulage in general cargo trade.

1 The probability model was as follows:

Ym = f (xl, x2, xn ) where

y the probability that transport solution m is chosen before
other alternatives

X = regression coefficients for the variables 1 to n

Since the regression coefficients were not weighed, the calculated
probability could be larger than 1. In such cases those explanatory
variables were used in the model whose regression coefficients show
the highest values.

2 Bayliss, 1973, p. 61.
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The importance of the tim.e factor as a determinant in
the transport choice rank different~y in the Dutch and
British studies. It implies that only large time diffe
rences have an influence.

Applicability

Consignment studies are static, based on a momentaneous
picture of the transport market which limits their value
as a tool for long-term forecasts of the future geographic
and modal distribution of flows. The consignment method
does not allow for dynamic sensitivity analyses of possible
real locations of flows caused by changes in market condi
tions, prices, techniques, service networks or organiza
tional patterns. However, the addition of the information
about elements that guide consignors' transport choices
and about their evaluation of the transport alternatives
should give a dynamic perspective to the consignment
approach and thereby increase its usefulness in forecasting
under the assumption that stable relations exist between
the consignors' modal preferences and their actual deci
sions. The extensive data gathering needed and their
static character mean that the consignment approach is not
very commonly used in the analysis and forecast of the
demand for interregional and international transports.

MARKET SURVEY STUDIES

The market survey study is the second most common method
of studying the demand in the cargo transport market. Its
purpose is to ascertain the views of the consignors about
the alternative transport solutions and subsequently to
segment the market by groups of consignors with a common
need of transports. The survey method is often used as a
parallel or complementary method to consignment studies.

Data Collecting

Collecting of data is carried out either with the help of
an inquiry among consignors or through the Delphi technique
(a group of experts are asked to evaluate factors and inter
dependences that guide the consignors' choices of trans
ports). These studies are solely based on the subjective
views of the consignors; no empirical survey is included
to show the actual modal distribution of flows. The reason
for using this method is the assumption that the choice of
transports is a recurrent decision, i.e. consignors have a
good knowledge about alternatives supplied in the transport
market, whic~ was not proved by the results of the consign
ment studies,l and that the subjective elements that cannot
be solely explained in terms of transport economy have a
strong influence on actual choices.

1 See p. 213.
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The grouping of consignors is commonly made according
to industries under the assumption that firms producing
the same type of goods should have similar needs of trans-
ports and act the same way in the transport market.

The alternative is to select firms that recently made
a radical change of transport solution on the assumption
that they have good knowledge about the alternatives and
that their change was based on empirical studies of the
advantages and disadvantages of the alternatives and that
their evaluation was rational. However, this method can
seldom be used, as radical changes of the transport system
are rare among manufacturing companies, particularly as a
limited time span is required so that the comparison can
be made within one transport technique and under similar
organizational conditions.

The inquiries can be carried out with the help of
standardized or unstandardized questionnaires or via in
terviews. Choice-of the method might have a strong influ
ence upon the results of the study.l In the unstandardized
questionnaires the transport buyer is asked to name and
rank factors influencing his choice of transport solution.
In the standardized form the transport buyer ranks factors
already defined in the questionnaire. This ranking can be
made in absolute terms, i.e. the factors are shown as num
ber one, two, three, and so forth, or with the help of a
relative ranking according to a value scale. The latter
method makes it possible to examine the elasticity between
individual factors, i.e. answers the question to what
extent changes in one factor can influence the choice be
tween the transport alternatives.

Evaluation of the Results

Table 2:4 and 2:5 summarize the results of several market
survey studies, the majority of which were based on
questionnaires, some on interviews with the consignors
and only two on the Delphi-technique. The variables used
can be gathered into four groups: cost, time, consignment
characteristics, and quality of the supply.

As there are strong interdepencences between the
variables, the answers may be influenced by implicit
assumptions of the interviewed that one variable is given.
Others are then valued in relative terms, making it
difficult to interpret the answers. The risk for an impli
cit relativity is especially large when unstandardized
questionnaires are used to analyze the structure of the
demand without a close specification of cargo group or
transport distance.

As can be seen from Table 2:4, there are big differen
ces between individual studies as regards the selection and
definition of variables influencing the consignors' choice
of transports. These differences should be noted particu
larly when comparing the results of the studies covering

1 Warneryd, 1967, pp. 102-107.
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Table 2:5. Reasons for Major Changes of Transport Modes in Germanya
(No. of firms)

Reasons

Freight charge
Speed
Security
Reliability
Flexibility/independence
Service
Special vehicle/wagon
Customer decision
Favorable loading times
Private siding

From rail
to road

3
3

2
4
4
3

From road
to rail

22

3
1

5
8

1
5

a No definition of a major change was given.

Source: European Conference of Ministers of Transport, 1973, Report:
Demand for Freight Transport, Paris, p. 51.

choices in individual phases of the transport process with
the holistic ones, i.e. door-to-door transports. As seen
from the table, terminal costs were treated as a separate
variable in five studies and included into either trans
port or distribution costs. The singling out of the ter
minal function complicates the interpretation of the influ
ence of individual variables on the consignors's evaluation
of the competitiveness of the transport alternatives. In
most cases, consignors probably consider total cost or time
for door-to-door transport as a measure of an individual
transport solution's competitiveness without distinguishing
between transport and terminal phases. Where price was de
fined as the total cost for door-to-door transports, this
variable was always ranked as most important when choosing
among transport alternatives (Table 2:4). Transport time
and punctuality were second only to price. Others (consign
ment size, packing cost, transport distance and terms of
payment) seem to play a less important role in the con
signor's choice of transports.

Table 2:5 shows the results from an inquiry to com
panies which recently made extensive changes in their trans
port systems. The price seemed to be the decisive argument
when turning from road to rail. Transport time, low punctu
ality, price,demand for better cargo protection and deli
very on time were the dominating reasons for changing from
rail to road.

The results given in Table 2:4 and 2:5 show only
small differences, i.e. "feelings" of average consignors,
closely correspond to the views of the firms which recent
ly changed their transports. The latter have a good know-
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ledge about the competitiveness of alternatives which indi
cates that the "feelings" of average consignor well reflect
the actual differences on the market.

Applicability

The market survey method is based on "soft" data, i.e.
consignors' opinions about interdependences and elements
that guide their transport choices. Its reliability
depends strongly on the definitions of variables and deci
sions. In some cases a decision situation may be missing,
i.e. the choice of transport is not regarded as decision by
the interviewed consignor. In such a situation his answer
will be based solely on theoretical considerations and not
anchored in reality. Difficulties with definitions of
variables and processes may also negatively influence the
reliability of the study. Consignors' may include varying
activities under the transport process which in turn may
influence their valuation of the influence of individual
variables on their transport choices. Relativity in the
valuations may also decrease the reliability. Consignors
may imply that an important variable has a given value,
which means that the others are estimated in relative terms.

These difficulties arise primarily when using standar
dized inquiries. Unstandardized ones allow for more flex
ible answers but the obtained information is less systematic
which makes statistical treatment more difficult. -~here
fore, standardized inquiries are most commonly used in
.the market surveys in spite of their weakness.

TIME SERIES ANALYSES

The time series analysis is the most common method for the
study of the demand in the transport market. It may be
carried out with the help of trend and market share analyses
or causal with models. It may be used in the study of the
total demand for transports and of its modal and route dis
tribution. The aim is to design the historic patterns and
interdependences and thus form a basis for forecasts.
Every time series of economic data is a function of four
components - trend, business cycle, seasonal, and stochastic
variations. In the analysis it is necessary to examine the
influence of each, as their impact on the prognoses varies
with the length of the forecasted period. In long time se
ries, the trend and business cycle are the most important
explanatory variables. The trend states the direction of
the long-term development tendency, while the business
cycle component can be used when explaining recurrent, long
term (4-7 years) variations around the trend.

In some studies of the long-term changes in the demand
for sea transports the theory of the long business cycles,
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about 50 years, was used to find out and explain regulari
ties in booms and depressions of international shipping. l

Trend Analyses

The trend analysis of foreign trade data is by far the most
common form of studies of the demand for international
transports. The historical trends are extrapolated to find
the future volume and structure of cargo flows. In many
studies it is implied that the historical interdependences
will be valid also in the future. This conflicts with the
theory of the product life cycle, which states that each
product and service goes through four demand phases: intro
duction, growth, maturity, and decline. It seems to be
particularly valid for changes in the demand for manufac
tured products, i.e. in the demand for general cargo trans
ports. As discussed in the first chapter, the technical
development in transportation resulted in increased com
petition on this market. Consequently, the demand for some
traditional transport alternatives declined and the product
life cycle after World War II 2 became a pronounced phenome
non also in the transport industry. This stimulated the
development of the market share and causal models in fore
casting the demand for international transports.

Market Share Models

The market share method is used as a completing instrument
to correct the trend extrapolation and include the impact
of the product life cycle. It is performed in twa steps:
(1) trend extrapolation of the total demand for general or
break bulk transports within a given geographic market,
and (2) the market share method to estimate the modal and
route distribution of flows according to the future attrac
tiveness of individual transport solutions. The method is
based on qualitative judgements about the future competi
tion on the market. The competitiveness of individual
modes and terminals is estimated according to the life
cycle theory. In quantitative terms this may be done with
the help of a time series showing changes in the relative

1 Rzepecki, 1975, pp. 35-48.
2 The theory of the product life cycle is the postwar development of

the logistic growth curve introduced into the research on the inter
national commodity trade by I. Hogbom and P.W. Kuznets around 1930.
The product life cycle can be seen as the lengthening of the
logistic curve to include also the down period.
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index of competitiveness. This shows whether a transport
solution increases or decreases its market share. l

The results of the market share models are commonly
given as a minimum and a maximum with a wide range of alter
natives in between.

Causal Models

In the causal models the volume, commodity and geographic
structure of the flows and their transport assignments
are analyzed with the help of quantitative methods. It is
assumed that commodity movements and their modal and route
distribution are determined by quantifiable economic fac
tors, and that the irregularities of the time series may
be captured by explicit relationships between cargo flow
data and one or more explanatory variables. These are
based on international trade theory and the theory of eco
nomic interdependences in transports.

The following variables are most commonly used to
"explain" the changes in international general cargo flows:
gross national or domestic product, relative import and
export prices, indexes of industrial production, employment
and population data. The relation between those variables
and the volume and structure of the commodity flows are
expressed in quantitative terms with the help of regression
analysis. Elasticity calculations are frequently used as
a complementary method. They show to what extent changes
in the volume of cargo corresponds to changes in the in
dependent variable.

Causal models are an attractive approach to the studies
of the demand for transports by the international general
cargo trade. They not only provide the description of
changes in the demand over time, but also explain economic
phenomena and interrelations that cause the changes.
Causal models are based on "hard" data which are commonly
well defined and available in most countries of the world.
However, the causal models have some important drawbacks:
limitations in the relevant economic theory; exceptional
events are not easily accounted for (strikes, economic
crises, political trade restrictions); and difficulties in
assuming whether quantified relations are significant.

1 Vx tl Vx to
Index of Competitiveness (IC) = where

Vx to Vx tl
V tl - volume of cargo carried by transport solution x during the

x
examined period tl

V
to - volume of cargo carried by transport solution x in the basicx

period

Vx to and Vx tl are the total volumes of cargo in the examined and
basic period.

A transport solution with an index below 1 during a long period is
in the down phase of its life cycle, while an index value higher than
1 indicates the phase of expansion.
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PORT - HINTERLAND STUDIES

Seaports have a strong impact on the geographic organiza
tion of international general cargo transports. Their
location and competitiveness have a strong influence on
the patterns of cargo flows and liner services. Port in
vestments are costly; most port facilities can not be used
for other services than the handling of cargo and ships.
Therefore, the analysis of the demand for port services is
an important element in the studies of demand for interna
tional sea transports.

Port demand studies are either integrated into the
modal choice analysis or carried out separately. The
central problem is the size of the port hinterland and
its export potential and import needs. A port demand study
can be limited to an individual port or cover a range of
ports, constituting either a national port system or ship
ping market. Demand studies limited to a single port, i.e.
excluding geographic competition, are useful only for bulk
transports. The highly specialized land transport and port
facilities in most cases prevent competition between bulk
ports.

General cargo flows have become more and more mobile
with the development of long-distance land transports, and
the competition between general cargo ports increased both
at nationally and continental levels. Hinterlands of ge
neral cargo ports can thus not be defined with the same
geographic accuracy as those of bulk ports. A general
cargo port often has several hinterlands, varying with the
commodity group and destination.

Considering the pull of a general cargo port on the
surrounding region, the following types of hinterlands can
be distinguished: local, primary, secondary, and transit. l

The local hinterland includes the port town with the
port as the dominating alternative. 2 It should be noticed,
however, that small ports of today lack general cargo
traffic and thus a local hinterland. The primary hinterland
covers the area for which the port is the most advantageous
alternative. Only relatively small quantities of the sea
borne general and break bulk cargo trade, destinated to or
shipped from that area, are handled in alternative ports.
Secondary hinterlands are the areas where several ports
compete for traffic. Transit hinterlands are foreign parts
of a secondary hinterland.

1 Margan, 1951, 1958; Weigand, 1958; Bird, 1968, 1971.
2

Kenyan, 1970, p. 8.
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Cargo attracted by a port from transit hinterlands
are the outcome not only of competition but also of the
transport, trade and foreign policies of the country
generating or attracting transit traffic. Its transport
policy can be directed to promote domestic ports through
discriminating legislation or with the help of economic
measures, e.g. differentiated land transport rates or
custom tariffs. Such measures are against the principles
of free trade and have diminished in postwar Western
Europe. The whole area can be regarded as a secondary
hinterland of major ports competing for deep-sea general
cargo traffic. Liberal transport policies and the develop
ment of container and roll-on - roll-off deep-sea services
focused the analysis on the competitive position of general
cargo ports in Western Europe.

Two approaches are COrnITton: qualitative methods based
on descriptions of the interaction between port and hinter
land, and quantitative methods in which these interactions
are formalized with the help of econometric models.

The Qualitative Approach

The descriptive analyses of port-hinterland interactions
are based on surveys of the economic development of regions
that form the potential hinterland and on studies of the
supplied land and sea transports. General cargo flows that
may be attracted to a seaport are commonly estimated through
the analysis of the following variables: location and struc-
ture of the manufacturing industry, pattern of foreign
trade, location of import warehouses, the inland transport
network and the applied pricing system, the pattern and
prices of shipping services calling at the competing ports,
and the price and quality of cargo handling services supp
lied.

The qualitative analyses are either static or dynamic.
The first aims to find the optimal location of a seaport
within a given pattern of demand for sea transports. The
main criteria usually is to minimize total transport costs.
"The law of transport refraction" based on the traditional
location theory is the methodological ground of this ap
proach. l

- total transport costs
- distances between port and origins/destinations in the

hinterland, and to and from all ports
- quantities of cargo carried by land and sea transports
- costs per ton of land and sea transports
-. quantity of cargo handled by the port
- cost of cargo handling

1 The basic "transport refraction model" is as follows:

f(CT) = EDt Qt CL + EDf Qj Cs + Qp Cp ---.

where:
eT
Di' Dj

min
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Its static character, limitation to only the optimization
criterion and the lack of port competition make the re
fraction model rather useless in the analysis of demand
for general cargo ports. Therefore, a dynamic approach
has been used. It tries to explain the genesis of a
hierarchical port sys·tem as a result of the development
of economic growth poles in the hinterland and of inland
and sea transport networks. l According to this view the
competitive position of general cargo ports changes con
tinuously. Hence, only few major ports occupy a relative
ly stable position in the general cargo trade, while the
medium ones tend to show large fluctuations. The stable
position of t~e large ports is a result of their well
established commercial, financial and organizational struc
ture which may lead their traffic upward via a "nothing
suceeds-like-success spiral".2 In the dynamic approach
the shape of hinterland is designed by several calculations
of isodistances, isochrones and isovectors, reflectinq the
influence of changes in the transport network upon the
competitive position of ports.

In most studies, the hinterland of general cargo ports
is designed after an analysis of the performance of the
inland transports only.3 Hence, the price for the sea
transport to a given destination is presumed to be the same
for all competing ports, an assumption valid only for the
base ports of the lines located in the same geographic area.

However, there are significant differences between
base ports, as regards the frequency of sailings, and the
quality of cargo handling services. These differences have
a strong influence on the competitive position of the ports
and should be considered when calculating the hinterlands.
For non-base ports the differences in shipping costs, as
well, influence the size of the port hinterlands. 4 All
phases of the transport process should thus be included
to reflect as realistically as possible the competitive
situation in the market. This especially holds for short
sea traffic to and from countries with long coasts and a
well developed port system.

Econometric Hinterland Models

Econometric hinterland analyses are based on quantitative
models. The starting point is an assumption that all im
portant factors and interdependences that determine the

1 Taffe, et al., 1963, pp. 503-519; Rimmer, 1967
2 Bird, 1971, p. 132
3 Hogbom, 1934, pp. 36-37; Ho1cke, 1952, p. 185; Barczuk, 1966, p. 43
4 Unger, 1973, p. 155; Gi1man & Wi1iams, 1976, pp. 137-145
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distribution of general and break bulk cargo flows between
competing ports can be quantified with the help df mathema
tical functions and integrated into an operational model.

Gravity models, linear programming and simulation
techniques are used to design the pattern of cargo flows
between port and hinterland. The gravity models explain
the distribution of cargo flows, departing from two hypo
theses: (1) with increasing distance the competitiveness
of the port decreases, and (2) large ports exert greater
attraction on cargo than smaller ones because of the econ
nomy of scale in general cargo services. The value of
gravity models for estimation of the demand for port ser
vices was empirically tested in a British study.l

The formula was a modified version of the classic
gravity model. 2 The total cargo turnover of the port and
the export potential of the regions were used as measures
of the masses in the gravitation model. The distance was
expressed as the crow flies. The maximum cargo handling
capacity of a port was assumed to equal the volume of actual
turnover. An assumption was also made that all export
traffic from the regions was taking place via the examined
port.

Besides the gravity model, cross tabulation and gradi
ent methods were used in the British study. The result in
dicated that local and primary hinterlands can be distin
guished only for large ports. The small ports only have

Estimated cargo exports from region i through port
Total exports from region i
Total export volume handled in port J
Distance between port j and region i
Calibrating model parameter for reshaping the port component
Calibrating model parameter for reshaping the distance compo
nent
Constant expressing the power of attraction of the port consi
dering both the competitiveness of other ports and the pro
pensity of the regions to use the port rather than alternative
ports.

A,B

a
b

Tij = Ai

where
T

°X
d

1 Portbury, 1966

2 The Portbury formula of the gravity model was as follows:

Bj 0i xj f (dij' b)

A 1
B
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secondary hinterlands, as they ar~ within the gravity
fields or the large ports. London and Liverpool, the
two leading general cargo ports of Britain, accounted
for 80-90 % of their primary hinterlands, delimitated
with a 40 km isoline. The corresponding values for
smaller ports, like Hull, Southampton and Bristol, were
much lower (50, 31 and 38 % respectively).l The general
conclusion of the study was that th.e major part of the
country could be regarded as a secondary hinterland,
i.e. the British general cargo ports are in strong com
petition for cargo. The best adaptation between model
results and empirically observed flows was obtained by
correcting the distance component with a parameter b =
1.25 and the port component with a parameter a = l~ It
should be pointed out that the importance of distance
as criterium for hinterland delimitation is dependent
upon the location of the export industry in relation to
the ports. In the British study the area with.in a 160 km
circle covered 80-90 % of all traffic through ports.
However, a study of the hinterlands of Polish ports
shows that only 5-10 % of the cargo turnover in the ports
can be derived from regions situated within 200 km. A
600 km isoline is necessary to delimit 80-90 % of the
cargo traffic in Polish ports. 2 This shows that no ge
neral rule can be stated about physical distance between
ports and the core of their hinterlands.

In a study on the cargo traffic in South African
ports the usefulness of gravity models was compared with.
that of isodistance and isovector methods. 3 The areas
of theoretically estimated hinterlands were compared with
the empirical consignment data. The gravity model gave
the most realistic approximation of the hinterland of in
dividual ports (r2 = 0.90 and distance deviations from
empirically mapped limits was about 85 km). The result
was somewhat inferior with the isodistance method (r2 =
0.81 and a distance deviation of 112 km). The isovector
method gave the poorest approximation of the port h~nter

lands (r2 = 0.56 and a distance deviation of 135 km).

Although good for the explanation of the current
pattern, the gravity models have several drawbacks as re
gards their use for prognoses of the future attraction of
ports. The calibrated parameters reflecting the influence
of unknown variables might influence the result consider
ably. Their values are based on empirical investigations
of current conditions and cannot be estimated for the fu
ture. A direct use of gravity models in forecasts with
out changing the parameter value means that the present

- !

1 Portbury, 1966, 51.p.
2 Barczuk, 1975, p.48.
3 Shaffer, 1965.
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influence of unknown variables upon the distribution of
cargo flows is assumed to be valid also in the future. l

As alternatives to gravitation models, linear program
ming and simulation techniques have been used to build
quantative models of port hinterlands. Linear programming
and i~s usefulness for hinterland studies is discussed
further in chapter 4.

Simulation models are mainly used to plan port inv1st
ments and are focused on the internal work at the port.
Analysis of the hinterland is generally a secondary problem,
although it is the most important single item affecting
discussions r~lating to the operations of, and tnvestments
in, the port. 3

In the simulation models, data on cargo flows to and
from the hinterland are regarded as exogene variables,
which are obtained through time series analyses of national
and regional production and foreign trade data. The simu
lation techniques are used to adjust type of ships and
their sailing frequences to the structure, volume and seaso
nal variations in the cargo flows handled in a port, but
do not cope with the question of volume and geographic
pattern of the demand for port services.

CONCLUSIONS
In the first part of this chapter was shown that modal and
route allocation of general and break bulk cargo is com
plex, a function of decision-making by consignors as well
as producers of transport and terminal services and by
several groups with a strong although indirect influence on
the transport market. Neither in the short nor in the long
perspective can modal and route allocation of flows be
viewed as a function of a single variable. Models and
methods used in the analysis should reflect this complexity.

The methods can be divided into four groups: multi
regional transport models, consignment studies, market sur
veys and time-series analyses. Port-hinterland studies
form a separate subgroup seeking to estimate demand for
services supplied by a port or a system of ports. In this
chapter the interest has be focused on the influence of
assumptions made, particularly implicit ones, on the result
of the studies.

1
Heggie, 1969, p. 102.

2
Development of Ports, 1969; Gu1brandsen & Eidem, 1973; Lawrence,
1973; Eidem, 1974.

3
Development of Ports, 1969, p. 16.
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No approach is always "best" for the analysis of the
modal and route distribution of general cargo flows. The
time series analysis in most situations is easiest. Causal
models based on time series analyses use aggregated trade,
production, transport and other economic data and cannot
be used to answer questions about the consignors' motives
for transport choices made, nor explain interdependences
between type and geography of shipments on the one hand
and modal and route choices on the other.

The consignors' evaluation of individual transport al
ternatives can be analysed through market surveys. The re
liability of the results of this common approach varies as
the definitions of variables and the forms for interviews
differ considerably between individual studies making com
parisons difficult. It is undoubtedly the easiest way to
map the consignors' opinions about their transport alterna
tives. Consignment studies combined with the market-share
approach are particularly useful in short- and medium-term
analyses of the modal and route allocation of cargo flows.

Consignment studies are used to find the interrela
tionship between type and geography of shipments, the charac
teristics of consignors and the modal and route allocation
of flows. To obtain a sample of consignment data, this
very time-consuming but the reliability and comparability
of the results is much higher than for market surveys. The
method of sampling may influence the results. The consign
ment approach is a useful complement to the market surveys,
particularly for medium-term analyses, but it is to expen
sive for short-term studies and too static for long-term
projections.

Multiregional transport models are methodologically
most advanced and require computer facilities and detailed
information about variables and interdependences influencing
modal and route allocation of cargo flows. They are based
on the findings of the other methods. !·1ultiregional models
form a powerful method for the medium- and long-term fore
casts of the demand for individual transport alternatives.
Simulation of various alternatives in the supplied trans
port services and in the pattern of commodity production
and trade is required. The main difficulty of this approach
is to make adjustments of quantified interdependences on the
transport market to future developments. The results of
this approach should therefore include an in-depth analysis
of the validity of explicit and, particularly, implicit as
sumptions made.
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3. TRANSPORT OF GENERAL
AND BREAK BULK CARGO
TO AND FROM SWEDEN

This chapter is focused on changes in the demand for gene
ral cargo and break bulk cargo transports in the foreign
trade of Sweden during the 1960's and 1970's and on the
perspectives for the 1980's. The analysis is concentrated
on three questions: (1) the relationship between produc
tion pattern and location of industries in Sweden and size,
structure, and geography of flows, (2) modal reallocation
of flows, and (3) the role of individual ports in the sea
borne general cargo and break bulk cargo trade of the coun
try. The results of this analysis form the empirical back
ground for a model study of port and modal competit~on de
scribed in the next chapter. Particular stress is put on
flows between Sweden and the rest of Europe which is the
most competitive market in the transports of Sweden's
foreign trade in general and break bulk cargo.

The analysis is carried out in three steps. The first
covers the demand derived from the total trade data. It
provides a general framework for the second step, detailed
studies of tendencies in the general and break bulk cargo
markets. The third step of the analysis is the modal and
port distribution of flows.

The flow analysis is the basic method in this chapter.
It includes trend and regression models and series of in
dexes showing the relative traffic gains and losses by
modes and terminals.

THE TRANSPORT DEMAND OF
SWEDEN's FOREIGN TRADE
Among important changes in the world economy after 1960
that have influenced the foreign trade of Sweden are:

An internationalization of the national economies,
i.e. foreign trade as in earlier decades rose along
a steeper curve than the GNP.
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Regionalization of trade as a result of the creation
of trade blocs..

The four-fold increase in energy costs announced in
the fall of 1973.

Increased differentiation among countries in terms of
economic growth.

Inflation and economic stagnation, "stagflation",
especially after 1972, in several countries.

Increased government support to export industries from
1974 which restrains private and public consumption.

Protectionistic tendencies, especially for industries
with structural problems, leading to non-tariff trade
barriers and, in some instances, quota restrictions.

PATTERN OF TRADE

In the 1960's and 1970's the Swedish economy was continu
ously internationalized, i.e. increased its dependency on
the economic development in other countries, measured by
both the flows of goods, services, and production factors
across national boundaries and by the internationalization
of institutions. l Although the commodity trade is the most
important source of information in the analysis of the de
mand for transports, the flows of production factors should
also be considered in a long-term study on the structure
and volume of cargo flows. This is especially true as re
gards general cargo.

Sweden's foreign trade in the 1960's and 1970's grew
faster than the GNP and industrial production (Figure 3:1).
The annual growth of the GNP was 3.6 % for the whole period
and 4.5 % for the 1960's, while both exports and imports
increased by 7 %.

Thus the GNP-elasticity of exports increased from 1.7
for 1960-1970 to 3.0 for 1970-1975, while the changes in
the imports elasticity were less pronounced, 1.4 and 2.0,
i.e. the dependency of 1he Swedish economy on exports grew
faster than on imports.

As pointed out in Chapter 2, both GNP and industrial
production can be used as independent variables in the ex
planatory models of foreign trade. 3 In Sweden GNP provides
a slightly better explanation than industrial production

1 SOU 76:27, p. 155

2
GNP-elasticity of exports (imports)

3 ,See pp. 220.

exports (imports) growth rate
GPN growth rate
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for the development. of imports 1960-1976. 1 For exports
the two variables are equally powerful. The difference
is probably explained by the great importance of private
consumption in the demand for imports.

In spite of a higher growth rate for exports than for
imports and unchanged ternlS of trade, defici ts in the trade
balance were reported throughout the period. It was 1.73
billion kronor in 1960 and 1.10 billion in 1970 (Figure 3:2).
In relation to the value of the exports the trade deficit
decreased from 13 to 3 % between 1960 and 1970. The defi
cit was balanced mainly by exports of services. The balance
of payments thus was no restraint on imports in the 1960's.
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Figure 3:1. Swedish Econo~y Figure 3:2. Swedish Foreign Balance:

'. '. '. . ~In these and following figures the numbers show the yearly growth
~ates for p~riod 1960-i976, those in brackets show the trends for
~he 1960-l974 period, i.e. before the oil crisis.

. .

1 The regression equations read as follows:

Yexp 0.541 x - 43,49 r 2 0.97

Yexp 1.602 z - 25.30 r 2 0.97
2

Yimp 0.514 x - 40.06 r 0.98
2

Yimp 1.500 z - 22.17 r 0.86

where: x - GNP, 1968 prices, z - value added by industry, 1968 prices.
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The relatively smooth postwar development of the
Swedish economy in the 1970's ran into greater variations.
The annual growth of the GNP was 1.7 % 1970-1971, increased
to 3.7 % for 1972-1974 and was reduced to 1 % 1975-1976
(Figure 3:1). For the latter two years industrial produc
tion actually showed a negative development (-1 %).

These rapid changes in the economic development had
strong repercussions on the foreign trade. The first two
years of the 1970's had a rather moderate annual growth of
exports, 6.7 %, followed by a rapid expansion 1972-1974
with 11.5 % and a decrease in 1975-1976 (Figure 3:1). Im
ports also registered a stagnation 1970-1971, a rapid expan
sion 1972-1974 (11.6 %) and a slow growth 1975-1976 (2.2 %).

As a result, the balance of trade shifted dramatically
from a great surplus 1972-1974 to an even greater deficit
1975-1976 (Figure 3:2). These changes were accompanied by
a rapid increase in export and import prices which contrast
with the stability of the 1960's (Figure 3:3). The rise of
export prices after 1974 was higher than that of imports.
The unfavorable price developments and the stagnation in
the world economy were the main causes for the decline of
the exports in 1975 and its very slow growth in 1976. This
led to a changed balance in the demand for transport ser
vices. Traditionally the volume of exports was larger than
that of imports, i.e. the former gave the frame for estimat
ing the transport needs of Sweden's foreign trade. But in 1975
imports were 16 % above the exports (Figure 3:4) as a result
of a rapid fall in bulk (iron ore) and break bulk (wood
products) shipments.

Two tendencies in the 1960's and 1970's were of parti
cular importance for the transport allocation of Sweden's
foreign trade: (1) the changing commodity structure, mainly
the shift of exports toward more valuable goods (Figure 3:4),
and (2) the concentration of trade to the Nordic countries
(Table 3:1).
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Figure 3:4. Swedish Foreign Trade by groups of cargo

The growth rate of the Swedish exports in 1968 prices,
in the 1960's and 1970's was twice its growth in tons
(Figure 3:1 and 3:4). The commodity structure of the im
ports was more stable with a growth rate by value only one
percentage unit above that by volume.

The geographic pattern of trade was fairly constant
with a domination for Europe (Table 3:1). Already in 1958
as much as 75 % of the exports by value were destinated for
Europe. The share of imports from that region was nearly
the same. Unfortunately, no 'tonnage data are available for
the early 1960's, but in the mid 1960's the share of exports
in tons to Europe was as high as 96 % (iron ore). It re
mained near that level during the whole period. The share
of imports from Europe was much lower because of the oil
flows from the Middle East and Latin America.

Although the total share for Europe was fairly stable,
there was in the 1960's and 1970's a significant concentra
tion to the Nordic countries, while the British market
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dropped in importance, particularly measured by tons of
exported commodities. The share of the Continent, exclud
ing the Centrally Planned Economies, also tended to de
crease in the 1970's for exports but was stable for imports.

The transocean trade by volumes was evenly distributed
in 1975 between North America, Asia and Africa. The share of
exports to Africa and Asia had increased significantly, but
with different structural changes. The average ton value
in exports to Africa remained rather constant between 1965
and 1975 while it tripled to Asia (Table 3:1). The latter
in 1975 was the second highest among all destinations and
surpassed the average ton-value for exports to North America,
the trade route traditionally dominated by high-value com
modities.

MODAL DISTRIBUTION

The changed relations between bulk, break bulk and general
cargo in the exports, and the concentration of trade to the
Nordic countries further strengthened the competitiveness
of the truck. The modal split of the Swedish foreign trade
in the 1960's and the first half of the 1970's was charac
terized by three main tendencies: increasing role of truck
ing, stable share of railways, and declining share of
shipping, excluding ferry services.

The market share of trucking in exports increased from
1 % in 1960 to 5 % in 1970 and 9 % in 1976, an annual growth
of 20 % in the 1960's and 8 % in the first half of the 1970'sl
(Figure 3:5). Trucks in 1976 accounted for 36 % of the
Swedish exports by value or four times as much as by weight.
In other words, the trucked cargo was worth four times as
much per ton as the average export cargo (Table 3:2). In the
imports trucks registered a slower increase. They accounted
for 2 % in 1960, 4 % in 1970 and 7 % in 1976 (Figure 3:5),
which means an annual increase of 15 % in the 1960's and
11 % in 1970-1976. Measured by value the trucks accounted
for 34 % of imports, which means a ton-value five times the
average for the Swedish imports (Table 3:2). The ton values
in recent years have been going down relatively both for
imports and exports by trucks as they have widened their
market share by transporting cheaper cargo. Throughout the
period exports by road exceeded imports. Some 30 % of the
truck capacity needed for exports cannot be utilized on the
return trip (Figure 3:5).

Rail cargo kept pace with total foreign traffic 1960
1976; its five per cent market share, excluding iron ore
transports to Norway which are treated here as seaborne
trade, remained constant (Figure 3:5). Just as for trucks
the export cargo dominated on the railroads until 1975 when
imports exceeded exports by weight with 10 %. In 1976 the
traffic was balanced. The average value of railroad freight

1 Swedish transport statistics show what carrier was used when cargo
passed the national border.



Table 3:1. Geography of Sweden's Foreign Trade

Region of Trade Quantity

Million tons % % % _.~ Th. million Skr % % %

1965 1970 1975 1965 1970 1975 1965 1970 1975 1965 1970 1975

World exports 41.2 52.7 45.5 100 100 100 20.5 35.1 72.0 100 100 100
imports 34.0 50.9 52.9 100 100 100 22.6 36.3 74.9 100 100 100

Europe exports 39.7 50.2 42.4 96.4 95.3 93.2 16.6 28.2 55.1 81.0 80.3 76.5
imports 22.8 33.8 36.0 67.1 66.4 68.1 17.1 28.2 58.1 75.7 77.7 77.6

Nordic exports 4.9 8.5 9.2 11.9 16.1 20.2 5.3 9.5 19.5 25.9 27.1 27.1
imports 4.3 6.5 8 .. 4 12.6 12.8 15.9 3.2 6.8 14.4 14.2 18.7 19.2

U.K. and Ireland exports 9.2 7.6 6.2 22.3 14.4 13.6 2.8 4.5 8.2 13.7 12.8 11.4
imports 4.7 7.1 4.6 13.8 13.9 8.7 3.3 5.0 8.3 14.6 13.8 11.1

Eastern Europe exports 1.5 1.6 4.5 3.6 3.0 9.9 1.4 1.9 5.1 6.8 5.4 7.1
imports 5.7 8.4 9.5 16.8 16.5 18.0 0.9 1.8 4.7 4.0 5.0 6.3

Other Europe exports 24.1 32.5 22.5 58.5 61.7 49.5 7.1 12.3 22.3 34.6 35.0 31.0
imports 8.7 11.8 13.5 25.6 23.2 25.5 9.7 14.6 30.7 42.9 40.2 41.0

U.S.and Canada exports 0.6 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.9 2.2 1.5 2.6 5.0 7.3 7.4 6.9
imports 1.7 1.7 1.8 5.0 3.3 3.4 2.3 3.5 5.3 10.2 9.6 7.1

Latin America exports 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.7 1.2 3.2 3.4 3.4 4.4
imports 5.4 4.5 2.0 15.9 8.8 3.8 1.5 1.5 2.2 6.6 4.1 2.9

Asia and exports 0.5 1.1 0.9 1.2 2.1 2.0 1.0 1.9 5.7 4.9 5.4 7.9
Oceania imports 3.1 6.4 9.3 9.1 12.6 17.6 1.2 2.1 7.5 5.3 5.8 10.0

Japan exports 0.0 0.5 0.1 - 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.9 0.8
imports 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.4 1.1 0.3 0.7 2.1 1.3 1.9 2.8

Africa exports 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.8 1.8 0.6 1.3 2.9 2.9 3.7 4.0
imports 1.0 4.4 3.7 2.9 8.6 7.0

I
0.4 0.8 1.8 1.8 2.2 2.4

Source: SOS, Utrikeshande1, Del 11, 1965, 1970, 1975, Statistiska Centra1byran, Stockholm.

N
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Table 3:2. Sweden's Foreign Trade: Value per Ton (VT) and Index (I)
(Skr)

Exports a Imports

1967 1970 1975 1967 1970 1975_. --- - ----
VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I

Sea 374 70 380 60 890 60 380 60 380 50 760 50

Rail 1 560 300 1 530 230 3 070 190 3 358 520 3 260 460 3 350 240

Road 2 444 460 3 070 460 5 240 340 4 083 630 4 500 630 7 000 500

Total 528 100 666 100 1 582 100 650 100 713 100 1 398 100

a Exports of iron ore via Narvik included in the sea transports

Sources: Statistiska Medde1anden, Serie T 1977:22, 1978:5, SCB, Stockholm.
t'V
W
U1
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Figure 3:5. Total Exports and Imports

increased at a lower rate than total freight, i.e. the
market segment of railways became more concentrated to low
value commodities (Table 3:2).

Seaborne cargo dom.in.at.es: Swedish foreign tra.de both.
for imports and exports (Figure 3:5). Th~s is especially
true when the ore exports by way of Narv~k are considered
seaborne. However, the dominance of seaborne export cargo
was reduced from 93 % in 1960 to 85 % in 1976 as a result
of the expansion in trucking. For import cargo the seaborne
share declined from 95 % in 1960 to 88 % in 1976. The cargo
balance in Swedish ports traditionally show a dominance for
imports over exports because of the large oil receipts and
the recording of the Narvik ore as rail freight.

The average value per ton of seaborne trade was low
and declining in comparison with the average for the total
trade both for exports and imports, i.e. reduced competi
tiveness of shipping was concentrated to high-value goods
that were being taken over by trucks (Table 3:2).

FUTURE TRADE
Projections of the future development of the Swedish foreign
trade were made much more difficult by the conspicuous devia
tions from the trend 1974-1976. The oil crisis in the fall
of 1973 stands out as a great breaking point in interna
tional trade.

In a Swedish government report,l submitted in the
summer of 1975, an optimistic projection shows a higher
growth rate for the second than for the first half of the
1970's, while a pessimistic projection shows a lower rate
(Table 3:3). Industrial production would have a higher or

1 SOU 75:89.
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an unchanged growth rate according to the two alternatives.
In both a more rapid growth is foreseen for industrial pro
duction than for the total economy.

Table 3:3. The Future of the Swedis,h Economy. Annual Rates. of
Growth: 1975-1980 (1968 prices).

Sector Alternatives

Optimistic Pessimistic

GNP 3.2

Industrial Production 5.2

Commodity Imports 6.6

Commodity Exports 8.8

Service Imports 5.2

Service Exports -0.6

Source: SOU: 1975:89.

2.5

4.2

5.5

7.7

2.7

-0.6

The years 1975 and 1976 had a low increase of GNP,
0.8 and 1.5 %, and 1977 was the first year in the postwar
period with a decreasing GNP, -2.5 %.1 Industrial produc
tion decreased all three years. The values of the quoted
report based on data available in the summer of 1975 should
therefore be adjusted downwards for the base year. Estima
tions in the report of 1975 can now also be compared with
observed data for the first two years of the projection,
1976 and 1977. Industrial production was 5.2 - 6.2 percen
tage units below the projected values in 1976 and GNP 1 
1.7 units below (Figure 3:1). Deviations for 1977 were
even more pronounced, 3.6 - 9.6 percentage units for indus
trial production and 4.9 - 5.7 units for GNP.

Sweden's foreign trade showed even larger deviations
from the projected values. Instead of the estimated in
creases, exports decreased by 10 % in 1975 and increased
by 4 % in 1976 which means a negative deviation of 3.7 
4.8 percentage units for the first year of the projection
(Figure 3:1). During 1977 the exports were at the 1976
level. 2 Imports were below the projected values in 1975
with a decrease of 1 %, but in 1976 they showed an increase
of 6.2 %.

The large deficit in the balance of payments 1975
1976 resulted in a decrease of imports by 2.9 % in 1977.
Economic policy will give priority to export expansive
measures, restraining private consumption which will hold

1
Statistiska Meddelanden, Serie N 1978:8.1.

2
Statistiska Medde1anden, Serie H 1978:11.
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back imports. The 1975-1977 development suggests that the
pessimistic projection in the 1975 report is more realis
tic than the optimistic alternative for estimating ex
ports in the coming years.

Expressed in weight, Swedish exports grew at an annu
al rate of 5 % in the 1960's and 4.3 % in 1970-1974 (Figure
3:4). In 1975 it registered a drop of 27 % and a 6 % in
crease in 1976 (Figure 3:4). Imports increased by 9.3 % a
year in the 1960's. Between 1970 and 1972 imports dropped
from 50.9 million tons to 47.3 million tons, but in 1972
1975 registered an annual increase of 5 %.

In the early 1970's both imports and exports grew
faster in fixed prices than in weight. Projections for
estimating future cargo flows must therefore also have as
sumptions about future relations between fixed prices and
weights, which require detailed studies of the cargo struc
ture and changes in ton-values in fixed and current prices.
It can be reasonably assumed that Swedish exports also in
the future will record increasing ton-values slightly above
the past and, ipso facto, lower growth rates for weight
than for value. For imports these relations are more dif
ficult to predict. Prices of raw materials and Sweden's
industrial specialization are important parameters. In
creased specialization means increased imports (and exports)
of manufactured products.

In the following estimation of the foreign trade by
weight, the GNP is used as an alternative to trade data by
value. The 1960-1974 data show a close correlation be
tween GNP and Swedish exports by weight and somewhat less
for imports. l However, the determination coefficients were
higher for foreign trade by value. 2 Projections in Table
3:4 are based on the 1976 data, which means that the con
sequences of the oil crisis were at least partly included.

Table 3:4. The Future Volume of Sweden's Foreign Trade (million tons)

Alternatives

Optimistic Pesimistic
~GNP 3.2 % ~GNP 2.5 %
Imports Exports Imports Exports

1980 63 73 61 71

1985 77 88 71 82

1990 92 105 83 96

1 The regression equations are:

Yexp
= 0.436 x - 14.74 r 2 0.95

2
Yimp = 0.036 x - 14.18 r 0.93

x - Value of GNP in 1968 prices.
2 See footnote 230.on page
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The maximum alternative assumes an annual growth of
3. 2 % of GNP until 1985, the minimum, 2.5 %. According to
this projection export flows again will surpass import flows.
The decline in exports by weight for 1975 is here considered
an exception from the trend. According to the projection
the export weight should increase by 3.1 - 3.5 % a year rnd
the import tonnage by 3 - 3.7 %. The official projection of
exports until 1980 in fixed prices gives 7.7 - 8.8 % a year
and somewhat less for imports, 5.5 - 6.6 % (Table 3:3). By
weight the exports should increase with 3.8 - 4.4 % a year
and the imports with 6 - 7 %, assuming that the historic
quotients for increase of foreign trade by fixed prices and
by weight remain unchanged. The projected increases are
higher with this method than with GNP as explanatory vari
able. However, it has to be underlined that all these prog
noses are very uncertain as the repercussions of the oil
crisis and of the inflation, as regards the size and struc
ture of the world trade in the"early 1980's, still are dif
ficult to forecast.

DEMAND FOR GENERAL CARGO TRANSPORT
General cargo accounted for only 2.7 % of Swedish exports
by weight in 1960 (Figure 3:4). In the 1960's it had an
above average annual growth rate which led to a share of
3.1 % in 1970. This trend continued in the 1970's. The
decline in exports for 1975 was less for general cargo
(-5.4 %) than for total exports (-27 %) and general cargo
increased its share to 5 % in 1976. Imports of general
cargo increased at slower rates (Figure 3:4) and its share
of total imports remained fairly unchanged for the period
1960-1976.

Although not so important by weight it should be under
lined that general cargo constitutes about half the Swedish
foreign trade by value. The high ton-value is an important
element influencing modal and port distribution of general
cargo flows.

The difference in commodity structure between imports
and exports of general cargo may be a major reason for their
distinctly dissimilar modal distribution (Figure 3:6).
Shipping in 1976 lost first position in exports as a result
of rapid growth in road transports. A switch of general
cargo from sea to land transport occurred already in the
first half of the 1960's, but data are not fully compar
able. In 1967 a uniform data base was introduced. Shipping
accounted for 46 % of the general cargo exports and for 62 %
of imports that year. Rail transports had 27 and 18 % and
road 27 and 20 %. Corresponding numbers for 1976 were: sea
42 % for exports and 46 % for imports, rail 11 and 17 %,

1 SOU 1975:89.
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while the share of road transport increased to 46 % in ex
ports and 36 % in imports (Figure 3:6). The declining
shares of shipping and rail results from trucking widening
its market by attracting cheaper goods.
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Figure 3: 6. General Cargo. Exports, Imports'

The long-term changes in the modal and port distribution
of general cargo flows discussed above are caused by:

A differentiated growth in the production and consump
tion of conlffiodity groups as well as changes in their
geographical pattern;

A changed competitive situation between modes as a
result of differences in technical and organizational
developments in the transport industry;

Concentration of trade to the Nordic countries.

An identification of changes in the demand for trans
ports requires an analysis in depth of production trends
and location patterns of individual manufacturing industries
generating and attracting general cargo and of the geography
of trade. For imports the consumption pattern is also a
major factor. In-depth studies are necessary for discussion
of future modal and port distributions of general cargo
flows, i.e. for the analysis of demand for shipping and port
services.

The fairly heterogeneous general cargo group can be
divided into three main subgroups more homogeneous in their
transport characteristics: l

Machinery and transport equipment (CTSE 18) and manu
factured metal articles (CTSE 17);

1 For the discussion on commodity grouping for transports, see the
first section of Chapter 2.
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Food and agricultural products (CTSE 2 and 3);

Other general cargo, including crude materials and
semimanufactures (CTSE 10, excl. 10.18) and mis
cellaneous manufactured articles (CTSE 19 excl. 19.40
and 19.41).

MACHINERY

Machinery is by far the most important subgroup by value
of general cargo. By weight food is leading but only for
imports. Machinery exports had a high and even annual
growth rate in the 1960's, some 10 % in fixed (1968) prices
(Figure 3:7). The 1970's showed large deviations from the
trend. The engineering industry topped the total export
growth by 2 percentage units for the 1970-1976 period (7.2
and 5.2 %). Exports had a higher growth rate than produc
tion. Export markets accounted for half the output of this
industry. The annual growth of investments was 9.8 % for
1970-1975, less (7.0 %) if the shipyards are excluded.

The government long-term projectionl (LU) assumes annu
al investment increases for the industry, excluding ship
yards, of 5.9 - 7.0 % for 1975-1980, production increases
of 5.4 - 6.5 %, and export increases of 8.7 - 10 %, i.e. a
continued internationalization of the Swedish engineering
industry. Some 60 % of the exports from this industry are
investment goods, 30 % part and components and only 10 %
durable consumer goods. Expansion opportunities are thus
primarily influenced by industrial investments in the im
porting countries. Growth in investments abroad is the
main business cycle indicator for the Swedish engineering
industry. Changes in private consumption are of minor im
portance.

Even if prices may be of somewhat subordinate role in
the choice of investment goods,2 it should be pointed out
that price increases were lower for exports than for im
ports within this commodity group (Figure 3:8). Roughly
the same type of products were exported and imported. The
Swedish engineering industry remained highly competitive
in the international market until 1975. However, in the
latter year prices for exports increased much faster than
for imports. In 1976 for the first time in the postwar
period, the price index for exports was on a higher level
than for imports. Average price increases those two years
were lower abroad than in Sweden. The changed price rela
tions were of great importance for the export opportunities
of the Swedish engineering industry.3 They also influenced

1 SOU 75:89.
2

Ibid., pp. 208-210.

3 SOU 78:78.
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demand in the domestic market by stimulating imports.
More indirectly, the price changes influenced the volume
of Swedish foreign trade by stimulating Sweden-based cor
porations to increase their foreign investments 1 and
cause foreign firms in Sweden to decrease their activity.
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Figure 3:8. Engineering Export, Imports

The imports of engineering products in the period
1960-1976 increased at a slightly lower rate than exports
(Figure 3:7). There was also a structural difference
between incoming and outgoing flows. Parts and components
accounted for 50 % of imports, investment goods for 30 %
and durable consumer goods for the remaining 20 %, i.e.
twice as much as in exports. Port distribution
of imports is influenced not only by the location of in
dustry but also of popul~tion and of the central import

1 Hfrnell, et al., 1972, pp. 48-66.
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warehouses of consumer durables. The influence of the
latter two elements increased in the late 1960 l s and early
1970's as the structure of the demand for engineering pro
ducts changed. Machine investments increased by 6.6 % a
year in the first half of the 1960's but only by 4.1 % in
the period 1965-1975, iee. less than the production of the
engineering industry (Figure 3:9). The consumption of con
sumer durables had the reverse development, 3.6 % and 5 %
respectively. Its structure also changed. New cars de
clined from 42 % in 1964 to 30 % in 1975, which influenced
the demand for shipping since cars are mainly moved in spe
cial vessels.
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Figure 3:9. Demand for Engineering Products

Measured by weight the imports of engineering products
increased by 5 % a year in the early 1960's, by 7.9 % in
1965-1970 and by 7.3 % in 1970-1975 (Figure 3:10), i.e.
less than by value.

The structure of imports changed in 1960-1976 in
favor of high-value goods (Table 3:5). The ton-value in
creased from 9 340 Skr in 1963 to 11 850 Skr in 1975,
in fixed prices. The ton-value in fixed prices of the ex
ports of engineering products remained constant, some
13 000 Skr for the whole period 1962-1972, i.e. the
transport quality requirements of exports and imports be
came more equal.

Engineering products can be divided into t~70 groups,
according to ton-value: high-value goods, i.e. machines,
apparatus and transport equipment (CTSE 18) and low-value
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goods, i.e. works of metal such as constructions, tools
and simple products for domestic use (CTSE 17).
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alternatives made in 1974 by Godlund and Godlund for the
Swedish Maritime Authority.
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natives computed from the governmental economic forecast in 1975. .
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Table 3:5. Connnodity Structure of the Swedish Trade with Machine and
Metal Manufactures

b

SITC Connnodity Imports Exports
1962 1975 1962 1975
weight value weight value weight value weight value
% % % % % % % %

69 Metal manufactures 11.7 7.1 15.4 8.5 13.9 9.6 18.9 8.8

71 Machinery, non electric 37.9 39.9 37.1 47.8 49.4 55.2 32.8 42.4

Power generating machin- 4.6 4.9 5.4 5.9 5.3 5.5 3.4 4.4
ry, non electric

711.5 Internal combustion en- 3.5 3.2 4.3 4.0 3.0 3.1 2.6 3.2
gines not for aircrafts

712 Agricultural machinery 5.3 3.2 5.1 2.9 5.9 3.9 3.0 2.8

712.5 Tractors 2.0 2.1 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.3 0.3 1.1

714 Office machines 0.5 4.6 0.4 4.9 1.3 6.6 0.7 4.3

715 Metal working machinery 7.7 5.2 5.0 3.9 3.2 2.7 2.2 2.1

718.1 Paper mill and pulp 2.6 2.3 1.0 1.2 2.3 2.6 1.0 1.4
mi 11 machinery

719.2 Pumps and centrifuges 2.4 3.4 3.1 4.8 3.2 4.9 2.5 3.9

719.3 Mechanical handling 3.3 2.3 5.0 3.8 3.6 2.4 6.3 5.2
equipment

719.7 Ball, roller or need1e- 0.2 0.5 1.4 2.2 3.8 4.5 1.2 2.2
roller

722 Electric machinery 13.6 21.3 14.3 24.1 11.2 15.2 12.2 21.6

722.2 Electrical power 3.5 6.1 3.8 6.5 3.6 3.9 3.4 4.4
machinery

724 Telecommunication 0.9 4.6 1.4 5.4 1.7 5.9 2.3 10.0
apparatus

725 Domestic electrical 1.6 2.0 2.6 2.3 1.5 1.5 2.1 1.9
equipment

73 Transport equipment 36.8 31.6 31.5 29.1 27.3 18.6 38.3 26.6

732 Road motor vehicles 34.8 23.5 28.7 20.3 25.0 17.2 33.6 25.1

732.1 Passenger cars 23.2 15.0 13.8 11.3 12.0 7.5 10.3 3.7

732.8 Bodies, chassis frames 12.0 6.5 12.9 6.9 2.3 2.4 8.1 5.7
and other parts of motor
vehicles

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Total 546
a

4 965
b

1 485a 24 21Lf 472a 4 824b l 595a 30 513

a weight in 000 tons
b value in 000 000 Skr

Source: SOS Utrikeshande1, Del 2, 1962, 1975.
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The export and import of the engineering industry was
clearly dominated by the first group. The ton-value of
machinery was considerably lower for import than for ex
port (Table 3:6). In spite of this difference, sea trans
port had a larger share of export than of import - 54 %
and 39 % - as a consequence of geographical differences in
outgoing and incoming flows. The transocean flows accounted
for 30 % of exports, but only for 10 % of imports (Table
3:7). Shipping maintained its share in spite of a conspi
cious rise in the ton-value of exported machinery. The
annual growth rate for shipping was 10 %.1 The market pro
file of the seaborne import remained unchanged with the
traditional concentration to low-value cargo. Its share
declined from 48 % to 39 % (Figure 3:10). In spite of a
declining share, seaborne export showed an annual increase
of 6.6 % in the period 1967-1976.

The period 1962-1975 was characterized by a conspicuous
redistribution of seaborne machinery exports between ports
(Figure 3:11), a direct consequence of changes in the geo
graphic pattern of production and of technical and economic
developments in transports. The relocation of the engineer
ring industry from the Stockholm region and the rapid ex
pansion along the West Coast and the Southwest caused a
geographic change to West Coast ports. The five lan (coun
ties) around Lake Malaren and the Ostergotlands lan accoun
ted for a reduced share of production value, from 41 % in
1968 to 38 % in 1974. The largest decrease was in the
Stockholm lan, while Sodermanland, Orebro and Vastman1and
each decreased 0.5 %. The West Coast lan increased their
share from 24.5 to 29.7 % and the Southern lan decreased
from 13.7 to 12.1 %.

However, changes in production patterns were much
smaller than the redistribution of shipments between ports.
Those of the East Coast declined from 38 % in 1962 to 13 %
in 1975, while the West Coast ports increased from 58 to
77 % (Figure 3:11). Provided the propensity for export
were the same for all Zan., the East Coast share of the sea
borne machinery export should add up to roughly 40-50 % in
1975. In reality it was 30 units lower. The relative
traffic loss· corresponds to 250 000 tons, i.e. two and
a half times the actual turnover. 2 Land transport was the
second important source of competition, besides the West
Coast ports, for shipments via the East Coast ports. The
machinery tonnage exported overland from the East Coast
lan was estimated at 350-380 thousand tons in 1975.

1 The trend lines for seaborne trade 1967-1976 in machine goods are
as follows:

O.36geo•10 x r 2

0.95

2
See footnote on p. 248.



Table 3:6. Value per Ton (VT) and Index (1) of the Swedish Trade in Machinery and Transport
Equipment (Value in Skr)

Exports Imports

1967 1970 1975 1967 1970 1975

VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I

Sea 11 941 99 12 059 93 18 886 87 8 082 74 8 648 73 13 377 76

Rail 9 843 81 10 744 83 18 448 86 9 954 91 10 287 88 14 782 84

Road 12 877 106 13 782 107 23 923 III 14 015 129 13 369 115 19 612 III

Average 12 040 100 12 889 100 21 517 100 10 893 100 11 698 100 17 657 100

Sources: See Table 3:2.

rv
~
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Table 3:7. Geography of the Swedish Trade with Machines and
Transport Equipments (CTSE 18)

Trading Areas 1967
'000 tons %

1974
'000 tons %

1976
'000 tons %

Total

Europe
Total

Nordic

U.K. and
Ireland

West
Europe

South
Europe

East
Europe

D.S. and
Canada

Asia and
Oceania

Japan

Africa

Latin
America

exports
imports
exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

609
620
397
576

189
135

37
120

118
285

36
26

17
10

99
43

42
6

5
5

17
o

26
o

100
100
65.2
92.9

31.0
21.7

6.0
19.3

19.4
46.0

5.9
4.2

2.8
1.6

16.0
6.9

6.9
1.0

0.8
1.0

2.8

4.3

1 318
1 118

904
1 035

354
236

135
179

288
487

81
56

46
71

164
50

113
32

9
32

26
o

60
1

100
100
68.6
92.6

26.8
21.1

10.2
16.0

21.8
43.6

6.1
5.0

3.5
6.3

12.0
14.7

8.6
2.9

0.7
2.9

2.0

4.5
o

1 228
1 272

862
1 146

342
245

102
167

318
601

55
65

45
68

139
63

126
54

8
54

27
o

60
2

100
100
70.2
90.0

27.9
19.3

8.3
13.1

25.9
47.2

4.5
5.1

3.7
5.3

11.3
4.9

10.3
4.2

0.7
4.2

2.2

4.9
o

Source: Unpublished Transport Statistics, 1967, 1974, 1976, SCB,
Stockholm.

Footnote 2 from p. 246.
2

The relative traffic loss or deficit (gain or surplus) ex-
press the difference between actual and estimated cargo turnover in
a port. The estimation was based on the assumption that ports loca
ted in a region handle all its impor~s and exports. A loss shows
that ports outside the region successfully compete for its trade.
A gain indicates that the ports' hinter1ands extend beyond the
regional boundary.

The volume of the regional export of a commodity group is assumed to
equal the region's share of production. A region generating 10 % of
the national production should have the same share of the export.
The volume of the regional import of each commodity group is derived
from data on population and production.
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The negative traffic development meant a decrease by
half in the exports through Stockholm between 1962 and
1975 (Figure 3:11). V§sterAs and S6dert§lje showed a
rapid growth while Norrk6ping stagnated.

The decrease in Stockholm and the increase in S6dert§lje
resulted from a gradual removal of the industrial centre of
the region from the city after 1950. Other factors were the
improved roads which increased the accessibility of ports
and the Stockholm archipelago, which extend seatime for
ships. Location of the port in the centre of the city re
gion is disadvantageous for traffic. Accessibility to road
haulage from the periphery is difficult as a consequence of
traffic ja~ms and severe traffic regulations.

Gothenburg's position as a leading export port for
machinery was slightly strengthened between 1962 and 1975
(Figure 3:11). Its share rose from 57 to 61 %. The struc
ture was modified through a more rapid growth of car export
than of other machinery. Its share rose from 48 to 55 % in
spite of the opening of the nearby car terminal of Wallhamn.
A comparison of the region's engineering production and sea
borne machinery export shows that the hinterland of the
West Coast ports stretches far into the surrounding regions.
The relative traffic surplus of the ports was estimated at
15 % of the traffic, or 120-140 thousand tons in 1975.

Ports along the South Coast participate on a limited
scale in the seaborne machinery export (Figure 3:11). Their
share remained constant 1962-1975. A major redistribution
took place between the ports in the region. Malm6 stagna
ted while Helsingborg increased tenfold. Both Trelleborg
and Landskrona increased noticeably.

The import of machinery is often organized in two steps,
the first of which leads to a central import warehouse.
The geographic pattern of the demand for imported machinery
is influenced by three factors: (1) consumption, i.e. the
distribution of the population, (2) the distribution of
central import warehouses, (3) the distribution of industry
demanding direct transports for investment goods, compo
nents and parts.

Eastern Middle Sweden and Kalmar lan have 45-50 % of
the country's population. The share in the demand for in
vestment goods should be lower, as the industrial produc
tion of the region showed a decrease from 42 to 38.7 %
between 1968 and 1974. Provided the industrial production
of the East Coast region continues to increase at a slower
rate than that of the nation, its share of imported invest
ment goods should decline to about 35-38 %.

The demand for consumer durables in the region is higher
than its population share because several firms have placed
import warehouses here. As about one sixth of the imports
of engineering products was used for private consumption
(Table 3:8), the share of the region in the total imports
of these products, in the next ten-year period, may be esti
mated at 40-44 %.



Table 3:8. Imports of Engineering Products 1969, by Main Industrial Origin and Use

IUse by industryOrigin

Mining Iron & Metal Other Electric, Construc- Total Invest- Consump- Total
Steel Irnanu- enginee- electronic tion ments tion imports

factu- ring industry priv. pub1.
ring industry 000 000

% % % % % % % % % % % Skr

Metal manufactures

I~
14 50 14 7 6 95 0 0 0 100 1 446 N

U1

Other engineering 16 100 8 347
~

1 0 25 1 5 39 38 1
industry

Electric, electronic 10 1 0 11 24 8 49 18 19 4 100 2 150
industry

Source: Statistiska Meddelanden, N 1977:5.
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The ports of th_e regton accounted for 32 % of the sea
borne and 12 % of the total imports of machinery. The
imp9rt deficit of the East Coast ports in 1975 equalled
80 000 tons. The total deficit on account of competition
from alternative ports and modes of transport was some 25
percentage units of the import of machinery or 370 000 tons
in 1975. This was twice the actual imports of the East
Coast ports (Figure 3:11).

The West Coast Zan accounted for 24 % of the demand
for durable consumer goods in 1975, for 30-32 % of
investment goods and parts. The region's share in the
total demand for imported machinery thus was 28-31 %.
The West Coast ports handled 45 % of the seaborne imports
of machinery, or 15 percentage units more than the region's
share. The relative surplus was 40 % of the actual traffic
in 1975.

The North Swedish Zan accounted for 13 % of Sweden's
manufacturing production in 1975, an increase of 1.6 units
from 1968. The share of mining was 66 % in 1974. The re
gion's share in the demand for imported investment machi
nery can be estimated at 15-20 % and for parts at 12-15 %.
The region's population, i.e. its share in the demand for
imported durable consumer goods was small, only 12-14 %.
Its share in the demand for imported machinery can thus be
estimated at 13-17 %. Ports along the North Coast only
handled 3 % of the seaborne machinery import. Some 50-60
thousand tons destinated for this region were handled in
other ports, primarily on the West Coast. Land transports
accounted for 100 000 tons.

Demand for machinery and parts can be estimated at
15-19 % for the Zan of Southern Sweden, and for durable
consumer goods at 17 %. This corresponds to the actual
imports through the ports of the region (Figure 3:11).
The ferry terminals along the South Coast accounted for
55-60 % of the machinery imports by rail and road.

Malmo was able to retain its leading position in im
ports among the South Coast ports. The volume of imported
cars increased fourfold, while other machinery remained
constant between 1962 and 1975 (Figure 3:11). Helsingborg
increased conspicuously, while Landskrona declined and
Trelleborg stagnated. These changes were due to altered
competitive positions between Malmo and Landskrona on the
one side and Helsingborg on the other. Competition was
marked by large price differences for handling services
between these ports. l

The decline of imports through the East Coast ports
was primarily a result of Stockholm's decreasing attrac
tion for imports of machinery which was halved between

1 See Chapter 4.
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1962 and 1975. Cars accounted for half of the decline
(Figure 3:11). The imports of machinery through S6dert~lje

trebled in the same period. Traditionally, cars and parts
account for 85 % of this import. Norrt~lje and Oxe16sund
expanded rapidly while Norrk6ping's imports stagnated
(Figure 3:11).

In 1962 Stockholm and Gothenburg received 83 000 and
81 000 tons of machinery respectively. The figures for
1975 were 43 000 and 176000 tons (Figure 3:11). Gothenburg
maintained its competitive power and its share in the sea
borne machinery imports of Sweden rose from 31 to 35 %.
It is considerably below that for exports, due to a larger
geographic distribution of destinations, primarily car im
porters.

The future development of machinery export and import
are difficult to estimate. The official long-term proJec
tion gives a growth rate for export of 8.7-10 % a year to
1980, and 6.8-7.9 % for import (Table 3:9). The value/
weight relation for machinery export was stable in the
latest ten-year period. Providing this holds also for the
future, the volume of the machinery export (LV) might be
estimated at 2.0-2.1 million tons for 1980 and at 3.0-3.4
million tons for 1985. The growth of the machinery export
in tons was 9.3 % a year in 1962-1975 (Figure 3:10). The
trend extrapolation method and the sector method give an
identical prognostic for the 1980's.

The import of machinery showed a shift to high-value
goods (Table 3:7). However, the average ton value 1975
remained lower than that for export. A further increase
can be expected, since the technical difference between
the engineering industries in Sweden and abroad will pro
bably diminish. This should lead to a closer balance be
tween import and export as regards the value of manufac
tured products. Thus, the growth rate of machinery import
in tons (LV) would be 6.3-7.4 '% (Figure 3:10).

In a projection by Godlund (G) the seaborne machinery
import was estimated at 0.3-0.4 million tons for 1985,
i.e. below the 1975 level, and the export at 1.0-1.1 million
tons,l (Figure 3:10). A comparison between these estimates
and the ones made above based on official long-term projec
tion indicates a decreasing role for sea transport in the

1
God1und & God1und, 1974, pp. 101-120.
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Table 3:9. Supply and Demand for Machinery and Transport Equipment
in Sweden 1975-1980. Yearly Rates of Growth.

Alternatives
I 11 III

Demand

Machinery investments 3.7 3.3 3.1

Consumption 5.3 3.5 3.5

Exports 10.0 8.8 8.7

Supply

Production 6.5 5.6 5.4

Imports 7.9 6.9 6.8

Source: SOU 1975:89

machinery trade, from the present 50 to 35 % in 1985 for
export and from 39 to 14 % for import. Historically, the
share of shipping was rather constant in exports, as the
British market increased in importance, and the share of
the transocean trade did not change. No reason has been
shown why this proportions should change in the next ten
years. In import, on the other hand, the role of shipping
declined continuously but this should be slower in the
coming years, as the share of overseas trade tends to in
crease. On the other hand the share of seaborne imports
may be lowered further by a shift of the Swedish trade to
foreign transit ports connected with Sweden by land trans-
ports, or to air freight. The rapid growth of land trans
ports, which went through an expansion period in the 1960's
and 1970's, should cease in the 1980's for machinery and
transport equipment.

The geographic distribution of seaborne machinery flows
will probably show a continued concentration to the West
Coast ports, assuming the present structure of shipping
services is available also in the future. This means a
further decrease of traffic through the East Coast ports.
The tendency should be strengthened by the economies of
scale in modern liner shipping which may be achieved
through concentration of flows to few ports. Two other
alternatives are: increased feeder traffic between Sweden
and continental ports or an increased role of Soviet and
Polish liner shipping in the supply of transports for
Sweden's foreign trade. Both alternatives may lead to a
renaissance of general cargo traffic through East and
South Coast ports and a slower growth in the West Coast
ports.
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FOOD

Foreign tra,de in food is characterized by a strong domi
nance of imports (Figure 3:12). According to the defini
tion of general cargo, grains (CTSE 1) are excluded.
Food imports increased by 6-7 % annually in the 1960's
and somewhat less 1970-1975 (Figure 3:12). Food produc
tion increased by 2.5 % annually in the second half of
the 1960's and 1.9 % in the period 1970-1975. The invest
ments of the industry declined from 700 to 600 million
Skr between 1970 and 1975. This and a weak increase
in demand in the home market may lead to future stagnation
or decline in production. The demand for products from
the protected food,~ndustry, which accounted for two
thirds of the production, increased by only 1 % per annum
between 1960 and 1975 (Table 3:10). Production in the
sector exposed to competition had a higher but diminishing
increase.

'000 million
Skr

Food Industry
(1968 prices)

Sales value

2.3%

Index

Unit Value Index

Food and Agriculture Products
1959=100

240 Exports

160

140

180

220

120

200

...,...-:-- ......... ""
100~~r--,....--,,---,----r--.-

__ .?~!'- - Value added

4,~ lmports

----.......
2~-. .~% Exports

~Investments
1962 64 66 68 70 72 74 76

75
1962 64 66 tJ8 70 72 74 76

Figure 3:12. Food Industry

1 See pp. 192 and 239-241.
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Table 3:10. Demand for Products of the Food Industry of Sweden

Branch Annual growth rates %

1960- 1965- 1970-
1965 1970 1975

Agriculture 1.5 1.3 1.6

Protected food industry 1.4 0.9 1.1

Competitive food industry 4.8 5.8 3.1

Beverages and tobacco 5.0 3.7 2.1

Total private consumption 4.1 3.2 2.3

Source: SOU 1975:89

Food export increased by 3 % a year in the 1960's.
In the 1970's growth was even higher, primarily for commo
dities produced by the competition-exposed sector and by
the beverage and tobacco industries. These branches accoun
ted for half the 1975 export but for only 25 % of the pro
duction. However, export and import, which increased more
rapidly than production, covered only marginal parts of de
mand and supply. The share of import in the supply of the
Swedish food market was 11 % in 1963 and 15 % in 1975
(Figure 3:12). The share of export in production increased
from 3 to 4 % between those two years.

In 1975 the ton-value in current import prices was
3 000 Skr and for export 4000 Skr (Table 3:11). The
ton-value of import remained almost unchanged in fixed pri
ces between 1962 and 1975 - 1 300 and 1 560
indicates a stable goods structure. The export value
doubled in the same period from 1 600 to 3 000 Skr, i.e.
the expansion was within the high value commodities.

The price index for export was below that for import
until 1972 when they reversed their positions (Figure 3:11).
Further price increase after 1972 probably contributed to
the more gradual increase in export.

The structural stability of import and the concentra
tion of export to high-value goods was confirmed by a de
tailed analysis of the flows in 1962-1975 (Table 3:12).
Fruit and vegetables both years accounted for some 40 % of
the import. Alcoholic beverages had a higher growth rate
than other food import, resulting in an increase of some
200 Skr of the ton-value. Food export registered growth
primarily for high-value products, i.e. fresh and frozen
meat, meat products, sugar and tobacco products.



Table 3: 11. Value per Ton (VT) and Index (I) for the Swedis.h Trade with
Food and Agricultural Products. (Value in Skr)

Exports Imports

1967 1970 1975 1967 1970 1975

VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I

(a) Fresh Fruit and
Vegetables (CTSE 2)

Sea 1 666 97 1 384 76 1 909 97 1 340 97 1 2-74 97 1 813 95

Rail 1 800 105 2 400 133 2 333 105 1 388 99 1 148 88 1 944 101

Road 2 000 117 2 000 III 2 157 117 1 469 105 1 511 116 2 006 105

Average 1 761 100 1 800 100 2 090 100 1 397 100 1 307 100 1 914 100

(b) Other food products
(CTSE 3)

Sea 2 172 80 1 720 66 3 078 73 1 583 90 1 916 88 3 022 85

Rail 2 763 102 3 392 131 5 552 133 2 161 123 2 754 127 4 280 121

Road 3 454 128 3 638 140 5 309 127 2 432 138 2 637 121 4 460 126

Average 2 705 100 2 597 100 4 185 100 1 760 100 2 171 100 3 536 100

N
U1
~
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Table 3:12. Cormnodity Structure of the Swedish Foreign Trade with
Food and Agricultural Products. (Percentage)

SITC Main commodities Imports Exports

1962 1975 1962 1975

weight value weight value weight value weight value

01 Meat - Total 1.8 4.4 2.2 7.4 22.1 29.3 15.4 22.9

011 Fresh, chilled and 1.5 3.2 1.8 6.1 16.6 19.6 12.3 19.1
frozen meat

02 Dairy products 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.1 16.0 26.0 9.6 9.3

03 Fish - Total 4.9 8.2 4.5 10.9 20.4 12.0 10.4 10.7

031 Fresh, chilled, 3.2 5.5 3.1 7.4 18.2 8.6 8.1 5.4
frozen, salted,
and dried fish

05 Fruit, vegetables 40.3 34.3 37.3 26.9 11.6 9.4 13.3 9.5

051 Fresh fruit 21.4 20.2 18.8 11.8 2.2 2.0 5.0 3.3

06 Sugar 8.5 2.6 7.6 7.7 3.3 1.8 3.5 5.0

07 Coffee, Tea, Cocoa 8.2 23.3 7.6 18.4 1.7 3.3 2.2 11.3

071 Coffee 6.9 19.1 6.3 13.9 0 0 1.5 3.2

1 Beverages 3.6 6.2 7.9 7.6 1.1 1.0 2.3 1.0

112 Alcoholic 3.6 6.2 7.3 7.4 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.4

2 Tobacco
I

0.9 6.2 0.8 4.2 0 0 1.1 5.4

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Total a 1 216 1 801 1 789 5 473 181 392 259 1 015

a Total weight in '000 tons
Total value in '000 000 Skr

Source: SOS Utrikeshande1, Del 2, 1962, 1975; SCB, Stockholm.

In spite of a stable goods structure, import saw a re
distribution between competing modes of transport (Figure
3:13). Road haulage had the largest increase, 8 % annual
ly 1967-1975. Its share increased from 16 to 29 %.

Also export increasingly moved by road. Its market
share increased from 21 to 40 % (Figure 3:13), but the ton
value index was unchanged, i.e. the market segment of
trucks was the same. As total export of food expanded
mainly within the high-value sector, it further favored the
growth of road transports.

The share of rail export declined (Figure 3:13), while
import was stable, 12 %, as well as the index (Figure 3:13
and Table 3:11). The market profile of the import was un-
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changed, for rail as well as for road. The competition
between rail and road in food import is likely to sharpen
in the future.

The rapid expansion of road transport led to a relative
decline in the volume of seaborne import. In 1967 shipping
accounted for some 72 % of the import, but in 1975 for only
58 % (Figure 3:13). The decline was conspicuous for fruit
and vegetables, from 72 to 40 % between 1962 and 1975.
For other food products the decline was slower. A certain
shift to low-value cargo can be seen in both sea import and
export (Table 3:11). The inbalance in this trade used to
be strong, particularly in frozen food in which only 10-
15 % of the capacity could be utilized on return trips. Ree
fers coming to Swedish ports must be equipped to handle
other cargo to avoid return trips in ballast.

Over one third of imported foods were inputs in the
food industry. Private consumption took half, while the
rest was used by the hotel and transportation in0~lstries

and agriculture (Table 3:13).



Table 3:13. Imports of Food and Agricultural Products, 1969, by Industrial Origin and Use

Origin Industry

Agriculture Protected Competitive Beverages, Hotel Total Consumption Total imports
food ind. food ind. Tobacco Rest., Trsp. Publ. Priv. % '000 000

% % % % % % % % Skr

Agriculture 5 7 32 6 12 63 1 36 100 1 682

Protected food 0 14 3 0 22 50 1 44 100 684
industry

Competitive food 3 9 31 1 8 56 2 42 100 1 223
industry

Beverages and 0 0 0 5 20 25 0 73 100 325
tobacco

Source: Statistiska Meddelanden, N 1977:5

N
(j)

o
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The geograph~c pattern of food import was fairly con
stant 1967-1976 (Table 3:14). More than half came from
Europe. The three other important regions of origin were
Latin America, AsiajOceania and North America. The impor
tance of the two latter trading areas increased in 1976,
which was probably a fluctuation rather than a change in
the trend. The modal and port redistribution of food im
ports in the late 1960's must thus be explained in terms
of changing competition and by the geographic relocation
of the demand, i.e. the population (consumers), the food
industry and the import warehouses.

Table 3:14. Geography of the Swedish Food Trade (CTSE 2 + 3)

Trading Areas 1967
'000 tons %

1974
'000 tons %

1976
'000 tons %

Total

Europe
Total

Nordic

U.K. and
Ireland

West
Europe

South
Europe

East
Europe

D.S. and
Canada

Asia and
Oceania

Japan

Africa

Latin
America

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

184
1 628

155
949

42
380

37
46

33
188

35
240

8
95

5
88

13
99

1

2
73

4
319

100 284
100 1 726

84.0 195
58.2 1 044

22.8 98
23.3 480

20.1 29
2.8 62

17.9 24
11.5 214

19.0 40
14.7 240

4.3 4
58 48

2.7 20
5.4 100

7.1 18
6.0 110

0.5 12
o 1

1.0 32
4.4 96

2.1 5
19.6 325

100 313
100 1 964

68.6 180
60.4 1 113

34.5 97
27.8 450

10.2 18
3.5 54

8.4 35
12.3 329

14.1 28
13.4 232

1.4 2
2.8 48

7.0 la
5.6 158

6.3 62
6.4 181

4.2 12
o 4

11.3 21
6.3 64

1.7 28
18.8 365

100
100

57.5
56.7

31.0
22.9

5.7
2.7

11.1
16.8

8.9
11.8

0.6
2.4

3.2
8.0

19.8
9.2

3.8
o
6.7
3.2

8.9
18.5

Source: Unpublished Transport Statistics, 1967, 1974, 1976, SCB,
Stockholm.
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The share of the East Coast lan in the imports of
food for immediate consumption amounted to 44 % in 1975.
It should grow since the region's population share in
creases. The region's demand for imported food used as
industrial inputs was lower, 34 %, but some firms have
located import warehouses here. Therefore, the region's
share in the total demand for imported food can be esti
mated at 42-48 %. The share of the East Coast ports in
seaborne import of fresh food declined from 35 to 8 %
between 1962 and 1975. The decline was less conspicuous
for other food, from 38 to 31 % (Figure 3:14). The loss'
of the ports amounted to 12-16 percentage units or 150 000
tons in 1975, which was half the actual traffic. The
weight of food imported to the East Coast region by rail
and road can be estimated at some 400 000 tons for 1975,
i.e. 60 % of the region's food import.

The decline in food import via the East Coast ports
was primarily a result of the fall in the import of fresh
food via Stockholm. Also the import of other food via
Stockholm went down between 1962 and 1975 (Figure 3:14),
a result of the unfavorable location of the port for liner
shipping. The seaborne import of fresh food to the
Stockholm region was relocated to competing ports in other
regions, pro prima the South Coast (Helsingborg), but also
Gothenburg (Figure 3:14). The two remaining ports on the
East Coast were Norrk6ping and Kalmar. Traffic here stag
nated and was concentrated to local hinterlands and low
value cargo.

The South Coast ports were the only ones showing in
crease in food import between 1962 and 1975, mainly fresh
fruit and vegetables. They accounted for 31 % in 1975,
while the region's share in the consumption of food import
was estimated at 14 %. The share of food production was
33 % in 1974, an increase with 3 units compared to 1968.
The region's share in the total demand for imported food
can be estimated at 20-24 %. Consequently, the South
Coast ports showed a significant traffic surplus, i.e. they
were very competitive, particularly Helsingborg. Its share
in fresh fruit and vegetables import increased from 6 %
to 20 % between 1962 and 1975 (Figure 3:14). The increase
for other food was considerably lower. Malm6, South
Sweden's largest receiving port for food, had a stagnating
import of fresh food while other kinds of food increased
slowly. Remaining ports in the region handled small volumes.

The West Coast ports accounted for the largest share
of Sweden's food import (Figure 3:14). Their share of the
fresh fruit and vegetables traffic increased from 52 to 62
% between 1962 and 1975. It was almost constant for other
food products (Figure 3:14). The region's share in the
demand for food imports can be estimated at 20-23 %, i.e.
some 15 percentage units less than its share of the seaborne
trade. Thus more than a third of the handled quantities was
for destinations outside the West Coast region. This share
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was even higher for fresh fruit and vegetables.
Gothenburg, which alone accounted for 56 % of the sea
borne import of fruit and vegetables, increased its share
noticeably after 1962 and took over flows via Stockholm.
The period 1962-1975 saw also a geographic redistribution
of food import to several small ports on the West Coast
(Figure 3:14). Particularly Falkenberg and Uddevalla
showed a rapid growth in the short-sea trade. The growth
at Lidkoping can also be explained by the increased attrac
tion of small ports for low-value feed.

The seaborne food export showed an even growth rate
and some concentration to low-value goods (Figure 3:6 and
Table 3:3). The share of Europe significantly decreased,
(Table 3:14), with the growing aid shipments to Asia and

,Africa. However, the geographic patterns of these ship
ments vary from year to year. Geographically, the export
was strongly focused on the West Coast ports which in 1975
accounted for half. The share of the South Coast ports
amounted to 30 %, while the East Coast ports handled the
remaining 20 % (Figure 3:14). Small export volumes cause
a strong inbalance for all ports, especially for fresh
and frozen food, which decreases the competitiveness of
shipping.

Future changes in food import will depend on struc
tural changes in private consumption, influenced by price
elasticities and consumer preferences. The extremely low
population growth means a slow increase or stagnation in
food consumption. According to the official long-term pro
jections a structural change in food consumption should be
expected with a more rapid growth in the demand for pro
ducts from food industry exposed to competition (Table 3:15).
This should increase the need for import. The export
growth will be low and will not influence the import needs
as the share of reexports is expected to remain small.

Table 3:15. Demand and Supply of Food and Agricultural Products
1975-1980, Yearly Rates of Growth, fixed prices

Agriculture Protected Competitive Beverages
food food and tobacco
industry industry industry

Private +0.9 - +1.5 +0.4 - +1.0 +2.0 - +3.2 +1.3 - +2.3
consumption

Exports -6.2 +3.3 +1.9 +1.4

Imports -0.4 - +0.7 +3.9 - +4.3 +4.8 - +5.9 +2.1 - +3.5

Production +0.3 - +0.8 -0.6 - +1.1 +1.6 - +2.6 +2.4 - +3.3

Source: SOU 1975:89
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As previously mentioned, structural changes in the
export caused a doubling of ton-values, while import had
unchanged values. A stable import structure means an an
n~al weight increase of 3.5-5.0 %. The growth of export
tonnages are more difficult to apprise. They will probab
ly have lower rates than in the 1960's and early 1970's,
and draw near the increase in fixed prices, i.e. 1.5-2.0 %
per annum. l

Road transports are likely to increase their share of
food export at the expense of rail, since both compete with
in the same sector of the market. The competition between
road and sea should also increase, provided food exports
also in the future will be concentrated to Europe. A sta
bilization of the modal distribution can be expected for
import. Sea transports should keep their position since
the share of overseas cargo is high. However, import
through continental transit ports might prove more competi
tive and cause traffic decline in Swedish ports.

A continued concentration to South Coast and West Coast
ports is likely. Such concentration provides economies of
scale in warehousing, transport, and port operations. This
means that Gothenburg, Helsingborg, and possibly Malm6 will
retain their high shares. The port distribution of low
value agricultural imports will be strongly influenced by
price differences between large and small ports for hand
ling and for port-hinterland transports.

OTHER GENERAL CARGO

Other general cargo includes crude materials (CTSE 10,
excl. 10.18) and manufactured articles (CTSE 19, excl.
19.40 and 19.41). Demand for transports in this heteroge
neous group must be seen against changes in the production
of several industries. Other general cargo accounted for
roughly 19 % of the total general cargo trade of Sweden.
Import dominated export as a consequence of a substantial
share of crude material. Their weight remained constant
between 1962 and 1975 (Figure 3:15).

Textile products, i.e. fibers, yarns and clothes, were
the largest group both in import and export (Table 3:16).
Their share of import decreased from 44 to 35 % between
1962 and 1975, mainly as a result of reduced demand for
fiber caused by the decline and restructuring in the tex
tile industry (Table 3:17). The import of apparel and
shoes (high-value goods in comparison with fiber) expanded.

Similar structural changes occurred in export. The
share of textiles declined from 38 to 27 % between 1962
and 1975, a result of the decrease in fiber export. The
volume of high-value products increased.

1 SOU 1975:89, p 133.
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Table 3:16. Commodity Structure of the Swedish Foreign Trade with
Commodities Classified here as Other General Cargo
(Percentage) -

SITC Connnodity Imports Exports

1962 1975 1962 1975
weight value weight value weight value weight value

Raw MateriaZs

21 Hides, skins 5.8 3.2 2.9 1.2 6.6 12.5 4.4 2.6

23 Rubber 12.3 4.2 9.9 1.7 2.3 0.7 3.8 0.6

26 Textile fibers 16.2 7.4 5.4 1.4 19.0 6.0 7.0 1.6
263 Cotton 7.2 2.7 2.1 0.5 1.0 0 0 0
266 Synthetic fibers 1.6 1.2 1.2 0.5 9.5 4.0 4.2 1.2

291 Crude animal mate- 13.0 10.7 6.2 0.5 1.9 1.2 5.9 0.6
rials

292 Crude vegetable 6.0 4.0 6.5 3.1 1.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
materials

Manufactured goods

61 Leather and manufact. 0.9 2.6 0.8 1.6 1.0 3.5 2.1 3.2

62 Rubber manufactures 4.7 4.4 12.2 7.3 9.0 9.1 13.4 8.2

65 Textile yarn, etc. 18.1 31.5 19.0 21.0 8.1 17.2 10.6 16.3

81 Sanitary, plumbing 1.1 0.7 1.6 1.4 9.5 7.8 7.8 5.9
etc., fixtures and
fittings

82 Furniture 1.4 1.1 9.8 4.4 4.2 5.0 20.1 13.7

84 Clothing 2.0 11.6 5.3 20.4 1.0 10.0 1.7 13.0

85 Footwear 1.2 3.1 1.9 3.9 0.5 1.4 0.9 2.5

86 Scientific instru- 1.9 12.0 2.3 13.0 1.0 8.5 1.9 12.4
ments etc.

892 Printed matters 1.8 1.7 3.4 2.4 2.9 3.2 5.7 4.6

893 Articles of plastic 1.0 1.4 5.8 4.0 1.0 2.0 6.1 5.8

Subtotal raw 53.0 29.5 31.1 8.0 31.2 19.9 21.7 6.0
materials

Subtotal manufactured 47.0 70.5 68.9 92.0 69 80.1 78.3 94.0
goods

Total 430 3 259 795 13 120 210 1 175 424 6 225
(th. tons, mill. Skr)

Source: SOS, Utrikeshandel, Del 2, 1962, 1975, SCB, Stockholm.
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Table 3:17. Development and Structure of the Swedish Textile, We~ring

Apparel and Leather Industries

ISIC Industry

321 Manufacturing of textiles

3211 Spinning, weaving

3213 Knitting

322 Wearing apparel

323 Leather and products

324 Footwear

32 Total

Million Skr

Production

Share Index
% 1968=100

54 105

23 92

12 144

35 82

6 85

6 73

100 93

6 959

Source: SOS Industry 1975, SCB, Stockholm.

The demand for imported fibers and yarns was geogra
phically concentrated to Alvsborg's Zan (Boras kommun),
which accounted for 40 % of the production of the textile
and apparel industry. Alvsborg's Zan and other West Coast
Zan accounted for two-thirds of the production. The geo-
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graphy of demand for finished textile products depends on
the location of the population and of central warehouses,
i.e. is more evenly distributed.

A continued decrease in fiber import should be ex
pected. The total import will be close to constant in
the next ten-year period, measured by weight. A changing
import structure will be reflected in the modal distribu
tion. Shipping accounted for 57 % in 1967 and was domina
ting for fibers, 82 %. The corresponding numbers for 1975
were 35 and 50 %, i.e. the share of shipping declined.
This depended foremost on competition from road haulage
which increased its share from 23 to 44 % between 1967
and 1975. Road filled out the loss for sea.

The shift of textile exports towards high-value goods
did not influence noticably its modal distribution. The
share of shipping remained constant. Road increased
slightly its share in the traffic at the expense of rail.

The West Coast ports, especially Gothenburg, accounted
for 70 % of the seaborne import of textiles in 1975,
Helsingborg had 13 %. The traditionally important traffic
via Stockholm and Gothenburg of finished textile products
decreased substantially, from 19 000 and 12 000 tons in
1962 to 4 000 and 1 000 tons in 1975, as a result of the
closedown of production in the Stockholm and Norrkoping
regions.

The future seaborne textile import is likely to see
an increased share of finished products, especially from
overseas. The import of textile fibers will decrease, but
more slowly than in recent years. Further decline in
the seaborne textile import is not likely. The distribu
tion between Helsingborg and Gothenburg will be determined
by the general competition for deep-sea lines. Gothenburg
should be favored by the shorter distance to the central
region of demand (Boras). The development of the seaborne
export will be influenced by the competitiveness of the
Swedish industry in the overseas markets. Transport to
Europe will be handled by road.

Beside textile products, rubber and rubber products,
furniture and plastic articles are most important in the
group of other general cargo (Table 3:16).

Import of rubber showed a more rapid growth for
finished articles than for raw materials (Table 3:18).
The Swedish market was characterized by growing import.
Export from domestic rubber industry developed slowly,
causing stagnation in the import of raw materials and
semimanufactures for rubber production. The structural
changes in the rubber import caused a decrease in the
volume of "other general cargo" handled in Malmo and
Trelleborg. In the longer perspective it might also in
fluence Gothenburg, the gateway of Swedish seaborne rubber
import.
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Table 3:18. Demand and Supply of Rubber Manufactures

1968 1974 1975 Index 1975

Mkra '000 t b Mkr '000 t Mkr '000 t 1968=100

Production 943 1 722 1 734 118

Exports

Rubber 16 8 31 10 39 15

Rubber manufactures 226 41 542 67 511 52 126

Imports

Rubber 154 86 304 101 225 78

Rubber manufactures 270 45 773 85 963 96 213

Consumption 987 1 953 2 185

a Million Skr
b Tons

Sources: SOS Industristatistik 1968, 1975; SOS Utrikeshande1sstati
stik 1968, 1975, Statistiska Centra1byran, Stockholm.

Gothenburg also plays an important part in the hand
ling of other commodities classified here as "other general
cargo" (Figure 3:16). The dominance of the port in this
traffic was strengthened from 60 to 70 % between 1962 and
1975. Its share in export increased from 27 to 59 %. The
East Coast ports decreased their share in incoming traffic
from 22 to 8 %. The share of outgoing cargo remained un
changed and low. The decrease in Malmo was a result of
competition from road transport in European traffic and
from Helsingborg in overseas liner shipping.

The future trade with "other general cargo" will be
characterized by an increasing share of high-value goods.
This should lead to further expansion of road haulage in
the European trade and of air transport in overseas traffic.
A concentration to Gothenburg and Helsingborg can be fore
seen provided they can maintain deep-sea liner shipping in
competition with continental ports.

CONCLUSIONS

Development tendencies in the general cargo transports to
and from Sweden in 1962-1976 can be summed up as follows:
(1) considerable inbalance exists between the volume of
incoming and outgoing cargo, but it decreased during the
examined period; (2) redistribution of flows took place
from rail to road and from sea to road, which resulted in
an increased concentration of shipping and rail to the
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market segment of low-value general cargo, particularly
in the machinery trade; (3) seaborne general cargo trade
moved from East Coast to West Coast ports, but the pre
viously ex~ected concentration of seaborne trade to
Gothenburg was not confirmed by the actual development,
mainly because of the rapid development of Helsingbvrg
for deep-sea services and of a number of small regional
ports in short-sea shipping.

The declining technical gap between Sweden and some
other developed and several rapidly developing countries
will probably result in a more rapid increase of imports
of the "medium-technology" pX"oducts. Thus, the great rate
of general cargo imports by weight in the late 1970's and
early 1980's should be higher than in the 1960's and early
1970's, i.e. reach 6-8 % per annum. The imports and ex
ports in the early 1980's will grow at the same rates, and
show a higher structural similarity than in the 1960's or
early 1970·s. Western Europe, particularly the Nordic
countries and West Germany will continue to dominate the
trade. The role of the Far East countries will increase,
mainly in the "medium-technology" imports. Consequently,
the modal distribution of general cargo flows in the early
1980's should show a further increase as regards the role
of trucks. Market share of shipping should remain constant,
while that of railways should decline unless a radical
change of transport policy in Sweden and in the rest of
Europe will not limit the competitiveness of road trans
ports.

DEMAND FOR BREAK-BULK CARGO
TRANSPORT
According to the definition, break bulk cargo includes
commodities which form an intermediate group between ge
neral cargo and bulk cargo as regards transport needs. 2
Break bulk cargo used to be supplementary goods for liner
services from Sweden, because the general cargo trade
showed a permanent surplus for imports. This was parti
cularly important for the short-sea traffic with its li
mited possibilities of finding additional en route cargo.
The development of special ships and transport systems
for break bulk cargo lifted large parts of these flows
off the liner market. 3 On the other hand, the share of
road transports increased in the break bulk cargo move
ments, i.e. these commodities became an important ele
ment of the demand for ferry and roll-on-roll-off ship
ping, the new forms of liner services on short-sea routes.

1 Nordtrans, 1969, pp. 104-116.

2 For definition see pp. 191-193.

3 See pp. 139-142.
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The Swedish break bulk cargo includes three main
commodity groups: wood and wood products (CTSE 5, 10.18,
19.40 and 19.41), metals (CTSE 16) and chemicals (CTSE 14).
Two other commodity groups might be included in the break
bulk category: seeds, oil-nuts, etc. (CTSE 4) and lime,
cement, etc. (CTSE 15). Swedish trade in the former cate
gory is rather limited, while lime and cement shipments
are mostly organized as bulk transports. Therefore, these
commodities are of little importance as regards demand for
liner services to and from Sweden.

WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS

Wood and wood products, the leading commodity group in
Sweden's break bulk exports, is second only to iron ore
in total exports by tonnage. This group includes three
main subgroups: wood (CTSE 5), pulp (CTSE 10.18) and paper
(CTSE 19.41). Remaining wood products are lumped into
one group (CTSE 19.40) and are of minor importance.

The development of the Swedish wood, pulp and paper
industries in the 1960's and early 1970's, their future
perspectives, export potentials and import needs have been
analyzed in several studies. l The following analysis is
a short review of the tendencies in the exports and im
ports of these commodities. The role of sea transports
in competition with other modes will be emphasized as well
as changes in the port distribution of the flows.

The Swedish wood exports in the 1960's grew at the
same rate as production (Figure 3:17). The early and par
ticularly the mid 1970's saw a significant fall in the
exports while production decreased much less. As a result,
the export share of production went down from about
20 % by value as an average for the 1960's to 15 %
in 1975. On the other hand, the exports of pulp and paper
developed more rapidly, particularly in the early 1970's,
than production (Figure 3:17), as a result of the rapid
and even growth of the paper export (Figure 3:18). Paper
increased its share of the exports of wood and wood pro
ducts from 23 % in 1962 to 31 % in 1976, measured in tons
(Table 3:19). The wood and pulp exports had a rather con
stant structure during the 1960's and early 1970's. The
ton-value in 1968 prices remained about 300 Skr for wood
and about 600 Skr for pulp during the whole period
(Figures 3:17, 3:18 and 3:19). Also the structure of the
paper export was fairly constant during the 1960's, the
average ton-value being 800 Skr. However, in the early
1970's it increased to about 1 100 Skr, indicating a
shift towards more valuable grades.

The geography of the wood, pulp and paper export
showed a stable pattern between 1967 and 1976 (Table 3:20).
Only small amounts of wood were destinated outside Europe,

1
Svensk Skogsindustri i omvand1ing, 1973; SOU 1973:14; Ds Jo 1975:1;
SOU 1975:89; SIND 1976:7; SOU 1976:22; Lundin, 0., 1977.
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Table 3:19. The Structure of Sweden's Trade in Wood and Wood Products
(Percentage)

SITe Connnodity Imports Exports

1962 1976 1962 1976
weight value weight value weight value weight value

24 Wood 84 48 86 35 38 25 38

25 Pulp 1 1 2 3 35 38 28

63 Wood manufactures 10 20 4 22 3 3 3

64 Paper 4 30 7 40 23 34 31

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

'000 tons; million 873 318 3 286 2 158 8 336 4 384 12 323 17
Skr, current prices

primarily to the Middle East and North Africa. Pulp ex
ports were slightly less concentrated to Europe and the
share declined. One-fifth of the paper export was desti
nated outside Europe, Asia and Africa being the main trans
ocean markets. The concentration to Europe made wood and
wood products an attractive market for the land modes.
Their share was as high as 40 % for wood and it had not
changed since the mid 1960's (Figure 3:19). There was a
strong competition between rail and road in this market.
Road increased its share from 17 % in 1967 to 26 % in 1976,
while rail dropped from 23 to 16 %. The average ton-value
of wood export by trucks was lower than for otJ1~~_m9g~s _
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Table 3:20. The Geography of Sweden's Trade in Wood and Wood Products

Trading Area Wood Pulp Paper

1967 1976 1967 1976 1967 1976

'000 % '000 % '000 % '000 % '000 % '000 %
tons tons tons tons tons tons

Total exports 4 476 4 690 3 917 3 436 2 473 3 780
imports 362 2 893 13 82 89 226

-
Europe Total exports [4391 98.1 4 446 94.8 3 552 90.7 3 029 88.2 12 036 82.3 3 155 83.5

imports 306 84.5 2 834 98.0 8 61.5 76 92.7 76 85.4 210 92.9

Nordic exports 1 835 41.0 1 889 40.3 179 4.6 151 4.4 241 9.8 471 12.5
imports 272 75.1 778 26.9 6 46.2 63 76.8 41 46.1 143 63.3

U.K. and exports 981 21.9 924 19.7 1 128 28.8 680 19.8 575 23.3 912 24.1
Ireland imports 0 0 48 1.7 0 0 1 1.2 4 4.5 11 4.9

West exports 1 276 28.5 1 316 28.1 1 373 35.1 1 709 49.7 1 029 41.6 1 574 41.6
Europe imports 4 1.1 1 072 37.1 0 0 15 18.3 27 30.3 152 23.0

East exports - 55 1.2 4 0.1 125 3.2 0 0 51 2.1 0 0
Europe imports 17 4.7 933 32.3 0 0 0 0 1 1.1 2 0.9

South exports 244 5.5 313 6.7 747 18.3 489 14.2 140 5.7 199 5.3
Europe imports 13 3.6 3 0.1 2 15.4 0 0 3 3.4 2 0.9

U.S. and Canada exports 0 0 0 0 130 3.3 35 1.0 98 4.0 65 1.7
imports 4 1.1 19 0.7 1 7.7 1 1.2 6 6.7 12 5.3

Latin America exports 0 0 0 0 74 1.9 23 0.7 95 3.8 76 2.0
imports 1 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asia and Oceania exports 20 0.5 137 2.9 102 2.6 103 3.0 140 5.7 151 4.0
imports 22 6.1 8 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Japan exports 0 0 0 0 9 0.2 6 0.2 0 0 1 0.0
imports 0 0 2 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Africa exports 38 0.9 91 1.9 44 1.1 32 0.9 78 3.2 156 4.1
imports I 16 4.4 14 0.5 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0

Source: Unpublished transport statistics, 1967, 1976, SCB, Statistiska Centra1byran, Stockholm

N
.....,J

0'\
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Table 3:21. Value per Ton (VT) and Index (I) for Sweden's Trade in Wood
and Wood Products

Exports Imports

1967 1970 1976 1967 1970 1976

VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I

WOOL (CTSE 5)

Sea 380 112 369 108 905 108 440 124 376 108 239 90

Rail 315 93 332 98 1 088 131 571 161 640 184 298 112

Road 235 68 243 72 517 62 226 64 275 79 361 136

Total 337 100 340 100 832 100 353 100 347 100 266 100

PULP (CTSE 10.18)

Sea 583 100 752 100 1 598 100

Rail 515 89 714 96 1 607 100

Road 514 89 567 75 1 258 79

Total 579 100 754 100 1 593 100

PAPER (CTSE 19.41)

Sea 808 94 824 91 1 616 89

Rail 1 013 118 1 014 111 1 940 106

Road 1 214 141 1 375 151 2 655 145

Total 862 100 910 100 1 825 100

The pulp export was strongly dominated by sea trans
ports, but the rail share increased from 6 % in 1967 to
16 % in 1976, while that of trucks remained low, 1 %
(Figure 3:18). The increase for railways should be seen
against the decreasing role of Northern Sweden in pulp pro
duction. There was also a striking modal shift in paper
export. Sea transports lost 14 percentage units between
1967 and 1976, while rail increased from 11 to 18 % and
road from 8 to 14 % (Figure 3:18). A strong market segmen
tation in the movement of paper was reflected in the aver
age ton-values, which were nearly 50 % higher for trucks
than for ships (Table 3:21). The proportion was constant
between 1967 and 1976, i.e. road transports expanded with
in the same market segment. As shown above, the average
ton value for paper export increased during the early 1970's.
This probably strengthened the competitiveness of trucks in
the paper export.
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The modal shift of wood and wood products was accom
panied by a significant change in the port distribution of
seaborne flows. The share of the northern ports decreased
from 51 % in 1962 to 33 % in 1975 (Figure 3:20). The
share of the inland ports on the Lake Vanern remained con
stant while the ports of the South and East Coasts showed
the largest gains. The traffic losses of the northern
ports were concentrated to wood and pulp, while their share
in the seaborne export of paper remained constant between
1962 and 1975. The decrease in pulp export should be seen
against the declining share of the northern region in pulp
production, 52 % in 1962 and 47 % in 1975. The region's
share of paper production increased from 19 to 35 % in the
same period. But this was not reflected by a corresponding
increase in the port traffic. It shows that the northern
ports have difficulties in competing for the paper traffic
of their traditional hinterlands.

Parallel with these interregional relocations of flows
went significant changes in the position of individual
ports in the North. Sundsvall in the late 1960 1 s became
the leading terminal of the region for wood and wood pro
ducts, particularly paper and board (Figure 3:20). It
was a result of a new distribution system introduced by the
SCA, leader in the Swedish pulp and paper industry.
Sundsvall and Umea were made the main export terminals of
this company. Gavle, the traditional leader among the
northern wood ports, showed a strong traffic decrease, as
a result of competition from road and rail as well as ports
in other regions. Shipments were discontinued in many
small wood ports of the northern region during the 1960's
and early 1970's (Figure 3:20), because of the introduction
of special transport systems by the wood industries. These
systems are based on the concentration of flows to few ter
minals which allows for mechanization of cargo handling and
the introduction of special ships.

The growing share of the East Coast ports was mainly
the result of the rapid increase of wood exports through
Norrkoping and Oskarshamn (specialized transport systems),
which became the leading wood terminals of the region.
Traffic through other ports stagnated and it decreased at
Stockholm and Jatterson, the latter reflecting the reces
sion in the local pulp industry.

The South Coast ports traditionally had a low share
in the seaborne trade of wood and wood products. However,
the increasing production of the wood industries in south
eastern Sweden led to a significant traffic growth among
the ports in the eastern part of the South Coast (Figure
3:20).
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Among the West Coast ports, Halmstad, Varberg and
Uddevalla, showed a rapid traffic increase between 1962
and 1975, a result of new industrial location and of
Uddevalla's growing competitiveness for traffic which pre
vously had been handled by the inland ports on the Vanern.
The leading position of Gothenburg was reduced during the
1960's and early 1970's. Its market share decreased from
28 % in 1962 to 19 % in 1975 because of increasing competi
tion from other West Coast ports.

The seaborne imports of wood was comparatively small
during the 1960's. After 1972 it started to grow rapidly
(Figure 3:19). The main commodity was low-value round
wood from West Germany, Denmark and Finland. The import
from Germany was temporary storm-felld trunks from the
1974 storm. The balance between exports and imports of
wood and wood products shows a strong surplus of outgoing
cargo, which creates a significant surplus of transport
capacity in the return trips to Sweden. It can be utilized
for movements either of other break bulk cargo, mainly che
micals, or general cargo, which has a significant import
surplus. l However, this balancing of flows requires flex
ible modes for the movement of various types of cargo and
the location of exports and imports to the same harbors or
to ports along the same route. The imbalance in general
and break bulk cargo traffic is particularly strong at the
northern ports. Exports were twice the imports in 1976.
The East Coast ports also show a surplus for exports, about
1 million tons. These imbalances mean that 30-40 % of the
tonnage used for general and break bulk cargo exports from
ports along the North and East Coasts of Sweden cannot find
return cargo.

The future volume and structure of the Swedish exports
of wood and wood products are difficult to predict. They
strongly depend on the competition from the North American
wood industry and on the development of the wood, pulp and
paper industries in Western Europe. According to govern
ment forcasts made in the mid 1970's, the exports of wood
will increase by 2.4 % per annum during the late 1970's,
the pulp exports by 1.4 % per year, and e~ports of paper by
10 % per annum, measured in fixed prices. The demand for
paper in the European markets is supposed to grow quicker
than domestic production. The tonnage growth should be
lower, considering the tendency of the early 1970's towards
higher ton-values. During those years the tonnage growth
was 1.5 per cent units lower than the value growth (fixed
prices). Assuming this proportion holds in the future, the
tonnage growth of paper exports will be about 8.5 % per
annum.

1 See pp. 287-294.
2 SOU 1975:89, pp. 138.
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The modal distribution of wood exports in the late
1970's and early 1980's will be strongly influenced by
the faster growth of production in the South than in the
North of Sweden, which should strengthen the competitive
ness of trucks in the movement of paper and wood products
and of railways in the pulp export. The port distribu
tion of seaborne exports will probably remain stable as
the shift towards specialized transport systems was
finished in the Swedish wood industry by the mid 1970's.

METALS

The cargo group "metals" (CTSE 16) includes pig iron and
steel ingots as well as bars, rods, plates, sheets, wire
and tubes of steel and non-ferrous metals and products
thereof. The development of the metal industries and
their export perspectives have been analyzed in several
studies in recent years. l Only the main tendencies will
be described here to provide a background for the analysis
of the modal and port distribution of the metal trade.

The share of metals in the tonnage export of break
bulk cargo increased from 8.7 % in 1962 to 13.3 % in 1976.
In imports it decreased from 40 to 33 % (Figure 3:21).
The growth rate for exports (fixed prices) was higher than
for production between 1962 and 1976, which meant an in
creasing dependence on foreign markets (Figure 3:21). In
1962 about 20 % of the production was destinated abroad,
in 1975 the corresponding number was 30 %. Also imports
grew at a higher rate than production: the share of im
ports in the total consumption increased from 16 % in 1962
to 25 % in 1975.

The increased dependency on foreign suppliers did not
cause any significant change in the commodity structure of
the metal imports (Table 3:22). The average ton-value in
1968 prices was about 1 100 Skr in 1962 as well as in 1975
(Figure 3:21). In exports the share of commercial steel
increased, while that of ingots decreased (Table 3:22), but
it did not influence the average ton-value which both years
was about 1 500 Skr. Exports thus included more valuable
goods than imports.

The geography of the Swedish metal trade in the late
1960's and early 1970's showed an increasing concentration
of exports to Europe, while the prior dominance of this
continent decreased in imports as a result of the rapidly
growing share of Japan and other Asia (Table 3:23). Europe's
increased role in exports strengthened the competitiveness
of road transports which grew continuously from 8 % in
1967 to 21 % in 1976. The share of railways remained con-

1 Jernkontoret 1971; SOU 1974:11, SOU 1975:89; SIND 1976:7;
SOU 1976:22, SOU 1977:15 g, 16; Lundin, 0., 1977.
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Table 3:22. Structure of the Swedish Trade with Iron and Metals

SITC Commodity Imports Exports

1962 1975 1962 1975
weight value weight value weight value weight value
% % % % % % % %

67 Iron and Steel 86.2 58.1 90.5 68.9 91.6 81.8 93.3 83.7

671 Pig iron, Spiege1- 14.8 5.7 15.5 12.9 11.2 10.5 16.0 7.0
eisen, ferro-a11ays
etc.

672 Ingots etc. 0.8 1.4 8.5 3.7 13.9 4.2 6.2 2.1

673 Iron and steel bars 15.6 9.0 20.6 12.5 23.4 17.8 20.9 16.1
etc.

674 Plates, sheets etc. 40.4 28.1 38.7 22.3 19.2 16.9 33.8 25.8

675 Hoop and strip 2.6 2.1 3.5 2.5 3.8 9.3 3.2 7.9

678 Tubes, pipes etc. 10.4 10.2 9.8 12.8 13.2 19.0 9.2 17.7

68 Non-ferrous metals 13.7 41.9 9.5 30.1 8.4 18.2 6.7 16.3

682 Copper 6.0 20.0 3.5 10.6 5.5 12.8 3.1 7.2

684 Aluminium 3.2 10.0 3.0 7.3 1.0 2.2 1.8 3.9

Metals 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

1 408a 1 469b 2 969
a 6 664b 854a 1 376b 2 177a 6 670b

a '000 tons
b 1 000 000 Skr.

Source: SOS, Utrikeshande1sstatistik, Part 2, 1962, 1975, Statistiska
Centra1byran, Stockholm.

stant while that of shipping went down. The ton-value in
dex for both road transports and shipping decreased between
1967 and 1975 (Table 3:24). Shipping lost the commodities
with the highest ton-value to trucks. However, large diffe
rences in average ton-value continued to exist between the
modes.

Also in imports shipping lost market shares, from 88 %
in 1967 to 73 % in 1976 (Figure 3:21). The share of rail
increased from 7 to 14 %, which resulted in a decreasing
ton-value index. In 1975 it equalled the sea index. In
other words, railways were increasingly competing with
shipping in the same market segments. Also the share of
road transports increased considerably, from 4 % in 1967
to 12 % in 1976 and the ton-value index decreased. How
ever, it is still more than twice those of sea or railway.
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Table 3:23. Geography of the Swedish Metal Trade (CTSE 16)

Trading Areas 1967

'000 tons %

1974

'000 tons %

1976

'000 tons %

100 2 606
100 3 040

69.21-2 145
93.6 2 740

18.6 744
24.3 727

16.1 291
15.3 200

23.0 717
39.7 1 537

6.1 223
1.0 77

100 2 117
100 3 013

82.3\" 1 854
90.1 2 362

28.6 599
23.9 682

11.2 336
6.6 230

27.5 638
50.6 1 165

8.6 118
2.5 0

Total

Europe Total

Nordic

U.K. and
Ireland

West
Europe

South
Europe

East
Europe

U.S. and
Canada

Asia and
Ocea.nia

Japan

Africa

Latin America

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

1 595
1 726

1 103
1 615

296
420

257
264

367
685

98
17

85
229

126
28

146
7

85
5

10
34

19
39

5.3
13.3

7.9
1.6

9.2
0.4

5.3
0.3

0.6
2.0

1.2
2.3

170
199

188
59

115
161

32
145

48
34

76
28

6.5
6.5

7.2
1.9

4.4
5.3

1.2
4.8

1.8
1.1

2.9
0.9

163
285

134
50

69
373

11
337

12
49

35
47

100
100

87.6
78.4

28.3
22.6

15.9
7.6

30.1
38.7

5.6
o
7.7
9.5

6.3
1.7

3.3
12.4

0.5
11.2

0.6
1.6

1.7
1.6

Source: Unpublished Transport Statistics, 1967, 1974, 1976, Statis
tiska Centra1byran, Stockholm.

Table 3:24. Value per Ton (VT) and Index (I) in the Swedish Trade with
Iron and Metals

Exports Imports

1967 1970 1975 1967 1970 1975

VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I

Sea 1 430 86 1 786 78 2 318 76 1 085 87 1 394 87 1 953 87

Rail 1 916 115 2 520 109 3 506 114 1 656 132 1 817 113 2 016 89

Road 3 356 201 4 335 188 5 744 187 3 148 252 4 087 255 4 568 203

Total 1 666 100 2 303 100 3 064 100 1 248 100 1 605 100 2 254 100
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During the 1960's and early 1970's imports dominated
exports, measured in tons (Figure 3:21). Thus, there was
a continuous surplus of transport capacity from Sweden.
This was particularly important for sea transports where
the capacity surplus was as high as 20-50 % in the 1960's
and early 1970's.

Only-one third of the import of the early 1970's was
used as input in the metal industry, about 50 % were in
puts in the engineering industry and the rest was used by
the building and shipyard industries. l Its port distribu
tion is thus a function of the location of the import
warehouses for semi-manufactures and of the engineering
industry. The port distribution of the export, on the
other hand, is a function of the location of the iron and
metal industry. The products are sensitive to transport
costs, production is concentrated at a few places and the
shipments are organized through nearby ports, i.e. an
optimal transport system for iron and metals is based on
short-land and long-sea transports.

Seaborne iron and metal export in 1962 was highly
concentrated to the northern ports, 46 % and the East Coast
ports, 27 % (Figure 3:22). The corresponding numbers for
1975 were 33 and 40 %. The increase in the East Coast
ports was a result of the rapid traffic growth through
Oxelosund with its new steel plant and through Vasteras
which became the major export terminal for shipments from
Bergslagen, the traditional heart of the Swedish steel in
dustry.

No port on the South Coast handled export of this
category during the 1960's and 1970's. The West Coast
ports had a constant share during the period, in spite
of a rapid growth for Halmstad which reported a 50 % ca
pacity increase for the local steel plant. Exports
through Gothenburg increased at a slower than average
rate and experienced competition from the smaller West
Coast ports, particularly Uddevalla and Vanersborg.
Cargo handling charges were much lower in these ports than
in Gothenburg.

The port distribution for imports differs very much
from that of exports (Figure 3:22). The East Coast and
West Coast ports each accounted for about one-third of
the total traffic in 1962 and 1975. The decline of
Stockholm stands in a sharp contrast to the increases at
Gavle, Vasteras and Koping. High handling costs, decli
ning manufacturing in the metropolitan area and the loca
tion of new warehouses outside Stockholm were the main
reasons for the deconcentration of imports from Stockholm
to smaller terminals. The share of the South Coast ports

1 Statistiska meddelanden N:1977:5.
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was also rather constant in the 1962-1976 period, about
20 %. Malmo was in the early 1960's the central import
terminal of the region. The expansion of the car com
ponent industry in the eastern part of the hinterland
(the Volvo subcontractor at Olofstr6m) provided a rapid
traffic growth through S6lvesborg, which was adopted as
a specialized terminal in the transport system of the com
pany.

As mentioned above, the West Coast ports handled
about one-third of the iron and metal imports. The leading
position of Gothenburg was slightly weakened during the
1960's and early 1970's, a result of increasing competition
from smaller ports of the region which offered cheaper
cargo handling.

Imports and exports showed strong regional imbalances.
The export surplus of the northern ports was about 100 000
tons in 1975, while the East Coast ports had an import sur
plus of 400 000, i.e. a significant surplus of outgoing
tonnage which had to search for other break bulk or general
cargo.

The future demand for transports by this group is
difficult to estimate and so is the outcome of the struc
tural changes that started in the mid 1970's in the steel
industry of the world including Sweden. The increased use
of substitutes in the engineering and building industries
make the forcasts even more difficult. The cancellation
of advanced plans for a major iron and steel complex in
the North (Lulea) made all prognoses of the early and mid
1970's useless. It will probably result in larger imports
and a slower growth of exports. l A partial restructuring
of imports can also be foreseen. The share of low-value
commodities used as inputs in iron and metal manufacturing
will probably decrease, leading to stagnating demand for
sea transports and larger shares for road and rail. The
changing structure of the flows and of their modal split
should result in a redistribution of the seaborne trade.
Traffic through terminals handling cargo for central ware
houses will probably grow, while flows through terminals
handling imports and exports of iron and metal plants may
stagnate or even decrease.

CHEMICALS

Chemicals (CTSE 14) are a very heterogeneous cargo group as
regards transport needs. It includes both semimanufactures
and final products. Some of them can be defined as general
cargo, but most should be classified as break bulk cargo.
Chemicals to a higher degree than other break bulk cargo are
used as supplementary or return cargo in liner shipping.

1 SOU 1976:22, p. 71.
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During the 1960's and early 1970's both exports and
imports of chemicals grew at higher rates than the output
of the chemical industry, oil refineries excluded
(Figure 3:23). Hence, the industry became more dependent
on foreign markets. For chemicals imports were traditio
nally larger than exports. The annual growth of imports
in fixed prices was about 11 % in the 1960's, but slowed
down to 8 % in the early 1970's (Figure 3:23). The tonnage
growth of the imports was considerably slower, particular
ly in the 1970's, a result of two sharp declines in the
1970-1972 and 1974-1976 periods. The differences in growth
rates by fixed prices and by tonnage indicate changes in
the commodity structure. The average ton-value, in 1968
prices, increased from 1 000 Skr in 1962 to 1 400 Skr in
1976 (Figure 3:23).

Also exports showed a concentration towards more valu
able goods. The average ton-value, in 1968 prices, in
creased from 1 500 Skr in 1962 to 2 200 Skr in 1976. The in
crease happened in the early 1970's. The annual growth
rate of exports in those years was 12 % in value and only
6 % in tons. The corresponding numbers for the 1960's
were 13 and 18 %, i.e. the share of low-value commodities
increased in that period. The increased ton-values of im
ports and exports to a high extent was the result of grow
ing trade in drugs and plastic materials (Table 3:25).

The geography of the chemical trade showed an increase
for Europe in both imports and exports. Less than 9 % of
the exports were destinated outside Europe in 1976 and only
5 % of imports came from these areas (Table 3:26). The
share of the Nordic countries increased both in imports
and exports and made them the main export market in 1976.
Western Europe kept its place as the main import area.

The increased ton value and a concentration of trade
to the Nordic countries and Western Europe influenced the
modal split of chemical cargo. Truck exports increased
from 25 % in 1967 to 40 % in 1976 and reached the propor
tion characteristic for general cargo. In imports the
share of trucked chemicals increased from 12 to 30 % be
tween 1967 and 1976, i.e. slightly below the average for
general cargo. The rail share was relatively low, 12-16 %
and remained constant during the period. In the mid 1960's
shipping had two-thirds of the chemical imports and ex
ports, but in 1976 it had decreased to about 50 %, a re
sult of truck competition. Structural and geographic
changes in flows strengthened this competition.

The large modal differences in the structure of
carried chemicals remained nearly unchanged between 1967
and 1976. The average ton-value for seaborne exports was
less than half of the trucked flows (Table 3:27) and for
imports only-one fourth. The ton-value index for seaborne
trade decreased continuously, i.e. shipping became increas
ingly concentrated to low-value chemicals.
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Table 3:25. Sweden's Foreign Trade in Chemicals

b

SITC Commodity Imports Exports

1962 1975 1962 1975
weight value weight value weight value weight value
% % % % % % % %

51 Chemical elements 72 40 63 30 45 31 46 26

52 Minerals 5 1 1 0 4 0.4 1 0

53 Colouring materials 3 9 3 7 2 4 3 5
etc.

54 Drugs etc. 0.03 11 0.5 14 0.03 9.4 1 14

55 Oils, perfumes etc. 2 5.5 3 6 2 4 3 5

57 Pyrotechnics etc. 0 1 0 0 1 4.3 1 3

58 Plastic materials 9 22 17 29 16 30 19 31

59 Other chemicals 9 12 13 12 29 16 26 15

Chemicals 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Manufactured ferti- 899 a 1 l3lb 2 202a 5 700b 296a 457b 1 30la 3 249
lizers

a '000 tons
b 1 000 000 Skr.

The port distribution of the seaborne imports of che
micals depends primarily on the competitiveness of the
supplied transports and on the location of the chemical,
textile, wood, pulp and paper industries. About 14 % of
the imports were used for private consumption in the early
1970's.1

The distribution of exports is strongly influenced by
the location of the chemical industry. Exports were mainly
concentrated to a few terminals on the North, South and West
Coasts, while imports were more evenly distributed (Figure
3:24). The share of the West Coast region in the chemical
production increased from 36 to 42 % between 1968 and 1974
and in pulp and paper production remained constant, about
30 %.2 Considering that the chemical industry uses about
30 % of the chemical imports, the textile industry 11 %
and the wood industry 6-8 %, the share of this region in
the total demand for chemical imports can be estimated at
about 34-38 % in the mid 1970's. The ports of the region,

1 Statistiska Meddelanden N 1977:5.

2 Statistiska Meddelanden: 1, 1973:15; 1976:6.
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Table 3:26. Geography of Sweden's Trade in Chemicals (CTSE 14)

Trading Areas 1967

'000 tons %

1974

'000 tons %

1976

'000 tons %

Total

Europe Total

Nordic

U.K. and
Ireland

West
Europe

South
Europe

East
Europe

U.S. and
Canada

Asia and
Oceania

Japan

Africa

Latin America

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

exports
imports

583
1 308

493
1 133

201
227

137
183

124
513

16
36

15
174

13
72

33
10

2
6

9
4

7
96

100
100

85.0
86.0

34.5
17 .. 3

23.4
14.0

21.3
39.2

2.7
2.7

2.6
13.3

2.2
5.5

5.7
0.8

0.3
0.4

1.5
0.3

1.2
7.3

1 466
2 343

1 192
2 106

567
449

240
283

239
1 001

40
95

106
278

90
86

70
24

11
6

39
1

50
144

100
100

81.3
89.9

38.7
19.2

16.4
12.1

16.3
42.7

2.7
4.0

7.2
11.8

6.1
3.6

4.8
1.0

0.7
0.2

2.7
o
3.4
6.1

1 393
2 044

I
II 269

937

586·
400

245
261

277
983

36
105

125
188

17
89

44
8

2
7

25
o

23
4

100
100

91.1
94.7

42.1
19.6

17.6
12.8

19.9
48.1

2.6
5.1

9.0
9.2

1.2
4.3

3.1
0.4

0.1
0.3

1.7
o
1.7
0.2

Source: Transport statistics 1967, 1974, 1976, Unpublished, SCB,
Stockholm.

Table 3:27. Value per Ton (VT) and Index (I) for Sweden's Trade in
Chemical Products

Exports Imports

1967 1970 1975 1967 1970 1975

VT I VT I VT I VT I VT I

Sea 1 100 74 813 63 1 737 68 1 092 75 902 65 1 503 57

Rail 1 516 102 1 531 119 2 471 97 1 459 100 1 599 116 2 561 98

Road 2 250 151 2 240 174 3 262 129 3 139 219 3 190 231 5 439 208

Total 1 484 100 1 284 100 2 538 100 1 457 100 1 377 100 2 614 100
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including inland ports on the Lake V~ttern, handled about
25 % of the chemical imports in 1975. The difference be
tween the region's share in the demand for imported chemi
cals and in seaborne trade can be explained by competition
from the South Coast ports and by a higher share of land
transports.

In exports the share of the West Coast ports in the
early 1970's corresponded to the region's share in chemi
cal production. Gothenburg, traditionally the leading
port in handling seaborne chemical trade, had a decreased
share in exports as a result of the rapid traffic expan
sion in newly established industrial terminals and of com
petition from land transports. In imports Gothenburg
strengthened its market position between 1962 and 1975
(Figure 3:24).

The development in the sulfuric acid plant at Helsing
borg resulted in a substantial traffic growth through this
port, which became one of the leading industrial terminals
for the chemical trade. Traffic expansion at Helsingborg
and through the smaller industrial terminals made the South
Coast ports increase from 13 to 30 % between 1962 and 1975
in seaborne imports, while the demand of the region for
these commodities was about 22-26 % in the mid 1970's.
The traffic surplus was destinated to the West Coast region.

The high share of the northern terminals in imports
was unchanged between 1962 and 1975 (Figure 3:24).
Kubikenborg was the main port for imports of basic chemi
cals required for bleaching by the pulp and paper indus
tries. The import of these chemicals was also handled by
small ports located at the pulp and paper plants. These
flows were the main return cargo for vessels carrying
wood and wood products from the northern ports. The rapid
expansion of exports through Skelleftea and Helsingborg
was the result of the growth of the local sulfuric acid
plants.

The East Coast share of chemical imports declined as
the heavy chemical industry of the region had "a slow in
crease and the light chemical industry shifted to road
transports. This particularly hit Stockholm where the 1975
turnover was only half that of 1962.

According to the official long-teDm projections, chemi
cal exports were to grow at 12.1 - 13.4 % a year (fixed
prices) in the late 1970's.1 The import growth were to be
8.2 - 9.3 %. These rates are slightly higher than those
of the early 1970's but below those of the 1960's. The
tonnage growth should be lower as the pulp, paper, textile
and basic chemical industries were expected to have a low
expansion rate. The annual growth rate of export tonnages
were estimated at 5-7 % for the late 1970's and the early

1 SOU 1975:89.
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1980's and the corresponding numbers for imparts at 2-4 %.
The road share should increase, but at a rate slower than
in the 1960's and early 1970's. The rapid growth charac
teristic of the introduction phase should slow down. How
ever, the share of shipping will continue to decrease as
a result of the slow growth of the pulp and paper industries.

The imports of base chemicals for the chemical indus
try will develop at the same rate as the production of this
industry. Hence, this traffic growth will be concentrated
to the industrial terminals located at the chemical plants.
Deep-sea movements of high-value chemicals will be concen
trated to Gothenburg and, possibly, Helsingborg assuming
these ports can compete in prices and services with the
large ports on the Continent.

CONCLUSIONS

Tendencies in the break bulk cargo trade of Sweden, its
modal and port distribution can be summarized as follows:

Break bulk cargo traditionally was an important com
plement to general cargo for liner shipping, particularly
on unbalanced short-sea routes. Europe was the leading
trading area for these commodities, and "this has not changed
during the 1960's and early 1970's. However, there was a
concentration of this trade to the Nordic market. The commo
dity structure of break bulk exports changed toward more
valuable goods, while that of imports was nearly constant,
a development common for highly industrialized countries.
It created a strong difference between imports and exports
as regards quality and price of demanded transports.

The sea share in the exports of break bulk cargo de
creased from 74 % in 1967 to 65 % in 1976 and from 72 to
60 % in imports as a result of growing competition from
road transports. The switch to road transport, helped by
structural changes in the commodity composition of the
flows, had a strong impact on the type and geographic loca
tion of required sea transport services and increased a
demand for ferry services. As a result, the share of the
northern ports in the export of break bulk cargo decreased
from 58 % in 1962 to 41 % in 1975. However, th~s was only
partly a result of the described structural changes and
partly followed from the more rapid growth of the wood
processing industries in the southern parts of the country.
Also the expansion of the chemical industry in the southern
region helped increase its share of the break bulk exports.
The share of the northern region in imports increased as a
result of rapidly growing volumes of wood. The share of
the East Coast ports decreased, because relatively limited
volume of wood and chemicals were destinated to this region.
The West Coast ports had a stable share of both imports and
exports of break bulk cargo.
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The introduction of specialized transport systems
for break bulk cargo, particularly by the wood processing
and chemical industries, stimulated concentration of flows
to a few terminals. This was most pronounced among the
northern ports, strongly dominated by the exports of wood
and products.

The analysis of the changes in the commodity struc
ture and in the geography of the trading areas and hinter
lands cannot provide the whole explanation of modal and
port distribution changes for the general cargo and break
bulk cargo flows. To understand these changes it is neces
sary to study in addition differences in prices and quali
ties of the supplied transport services. Only through a
two-step approach will it be possible to explain the
patterns and dynamics of the seaborne general cargo.
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4. MODAL AND PORT
ALLOCATION OF GENERAL
CARGO FLOWS: AN
OPTIMIZATION APPROACH

One conclusion in the first chapter was that the ro-ro
technique had far-reaching consequences on the organiza
tion and competition of sea and land transports, both in
deep-sea and short-sea markets, resulting in an increased
mobility of general cargo flows as regards their alloca
tion on alternative modes and terminals. These realloca
tion tendencies were described in the third chapter with
the general cargo trade of Sweden in focus. The main ten
dency was the increasing role of road transports and the
declining role of small ports. Trade was highly concen
trated to Western Europe and several modes and terminals
competed for these flows. An analysis of the demand for
individual services thus requires an integrated approach
including all available transport alternatives and con
sidering their interdependences.

THE BASIC CONCEPT
SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF FLOWS

A synthesis of the spatial organization of general cargo
transports shows a very simple pattern including the follow
ing phases: assembling transports in the hinterland, trans
shipment operations in an export harbor, sea transport,
transshipment operations in an import harbor and distribu
tion transports in the foreland (Figure 4:la). However,
in reality the pattern is much more complex, even when the
analysis is limited to the short-term perspective, consid
ering flow allocation problems only within an existing
system of modes and terminals (Figure 4:lb).

The optimal use of this system can be studied from
several perspectives. One may be how to design an optimal
transport system for an individual consignor. Another may
include optimization of transports required by individual
regions including several general cargo consignors. A
third may be the perspective of a supplier of transports
or terminal services.
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Figure 4:1. Spatial Organization of General Cargo Transports
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This study has chosen a fourth focus, the optimal
modal and port allocation of general cargo flows seen in
the national perspective with a static approach. An op
timal port allocation of flows is searched, given actual
prices, times and capacities of all in the market avail
able transport alternatives. The study is based on a Flow
Distribution Model (FDM) and linear programming techniques
are used to solve the problem.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The basic assumption of the FDM is that the lowest total
transport costs for general cargo shipments from all re-
gions in the country provide the optimal flow allocation.
Transport costs are defined as a function of prices charged
by available transport modes and terminals and of transport
time. The monetary value of transport time is estimated
with the help of data on the frequence of transport servi-
ces, the value of the cargo, and the consignor's requested
rate of return on his capital tied up in the transport process.

The second assumption is that export flows generated
by each region include several consignments sent by indi
vidual shippers, i.e. the prices for transports are propor
tional to the quantity of the shipped cargo. The third as
sumption is that all consignors have perfect information
about prices and times for individual transport alterna
tives and that these two variables and the capacity of the
sea services are the elements that determine modal and
port allocation of general cargo flows. The fourth assump
tion is that export volumes generated by individual regions
are proportional to the number of employees in industries
producing general cargo. The latter assumption is based on
findings of earlier studies which showed a close correla
tion between employment in manufacturing or total popula
tion and cargo volumes generated by individual regions. l

The spatial pattern of a transport system operationa
lized in the FDM is shown in the upper part of Figure 4:2.
It includes the following main alternatives: (1) road and
rail transports in the hinterland (LTNP) and sea trans
ports (8TNP) from national ports (NP) to destination ports
(DP), (2) road or rail feeder (LTTP) alternatively sea
feeder (8FT) to foreign transit ports (TP) followed by sea
transports to destination ports and (3) direct road trans
ports from origin to destination points, including trans
shipment in inland terminals (DLTT or DLTR). The distri
bution transports in the foreland are not included in the
analysis.

In the lower part of Figure 4:2 these alternatives
are operationalized in matrix form. The following three
alternatives were excluded by assigning them infinitely

1 See pp. 208-212.
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high costs: transit transports between national ports,
shipments between transit ports, and shipments from transit
to national ports for further movement to foreign destina
tion ports. The restriction on the possibilities for tran
sit movements between national ports or between transit
ports were introduced to adopt the model to the conditions
in the Swedish transport market for general cargo by the
mid 1970's. Return transports from transit terminals were
counted as illogical and therefore excluded from the ana
lysis. The mathematical formulation of the model is given
in Appendix 1.

The model can be used to estimate (1) volumes of gene
ral cargo exports generated by individual regions, (2) the
shape of hinterlands of national ports considering the net
work and prices of inland transport, and (3) modal and port
distribution of general cargo exports from individual re
gions to a given destination. Destinations are defined as
import harbors, distribution transports in the foreland
were not included in the analysis.

THE CASE STUDY OF SWEDEN
In the third chapter was shown that general cargo exports
from Sweden in the late 1960's and early 1970's were charac
terized by increasing competition between modes and ports.
These tendencies are summarized in Table 4:1. Three desti
nations dominated the exports: Norden, The Continent, and
United Kingdom including Ireland. Traffic to the Continent
was characterized by the continuously growing role of road
transports, the rapid decline of the rail share and the
fluctuating position of sea transports. Exports to the
United Kingdom did not show any stable trend as regards the
role of individual modes. Unfortunately, no data are avail
able about the traffic of individual ports by destinations. l

The Continent and U.K. markets were chosen to test the
FDM because they account for large trade volumes - their
size should limit the risk that one firm dominates the
trade - and they show different patterns as regards modal
allocation of flows.

1 In the official transport statistics shipments from all ports are
aggregated into 15 transport districts. Only 12 destinations are
used; flows to the Continent are not separated from those to the
United Kingdom. SCB, Transport Statistics of Sweden, unpublished
List TR 9.
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Table 4:1. General Cargo Export of Sweden by Destination and Trans
port Modes

Destination Total Road Rail Sea Air

'000 % % % % %
tons

Norden 1967 407 100 56 29 15 0
1974 818 100 67 17 15 0
1976 829 100 71 15 11 0

The Continenta 1967 214 100 35 44 21 0
1974 505 100 47 17 36 0
1976 494 100 64 18 17 0

U.K. and 1967 139 100 24 6 70 0
Ireland 1974 244 100 la 0 90 0

1976 200 100 20 0 80 0

Southern 1967 79 100 3 15 72 0
Europeb 1974 160 100 15 37 47 0

1976 110 100 30 30 40 0

Eastern 1967 30 100 7 63 30 0
Europec 1974 37 100 38 51 11 0

1976 72 100 26 36 38 0

North 1967 116 100 1 2 97 0
America 1974 201 100 3 1 96 1

1976 178 100 3 0 95 2

World 1967 1 136 100 26 27 46 0
1974 2 400 100 37 14 47 0
1976 2 267 100 42 12 42 0

a West Germany, Benelux, France, Switzerland, Austria
b North Coast of the Mediterranian, Portugal, Bulgaria and Romania
c East Germany, Poland, the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Hungary

Source: Unpublished Transport Data for Sweden 1967, 1974, 1976, SCB,
Stockholm.

EXPORT POTENTIALS OF THE REGIONS

The only export data available in Sweden are on the nation
al level and cannot be used for estimates of modal and port
allocation of flows. Therefore, the first step in the FDM
was an estimate of exports by regions made with a method
common in ffiultiregional transport models. l National export
data by commodity were assigned to individual industries
according to a key in Appendix 2, which allowed the compu
tation of export volume per employee under the assumption
that export production was evenly distributed among all

1 See pp. 202-203.
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employees. In the next step, the export quotients were
multiplied by the number of employees of individual in
dustries by region. The sum of these numbers gave the
total volume of general cargo export generated in each
region. These data formed the input vector 01 - On in
the model (Figure 4:2).

As pointed out in the second chapter, the method has
several drawbacks, the most important being the assump
tion about regional equality in export propensity for in
dividual industries. It ignores the location pattern of
subcontractors as well as the existence of assembly plants,
which in many industries are the dominating export origins.
This disadvantage could be counterbalanced by regional co
efficients indicating the difference between the national
averages and the export orientation of industries in in
dividual regions. The value of such coefficients could be
estimated from indirect data about the location of assem
bly plants or export warehouses. Such data were not avail
able for Sweden's general cargo producing industries in the
mid 1970's. On the other hand, subcontractors - large and
small - are often large exporters which should work to make
the assumption quite realistic.

As employment data were the base of the computation,
it was necessary to choose regions used for the employment
statistics. The communes were the basic unit as the coun
ties (lan) represent too aggregated data. Some competing
ports are located in the same county, particularly in the
South. As only one port in each region can be considered a
transport alternative in the model, use of the counties as
origin regions would considerably limit the number of ex
amined transport al ternatives. To decrease the nUTnber of
regions included, some communes were joined (Figure 4:3a).
The number of regions used in the computation was 126, which
allows a detailed picture of the regional distribution of
exports (Figure 4:3b). The figure shows a significant con
centration of general cargo exports in the southern part of
the country where most of the general cargo ports are loca
ted. The short distance between ports and hinterland
points and the equal distance in several regions to more
than one port create a very competitive market.

PORTS AND HINTERLANDS

In the second step of the analysis, the price of assembling
transports was estimated for the hinterlands of national
general cargo ports. All ports that in the mid 1970's
showed a turnover of commodities here classified as gene
ral cargo were included in the analysis. Of 30 ports,
eight in 1974 had a general cargo turnover below 10 000
tons (Figure 4:4).

The distance between 126 points (regions) and 30 ports
were converted to prices in a cost matrix, the LTNP ele
ment in the model, with the help of official domestic ta
riffs of the national railways (SJ) and the two leading
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road transport companies (ASG and Bilspedition). The aver
age size of shipment was estimated at 15 tons. Rebates
were not included in the calculations, except for the gene
ral freight aid for longdistance transports from the
Northern regions. Individual rebates are a function of the
bargaining skills of the consignor and are not related to
the transport distance. They may vary considerably between
consignors within the same region. Thus, it would be dif
ficult to establish regional rebate levels in the model.

The results of the computation are presented in Figure
4:4, showing the optimized hinter lands of the national
ports. For the optimal allocation of flows, only prices
for assembling transports were considered. Total cost mi
nimization in the whole transport system was sought. The
assumption was made that all general cargo exports were
shipped by sea from national ports. The estimated national
volume was 106 % larger than the actual turnover, all trans
ports were assumed to move by sea, while actually 53 % of
the general cargo exports in 1974 moved by road or rail.
The overestimation of traffic in small ports and the signi
ficant difference between the actual and estimated flows
indicate that the design of a hinterland system of national
ports using the price for assembling transports as single
criterion may be very misleading. This type of calculation
is useful only as a first step in the analysis. In the
following steps, data on prices and capacity for cargo
handling in ports and on the geography and frequency of
sailings as well as capacity and freight rates. The ex
ports of the country can be divided into five European sub
markets: Norden, the Comecon coast in the Baltic, the
Continent, The British Isles and the Mediterranian north
coast (Table 4:1). Two of these destinations, the Continent
and the British Isles, were chosen for further analysis. In
the mid 1970's they were second and third in the Swedish
general cargo exports. Thirteen of the national ports had
regular services to the Continent and 14 to United Kingdom.

FLOWS TO THE CONTINENT

The estimation of the optimal mode and port allocation of
general cargo flows to the Continent was made in four
steps. In the first, only prices for cargo handling in
the ports and freight rates were included in the STNP ma
trix of the model. In the second step, the transport ca
pacity of individual alternatives was restricted, consid
ering the size and productivity of vessels used on the
routes. In both steps the assumption was made that all ex
port to the Continent was seaborne. In the third step,
direct road and rail transports (the DLTT and DLTR elements
in the model) were introduced as alternatives to sea trans
ports. Finally, in the fourth step the transport time was
included.
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Data about prices for general cargo handling in the
ports, handling capacity and productivity, as well as geo
graphy and frequency of supplied sailings was collected
from all 30 ports. Data were collected through a direct
survey to the port authorities (Appendix 3). Answers
were received from all ports.

The price for the general cargo handling in the ports
was computed considering the following components: aboard
and quayside work, social oncost when charged as a separate
item, cranage, trucking and port cargo dues, i.e. the whole
chain of transshipment services common in a general cargo
port. The prices for aboard and quayside work included all
auxiliary services, e.g. cargo weighting, control, and
supervision.

The total prices showed in Figure 4:5a represent aver
ages for most common types of general cargo shipped on
standard pallets, according to the price lists for 1974/75.
The calculation was based on the following assumptions: a
conventional general carrier with five holds was loaded,
the holds were empty, i.e. no need for extra stowing work
aboard. The following resources were used for loading: a
full gang assisted by a conventional 2-5 ton crane and a
forklift of 2-5 ton capacity. The cargo was moved direct
ly from a warehouse to the quayside by a forklift. The pro
ductivity of the whole process was estimated at 20 tons per
hour. l Cranage and trucking prices were quoted per hour of
service and converted to ton-values using average produc
tivity.

In most lists the prices for aboard and quayside work
were quoted according to the "output" method, i.e. per ton
commodity. A few ports, e.g. Stockholm, applied "input"
pricing, quoting prices per resource input used for loading
or discharging regardless of type of commodity. In the
latter case, prices were recalculated to a ton base assum
ing average productivity.

The results indicate that large ports put higher prices
in their lists than medium-size ports. The average price
per ton for ports with a general cargo turnover above
100 000 tons in 1974 was 27 Skr. The corresponding number
for ports handling 50-100 thousand tons was 24 Skr, and
for those in the class la-50 thousand tons 20 Skr. The
average for ports with a turnover below la 000 tons was
22 Skr. These differences may be a function of the higher
readiness of large ports to meet the needs for handling va
rious types of general cargo which requires larger invest-

1
According to the proof tender asked for to check the calculation,
productivity varied between 15 and 30 tons. According to parallel
survey, the average crane productivity in conventional cargo hand
ling in the mid 1970's was 25 tons per hour. Jansson & Ryden,
1978, p. 3-10.
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ments in infrastructure and cargo handling equipmentl and
a higher proportion of permanently employed labor. They
may also result from differences in pricing policy, e.g.
cost-based pricing versus market-oriented pricing. The
possibility of subsidizing general cargo operations by pro
fits from other activities, e.g. handling of bulk cargo or
ferry traffic, may explain substantial deviations from the
average group price for some ports.

The port of Gothenburg in the mid 1970's did not pub
lish any price lists for cargo handling operations. Prices
were settled in direct negotiations between shipowners and
consignors. To include this port into the analysis it was
necessary to design a proof tender. A total price for
cargo handling services was requested for two types of con
ventional carriers. A detailed specification was made
about the type of loaded cargo and the loading conditions
(Appendix 4). This tender was also sent to the authori
ties and stowing firms in all other ports included in the
study. The aim was to check to what extent list prices
might differ from actual charging practices. Sixteen ports
quoted prices that differed from those calculated from the
price lists (Figure 4:5), 10 acknowledged the calculated
prices as representative of their actual charges, and three
did not make any comments. In some cases, port authorities
and stowage companies made separate tenders and quoted sub
stantially different prices.

Differences between calculated and tender prices prob
ably reflect both the difficulty of finding an unequivocal
interpretation of an "output-designed" price list and the
rebate policy of ports. As rebates result from individual
bargaining, they were not included in the model, i.e. list
prices for cargo handling were used in the price matrix for
the sea transports between national and destination ports,
the STNP element in the model (Figure 4:2). The other and
dominati~g part (roughly 3:1) of this element was the freight
rate for the sea movement. Data on rates were collected
from price lists supplied by the lines and through direct
inquiries to the ship agents in all ports supplying sailings
to the Continent and the United Kingdom. In the inquiry,
the agents were asked to indicate rates for the most common
types of general cargo. Average rates for conventional
transports of general cargo between each port in Sweden and
the ports in the Hamburg-Rotterdam range was computed on
that base. In cases when sea freight rates included part
or all cargo handling, they were reduced by the correspond
ing price for port services.

The result of the first optimization step based on
prices for both assembling (LTNP) and sea (STNP) transports,
are shown in Figure 4:6a. Flows were mainly allocated to

1 French suprastructure.
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medium-sized ports (Uddevalla, Koping, and Kristinehamn),
a result of the low-pricing policy of the shipowners call
ing and of the ports themselves. This policy should be
considered in relation to the supplied transport capacity.

In the next optimization step, capacity restrictions
were introduced. They express the maximum cargo volume
that could be carried by vessels actually employed on the
routes. The total estimated capacity of services to the
Continent was twice the carried cargo volume in all steps.
The result of the second optimization are shown in Figure
4:6b.

The surplus of allocated traffic in Figure 4:6a was
redistributed to large ports with high frequency of sail
ings. Helsingborg almost reached capacity, indicating a
competitive mix of prices and sailings.

In the third step, the alternative of direct land
transports from hinterlands in Sweden to the Continent was
included. Prices for these transports were centered on
Dllsseldorf, assumed to represent a mid-location for export
destinations on the Continent. Regions in Sweden were di
vided into traffic areas according to tariffs applied by
the national railway and the road transport companies.

The results of the third optimization step are shown in
Figure 4:6c. They indicate a strong competitiveness of
the land transports. Sea transports through Stockholm,
Uddevalla, and some smaller ports remained competitive even
in this case, primarily as a result of low-pricing policies
adopted by the lines.

In the final optimization, transport time was included.
Its value was computed as a function of the sailing fre
quency and the duration of the sea voyage, assuming evenly
distributed cargo arrivals, i.e. the average lay-time for
cargo in ports estimated at half the interval between two
sailings. Lay-times and sailing-times were added and ex
pressed in monetary terms using the average ton-value of
Sweden's general cargo exports to the Continent in 1974 and
a 20 % weekly compounded rate of return.

The results of the final optimization are shown in
Figure 4:7. The volume of land transports increased even
further compared with the third optimization, i.e. the time
factor strengthened the position of land transports, parti
cularly by road. The modal distribution of flows estimated
with the help of the FDM corresponds well with the actual
pattern of 1974 (Table 4:2). As mentioned earlier no data
by port were available about exports to the Continent. How
ever, the capacity data indicate an intense traffic from
several ports. According to the model, only three ports
(Stockholm, Uddevalla, and Koping) could attract cargo.
The model may seem unrealistic as regards the port alloca
tion of Sweden's general cargo exports to the Continent.
Gothenburg, Helsingborg, and Norrk6ping had large traffic
to the area and the vessels hardly left empty. The map
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Figure 4:7a. Figure 4:7b.

Modal and Port Distribution of Flows to the Continent
Considering Prices, Capacity Limits and Transport Time
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Figure 4:8a. Figure 4:8b.

Modal and Port Distribution of Flows to United Kingdom
Considering Prices, Capacity Limits and Transport Time
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Table 4:2. Mode Distribution of Sweden's General Cargo Export 1974
to the Continent and United Kingdom, Actual and by the
FDM

The Continent United Kingdom

Actual Model Actual Model
% % % %

Total 100 100 100 100

Road 47 56 10 83

Rail 17 15 0 0

Sea 36 29 90 17

Sources: Unpublished Transport Statistics of Sweden, SCB,
Stockholmj Generated by the FDM

should be understood to mean that these three ports and
others were facing keen competition from the land trans
ports but were able to retain traffic by factors not con
sidered in the model, e.g. inertia and rebates.

FLOWS TO UNITED KINGDOM

United Kingdom and Ireland in 1974 occupied the third po
sition among the markets for Sweden's general cargo ex
ports. Fourteen Swedish ports in the mid 1970's had regu
lar liner connections with British ports, ferry and ro-ro
lines excluded.

Also the road transport alternative was included in
the FDM. Results were generated in the same way as for
the Continental traffic. The results of the final optimi
zation is shown in Figure 4:8. Land transports appear as
the best alternative, considerably differing from the ac
tual pattern which shows a strong dominance for sea trans
ports (Table 4:2).

CONCLUSIONS AND EVALUATION
Few studies on modal and port allocation of general cargo
flows in international trade have been based on optimiza
tion models. The method has been more common in studies
of optimal designs of transport systems for individual con
signors l or for estimation of an individual line's2 vessels
and capacity.

-1-
Naslund, 1969

2 Toscano, 1959; Datz, 1971; Lundstrom, 1974.
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However, the increasing competition between modes and
terminals in general cargo transports, particularly in the
short-sea markets between Sweden and the Continent and
United Kingdom, requires a system approach in which trans
port alternatives are treated as complementary and compe
titive elements of one system. The basic inputs are: (1)
export potentials of individual regions in the hinterlands
and import needs in the forelands, (2) pattern and prices
of transports in the hinterlands, (3) prices and turnover
capacity of the ports, (4) geography, frequency, capacity
and prices of sea transports supplied at individual ports
and (5) prices, frequency and capacity of direct land
transports between hinterland and foreland. All those
elements are included in the Flow Distribution Model. It
aims at finding a distribution pattern giving the lowest
total transport costs for general cargo exports at the na
tional level, considering prices, time and capacity restric
tions of the available transport system.

The model can be used both for mapping the current
pattern and stimulation of its future lay-out, considering
planned or expected changes in the demand for general
cargo movements. It can be used to estimate deviations
between the observed and the optimal pattern, and to
analyze the consequences of changes in an individual
element on the whole system.

The validity of the FDM and similar approaches 1 must
be discussed against their basic assumptions. In the FDM
two assumptions are of particular importance. The first
states that modal and port allocation of flows is optimal
from the national point of view when the total price, seen
as the cumulated transport costs of the export industry,
is minimized considering time and capacity restrictions of
the available transport system. According to the second
assumption, price, time and capacity are the main elements
determining flow allocation on the transport market. The
first assumption means that pricing of transport and cargo
handling services is based on marginal costs, i.e. the
price change is a function of changes in the required re
sources, and that the optimal use of cargo handling and
transport resources is one of the explicit objectives of
the national transport policy which can be reached by state
interference in the pricing policy. The second assumption
is that the transport market is characterized by a high
mobility of flows, i.e. there is no inertia caused by long
term agreements or market contacts, and that price and time
data on individual alternatives are well known to all con
signors.

The deviations between the actual and optimal alloca
tions which appeared in the model tests were a function of

1 Barr, 1970: Netherlands Economic Institute, 1973; Eriksson, 1975;
Crow1ey, 1975.
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inertia in the transport market, rebates and of very ap
proximate data about the capacity of sea transports sup
plied by the individual ports.

As shown in the first chapter, loyalty agreements
including various rebates have a long tradition in the in
ternational general cargo transports. In the short-sea
traffic they were less formalized than in the deep-sea
markets, but their influence on the modal and port distri
bution of flows in the mid 1970's certainly was significant,
considering examined differences between list and bid
prices for port services. The corresponding differences
also existed in rail, road and sea transports. However,
data were not available, neither on their extent nor on
the range of long-term transport agreements about general
cargo movements between Sweden and the Continent and United
Kingdom.

The capacity of transport services supplied at indi
vidual ports included in the analysis was considerably
above the estimated export volumes as a result of the dif
ficulty of separating loading space for general and break
bulk cargo. Both cargo types were carried by general
carriers in regular services between Sweden and the Continent
and United Kingdom. The volume of seaborne break bulk ex
ported in the mid 1970's to the Continent 26 times the ge
neral cargo exports (Table 4:1 and 4:3). For the United
Kingdom the proportion was 17 to 1. Wood and wood pro-
ducts in both cases amounted to about 85 %. Several wood
processing industries used special transport systems for
the movement of their products to the Continent and United
Kingdom. 1 But a significant part of these flows was carried
by conventional general carriers, i.e. formed an important
cargo base for the short-sea liners. The deadweight tonnage
was deemed to provide the most reliable measure of the carry
ing capacity of the general carriers. A division of their
capacity into break bulk and general cargo space would be
unrealistic.
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Table 4:3. Break Bulk Cargo Exports of Sweden by Destination and
Modes

Destination Total Road Rail Sea

'000 % % % %
tons

Norden 1967 3 404 100 31 50 19
1974 4 353 100 43 27 30
1976 4 222 100 60 20 20

The Continenta 1967 4 167 100 3 15 82
1974 6 726 100 8 23 69
1976 5 564 100 11 19 70

U.K. and 1967 3 104 100 1 0 99
Ireland 1974 3 811 100 1 1 98

1976 3 198 100 2 1 97

Southern 1967 1 348 100 0 10 90
Europeb 1974 1 767 100 1 22 77

1976 1 184 100 1 29 70

Eastern 1967 331 100 1 19 80
Europec 1974 628 100 4 43 53

1976 693 100 4 47 49

North America 1967 366 100 0 0 100
1974 373 100 0 0 100
1976 251 100 1 0 99

World 1967 13 561 100 11 14 74
1974 20 640 100 15 17 68
1976 16 344 100 20 16 65

a West Germany, Benelux, France, Switzerland, Austria
b North Coast of the Mediterranian, Portugal, Bulgaria and Romania
c East Germany, Poland, the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Hungary

Sources: Unpublished Transport Data for Sweden 1967, 1974, 1976, SCB,
Stockholm.
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APPENDIX 1

The Flow Distribution Model

The basic model:

L:
i

where

Vij • Cij (1)

C. - total transport costs for the national exports
J to destination j

v.. - volume of general cargo shipped from origin i
~J to destination j

C.. - price and time for movement from i to
~J

Subject to:

L:L: V.. L: • O. L: D.
ij ~J i

~
j J

V.. ~ CC ..
~J ~J

where

O. general cargo volume supplied by origin i
~

D. - general cargo volume demanded by destination
J

CC .. - carrying capacity on the route between i and
~J

~NEk
Eik) • EDkiJ

O. ~ :~Eik (2)
~
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where

national exports from branch

nun1ber of employed in branch k in region i

export diffusion indicator for branch k in
region i

Transport price and time for movement of one ton of
general cargo from i to j

c.. LTNP. + STNP
npj~J ~np

where

TT.
LTNP. = D. FR

d
+ TV

k R~ 7
1np

l.np ~np

(3)

(4)

D.
lnp

TT.
lnp

distance from origin-region i to national
port np

freight rate for inland transports over dis
tance cl

ton value of commodity k

internal rate of return on capital bound in
commodities applied on a weekly basis

transport time for -movements from region i to
national port n in days

STNP .
npJ NP + ST . + TV · R~ ·np npJ k -K

SF . · 0,5 + TT .
npJ npJ

14
(5)

NPnp

ST .
npJ

SF
np

Alternatives

ton-price for cargo handling in port np in
cluding aboard work, quayside work, cranage,
trucking and saidcorts

price for sea transports from national portnp
to the destination port j

sailing frequency to destination from the
national port np

Sea-~feeder

C. . LTNP. + SFT + STTP ..
~J ~np nptp ~PJ

SFTnptp

STTP .
tpJ

price and time for sea-feeder transports

price and time for sea transport from transit
to destination port

Computation method equals that for the STNP element.
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Land-feeder

c..
~J

LTTP.
~tp

LTTP. + STTP .
~tp tpJ

price and time for land-feeder to transit
ports for computation method see LTNP element

Direct land transports

C. . DLTT.. (DLTR .. )
~J ~ J ~J

where
TF ..

DLTT.. = D..• FR + TV . RR- -7~J
~J ~J at k -K

DLTT .. - price and time for direct land transport by
~J truck

DLTR .. - price and time for direct land transport by
~J rail



COMMODITY - INDUSTRY KEY

General Cargo Group

Food

Textile

Light chemical products

Metal works

Machinery

Other general cargo

Commodities
CTSE

02-04, 10.26a

10.14, 10.19,
19.39a , 19.42a
19.51a

10.16, 10.26a ,
14.37, 14.38,
19.39a , 19.51

17

18

15.44, 19.5la ,
20

SITC

o excl. 041, 1, 22, 29a , 4

21, 26, 61, 65, 83-85

23, 29 a , 53-55, 57-59,
62, 893

69

7

661.1, 661.8, 662-667, 81,
82, 86, 89 excl. 893, 95

Industries
ISIC

31

32

3513, 352, 355, 356

381

382-384

332, 342, 361, 362
385, 390

w
[\J

o

CTSE - Classification for Transport Statistics for Europe 1961/68, Economic Commission for Europe,
Inland Transport Committee

SITC - Standard International Trade Classification, 1960/74

ISIC - International Standard Industrial Classification

>
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APPENDIX 3

I samarbete med Transportforskningsdelegationen bedrivs vid Handelshegskolan i Stockholm

ett projekt rarande utvecklingstendenser inom linjesjofanen. Farsta delen av projektarbetet omfattar en

analys av efterfragan pa linjesjofarten, dar utv.1rdering av alternativa transportvagar utg6r en vasentlig

del av studien. Eftersom Er hamn utger en viktig lank i det analyserade transportsystemet ~ore vi mycket

tacksamma far Er medverkan yid insamling av komplenerande uppgifter nodvandiga i analysarbetet.

Hittills har en mangd data rerande de svenska hamnarnas godsomsanning, fartygstrafik och

teknisk utrustning insamlats fran publikationerna SOS Sjofart och Port Dues Charges and Accomodation.

Den aterstaende delen eftersakta data bestar dels av uppgifter rarande hamnens taxor och viss tcknisk utrustning

samt information betraffande linje- och semilinjesjofarten pa hamnen. Betraffande hamnens taxor ber vi

Er sanda oss de av Er publicerade informationerna rorande:

1. Hamnlotstaxa. (om sadan Hnnes:)

2. Fartygshamnavgift och varuhamnavgift ..

3. Godshanteringstaxa. (om informationen farfogas av hamnen)

4. Lagringstaxa.

5. Div servicetaxor.· (isbrytare. bogserbat, elstram, farskvatten, mottagande av oljerester, sophamtning,

hamnsparavgifter etc.)

6. Krantaxa.
Betraffande data t5rande linje-och semilinjesjefart samt teknisk utrustning i hamnen vore vi tacksam-ma

om Ni besvarar den bifogade enkaten. Om de uppgifter vi saker redan finns tillgangliga i publi cerad' form

mottar vi med tacksamhet dessa publikationer i st1illet for den bifogade enkaten. Data betraffande Er hamn,

som ingar i var analys, kommer an publiceras i bearbetad form i projektrapporter.

Vi ar medvetna om att vissa av de av oss begarda uppgifterna kan vara svartillgangliga far Er

de fall uppgifter utelamnas vore vi tacksamma far en kort forklararrde kommentar.

Vi hoppas pa Ert samarbete och tackar pa ferhand far all hjalp.

Hagaktningsfullt

Christopher von Schirach - Szmigiel

Projektledare.

Poltadresl

Box 6501

11383 STOCKHOLM

Gatuadress

Sveavogen 65

Tel"fon Q8..349560
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ProJckt: TENDENCIES IN LINER SHIPPING.

LINJESJOFARTEN

(v. g. anvand en blankett for varje sjofartslinje)

1. Linjens namn eller beteckning:

2. Linjens anl6pshamnar:

3. Antal avseglingar per vecka / manad:

4. Nar startades linjen:

5. Om trafiken pa linjen ar begrlnsad till en viss irstid ange vilken:

6. AI hamnen en bas eller sidohamn for linjen:

7. Namn pa de fartyg som trafikerar linjen:

8. Namn pi rederiet / rederierna som bedriver trafiken pa linjen:

9. Namn pi den sjofartskonferens linjen tillhor:

Box 6501

113 8:; STCC"':I.::':\~:'J..

G.h;ad~:ss

S...ec',ci gen 65
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SEMILlN]ESIOFART MED STYCKE- OCH PARTIGODS·

(v. g. anvlnd en blankett f~r varje godstyp, enligt specifikation nedan punkt 1 - 5.)

Semilinjesjofart omfattar relativt regelbundet aterkommande fartygstransport med parti- eller styckegods

vilken inte ar organiserad i form av sjc;fartslinje. Denna trafik kan bedrivas med tonnage av paragraf. eller

liknande typ, samt med specialbygda fartyg.

Som partigods definieras:

1. Skogsindustriprodukter dvs. alla travaror samt papper och pappersmassa.

2. Allt livsmedel och foder utom spannmal.

3. ]arn stal och varor dirav.

4. Kemikalier utom de som transporteras $Om massgods.

5. Styckegods ar varor som transporteras i smarre enheter mindre an hela fartygslaster.

1. Typ av transporterat gods:

2. Avgangs- och destinationshamnar, samt trafikens regelbundenhet:

----._---------------_._-------------~-----~------_._-._-----

3. Antal avseglingar per manad:

4. Vilket ar igingsattes trafiken:

5. Om trafiken ar begransad till en viss arstid ange vilken:

6. Namn pi fartyg soni bedriver trafiken:

7. Namn pi rederiet / rederierna som bedriver trafiken:

8. Om trafiken bedrivs som en del i en systemtransport ange det transporterande fBretagets namn:

Postc.dr8n

B\>A 6501

113 &3 STOCKHOLM

Gabnrireu

SveavQ~en 6;

TC!rli,.'U CB • 'J.; 95 W
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HAMNENS ANLAGGNINGAR FOR GODSHANTERlNG

RO - RO LAGEN FOR FARJETRAFIKEN

Ange antalet farjelagen samt langden och djupet yid dessa: ANTAL: _

TOT LANGD: _

DIUP : _

CONTAINERTERMINAL (inklusive ro - ro lagen fc;r godsfarjor)

Om hamn-en disponerar en containerterminal ange: Antal kajplatser, eventuellt ro - ro lagen, total kajlangd I

djup yid kajerna, antal containerkranar, lagerlokaler utom och inomhus, hyra i respektive loka~, typ, antal

och kapacitet hos truckar och avrig utrusming far hantering av containers.

ant 1tot " 1 djup lant. lkapa- ilager llager lhyra Icont. lantal Ik~pa- :Qvrig kapa-;
kaj I kaj I yid icont. !citet lut~ lvarm ~resp truck l cltet ;utrustn. citet I

!-,,-p_la_t_s_er_+-ll_a_n-=.g_d_-i!r-k_a_J_"_-+!_kf_a_n_a_r-.+'__--t,_m__"""!l_in_n_e_,~m_2-;1_0_k_a__l___;....!.-::ty-=..p_---,.I---+t-----~-_-.4

l I i' 1 I1I

'

I I

I ! 1,1 i
I I I i

t I I I :
I ! , i i

j

i I i I ! ! i

~_~~_~~~~__~" ~~~__~I~~,~I~_~ __.~ ~~~_J--~ __i_~~~~ __

Hamnens omsattning av containers / flak faregaende ar:

Container mindre an 20 ft.

Container 20ft. och starre.

Flak. ~

I

IN UT I

1
~ I

\

-t
!

Kyllager

Fryslager

Varmlager

ANLAGGNINGAR FOR UPPST ALLNING OCH LAGRING AV STYCKE - OCH PARTIGODS ANNAT AN

ENHETSGODS

Har hamnen uppstallningsspar inom hamnomradet: •

Finns mojlighet att direkt lasta eller lassa stycke - eller partigads mellan jarnvagsvagn och fartyg: •

Hamnens uppstallningsplatser och lagerlokaler som e jutgo r del av containerterminal:

t----' .... -r- -_._-- , I :

rnta~ fTotal..1~~202Y~~Pfl~n:L ~.T_~'":l!'- "Y~~_

Lagringsutrymmen utomhus: .. 1. . 'I III

Lager under tak .~-----.-------l.------------I I i! :
, I I! :I ..~__---L--__. L ---i

I I --+--1--~-_._._~

POltadress

Box 6...r.ol

11383 STOCKHOLM

Gatuadress

Sveavagen 65

Telafon 08-349560
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Postedress

Box 6501

11383 STOCKHOLM

ANLAGGNINGAR FOR TRANSPORT AV GODS I HAMNEN

Autal typ och kapacitet hos de truckar som anvands i hamnen:

.----- ---------.,--.---_ ....--- ··-_..·~··-··-·-r--·_··_·_·

i TYP : ANTAL . KAPACITET
L. - .. .-L . ._~--------.---

SYSSELSATTA HAMN - OCH STUVERIARBETARE

Autal hamn - och stuveriarbetare hamnen anlitar: •

Gatuadress

Sveavogen 65

Telefon ~349560
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APPENDIX 4

Denna provoffert bor ifyl1as i den man stuveribolaget anser att

de egna publieerade taxorna inte rattvist aterspeglar prisforhallanden

i hamnen.

Offerten bor avse den genomsnittliga prisnivan 1874 oeh illustrera

&~.21ll!E1IUJ?.£.iL~_for h.ant er i n g a v par t i - 0 eh stye keg 0 d s • Av g if t e r

for k ran 0 e h t rue k s k a in g a i b era k n in g a r n a, men e j tall y • S a n1 S t u v n ill g

med annat gods forekommer ej.

f.9.l.~~l.!l!!.UL&..a:.!

Lossning - Fartygets storlek kl ass 2000 dwt.

klass 11 8000-10000 dwt.

- Hela lasten lossas i hamnen.

- Lasten tages fran fartygets rum upplag! ITlagasin/kaj. utaH

brytning av pallar, med gaffeltruek.

Far t yget s st 0 r I e k k 1ass 2000 dwt

klass 11 8000 - 10.000 dwt

Fartyget ar tomt Yid lastningens borjan.

La sten tag e s f r cl n m a gas i n e 11 e r l{a i In e d g a f f e 1t rue k

Lasten bestar av foljande:

P~,!l(l.t gods. vikt per pall 100~ kg. och totalt minst 100 ton.

4-500 kg

Sackgods. ej pallat, 50 kg sack,

Tackjarn, pallat, vikt per pall 1.500 kg, och totalt minst 500 ton.
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Ft>rutsattningar:

Pallgods 1000 kg pall.

1. Antal man i stuveriganget

327

LASTNING
magasin-fartyg
fartygets storlek
2000 dwt 8000-10000 dwt

LOSSNING
fartyg-magasin

2000 dv.[t

2(3)

8000-10000 d\\"t

2. Uppskanad produktivitet i ton per gangtimme ••••••••••

3. Priser per ton gods:

Onlbordsarbete

Landarbete

Kranhyra

Truckhyra

Ev. annan avgift (••••••••••••••••• )

TOTALT

PaJlgods Ea 400 - 500 kg pall.

1. Antal Inan i stuverigttnget

2. Uppskattad produktivitet i ton per gangtimnle ••••••••••

3. Priser per ton gods:

Ombordsarbcte

Landarbete

Kranhyra

!ruckhyra

Ev. annan avtiift C. • •••• ••••••••••• )

TOTALT

HA1..,1N:••.•••••••••••••••••••••
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LASTNING
magasin - fartyg

Fartygets storlek
2000 dwt

. Forutsattningar:

Sackgods, ei pallat. 50 kg sack.

1. Antal man i stuveriganget

2. Uppskattad produktivitet i ton per gangtimme ••••••••••

3. Priser per ton gods:

Ombordsarbete

Landarbete

Kranhyra

Truckhyra

Ev. annan avgift (•••••••••••••••• )

TOTALT

Tackjarn, pCl.llat, vikt ner pall 1500 kg.

1. Antal man i stuveriganget

2. Uppskattad produktivitet i ton per gangtimme••••••••••

3. Priser per ton gods:

Ombordsarbete

Landarbete

Kranhyra

Truckhyra

Ev. annan avgift (••••••••••••••••• ) ••••••••••

TOTALT

8000-10000 clwt

LOSSNING
fartyg - magasin

2000 dwt

3(3)

8000-10000 dw
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